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Dear Mr. Matthews: 

Enclosed for NRC review and comment is draft NEI 96-07, Revision 1C, Guidelines for 

10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations. The revised guidance in Enclosure 1 reflects consideration of 

industry and NRC comments received on the September 17 draft of the document.  

Enclosure 2 is a table that indicates the disposition of the NRC's November 3 comments.  

In addition to numerous clarifications and refinements to the September 17 draft, the 

enclosed Revision 1C includes the following new material: 

" Section 4.3.8 has been revised to reflect the discussions during our November 2 

public meeting on the meaning of approved by the NRC for the intended 

application as that phrase is used in the rule definition of departure from a method 

of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated).  

" Sections 3.3 and 4.1.2 have been clarified to reflect that risk impacts of temporary 

changes used to support maintenance activities are assessed and managed under 

the Section a(4) of the Maintenance Rule, and as such, 10 CFR 50.59 does not 

apply to such changes.  

Consistent with new 10 CFR 50.59(c)(3) and associated statements of 

consideration, Section 1.2.1 has been revised and new Section 4.1.5 has been added 

to reflect that fire protection-related changes should be evaluated under the fire 

protection license condition established by licensees based on Generic Letter 86-10.  

Fire protection changes would not also be subject to 10 CFR 50.59 unless the 

changes effect non-fire protection design functions of SSCs.
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10 CFR 50.59(c)(3) and this guidance are expected to clarify longstanding 
confusion concerning overlapping change control criteria in the fire protection 
area. In public comments on DG-1094, "Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear 
Power Plants" (due to NRC by January 7, 2000), NEI intends to propose guidance 
for licensee evaluation of fire protection changes that is consistent with GL 86-10 
and the clarified scope of 10 CFR 50.59.  

We look forward to discussing the revised guidance with you in a public meeting in early 
January. Following that interaction, we plan to make final adjustments to the guidance 
as necessary and forward the final draft of NEI 96-07, Revision 1, to you for NRC 
endorsement.  

If you have any questions concerning the enclosed draft guidance, please contact me at 
202-739-8081, or Russ Bell at 202-739-8087.  

Sincerely 

K 

Anthony R. Pietrangelo 

Enclosures

c: Eileen McKenna
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Resolution Status of NRC Nov. 3 Comments on Draft NEI 96-07, Rev. 1

NRC Comment

The second bullet in Figure 1 on page 4 should be modified to read, "Is the 
Activity Controlled by Another Regulation eG that contains a Change Process?" 
The rule only allows exclusion when another regulation contains a change 
process. The ensuing reference to 10 CFR 50.65 also needs to be removed 
because it does not contain a change process. Conforming changes need to be 
made in section 4.1.2. Contemplating adding new loads on a safety bus without 
performing a 50.59 evaluation by considering it maintenance on a bus is not 
acceptable. Similarly, contemplating new reactor fuel without performing a 50.59 
evaluation by considering it maintenance on the core is also not acceptable.

+

2. It would be helpful to clarify the definition of "design function" to explain how 
redundancy, diversity and defense-in-depth are captured (pg 11).

3. Item (c)(2) in section 4.3.2 is not clear. What is meant by increasing challenges 
such that performance is degraded below some point? It would be helpful for this 
to be clarified.

4. It would be helpful to clarify the definition of "essentially the same." The last ' 
sentence provides examples that may confuse users because it states "examples 
of departures that would be considered 'essentially the same."' It is important to 
stress the essentially the same standard is applied to the results of a method not to 
the departure from a method itself. Although we would expect the results of these 
examples to be essentially the same the guidance may be interpreted to imply that 
for these types of changes the "essentially the same" standard does not need to be 
demonstrated on the results. It may be helpful to provide examples that apply the 
definition "within the margin of error for the type of analysis being performed .......  
For example a method is applied using a different computational platform 
(mainframe vs workstation) however when cases were run on the two systems the 
difference in the results was always less than 1%. This is less than the margin of 
error for this type of calculation and the results are essentially the same (pg. 13).  
Conforming changes also need to be made in section 4.3.8.2.

Resolution

Changed top box of Fig. 1 to say "Proposed Activity" 
to encompass changes, tests, experiments and 
maintenance activities. No changes to 2nd decision 
block or reference to 10 CFR 50.65.  

Section 4.1.2 modified to clarify the limitations on 
what can be considered maintenance. Adding new 
loads on a safety bus or adopting a new fuel design 
would not be considered maintenance.

In Section 3.3, added "single failure" to the 
conditions under which design functions may be 
required to be performed.  
Added screening consideration to Section 4.2:1: 

* Does the activity reduce the existing SSC 
redundancy, diversity or defense-in-depth?

Section 4.3:2 (c)(2) truncated to read, "Increasing 
challenges to safety systems assumed to function in 
the safety analyses." 
Last sentence of the Section 3.4 discussion of 
"essentially the same" modified to read, "Variation in 
results due to routine analysis sensitivities or 
calculational differences (e.g., rounding errors and 
use of different computational platforms) would 
typically be within the analysis margin of error and 
thus considered "essentially the same." The 
suggested example will be added to Section 4.3.8.2 
as follows: For example, when a method is applied 
using a different computational platform (mainframe 
vs workstation), results of cases run on the two 
platforms differed by less than 1%, which is the 
margin of error for this type of calculation. Thus the 
results are essentially the same, and do not 
constitute a departure from a method that requires 
prior NRC approval.

1.
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5. The definition for "approved by NRC for the intended application" and the related 
guidance in section 4.3.8 need to be supported by additional guidance that 
indicates that a licensee should have established a program that conforms with 
the guidelines in GL 83-11, as well as further information to assist licensees with 
how they would determine that a particular application of a different method is 
technically appropriate for the intended application, and within the bounds of what 
has hben found -nl ntfnhl hv NIr

Section 4.3.8 modified to address the NRC 
comment. See in particular 4.3.8.2.

6. On the bottom of page 32 of the guidance, the sentence, "This is not to say that if Sentence modified to read, "However, a plant
plant-specific accident frequency calculation or PRA can be used to evaluate a specific accident frequency calculation or PRA may 
proposed activity in a quantitative sense, it should not be used." is unclear and is be used to evaluate a proposed activity in a 
unnecessarily negative. Suggest deletion in favor of the clearer statement in the quantitative sense. It should be emphasized...." 
first complete paragraph on page 33.  

7. With regard to the increases in the likelihood of SSC malfunctions, a factor of 2 The following guidance was added to Section 
was proposed as the criterion. Although this criterion is reasonable (on a 4.3.2.b: 
component level), the guidance needs to be clear at what level this criterion 
should be applied. For example, a change is being contemplated to a breaker The factor of two guideline should be applied 
associated with a diesel, should the factor of 2 increase be applied to the breaker, based on the nature of the change, e.g., at the 
the diesel, the safety train, the onsite electrical power system, or the electrical component level if the change affects a 
power system? The guidance states that the evaluation be performed at the component or at the system train level if the 
same level as the failure modes and effects analysis, however, this is not always change affects redundant trains of a system.  
clear. Please provide a clear discussion of the level at which the factor of 2 
should be applied and provide a rationale for its use.  

8. In the discussion of direct vs. indirect effects, it would be NEI 96-07, R1, Section 4.2.1.1 says, "Another important consideration is 
helpful to describe the extent to which indirect effects need that a change to non safety-related equipment not described in the UFSAR 
to be considered. For example, a change being can indirectly affect the capability of SSCs described in the UFSAR to 
contemplated to a cooling water system. Should the effect perform their intended design function(s). For example, increasing the heat 
of the change be evaluated on the cooling water system load on a non safety-related heat exchanger such that the cooling system's 
alone or should it extend to the systems the cooling water ability to cool safety-related equipment is compromised.  
systems support? Please clarify the extent to which 
indirect effects need to considered and provide the Section 4.3.2 says, "Indirect effects also include the effects of proposed 
rationale. activities on the design functions of SSCs credited in the safety analyses.  

The safety analysis assumes certain design functions of SSCs in 
demonstrating the adequacy of design. Thus, certain design functions, 
while not specifically identified in the safety analysis, are credited in an 
indirect sense." 

The guidance is considered adequate.
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9. The discussion on screening changes to methods of 
evaluation in section 4.2.1.3 needs to be modified. The 
position that a method referenced, but not described, in the 
FSAR does not require a 50.59 evaluation is not 
acceptable. Similarly, if a change to an element of a 
method is being considered, and the method is described 
in the FSAR, a 50.59 evaluation needs to be performed, 
regardless of whether the element (of the method) is 
described in the FSAR. The position that a departure can 
be screened out without a 50.59 "provided the changes do 
not affect the UFSAR description" of the method is not 
acceptable, because the FSAR descriptions of the 
methods are generally not comprehensive descriptions of 
the methods. Additionally, the guidance should be clear 
that any changes to methods that are referenced by 
another method subject to 50.59 need to be changed in 
accordance with 50.59. For example, a topical for a non
LOCA transient analysis is referenced in the FSAR. The 
topical describes the use of a system transient code as the 
basis for the topical. Changes to the system code that 
affect the non-LOCA transient analysis need to be 
evaluated under 50.59. Conforming changes also need to

10.
be made in section 4.3.8.1.
The manner that redundancy, diversity, and separation are discussed in sections 
4.3.2 and 4.3.6 for the different criteria in the rule should be clarified. It appears, 
through the examples that a reduction in the level of independence would not be 
permitted by one criterion but may be permitted by another. It may be helpful to 
provide an example how a reduction in the level of redundancy, diversity or 
independence would be treated by the guidance as a whole.

11. The guidance on identifying the design basis limits in 
section 4.3.7 is not consistent with the rule SOC in SECY
99-130. The test of whether the "parameter is crucial to the 
barrier integrity," or if exceeding the limit "alone would be 
sufficient for the barriers integrity to be questioned" is too 
narrow and somewhat subjective. The SOC for the rule 
defines "design basis limit for a fission product barrier" as 

" any parameter used to measure the integrity of a barrier." 
This is a simpler definition that is much less subjective and 
should be used in the auidance. Additionally, the list of

Section 4.3.2 has been modified to conform to 
Section 4.3.6.

The SOC for the rule defines "design basis limit for a fission product 
barrier" as "any parameter used to determine (not measure) the integrity of 
a barrier." Not all parameters associated with fission product barriers are 
design bases parameters for purposes of Section 4.3.7. For clarity the 
sentence containing "alone would be sufficient for the barriers integrity to 
be questioned," has been deleted. The guidance is consistent with the 
SOC.  

For example, exceeding limits for fuel bum-up (not a design bases 
parameter) would affect fuel internal gas pressure, which is a design bases

3 

2nd paragraph and 2 d bullet of Section 4.2.1.3 modified to read as follows: 

If the method used for performing specific analyses is identified or 
described in the UFSAR, that method is considered to be described in the 
UFSAR for purposes of 10 CFR 50.59. Methods of evaluation that may be 
discussed in references listed at the end of UFSAR sections or chapters are 
not considered to be described in the UFSAR unless the UFSAR states 
they were used for specific analyses within the scope of 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii). Changes to methods of evaluation described in the 
UFSAR do not require evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59 if the changes are 
within the constraints and limitations associated with use of the method, 
e.g., identified in a topical report and/or SER. The following examples 
illustrate the screening of changes to methods of evaluation: 

* The UFSAR references the name of the computer code used for 
performing some particular type of analyses, with no further discussion 
of the methods employed within the code for performing those analyses.  
Changes to the computer code may be screened out provided that the 
changes are within the constraints and limitations identified in the 
associated topical report and SER. A change that goes beyond 
restrictions on the use of the method should be evaluated under 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii) to determine if prior NRC approval is required.

be ade in section 4.3.8.1.
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example parameters should be expanded to include fuel rod 
linear heat rate, fuel burn-up limits, RCSection heat-up and 
cool-down limits, RCSection usage factors, and 
containment temperature to have a more complete. set of 
parameters.

12. The second bullet describing conditions not considered departures is not clear (pg 53) 

because terms like "fundamental assumptions" are not well understood, in all cases.  
Additionally, the description does not appear to be consistent with the rule definition of 

departure, because it implies that certain changes can be considered not departures, 

even if they are not NRC approved and not essentially the same (or conservative).

The bullet in question has been deleted.

I
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limit for the integrity of the fuel cladding. For similar reasoning, linear heat 
rate and RCS usage factor are likewise not design bases parameters.  
Because some licensees may consider limits on RCS heat-up and cool
down as design bases limits, these will be added to the table in Section 

4.3.7 (with an asterisk indicating that these parameters are typically 
controlled by technical specifications limits). For clarification, the first bullet 
under "Identification of affected design basis limits for fission product 

barriers" has been revised as follows: 
The parameter is fundamental to the barrier's integrity. Design 
basis limits for fission product barriers establish the boundaries, or 
limits of the design bases as defined in 10 CFR 50.2. They are the 
limiting values for parameters that directly determine the performance 
of a fission product barrier. That is, design bases limits are 
fundamental to barrier integrity and may be thought of as the point at 
which confidence in the barrier begins to decrease.  

For purposes of this evaluation, design bases parameters should be 
distinguished from other parameters that-while they may affect fission 
product barrier performance-are of secondary importance. For 
example, a change to fuel bum-up limits would be evaluated for its 
effect on clad strain to determine if it caused the limiting value for fuel 
internal gas pressure to be exceeded. Thus fuel internal gas pressure 
is a fundamental design bases limit for fuel cladding integrity, and fuel 

* burn-up is a secondary/subordinate parameter/limit. Similarly, linear 
heat rate and RCS usage factor limits affect the fuel cladding and RCS 
boundary but are subordinate, respectively, to the design bases limits 
for fuel temperature and RCS stresses.  

In the context of containment barrier integrity, containment temperature is 

not a design bases parameter. It is a function of containment pressure 
which is the parameter of principal interest with respect to retaining fission 
product materials. Containment temperature is significant to 
environmental qualification, which is considered elsewhere in the 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation.
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13. Section 4.3.3 on p. 38 describes in detail current dose guidance in Parts 50 and 
100 and SRPs in terms of whole body and thyroid doses. A new final rule 
amending Part 50 for the voluntary use of alternative source terms (in terms of 
TEDE dose) is expected to be approved soon. It may be helpful to reference this 
rule and its provisions once it is issued.

14. NEI 96-07 does not provide any specific guidance regarding 
application of 10 CFR 50.59 for the review of digital retrofits.  
A large effort was undertaken by the staff, EPRI, NEI, and 
the utilities to establish guidance (Generic Letter 95-02) for 
determining which digital retrofits could or could not be 
implemented without NRC review under the existing rule 
requirements. NEI 96-07 should provide detailed guidance 
that is both clear and unambiguous regarding digital retrofits 
(which ones can and cannot be retrofitted without NRC 
review). Examples would be helpful in this regard.

15. The discussion provided in Section 4.2,"SCREENING", seems to indicate that aU 
safety related digital retrofits and non-safety related digital retrofits that impact 
SSC's are controlled by the 10 CFR 50.59 process. This would include new 
technology such as digital/software that is not an existing part of a plant's design 
basis. This would mean that an analysis per 10 CFR 50.59 process is required, 
Is this the intent of the NEI guidance? If not, there should be more detailed 
guidance regarding the systems and their subsequent inclusion into the 50.59 
screening process. Factors that would lead to this somewhat all-inclusive 
screening process would be the introduction of a need for the determination of 
software quality, the increased susceptibility to EMI/RFI, the change in systems 
response times and the change in system calibration procedures including 
possible set point and allowable value changes due to increased accuracies.  
Examples in this area would be helpful for the licensee to aid in its decision 
making process.
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Appropriate changes to the guidance will be 
considered based on the forthcoming changes to 
Part 50 concerning alternative source terms.

The following changes have been made to Section 4.3.6: 

Thus, for instance, if failures were previously postulated on a train level 
because the trains were independent, a proposed activity that introduces a 

cross-tie or credible common mode failure (eq, as a result of an analogq-to
digital upgrade) should be evaluated further to see whether new outcomes 
have been introduced.  

The following example was also added: 

For example, if a feedwater control system is being upgraded from an 
analog to a digital system, new components may be added which could 
obviously fail for reasons other than the components in the original design.  

If, however, the end result of the component or subsystem failure is the 
same as, or is bounded by, the results of malfunctions currently described 
in the UFSAR (i.e. failure to maximum demand, failure to minimum 
demand, failure as-is, etc.) then this activity or change would not be 
creating a "malfunction with a different result".

-I

The intent of the guidance is that all safety related 
and non-safety related tests, experiments or 
changes (including digital retrofits) that affect SSC's 
are subject to 10 CFR 50.59 screening and, if 
necessary, evaluation.



16. 10 CFR 50.59 Criterion 2 addresses a minimal increase in the likelihood of 
occurrence of a malfunction. The NEI guidance document indicates that changes 
in design requirements affect the likelihood of a malfunction (design requirements 
could include software quality, EMI/RFI, and operability characteristics). Since a 
digital retrofit invalidates some of the analog design requirements/characteristics, 
this would appear to result (according to Section 4.3.2) in more than a minimal.  
increase in the likelihood of malfunction. System reliability when reviewed along 
with the UFSAR FMEA for digital retrofits leads to questions as to what the 
quantifiable change in reliability would be since digital system reliability is 
extremely difficult to quantify or even estimate. A detailed writeup using several 
digital retrofit examples would be beneficial.

17. In sections 3.11 and 4.1.4 on procedures, it may be helpful to add a short 
discussion that explains why procedures for work control or for conduct of 
operations are not included (in contrast to procedures that concern individual 
system operation) to assist in the screening process.

18. Page 37: In this section, the guidance gives examples of when there is less than 
a minimal increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of a SSC 
important to safety (i.e., when NRC review is not required). The guidance states, 
"(when) the change would not cause applicable design stresses to exceed their 
code allowables." This example could be misleading to the reader. In many 
cases, a component's functionality is established by vendors at a lower stress or 
deformation limit than those required by a code. For example, the ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code establishes stress limits for piping, pumps, valves, etc.  
to ensure the pressure integrity of the component - not necessarily the 
functionality of the component. It is not unusual for a pump vendor to specify 
stress limits for its casing (that are much lower than ASME Code allowable stress 
limits) to ensure that the pump will not bind. Similarly, NSSSection vendors often 
specify lower stress limits or deformation limits for certain reactor internals that are 
below the Code allowables to ensure the functionality of the reactor internals (e.g., 
rod insertion) under design basis loading conditions.  

As stated, the document gives the impression that there is less than a minimal 
increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of a SSC as long as 
design stresses remain within code allowables. The NEI document should 
acknowledge that requirements to ensure the functional capability of SSCs might 
be more restrictive than code allowables.

.4-

Ex. 2 in this section modified as follows: 

The change would not cause applicable design 
,stresses to exceed their ASME Code allowables or 
other applicable design limit (if any) for stress, 
deformation, etc. For example, to ensure pump 
functionality, vendor-specified stress limits for a 
pump casing may be well below the ASME Code 
allowable.
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Design requirements for digital retrofits would be 
consistent with and would replace - not-invalidate 
those of the old analog I&C. We do not agree that 
such a change would automatically result in more 
than a minimal increase in the likelihood of 
malfunction. This would need to be evaluated. Like 
other types of changes, this evaluation may be 
largely qualitative in nature such that the difficulty in 
quantifying any change in reliability is not considered 
an obstacle to completing the 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation. No change in the guidance is 
considered necessary.  

Clarifications were made to Sections 3.11 and 4.1.4 
to address the NRC comment as well as industry 
comments

i



19. Page 46: In NEI's table, NEI provides typical design basis limits. For the RCS 

boundary, NEI notes that "Stresses" (as well as clad temperature and clad 

oxidation) are "commonly controlled by 10 CFR 50.46 and/or a specific Technical 

Specification and therefore would not be subject tQ evaluation under this criterion." 

RCS boundary stresses are controlled under 10 CFR 50.55a, not 50.46 or Tech 

Specs.
- +

20. As discussed in Section B.2 of the SOC for 10 CFR 50.59 (64 FR 53587), 

supplemental guidance or examples are needed for implementation specific to 10 

CFR Part 54, the license renewal rule. As required by 10 CFR 54.21(d), summary 

descriptions of programs for managing the effects of aging and the evaluation of 

time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) must be incorporated into the FSAR. As 

discussed in the SOC for license renewal, [60 FR 22482], by incorporating the 

descriptions into the FSAR, subsequent changes are controlled by §50.59.  

Guidance and examples should be added (either to 1.2, 3.6, 3.11, or 4.2.1), to 

discuss applicability of the 50.59 process to the summary descriptions of license 

renewal programs and TLAAs contained in the FSAR (as updated).

21. In section 4.1.3, the applicability guidance provides an example of FSAR changes 
that would not be subject to the 50.59 process, i.e., minor changes to drawings 

such as correcting mislabeled valves. It may be helpful to provide an example of 

what might be viewed as "a minor change to a drawing", but which would require 

further evaluation (either screening or 50.59 evaluation). For instance, consider a 

change to a standby lineup to reposition a valve in a safety system from the 
position noted on an FSAR drawing.
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The table note will be modified to say, "These 
parameters are commonly controlled by 10 CFR 
50.55a, 10 CFR 50.46 and/or ....  

We have modified Sections 3.6 and 3.11 so that the 
first sentence under "Discussion" of the definitions of 
"facility/procedures as described in the UFSAR" 
reads as follows: 

The scope of information that is the focus of 10 
CFR 50.59 is the information presented in the 
original FSAR to satisfy the requirements of 10 
CFR 50.34(b), as updated per the requirements 
of 10 CFR 50.71(e), and as supplemented 
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(d).  

This change underscores that changes affecting 
information contained in supplements to the UFSAR 
to support license renewal-like all other UFSAR 
information-is subject to 10 CFR 50.59, including 
screening and, if necessary, evaluation, to determine 
in prior NRC approval of the change is required.  
Additional guidance and examples on screening and 
evaluation of activities subject to 10 CFR 50.59 
beyond that already presented in draft NEI 96-07, 
R1, is not considered necessary.  

The draft guidance allows minor corrections to 
drawings. Changes would need to be screened and, 
if necessary, evaluated under 10 CFR 50.59.  
Corrections include resolution of inconsistencies 
within the UFSAR and correction of drawing 
information that is incidental-not material-to the 
UFSAR description related to the drawing.  

Example 5 in Section 4.2.1.2 addresses the change 
of a valve position indicated in the UFSAR.
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22. In section 3.3, p.11, The definition of temporary change should be revised to 
include bypasses installed to support maintenance activities that are no longer "in 

progress". (This comment relates to the broader issue of when "indefinite out-for
maintenance" becomes a change).  

23. In section 3.7, p. 15, second paragraph, fourth sentence, revise to read 'Therefore 
pending UFSAR revisions that have received final approval for incorporation..."

24. It may be helpful to include a cross-reference in section 4.2.1 to the guidance on 
compensatory actions in section 4.4 (one can get there through the definition of 
change, in section 3.3, but a simpler reference is suggested).

Sections 3.3 and 4.1.2 have been revised. The 
revisions make clear that temporary changes are 
considered to be part of a maintenance activity 
provided they are removed at the conclusion of the 
activity 

Sentence revised as suggested 

The following will be added to Sections 4.2 and 4.3: 
Specific guidance for applying 10 CFR 50.59 
screening (evaluation) to temporary changes 
proposed as compensatory measures for degraded 
non-conforming conditions is provided in Section 
4.4.
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FOREWORD 

In 1999, the NRC revised its regulation controlling changes, tests and experiments 
performed by nuclear plant licensees-the first changes to 10 CFR 50.59 in over 30 
years. The changes were prompted by the need to resolve differences in 
interpretation of the rule's requirements by the industry and the NRC that came in 
clear focus in 1996. These differences existed despite general recognition that 
licensee implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 has been effective in controlling activities 
affecting plant design and operation. The rule changes had two principal objectives, 
both aimed at restoring much-needed regulatory stability to this extensively used 
regulation: 

. Establish clear definitions to promote common understanding of the rule's 
requirements 

. Clarify the criteria for determining when changes, tests and experiments 
require prior NRC approval 

While effective at controlling changes, 10 CFR 50.59 was, at the same time, viewed 
as overly restrictive of licensee changes and unduly burdensome. License 
amendment requests were prepared, submitted and reviewed by the NRC for many 
changes having little or no impact on the plant design or operation. Indeed, some 
beneficial changes were withdrawn by licensees upon determination that the 
change would have to go through the burdensome license amendment process.  
Moreover, substantial resources were expended each year by licensees to process 
and submit to NRC lengthy evaluations for numerous insignificant changes. The 
changes approved by the Commission in 1999 made 10 CFR 50.59 more focused and 
efficient by: 

* Providing greater flexibility to licensees, primarily by allowing changes 
that have minimal safety impact to be made without prior NRC approval 

* Clarifying the threshold for "screening out" changes that do not require 
full evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59, primarily by adoption of key 
definitions 

These changes will conserve both licensee and NRC resources while continuing to 
ensure that significant changes are thoroughly evaluated and approved by the NRC 
as appropriate.  

This document provides guidance for implementing the revised rule. While it 
contains new guidance corresponding to new and revised rule criteria, overall, the 
document reflects a refinement of longstanding industry practice, not a radical new
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approach. The basic philosophy behind 10 CFR 50.59 implementation and a 
substantial amount of guidance reflected in this document can be traced to 
EPRI/NSAC-125-the original industry guidance document in this area-issued in 
1989.  

Other past guidance related to 10 CFR 50.59, including NRC generic 
communications, was also reviewed and reflected in this document as appropriate.  
The intent is to provide comprehensive guidance that is consistent with the 1999 
changes to 10 CFR 50.59.  

In parallel with the rulemaking to amend 10 CFR 50.59, the NRC made conforming 
changes to the analogous provision in 10 CFR Part 72 for control of changes, tests 
and experiments involving independent fuel storage facilities. The intent of 
conforming 10 CFR 72.48 to the terms of 10 CFR 50.59 was to provide for consistent 
implementation of these two analogous regulations. Accordingly, the guidance 
herein on implementing 10 CFR 50.59 may be applied to support implementation of 
10 CFR 72.48.
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I INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 

10 CFR 50.59 establishes the conditions under which licensees may make 
changes to the facility or procedures and conduct tests or experiments 
without prior NRC approval. Proposed changes, tests and experiments 
(hereafter referred to collectively as activities) that satisfy the definitions and 
one or more of the criteria in the rule must be reviewed and approved by the 
NRC before implementation. Thus 10 CFR 50.59 provides a threshold for 
regulatory review-not the final determination of safety-for proposed 
activities.  

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance for developing effective 
and consistent 10 CFR 50.59 implementation processes.  

1.2 RELATIONSHIP OF 10 CFR 50.59 TO OTHER REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
AND CONTROLS 

As the process for controlling most activities affecting equipment and 
procedures at a nuclear power plant, implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 
interfaces with many other regulatory requirements and controls. To 
optimize the use of 10 CFR 50.59, the rule and this guidance should be 
understood in the context of the proper relationship with these other 
regulatory processes. These relationships are described below: 

1.2.1 Relationship of 10 CFR 50.59 to Other Processes that Control 
Licensing Basis Activities 

10 CFR 50.59 focuses on the effects of proposed activities on the safety 
analyses that are contained in the updated FSAR (UFSAR) and are a 
cornerstone of each plant's licensing basis. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 
control of changes affecting the safety analyses, there are several other 
complementary processes for controlling activities that affect other aspects of 
the licensing basis: 

"* Amendments to the Operating License (including the technical 
specifications) are sought and obtained under 10 CFR 50.90.  

"* Where changes to the facility or procedures are controlled by more 
specific regulations (e.g., quality assurance, security and emergency 
preparedness program changes controlled under 10 CFR 50.54(a),
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(p) and (q), respectively; Off-site Dose Calculation Manual changes 
controlled by technical specifications), 10 CFR 50.59 states that the 
more specific regulation applies.  

n Changes that require an exemption from a regulation are processed 
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.12.  

n Guidance for controlling changes to licensee commitments is provided 
by NEI 99-04, Guideline for Managing NRC Commitment Changes.  

* Where a licensee possesses a license condition which specifically 
permits changes to the NRC-approved fire protection program (i.e., 
has received the standard fire protection license condition contained 
in Generic Letter 86-10), subsequent changes to the fire protection 
program would be controlled under the license condition and not 10 
CFR 50.59.  

n Maintenance activities, including associated temporary changes, are 
subject to the technical specifications and are assessed and managed 
in accordance with the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65; screening 
and evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59 is not required.  

Together with 10 CFR 50.59, these processes form a framework of 
complementary regulatory controls over the licensing basis. To optimize the 
effectiveness of these controls and minimize duplication and undue burden, it 
is important to understand the scope of each process within the regulatory 
framework. This guideline discusses the scope of 10 CFR 50.59 in relation to 
other processes, including circumstances under which different processes, 
e.g., 10 CFR 50.59 and 10 CFR 50.90, should be applied to different aspects of 
an activity.  

In addition to controlling changes to the facility and procedures described in 
the UFSAR under 10 CFR 50.59 as required by the rule, some licensees also 
control changes to other licensing basis information using the 10 CFR 50.59 
process. This may be in accordance with a requirement of the license or 
commitment to the NRC. An example of documentation that may be-outside 
the UFSAR but that is controlled via 10 CFR 50.59 by many licensees are the 
Technical Specifications Bases.
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1.2.2 Relationship of 10 CFR 50.59 to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B 

Prior to the operating license, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, assures that the 
facility design and construction meet applicable requirements, codes and 
standards in accordance with the safety classification of systems, structures 
and components (SSCs). Appendix B design control provisions ensure that all 
changes continue to meet applicable design and quality requirements. The 
design and licensing bases evolve in accordance with Appendix B 
requirements up to the time that an operating license is received, and 10 
CFR 50.59 is not applicable until after that time, Both Appendix B and 10 
CFR 50.59 apply following receipt of an operating license.  

Appendix B also addresses corrective action. The application of 10 CFR 50.59 
to corrective actions that address degraded and non-conforming conditions is 
described in Section 4.4.  

1.2.3 Relationship of 10 CFR 50.59 to the UFSAR 

The 10 CFR 50.59 is the process that identifies when a license amendment is 
required prior to implementing changes to the facility or procedures 
described in the UFSAR or tests and experiments not described in the 
UFSAR. As such, it is important that the FSAR be properly maintained and 
updated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e). Guidance for updating UFSARs 
to reflect activities implemented under 10 CFR 50.59 is provided by 
Regulatory Guide 1.181, which endorses NEI 98-03, Revision 1.  

1.2.4 Relationship of 10 CFR 50.59 to 10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases 

10 CFR 50.59 controls changes to both 10 CFR 50.2 design bases and 
supporting design information contained in the UFSAR. In support of 10 
CFR 50.59 implementation, Section 4.3.7 of this guideline defines the design 
basis limits for fission product barriers that are subject to control under 10 
CFR 50.59(c)(2)(vii), and Section 4.3.8 provides guidance on the scope of 
methods of evaluation used in establishing design bases or in the safety 
analyses that are subject to control under 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii).  
Additional guidance for identifying 10 CFR 50.2 design bases is provided in 
NEI 97-04, Appendix B.
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1.3 10 CFR 50.59 PROCESS SUMMARY: 

After determining that a proposed activity is safe and effective through 
appropriate engineering and technical evaluations, the 10 CFR 50.59 process 
is applied to determine if a license amendment is required prior to 
implementation. This process involves the following basic steps as depicted 
in Figure 1: 

"* Applicability and Screening: Determine if a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
is required.  

"* Evaluation: Apply the eight evaluation criteria of 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2) to 
determine if a license amendment must be obtained from the NRC.  

"* Documentation & reporting: Document and report to the NRC 
activities implemented under 10 CFR 50.59.  

Later sections of this document discuss key definitions, provide guidance for 
determining applicability, screening, and performing 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluations, and present examples to illustrate the application of the process.
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1.4 APPLICABILITY TO 10 CFR 72.48 

Concurrent with the rulemaking to amend 10 CFR 50.59, the NRC made 
conforming changes to the analogous provisions in 10 CFR 72.48 controlling 
licensee changes, tests and experiments to independent spent fuel storage 
installations (ISFSIs). The provisions of 10 CFR 72.48 were also extended to 
holders of Part 72 Certificates of Compliance. As a result, 10 CFR 72.48 
establishes criteria identical to those in 10 CFR 50.59 under which both an 
ISFSI license holder and a certificate holder may make changes to the facility 
or cask design, changes to procedures and, conduct tests or experiments 
without prior NRC approval.  

The intent of conforming 10 CFR 72.48 to the terms of 10 CFR 50.59 was to 
provide for consistent implementation of these two analogous regulations.  
Consistent with this intent, the guidance herein on implementing 10 CFR 
50.59 may be applied to support implementation of 10 CFR 72.48.  

1.5 CONTENT OF THIs GUIDANCE DocuMENT 

The NRC has established requirements for nuclear plant systems, structures 
and components to provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 
the public health and safety. Many of these requirements, and descriptions 
of how they are met, are documented in the updated FSAR (UFSAR). 10 CFR 
50.59 allows a licensee to make changes in the facility or procedures as 
described in the UFSAR, and to conduct tests or experiments not described in 
the UFSAR, unless the changes require a change in the technical 
specifications or otherwise require prior NRC approval. In order to perform 
10 CFR 50.59 screenings and evaluations, an understanding of the design 
and licensing basis of the plant and of the specific requirements of the 
regulations is necessary. Individuals performing 10 CFR 50.59 screenings 
and evaluations should also understand the rule and concepts discussed in 
this guidance document.  

In Section 2, the relationship between the design criteria established in 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, and 10 CFR 50.59 is discussed as background for 
applying the rule.  

Section 3 presents definitions and discussion of key terms used in 10 CFR 
50.59 and this guideline.  

Section 4 discusses the application of the definitions and criteria presented in 
10 CFR 50.59 to the process of changing the plant or procedures and the
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conduct of tests or experiments. This section includes guidance on the 
applicability requirements for the rule, the screening process for determining 
when a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation must be performed, and the eight 
evaluation criteria for determining if prior NRC approval is required.  
Examples are provided to reinforce the guidance. Guidance is also provided 
on dispositioning and documenting 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and reporting 
to NRC.  

Section 5 provides guidance on documenting 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and 
reporting to NRC.  

Appendix A provides the text of 10 CFR 50.59 as published in the Federal 
Register on October 4, 1999. Appendix B provides the text of revised 10 CFR 
72.48 as well as examples [FUTURE] illustrating the application of this 
guidance to changes involving independent spent fuel storage installations 
and spent fuel storage cask designs.  

2.0 DEFENSE IN DEPTH DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND 10 CFR 50.59 

One objective of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations is to establish 
requirements directed toward protecting the health and safety of the public 
from the uncontrolled release of radioactivity. At the design stage, protection 
of public health and safety is ensured through the design of the engineered 
protection of physical barriers to guard against the uncontrolled release of 
radioactivity. Other sources of radioactivity including radwaste systems are 
included. The defense-in-depth philosophy includes reliable design 
provisions to safely terminate accidents and provisions to mitigate the 
consequences of accidents. The three physical barriers that provide defense
in-depth are: 

"* Fuel Clad 
"* Reactor Coolant System Boundary 
"* Containment Boundary 

These barriers perform a health and safety protection function. They are 
designed to reliably fulfill their operational function by meeting all criteria 
and standards applicable to mechanical components, pressure components, 
and civil structures. These barriers are protected extensively by inherent 
safety features and through the implementation of engineered safety 
features. The public health and safety protection functions are analytically 
demonstrated and documented in the UFSAR. Analyses summarized in the 
UFSAR demonstrate that under the assumed accident conditions, the 
consequences of accidents challenging the integrity of the barriers will not
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exceed limits based on the criteria established in GDC 19 or the guidelines 
established in 10 CFR 100. Thus, the UFSAR analyses provide the final 
verification of the nuclear safety design phase by documenting plant 
performance in terms of public protection from uncontrolled releases of 
radiation. 10 CFR 50.59 addresses this aspect of design by requiring prior 

NRC approval of proposed activities which, although safe, require a technical 
specification change or meet specific threshold criteria for NRC review.  

This protection philosophy pervades the UFSAR accident analyses and Title 

10 of the CFR. To understand and apply 10 CFR 50.59, it is necessary to 
understand this perspective of maintaining the integrity of the physical 
barriers designed to contain radioactivity. This is because: 

"* UFSAR accidents and malfunctions are analyzed in terms of their 

effect on the physical barriers. There is a relationship between barrier 
integrity and dose.  

"* The principal "consequences" that the physical barriers are designed to 

preclude is the uncontrolled release of radioactivity. Thus for purposes 
of 10 CFR 50.59, the term "consequences" means dose.  

For many licensees, ANSI standards define categories of accidents or 

malfunctions. For each category a probability (frequency) and a 
corresponding acceptable consequence is given in terms of barrier loss and 

radioactivity release. Consequences resulting from accidents and 
malfunctions are analyzed and documented in the UFSAR and are evaluated 

against dose acceptance limits that vary depending on the event frequency.  

The design effort and the operational controls necessary to ensure the 

required performance of the physical barriers during anticipated operational 

occurrences and postulated accidents are extensive. Because 10 CFR 50.59 

provides a mechanism for determining if NRC approval is needed for 

activities affecting plant design and operation, it is helpful to review briefly 

the requirements and the objectives imposed by the CFR on plant 
construction and operation. The review will define more clearly the extent of 
applicability of 10 CFR 50.59.  

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 provides General Design Criteria for most 

nuclear power plants (for pre-Appendix A plants the criteria are in the 

UFSAR). Section II of Appendix A includes criteria for protection by multiple 

fission product barriers. The criteria establish requirements for inherent 

protection, instrumentation and control, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

and reactor coolant system design, containment design, control rooms, 
electric power systems, and related inspection and testing. All of these
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requirements concentrate on protecting fission product barriers either 
through inherent or mitigative means.  

Section III of Appendix A establishes extensive requirements on reactor 
protection and reactivity control systems, the objectives again being the 
protection of fission product barriers. With similar intent, Sections IV, V and 
VI provide extensive design, inspection, testing, and operational 
requirements for the quality of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, fluid 
systems in general, reactor containment, and fuel and radioactivity control.  
These requirements ensure inherent and engineered protection of the fission 
product barriers. Introductory statements of Appendix A address the need 
for consideration of a single failure criterion and redundancy, diversity and 
separation of mitigation and protection systems. Section I of Appendix A 
imposes requirements on the quality of implemented protection and the 
conditions under which these systems must function without loss of 
capability to perform their safety functions. These conditions include natural 
phenomena, fire, operational and accident generated environmental 
conditions.  

The implementation of this design philosophy requires extensive accident 
analyses to define the correct relationship among nominal operating 
conditions, limiting conditions for operations and limiting safety systems 
settings in order to prevent safety limits from being exceeded. The UFSAR 
presents the set of limiting analyses required by NRC. The limiting analyses 
are utilized to confirm the systems and equipment design, to identify critical 
setpoints and operator actions, and to support the establishment of technical 
specifications. Therefore, the results of the UFSAR accident analyses assume 
functioning of all the equipment (and under the conditions) specified by NRC 
regulations or requirements. Changes to plant design and operation and 
conduct of new tests and experiments have the potential to affect the 
probability and consequences of accidents, to create new accidents and to 
impact the integrity of fission product barriers. Therefore, these activities 
are subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  

3.0 DEFINITIONS AND APPLICABILITY OF TERMS 

The following definitions and terms are discussed in this section: 

3.1 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation 

3.2 Accident Previously Evaluated in the FSAR (as updated) 

3.3 Change
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3.4 Departure from a Method of Evaluation Described in the FSAR (as updated) 

3.5 Design Bases (Design Basis) 

3.6 Facility as described in theFSAR (as updated) 

3.7 Final Safety Analysis Report (as updated) 

3.8 Input Parameters 

3.9 Malfunction of an SSC Important to Safety 

3.10 Methods of Evaluation 

3.11 Procedures as described in the FSAR (as updated) 

3.12 Safety Analyses 

3.13 Screening 

3.14 Tests or experiments not described in the FSAR (as updated) 

3.1 10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATION 

Definition: 

A 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is the documented evaluation against the eight 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2) to determine if a proposed change, test or 
experiment requires prior NRC approval via license amendment under 10 
CFR 50.90.  

Discussion 

It is important to establish common terminology for use relative to the 10 
CFR 50.59 process. The definitions of 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation and 
Screening are intended to clearly distinguish between the process and 
documentation of licensee screenings and the further evaluation that may be 
required of proposed activities against the eight criteria in 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2). While many plant activities are subject to a screening, only 
changes to the facility or procedures described in the UFSAR, and tests or 
experiments not described in the IUFSAR, require evaluation and reporting to 
NRC under 10 CFR 50.59. Section 4.3 provides guidance for performing 10 
CFR 50.59 evaluations. See also Section 3.13 on the definition of "screening."
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The phrase "change made under 10 CFR 50.59" (or equivalent) refers to 
changes subject to the rule (see Section 4.1) that either screened out of the 10 
CFR 50.59 process or did not require prior NRC approval based on the results 
of a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. Similarly, the phrases "10 CFR 50.59 applies 
[to an activity]" or "[an activity] is subject to 10 CFR 50.59" mean that 
screening, and if necessary, evaluation is required for the activity. The "10 
CFR 50.59 process" includes screening, evaluation, documentation and 
reporting to NRC of activities subject to the rule.  

3.2 ACCIDENT PREVIOUSLY EVALUATED IN THE FSAR (AS UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Accident previously evaluated in the FSAR (as updated) means a design basis 
accident or event described in the UFSAR including accidents, such as those 

typically analyzed in Chapters 6 and 15 of the UFSAR, anticipated 
operational transients, and events the facility is required to withstand such 
as floods, fires, earthquakes, other external hazards, anticipated transients 
without scram (ATWS), and station blackout (SBO).  

Discussion: 

The term "accidents" refers to the anticipated (or abnormal) operational 
transients and postulated design basis accidents that are analyzed to 
demonstrate that the facility can be operated without undue risk to the 
health and safety of the public. The term "accidents" encompasses other 
events for which the plant is required to cope and which are described in the 
UFSAR (e.g., turbine missiles, fire, earthquakes and flooding). Note that, 
although fire is an event for which a plant is required to cope and is 
described in the UFSAR (by reference to the Fire Hazards Analysis for some 
licensees), changes to the fire protection program are governed by licensee 
requirements other than 10 CFR 50.59, as discussed in Section 4.1.5.  

Accidents also include new transients or postulated events added to the 
licensing basis based on new NRC requirements and reflected in the UFSAR 
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.71(e), e.g., ATWS and SBO.  

3.3 CHANGE 

Definition: 

Change means a modification or addition to, or removal from, the facility or 

procedures that affects: (1) a design function, (2) method of performing or
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controlling the function, or (3) an evaluation that demonstrates that intended 
functions will be accomplished.  

Discussion: 

Additions and removals to the facility or procedures can adversely impact the 
performance of SSCs and the bases for the acceptability of their design and 
operation. Thus the definition of change includes modifications of an existing 
provision (e.g., SSC design requirement, analysis method or parameter), 
additions or removals (physical removals, abandonment, or non-reliance on a 
system to meet a requirement) to the facility or procedures.  

The definitions of "change...," "facility..." (see Section 3.6), and 
"procedures..." (see Section 3.11) make clear that 10 CFR 50.59 applies to 
changes to underlying analytical bases for the facility design and operation 
as well as for changes to SSCs and procedures. Thus 10 CFR 50.59 should be 
applied to a change being made to an evaluation for demonstrating adequacy 
of the facility even if no physical change to the facility is involved. Further 
discussion of the terms in this definition is provided as follows: 

Design function means an SSC function that is credited in safety analyses or 
that supports or impacts an SSC function credited in safety analyses.  
This may include (1) functions performed by safety-related SSCs or 
non-safety-related SSCs, and (2) functions of non-safety-related SSCs 
that, if not performed, would initiate a plant transient or accident.  
Design functions include the conditions under which intended 
functions are required to be performed, such as equipment response 
times, environmental and process conditions, equipment qualification, 
andjsingle failure.  

Method of performing or controlling a function means how a design function 
is accomplished as credited in the safety analyses, including specific 
operator actions, procedural step or sequence, or whether a specific 
function is to be initiated by manual versus automatic means. For 
example, substituting a manual actuation for automatic would 
constitute a change to the method of performing or controlling the 
function.  

Evaluation that demonstrates that intended functions will be accomplished 
means the method(s) used to perform the evaluation (as discussed in 
Section 3.10). For example, a thermodynamic calculation that 
demonstrates the ECCS has sufficient heat removal capacity for 
responding to a postulated accident.
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Temporary Changes 

Temporary changes to the facility or procedures, such as jumpering 
terminals, lifting leads, placing temporary lead shielding on pipes and 
equipment, and use of temporary blocks, bypasses, scaffolding and supports, 
are made to facilitate a range of plant activities and are subject to 10 CFR 
50.59 as follows: 

0 10 CFR 50.59 should be applied to temporary changes proposed as 
compensatory measures to address degraded or non-conforming conditions 
as discussed in Section 4.4.  

* Other temporary changes to the facility or procedures, e.g., to facilitate 
permanent modifications, are subject to 10 CFR 50.59 in the same manner 
as permanent changes, to determine if prior NRC approval is required.  
Screening and, as necessary, evaluation of such temporary changes may 
be considered as part of the screening/evaluation of the proposed 
permanent change.  

Risk impacts of temporary changes to support maintenance activities are 
assessed and managed under Section a(4) of the Maintenance Rule as 
discussed in Section 4.1.2. Applying 10 CFR 50.59 to such activities is not 
required provided that temporary changes are removed (i.e., affected SSCs 
must be restored to their normal, as-designed condition) at the conclusion of 
the maintenance activity.  

3.4 DEPARTURE FROM A METHOD OF EVALUATION DESCRIBED IN THE FSAR (As 

UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
means (i) changing any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR 
(as updated) unless the results of the analysis are conservative or essentially 
the same; or (ii) changing from a method described in the FSAR to another 
method unless that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application.  

Discussion: 

The 10 CFR 50.59 definition of "departure ... " provides licensees with 
flexibility to make changes in methods of evaluation that are "conservative" 
or that are not important with respect to demonstrating that SSCs can 
perform their intended design functions. See also the definition and 
discussion of "methods of evaluation" in Section 3.10. Guidance for
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evaluating changes in methods of evaluation under criterion 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii) is provided in Section 4.3.8.  

Conservative vs. Non-Conservative Evaluation Results 

Gaining margin by revising an element of a method of evaluation is 
considered to be a non-conservative change and thus a departure from a 
method of evaluation for purposes of 10 CFR 50.59. Such departures require 
prior NRC approval of the revised method. In other words, analytical results 
obtained by changing any element of a method are "conservative" relative to 
the previous results, if they are closer to design bases limits or safety 
analyses limits (e.g., applicable acceptance guidelines). For example, a 
change in an element of a method of evaluation that changes the result of a 
containment peak pressure analysis from 45 psig to 48 psig (with design 
basis limit of 50 psig) would be considered a conservative change for purposes 
of 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii). This is because results closer to limiting values 
are considered conservative in the sense that the new analysis result 
provides less margin to applicable limits for making future physical or 
procedure changes without a license amendment.  

If use of a modified method of evaluation resulted in a change in calculated 
containment peak pressure from 45 psig to 40 psig, this would be non
conservative. This is because the change would result in more margin being 
available (to the design basis limit of 50 psig) for a licensee to make more 
significant future changes to the physical plant or procedures.  

"Essentially the Same" 

Licensees may change one or more elements a method of evaluation such that 
results move in the non-conservative direction without prior NRC approval, 
provided the results are "essentially the same" as the previous result.  
Results are "essentially the same" if they are within the margin of error for 
the type of analysis being performed. Variation in results due to routine 
analysis sensitivities or calculational differences (e.g., rounding errors and 
use of different computational platforms) would typically be within the 
analysis margin of error and thus considered "essentially the same." 

"Approved by the NRC for the Intended Application" 

Rather than make a minor change to an existing method of evaluation, a 
licensee may also adopt completely new methodology without prior NRC 
approval provided the new method is approved by the NRC for the intended 
application. As discussed in Section 4.3.8.2, a new method is "approved by 
the NRC for the intended application" if it is approved for the type of analysis.  
being conducted and the licensee satisfies applicable terms and conditions for 
its use.
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3.5 DESIGN BASES (DESIGN BASIS) 

Definition: 

(10 CFR 50.2) Design bases means that information which identifies the 

specific functions to be performed by a structure, system, or component of a 

facility and the specific values or ranges of values chosen for controlling 

parameters as reference bounds for design. These values may be (1) 

restraints derived from generally accepted "state-of-the-art" practices for 

achieving functional goals or (2) requirements derived from analysis (based 

on calculations and/or experiments) of the effects of a postulated accident for 

which a structure, system, or component must meet its functional goals.  

Discussion 

Per revised Appendix B of NEI 97-04, Design Bases Program Guidelines, 

[Month] 2000, 10 CFR 50.2 design bases consist of the following: 

" Design bases functions: Functions performed by SSCs that are (1) required 

to meet regulations, license conditions, orders or technical specifications, or 

(2) credited in safety analyses to meet NRC requirements.  

" Design bases values: Values or ranges of values of controlling parameters 

established by NRC requirement, established or confirmed by safety 

analyses, or chosen by the licensee from an applicable code, standard or 

guidance document as reference bounds for design to meet design bases 
functional requirements.  

The balance of Appendix B of NEI 97-04 provides further guidance and 

examples for identifying 10 CFR 50.2 design bases.  

3.6 FACILITY AS DESCRIBED IN THE FSAR (AS UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Facility as described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) means: 

"* The structures, systems, and components (SSC) that are described in the 

final safety analysis report (FSAR) (as updated), 

"* The design and performance requirements for such SSCs described in the 

FSAR (as updated), and
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m The evaluations or methods of evaluation included in the FSAR (as 
updated) for such SSCs which demonstrate that their intended function(s) 
will be accomplished.  

Discussion: 

The scope of information that is the focus of 10 CFR 50.59 is the information 
presented in the original FSAR to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 
50.34(b), as updated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.71(e) and as 
supplemented pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(d). The definition of "facility as 
described in the FSAR (as updated)" follows from the requirement of 10 CFR 
50.34(b) that the FSAR (and by extension, the UFSAR) contain "a description 
and analysis of the SSCs of the facility, with emphasis upon performance 
requirements, the bases, with technical justification therefore, upon which 
such requirements have been established, and the evaluations required to 
show that safety functions will be accomplished." 

3.7 FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (AS UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Final Safety Analysis Report (as updated) means the Final Safety Analysis 
Report (or Final Hazards Summary Report) submitted in accordance with 10 
CFR 50.34, as amended and supplemented, and as updated per the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.71(e) or 10 CFR 50.71(f), as applicable.  

Discussion: 

The scope of the UFSAR includes its text, tables, diagrams, etd., as well as 
supplemental information explicitly incorporated by reference. References 
that are merely listed in the UFSAR and documents that are not explicitly 
incorporated by reference are not considered part of the UFSAR and therefore 
are not subject to control under 10 CFR 50.59.  

Per 10 CFR 50.59(c)(4), licensees are not required to apply 10 CFR 50.59 to 
UFSAR information that is subject to other specific change control 
regulations. For example, licensee Quality Assurance Programs, Emergency 
Plans and Security Plans are controlled by 10 CFR 50.54(a), (p) and (q), 
respectively.  

Per 10 CFR 50.59(c)(3), the "FSAR (as updated)," for purposes of 10 CFR 
50.59, also includes UFSAR update pages approved by the licensee for 
incorporation in the UFSAR since the last required update was submitted per 
10 CFR 50.71(e). The intent of this requirement is to ensure that decisions
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about proposed activities are made with the most complete and accurate 

information available. Pending UFSAR revisions may be relevant to a future 

activity that involves that part of the UFSAR. Therefore, pending UFSAR 
revisions to reflect completed activities that have received final approval for 

incorporation in the next required update should be considered as part of the 

UFSAR for purposes of 10 CFR 50.59 screenings and evaluations, as 

appropriate. Appropriate configuration management mechanisms should be 

in place to identify and assess interactions between concurrent changes 

affecting the same SSCs or the same portion of the UFSAR.  

Guidance on the required content of UFSAR updates is provided in 
Regulatory Guide 1.181 and NEI 98-03, Revision 1, Guidelines for Updating 

FSARs, June 1999.  

3.8 INPUT PARAMETERS 

Definition: 

Input parameters are those values derived directly from the physical 

characteristics of SSC or processes in the plant, including flow rates, 

temperatures, pressures, dimensions or measurements (e.g., volume, weight, 

size, etc), and system response times.  

Discussion: 

The principal intent of this definition is to distinguish methods of evaluation 

from evaluation input parameters. Changes to methods of evaluation 
described in the UFSAR (see Section 3.10) are evaluated under criterion 10 

CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii), whereas changes to input parameters described in the 

FSAR are considered changes to the facility that would be evaluated under 

the other seven criteria of 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2), but not criterion (c)(2)(viii).  

If a methodology permits the licensee to establish the value of an input 

parameter on the basis of plant-specific considerations, then that value is an 

input to the methodology, not part of the methodology. On the other hand, 

an input parameter is considered to be an element of the methodology if: 

m The method of evaluation includes a methodology describing how to 

select the value of an input parameter to yield adequately conservative 

results. However, if a licensee opts to use a value more conservative 
than that required by the selection method, reduction in that 
conservatism should be evaluated as an input parameter change, not a 

change in methodology.
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The development or approval of a methodology was predicated on the 
degree of conservatism in a particular input parameter or set of input 
parameters. In other words, if certain elements of a methodology or 
model were accepted on the basis of the conservatism of a selected 
input value, then that input value is considered an element of the 
methodology.  

Section 4.3.8 provides guidance and examples to describe the specific 
elements of evaluation methodology that would require evaluation under 10 
CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) and to clearly distinguish these from specific types of 
input parameters that are controlled by the other seven criteria of 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2).  

3.9 MALFUNCTION OF AN SSC IMPORTANT TO SAFETY 

Definition: 

Malfunction of SSCs important to safety means the failure of SSCs to 
perform their intended design functions described in the UFSAR (whether or 
not classified as safety-related in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B).  

Discussion: 

Guidance and examples for applying this definition is provided in Section 4.3.  

3.10 METHODS OF EVALUATION 

Definition: 

Methods of evaluation means the calculational framework used for 
evaluating behavior or response of the facility or an SSC.  

Discussion: 

Examples of methods of evaluation are presented below. Changes to such 
methods of evaluation require evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) only 
for evaluations used either in UFSAR safety analyses or in establishing the 
design bases, and only if the methods are described, outlined or summarized 
in the UFSAR. Methodology changes that are subject to 10 CFR 50.59 
include changes to elements of existing methods described in the UFSAR and 
to changes that involve replacement of existing methods of evaluation with 
alternative methodologies.
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Elements of Methodology Example

Data correlations 
Means of data reduction

"* Physical constants or coefficients 
"* Mathematical models 
"* Specific limitations of a computer 

program 
"* Specified factors to account for 

uncertainty in measurements or data 
"* Statistical treatment of results 

"* Dose conversion factors and assumed 
source term(s)

"* DNBR correlations 
"* ASME III and Appendix G 

methods for evaluating reactor 
vessel embrittlement specimens 

"* Heat transfer coefficients 
"* Decay heat models 
"* No voiding in PWR hot legs for 

non-LOCA analyses 
"* 120% of 1971 decay heat model 

"* Vendor-specific thermal design 
procedure 

"* ICRP factors

Methods of evaluation described in the UFSAR subject to criterion 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii) are: 

"* Methods of evaluation used in analyses that demonstrate that design 
basis limits of fission product barriers are met (i.e., for the parameters 
subject to criterion 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(vii)) 

"* Methods of evaluation used in UFSAR safety analyses, including 
containment, ECCS and accident analyses typically presented in UFSAR 
Chapters 6 and 15, to demonstrate that consequences of accidents do not 
exceed 10 CFR 100 or 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, dose limits.  

" Methods of evaluation used in supporting UFSAR analyses that 
demonstrate intended design functions will be accomplished under design 
basis conditions that the plant is required to withstand, including natural 
phenomena, environmental conditions, dynamic effects, station blackout, 
and ATWS.  

3.11 PROCEDURES AS DESCRIBED IN THE FSAR (AS UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Procedures as described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) 
means those procedures that contain information described in the FSAR (as
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updated) such as how structures, systems, and components are operated and 
controlled (including assumed operator actions and response times).  

Discussion: 

The scope of information that is the focus of 10 CFR 50.59 is the information 
presented in the original FSAR to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 
50.34(b), as updated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.71(e) and as 
supplemented pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(d).  

For purposes of 10 CFR 50.59, "procedures" are not limited to plant 
procedures specifically identified in the UFSAR (e.g., operating, chemistry, 
system, test, surveillance, and emergency procedures). Procedures include 
UFSAR descriptions of how actions related to system operation are to be 
performed and controls over the performance of design functions. This 
includes UFSAR descriptions of operator action sequencing or response 
times, certain descriptions (text or figure) of SSC operation and operating 
modes, operational and radiological controls, inspection and testing 
frequency, and similar information. If changes to these activities or controls 
are made, such changes are considered changes to procedures described in 
the UFSAR, and the changes are subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  

Even if described in the UFSAR, procedures for performing maintenance, 
work control, and administrative activities are normally outside the 
definition of "procedures as described in the UFSAR" because they do not 
typically contain information on how SSCs are operated or controlled. See 
Section 4.1.4 concerning the scope of procedures subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  
Changes to procedures identified in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, 
Quality Assurance Program Requirements, are subject to 10 CFR 50.59. 10 
CFR 50.59 screening of procedures is discussed in Section 4.2.1.2.  

3.12 SAFETY ANALYSES 

Definition: 

Safety analyses are analyses performed pursuant to NRC requirement to 
demonstrate the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the 
capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, or the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of 
accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the 
guidelines in 10 CFR 50.34(a)(1) or 10 CFR 100.11. Safety analyses are 

required to be presented in the UFSAR per 10 CFR 50.34(b) and 10 CFR 
50.71(e) and include, but are not limited to, the accident analyses typically 
presented in Chapter 15 of the UFSAR.
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Discussion: 

Safety analyses are those analyses or evaluations that demonstrate that 

acceptance criteria for the facility's capability to withstand or respond to 

postulated events are met. Containment, ECCS, and accident analyses 
typically presented in Chapters 6 and 15 of the UFSAR clearly fall within the 

meaning of "safety analyses" as defined above. Also within the meaning of 
this definition are: 

m Supporting UFSAR analyses that demonstrate that SSC design 
functions will be accomplished as credited in the accident analyses 

m UFSAR analyses of events that the facility is required to withstand 
such as turbine missiles, fires, floods, earthquakes, station 
blackout, and ATWS.  

Note that, although fire is an event which a plant is required to withstand 
and for which it has been analyzed accordingly in the UFSAR (by reference to 

the Fire Hazards Analysis for some licensees), changes to the fire protection 
program and associated analyses are governed by licensee requirements 
other than 10 CFR 50.59, as discussed in Section 4.1.5.  

3.13 SCREENING 

Definition: 

Screening is the process for determining whether a proposed activity requires 

a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation to be performed.  

Discussion: 

Screening is that part of the 10 CFR 50.59 process that determines whether a 

10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is required prior to implementing a proposed activity.  

The definitions of "change," "facility as described..., " "procedures as 

described...," and "test or experiment not described..." constitute criteria for 

the 10 CFR 50.59 screening process. Activities that do not meet these criteria 

are said to "screen out" from further review under 10 CFR 50.59, i.e., may be 

implemented without a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.  

Information contained in licensee technical and engineering evaluations of the 

activity may be used along with other information to determine if a proposed 

activity screens out or requires a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.  

Further discussion and guidance on screening is provided in Section 4.2.
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3.14 TESTS OR EXPERIMENTS NOT DESCRIBED IN THE FSAR (AS UPDATED) 

Definition: 

Tests or experiments not described in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated) means any activity where any structure, system, or component is 
utilized or controlled in a manner which is either: 

m Outside the reference bounds of the design bases as described in the 
UFSAR, or 

m Inconsistent with the analyses or descriptions in the UFSAR.  

Discussion: 

10 CFR 50.59 must be applied to tests or experiments not described in the 
UFSAR. The intent of the definition is to ensure that tests or experiments 
that put the facility in a situation that has not previously been evaluated 
(e.g., unanalyzed system alignments) or that could affect the capability of 
SSCs to perform their intended design functions (e.g., high flow rates, high 
temperatures) are evaluated before they are conducted to determine if prior 
NRC approval is required.  

Post-modification testing should be evaluated as a test under 10 CFR 50.59 
only if an abnormal mode of operation is required that is not described in the 
UFSAR. Post-modification testing may be considered as part of the 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation for the modification itself.
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4 IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE 

Licensees may determine applicability and screen activities to determine if 

10 CFR 50.59 evaluations are required as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, 

or equivalent manner.  

4.1 APPLICABILITY 

As stated in Section (b) of 10 CFR 50.59, the rule applies to each holder of a 

license authorizing operation of a production or utilization facility, including 

the holder of a license authorizing operation of a nuclear power reactor that 

has submitted a certification of permanent cessation of operations required 

under 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1) or a reactor licensee whose license has been 

amended to allow possession but not operation of the facility.  

4.1.1 Applicability to Licensee Activities 

10 CFR 50.59 is applicable to tests or experiments not described in the 

UFSAR and to changes to the facility or procedures as described in the 

UFSAR, including changes made in response to new requirements or generic 

communications, except as noted below: 

"* Per 10 CFR 50.59(c)(1)(i), proposed activities that require a change to the 

technical specifications must be made via the license amendment process, 

10 CFR 50.90. Aspects of proposed activities that are not directly related 

to the required .technical specification change should be subjected to 10 
CFR 50.59.  

" To reduce duplication of effort, 10 CFR 50.59(c)(4) specifically excludes 
from the scope of 10 CFR 50.59 changes to the facility or procedures that 

are controlled by other more specific requirements and criteria established 
by regulation. For example, 10 CFR 50.54 which was promulgated after 

10 CFR 50.59, specifies criteria and reporting requirements for changing 

quality assurance, physical security and emergency plans.  

Activities controlled and implemented under other regulations may require 

related information in the UFSAR to be updated. To the extent the UFSAR 

changes are directly related to the activity implemented via another 

regulation, applying 10 CFR 50.59 is not required. UFSAR changes should be 

identified to NRC as part of the required UFSAR update, per 10 CFR 

50.71(e). However, there may be certain activities for which a licensee would 

need to apply both the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 and that of another 

regulation. For example, a modification to a facility involves additional
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components and substantial piping reconfigurations as well as changes to 
protection system setpoints. The protection system setpoints are contained in 
the facility technical specifications. Thus, a license amendment to revise the 
technical specifications under 10 CFR 50.90 is required to implement the new 
system setpoints. 10 CFR 50.59 should be applied to the balance of the 
modification, including impacts on required operator actions.  

4.1.2 Maintenance Activities 

In contrast to permanent changes subject to 10 CFR 50.59, maintenance 
activities are activities that do not permanently alter the design or design 
function of SSCs. Troubleshooting, calibration, refurbishment, post
maintenance testing, identical replacements, housekeeping, and similar 
maintenance activities are intended to restore SSCs to their normal, as
designed condition and are thus generally not subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  

Licensees should address operability in accordance with the technical 
specifications and assess/manage the risk impact of maintenance activities 
per 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) and NEI 93-01, Industry Guidelines for Monitoring 
the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants.  

In addition to assessments required by 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), 10 CFR 50.59 
should also be applied to maintenance activities if: 

* The design is not restored to its original condition as a result of the 
maintenance activity (e.g., if SSCs described in the UFSAR are removed; 
if the design, design function or operation is altered; or if a temporary 
change in support of the maintenance is not removed) 

* Testing to support troubleshooting or other maintenance activity (e.g., 
post-maintenance testing) would put the facility in a condition that has 
not previously been evaluated or could affect the ability of operable SSCs 
to perform their design functions. Such testing constitutes a test or 
experiment that would be subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  

10 CFR 50.59 should be applied to temporary changes proposed as 
compensatory measures for degraded or non-conforming conditions, as 
discussed in Section 4.4.  

Equivalent Replacements 

Equivalent replacements may be considered maintenance activities provided 
that the replacement SSCs meet or exceed the functional and performance 
requirements of the SSCs being replaced. Considerations when making the
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determination that a replacement is equivalent and therefore not subject to 
10 CFR 50.59 evaluation include the following: 

"* For instruments, are the response time, range, design pressure and.  
temperature, and environmental qualification equivalent to those of 
the old instrument? 

"* For pumps, are the flow/head characteristics, design temperature 
and pressure, motor size, and controls equivalent to those of the old 
pump? 

"* For valves, are the operating time, failure position, size, design 
temperature and pressure, pressure drop, valve operators and 
controls equivalent to those of the old valves? 

"* For piping, are the material, design temperature and pressure, 
supports, insulation, and routing equivalent to those of the old 
piping? 

"* Does the activity impact other systems? 

"* For new electrical loads, will the diesel generator loading sequence 
be changed or affected, and/or will the total load be within the 
design capability of the diesel generator? 

"* Will there be an adverse effect on cable ampacity evaluations? 

"* Does the replacement satisfy specific commitments (if any) to 
ensure diversity? 

As an example of an equivalent replacement, the bolts for retaining a rupture 
disk are being replaced with bolts of a different material and fewer threads, 
but equivalent load capacity and strength, such that the rupture disk will 
still relieve at the same pressure as before the change. Since the 
replacement bolts are equivalent in function to the original bolts and the 
rupture disk continues to meet the same functional requirements, this 
activity would not be subject to 10 CFR 50.59. If an equivalent replacement 
necessitates a change to the UFSAR, the UFSAR change should be included 
in the next required 10 CFR 50.71(e) update.
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4.1.3 UFSAR Modifications 

Per NEI 98-03 (Revision 1, June 1999), as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 

1.181 (September 1999), modifications to the UFSAR that are not the result 

of activities performed under 10 CFR 50.59 are not subject to control under 

10 CFR 50.59. Such modifications include reformatting and simplification of 

UFSAR information and removal of obsolete or redundant information and 
excessive detail.  

Similarly, the 10 CFR 50.59 need not be applied to the following types of 
activities: 

m Editorial changes to the UFSAR 
m Clarifications to improve reader understanding 
* Correction of inconsistencies within the UFSAR (e.g., between 

sections) 
* Minor corrections to drawings, e.g., correcting mislabeled valves 
n Similar changes to UFSAR information that do not change the 

meaning or substance of information presented 

4.1.4 Changes to Procedures Governing the Conduct of Operations 

Even if described in the UFSAR, changes to managerial and administrative 

procedures governing the conduct of facility operations are controlled under 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, programs and are not subject to control under 10 

CFR 50.59. These include, but are not limited to, procedures in the following 
areas: 

m Operations and maintenance activities such as control of equipment 

status (tag outs), 
a Shift staffng and personnel qualifications 
m Changes to position titles when no UFSAR-described organizational 

responsibilities or relationships are changed 
m Control of plant procedures 
* Training programs 
a On-site/off-site safety review committees 
m Plant modification process 
* Calculation process 

4.1.5 Changes to Approved Fire Protection Programs 

Most nuclear power plant licenses contain a section on fire protection.  

Originally, these fire protection license conditions varied widely in scope and 

content. These variations created problems for licensees and for NRC
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inspectors in identifying the operative and enforceable fire protection 
requirements at each facility.  

To resolve these problems, the NRC promulgated guidance in Generic Letter 
86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements," for licensees to: 

m Incorporate the fire protection program and major commitments 
into the FSAR for the facility, and 

m Amend the operating license to substitute a standard fire protection 
license condition for the previous license condition(s) regarding fire 
protection.  

Under the standard fire protection license condition, licensees may 

(1) Make changes to their approved FP programs without prior NRC 
approval provided that the changes would not adversely affect the 
ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire, 
and 

(2) Alter specific features of the approved program provided such 
changes do not otherwise involve a change to the license or 
technical specifications, or require an exemption.  

Adoption of the standard fire protection license condition provided a more 
consistent approach to evaluating changes to the facility, including those 
associated with the fire protection program. Originally, changes to the FP 
program under the FP license condition were also subject to 10 CFR 50.59; 
however, this created confusion as to which regulatory requirement governed 
FP program changes.  

The focus on allowing licensees to make changes that maintain the post-fire 
safe shutdown capability of a FP program change is analogous to permitting 
changes with "minimal" effects under 10 CFR 50.59, and is consistent with 
the 10 CFR 50.59 rulemaking objectives to reduce regulatory burden and 
more effectively focus licensee and NRC resources on safety significant 
issues. Fire protection program changes that do not adversely affect post-fire 
safe shutdown capability do not warrant prior NRC review and approval.  
Therefore, also applying-10 CFR 50.59 to fire protection program changes is 
redundant and not necessary because the standard fire protection license 
condition establishes the appropriate regulatory framework and acceptance 
criteria for determining when proposed changes require prior NRC approval.  

Controlling changes to the fire protection program under the standard fire 
protection license condition only does not alter the licensee responsibility to 
comply with the technical specifications and adhere to the commitments
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contained in licensee controlled documents. In addition, licensees should use 
experienced judgment when evaluating changes to the fire protection 
program. The person conducting the analysis of fire hazards should be 
thoroughly trained and experienced in the principles of industrial fire 
prevention and control, and in fire phenomena from fire initiation, through 
its development, to propagation into adjoining spaces. Evaluation of the 
consequences of a postulated fire on nuclear safety and safe shutdown should 
be performed by persons thoroughly trained and experienced in reactor 
safety. The evaluation of the change should consider impacts resulting from 
fire conditions, impacts to safe shutdown system equipment and capability, 
as well as impacts that may result from inadvertent operation of the fire 
protection systems or features. In addition, changes to the fire protection 
program should be evaluated for impacts on other design functions, and 10 
CFR 50.59 should be applied to the non-fire protection related effects of the 
change, if any.  

As with previous fire protection program changes made under the design and 
configuration control process, licensees are required to maintain, in auditable 
form, a current record of all such changes, including analysis of the effects of 
the change on the fire protection program, and shall make those records 
available to NRC inspectors upon request. All changes to the approved 
program which result in changes to the UFSAR (including the fire hazards 
analysis incorporated in the UFSAR) should be reported to the NRC in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.7 1(e).  

4.2 SCREENING 

Once it has been determined that 10 CFR 50.59 is applicable to an activity, 
screening is performed to determine if the activity should be evaluated 
against the evaluation criteria of 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2).  

Engineering and technical evaluations of the activity and design information 
concerning affected SSCs should be used to assess whether an activity is a 
modification, addition or removal that affects: 

"* A design function of an SSC 
"* A method of performing or controlling the design function, or 
"* An evaluation for demonstrating that intended design functions 

will be accomplished 

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 provide guidance and examples for determining 
whether an activity is (1) a change to the facility or procedures as described 
in the UFSAR or (2) a test or experiment not described in the UFSAR. If an 
activity is determined to be neither, then it screens out and may be
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implemented without further evaluation. Activities that are screened out 
from further evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59 should be documented as 
discussed in Section 4.2.3.  

Specific guidance for applying 10 CFR 50.59 to temporary changes proposed 
as compensatory measures for degraded or non-conforming conditions is 
provided in Section 4.4.  

4.2.1 Is the Activity a Change to the Facility or Procedures as Described 
in the UFSAR? 

Per the definition of "change" discussed in Section 3.3, 10 CFR 50.59 is 
applicable to additions as well as to changes to and removals from the facility 
or procedures. Additions should be screened for their effects on the existing 
facility and procedures as described in the UFSAR and, if required, a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation should be performed. NEI 98-03 provides guidance for 
determining whether additions to the facility and procedures should be 
reflected in the UFSAR per 10 CFR 50.71(e).  

The following may be appropriate to consider, when determining based on 
technical/engineering evaluations, if a proposed activity is a "change to the 
facility or procedures as described in the UFSAR" that requires further 
evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59:.  

"* Does the activity affect an SSC design function credited in the 
safety analyses or a supporting SSC design function? 

"* Does the activity affect the reliability of the SSC design function? 

"* Does the activity reduce existing redundancy, diversity or defense
in-depth? 

"* Does the activity add or delete an automatic or manual design 
function of the SSC? 

"* Does the activity convert a feature that was automatic to manual or 
vice versa? 

"* Does the activity introduce an unwanted or previously unreviewed 
system interaction? 

"* Does the activity affect the ability or response time to perform 
required actions, e.g., alter equipment access or add steps necessary 
for performing tasks?
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m Does the activity alter the seismic or environmental qualification of 

the SSC? 

a Does the activity affect other units at a multiple unit site? 

m Does the activity use equipment/tools that interface either directly 
or indirectly with an operable SSC? 

n Does the activity introduce intrusive test equipment into the SSC 
such that an SSC design function is affected? 

4.2.1.1 Screening of Changes to the Facility as Described in the UFSAR 

Screening to determine that a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is required is 
straightforward when a change affects an SSC design function, method of 
performing or controlling a design function, or evaluation that demonstrates 
intended design functions will be accomplished as described in the UFSAR.  

However, a facility also contains many SSCs not described in the UFSAR.  
These can be components, subcomponents of larger components or even 
entire systems. Changes to SSCs that are not explicitly described in the 
UFSAR can have the potential to affect SSCs that are described and thus 
may require a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. In such cases, the approach for 
determining whether a change involves a change to the facility as described 
in the UFSAR, is to consider the larger, UFSAR-described SSC of which the 
SSC being modified is a part. If for the larger SSC, the change affects a 
UFSAR-described design function, method of performing or cox'trolling the 
design function, or an evaluation demonstrating that intended design 
functions will be accomplished, then a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is required.  

Another important consideration is that a change to non safety-related SSCs 
not described in the UFSAR can indirectly affect the capability of UFSAR
described SSCs to perform their intended design function(s). For example, 
increasing the heat load on a non safety-related heat exchanger could 
compromise the cooling system's ability to cool safety-related equipment.  

Seismic qualification, missile protection, flooding protection, fire protection, 
environmental qualification, high energy line break and masonry block walls 
are some of the areas where changes to non safety-related SSCs, whether or 
not described in the UFSAR, can affect the UFSAR-described design function 
of SSCs through indirect or secondary effects.
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The following examples illustrate the 10 CFR 50.59 screening process as 
applied to proposed facility changes: 

N A licensee proposes to replace a relay in the overspeed trip circuit of an 
emergency diesel generator with a non-equivalent relay. The relay is 
not described in the UFSAR, but the overspeed trip circuit and the 
emergency diesel generator are. The replacement of the relay could 
affect the overspeed trip circuit in a manner that affects the design 
function of the EDG as credited in the safety analyses. Thus, a specific 
determination of the relay's effect on the design functions of the 
overspeed trip circuit and the EDG is made as part of the up-front 
engineering/technical evaluation of the change. If the 
technical/engineering evaluation concludes that the change would not 
affect the UFSAR-described design function of the circuit or EDG, then 
this determination would form the basis for screening out the change, 
and no 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation would be required.  

* A licensee proposes a non-equivalent change to the operator on one of 
the safety injection accumulator isolation valves. The UFSAR 
describes that these isolation valves are open with their circuit 
breakers open during normal operation. These are motor operated, 
safety related valves required for pressure boundary integrity and to 
remain open so that flow to the RCS will occur during a LOCA as 
pressure drops below -600 psi. They are remotely operated so that 
they can be closed during a normal shutdown and not inject when not 
required. This change would screen out because the change affects the 
design of the valve-not the UFSAR-described design function 
(pressure boundary integrity) that supports safety injection 
performance credited in the safety analyses.  

. A licensee proposes to replace a globe valve with a ball valve in a 
vent/drain application to reduce the propensity of this valve to leak.  
The valve is identified as normally closed in a UFSAR flow diagram.  
The UFSAR-described design function of this valve is to maintain the 
integrity of the system boundary when closed. The vent/drain function 
of the valve does not relate to design functions credited in the safety 
analyses, and the licensee has determined that a ball valve is adequate 
to support the vent/drain function. Thus the proposed change affects 
the design of the existing vent/drain valve-not the design function 
that supports system performance credited in the safety analyses-and 
evaluation/reporting under 10 CFR 50.59 is not required. The 
screening determination should be documented, and the UFSAR 
should be updated per 10 CFR 50.71(e) to reflect the change.
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4*2.1.2 Screening of Changes to Procedures as Described in the UFSAR 

Changes to procedures are "screened in" (i.e., require a 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation) if the change affects how SSC design functions are performed or 
controlled, as described in the UFSAR (including assumed operator actions 
and response times). Changes to a procedure that does not affect how SSC 
design functions described in the UFSAR are performed or controlled would 
screen out. The following examples illustrate the 10 CFR 50.59 screening 
process as applied to proposed procedure changes: 

m Emergency Operating Procedures include operator actions and 
response times associated with response to design basis events, which 
are described in the UFSAR, but also address operator actions for 
severe accident scenarios that are outside the design basis and not 
described in the UFSAR. A change would screen out at this step if the 
change was to those procedures or parts of procedures dealing with 
operator actions during severe accidents.  

* If the UFSAR description of the reactor startup procedure contains 
eight fundamental sequences, the licensee's decision to eliminate one 
of the sequences would screen in. On the other hand, if the licensee 
consolidated the eight fundamental sequences and did not affect the 
method of controlling or performing reactor startup, the change would 
screen out.  

n The UFSAR states that a particular flow path is isolated by a locked 
closed valve when not in use. A procedure change to remove the lock 
from this valve such that it becomes a normally closed valve would 
screen in as a change to procedures described in the UFSAR. In this 
case, the design function is to remain closed and the method of 
performing the design function has changed from locked closed to 
administratively closed. Thus this change would require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation to be performed.  

n Operations proposes to revise its procedures to change from 8-hour 
shifts to 12-hour shifts. This change results in mid-shift rounds being 
conducted every 6 hours as opposed to every 4 hours. The UFSAR 
describes high energy line breaks including mitigation criteria.  
Operator action to detect and terminate the line break is described in 
the UFSAR which specifically states that 4 hours is assumed for the 
pipe break to go undetected before it would be identified during 
operator mid-shift rounds. The change from 4 to 6 hour rounds is a 
change to a procedure as described in the UFSAR because it affects the 
timing of operator actions credited in the safety analyses for limiting
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the effects of high energy line breaks. Therefore, this change screens 
in, and a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is required.  

"* The UFSAR states that station batteries are tested in accordance with 
IEEE 450-1995, describes the testing frequency, and lists the title and 
designation of the plant surveillance procedure. Battery test method 
and frequency is thus a procedure described in the UFSAR related to 
the design function of station batteries to supply power to SSCs upon 
loss of AC power. Revisions to the battery test procedure could affect 
the reliability of station batteries to perform their design function.  
Changes that deviate from the existing test frequency or IEEE 450
1995 methods would require evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59. Listing 
of the procedure title and designation does not mean that all revisions 
to the procedure are "changes to procedures described in the UFSAR." 

"* The UFSAR states that the Shift Supervisor will authorize all 
radioactive liquid releases. Assigning this function to another 
individual would not require a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation because the 
change is administrative in nature and does not involve performance or 
control of design functions credited in the safety analyses. The licensee 
would be required to reflect the change in the next required update of 
the UFSAR, per 10 CFR 50.71(e).  

4.2.1.3 Screening Changes to UFSAR Methods of Evaluation 

As discussed in section 3.6, methods of evaluation included in the UFSAR to 
demonstrate that intended SSC design functions will be accomplished are 
considered part of the "facility as described in the UFSAR." Thus use of new 
or revised methods of evaluation (as defined in Section 3.10) is considered to 
be a change that is controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and needs to be considered as 
part of this screening step. Changing elements of a method of evaluation 
included in the UFSAR, or use of an alternative method, must be evaluated 
under 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) to determine if prior NRC approval is required 
(see Section 4.3.8). Changes to methods of evaluation (only) do not require 
evaluation against the first seven criteria.  

Changes to methods of evaluation not described in the UFSAR or to 
methodologies included in the UFSAR that are not used in the safety 
analyses or to establish design bases would screen out at this step.  

Methods of evaluation that may be identified in references listed at the end of 
UFSAR sections or chapters are not considered to be described in the UFSAR 
for purposes of 10 CFR 50.59 unless the UFSAR states they were used for 
specific analyses within the scope of 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii). Changes to 
methods of evaluation described in the UFSAR do not require evaluation
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under 10 CFR 50.59 if the changes are within the constraints and limitations 
associated with use of the method, e.g., identified in a topical report and/or 
SER.  

The following examples illustrate the screening of changes to methods of 
evaluation: 

"* The UFSAR identifies the name of the computer code used for 
performing containment performance analyses, with no further 
discussion of the methods employed within the code for performing those 
analyses. Changes to the computer code may be screened out provided 
that the changes are within the constraints and limitations identified in 
the associated topical report and SER. A change that goes beyond 
restrictions on the use of the method should be evaluated under 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii) to determine if prior NRC approval is required.  

"* The UFSAR describes the methods used for atmospheric heat transfer 
and containment pressure response calculations contained within the 
CONTEMPT computer code. The code is also used for developing long 
term temperature profiles (post-recirculation phase of LOCA) for 
environmental qualification through modeling of the residual heat 
removal system. Neither this application of the code nor the analysis 
method is discussed in the UFSAR. A revision to CONTEMPT to 
incorporate more dynamic modeling of the residual heat removal 
system transfer of heat to the ultimate heat sink would screen out 
because this application of the code is not described in the UFSAR as 
being used in the safety analyses or to establish design bases. Any 
changes to CONTEMPT that affect the atmospheric heat transfer or 
containment pressure predictions would not screen out (because the 
UFSAR describes this application in the safety analyses), and would 
require a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.  

m The steamline break mass and energy release calculations were 
originally performed at a power level of 105% of the nominal power 
(plus uncertainties) in order to allow margin for a future power uprate.  
The utility later decided that it would not pursue the power uprate and 
wished to use the margin to address other equipment qualification 
issues. The steamline break mass and energy release calculations 
were re-analyzed, using the same methodology, at 100% power (plus 
uncertainties). This change would screen out as a methodology change 
because the proposed activity involved a change to an input parameter 
(% power) and not a methodology change. This change should be 
screened per Section 4.2.1.1 to determine if it constitutes a change to 
the facility as described in the UFSAR that requires evaluation under
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10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(i-vii).  

m The LOCA mass and energy release calculations were originally 
performed at a power level of 105% of the nominal power, plus 
uncertainties. Some of the assumptions in the analysis were identified 
as non-conservative, but the NRC concluded in the associated SER 
that the overall analysis was conservative because of the use of the 
higher initial power. The utility later decided that it would not 
pursue the power up-rate and wished to use the margin to address 
other equipment qualification issues. The LOCA break mass and 
energy release calculations were re-analyzed, using the same 
methodology, at 100% power (plus uncertainties). This change would 
not screen out because the proposed activity involved a change to an 
input parameter that was integral to the NRC approval of the 
methodology.  

4.2.2 Is the Activity a Test or Experiment Not Described in the UFSAR? 

As discussed in Section 3.14, tests or experiments not described in the 
UFSAR are activities where an SSC is utilized or controlled in a manner that 
is outside the reference bounds of the design for that SSC or inconsistent 
with analyses or description in the UFSAR.  

Tests and experiments that are described in the UFSAR may be screened out 
at this step. Tests and experiments that are not described in the UFSAR 
may be screened out provided the test or experiment is bounded by. tests and 
experiments that are described.  

Examples of tests that would "screen in" at this step (assuming they were not 
described in the UFSAR) would be: 

"* For BWRs, hydrogen injection into the reactor coolant system to 
minimize stress corrosion cracking.  

"* For BWRs, zinc injection into the reactor coolant system to reduce 
activation.  

"* For PWRs, ECCS flow tests that affect the ability to remove decay 
heat.  

"* Operation with fuel demonstration assemblies.  

Examples of tests that would "screen out" would be:
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m Steam generator moisture carryover tests (provided such testing is 
described in the UFSAR) 

m Balance-of-plant heat balance test 

m Information gathering that is non-intrusive to the operation or 
function of the associated SSC 

4.2.3 Screening Documentation 

10 CFR 50.59 recordkeeping requirements apply to 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations 
performed for activities that screened in, not to screening records for 
activities that screened out. However, documentation should be maintained 
in accordance with plant procedures of screenings that conclude a proposed 
activity screened out (i.e., that a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation was not required).  
The basis for the conclusion should be documented to a degree commensurate 
with the safety significance of the change. Typically, the screening 
documentation is retained as part of the change package. This 
documentation does not constitute the record of changes required by 10 CFR 
50.59, and thus is not subject to 10 CFR 50.59 documentation and reporting 
requirements. Screening records need not be retained for activities for which 
a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation was performed or for activities that were never 
implemented.  

4.3 EVALUATION PROCESS 

Once it has been determined that a given activity requires a 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation, the written evaluation must address the applicable criteria of 10 
CFR 50.59(c)(2). These eight criteria are used to evaluate the effects of 
proposed activities on accidents and malfunctions previously evaluated in the 
UFSAR and their potential to cause accidents or malfunctions whose effects 
are not bounded by previous analyses.  

Criteria (c)(2)(i-vii) are applicable to activities other than changes in 
methods of evaluation. Criterion (c)(2)(viii) is applicable to changes in 
methods of evaluation. If any of these criteria are met, the licensee must 
apply for and obtain a license amendment per 10 CFR 50.90 prior to 
implementing the activity. The evaluation against each criterion should be 
appropriately documented as discussed in Section 4.5. Subsections 4.3.1 
through 4.3.8 provide guidance and examples for evaluating proposed 
activities against the eight criteria.  

Each element of a proposed activity must undergo a 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation, except in instances where linking elements of an activity is
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appropriate, in which case the linked elements can be evaluated together. A 
test for linking elements of proposed changes is interdependence.  

It is appropriate for discrete elements to be evaluated together if (1) they are 
interdependent as in the case where a modification to a system or component 
necessitates additional changes to other systems or procedures; or (2) they 
are performed collectively to address a design or operational issue. For 
example, a pump upgrade modification may also necessitate a change to a 
support system, such as cooling water.  

If concurrent changes are being made which are not linked, each must be 
evaluated separately and independently of each other.  

The effects of a proposed activity being evaluated under 10 CFR 50.59 should 
be assessed against each of the evaluation criteria separately. For example, 
an increase in frequency/likelihood of occurrence cannot be compensated for 
by additional mitigation of consequences.  

Special guidance for applying 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation to temporary changes 
proposed as compensatory measures for degraded non-conforming conditions 
is provided in Section 4.4.  

4.3.1 Does the Activity Result in More than a Minimal Increase in the 
Frequency of Occurrence of an Accident? 

In answering this question, the first step is to identify the accidents that 
have been evaluated in the UFSAR that are affected by the proposed activity.  
Then a determination should be made as to whether the frequency of these 
accidents occurring would be more than minimally increased.  

Accidents and transients have been divided into categories based upon a 
qualitative assessment of frequency. For example, ANSI standards define 
the following categories for plant conditions for most PWRs as follows: 

* Normal Operations - Expected frequently or regularly in the course 
of power operation, refueling, maintenance or maneuvering.  

* Incidents of Moderate Freauency - Any one incident expected per 
plant during a calendar year.  

* Infrequent Incidents - Any one incident expected per plant during 
plant lifetime.  

* Limiting Faults - Not expected to occur but could release significant 
amounts of radioactive material thus requiring protection by
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design.  

ANSI standards for BWRs have slightly different but equivalent definitions.  

During initial plant licensing, accidents were assessed in relative 
frequencies, as described above. Minimal increases in frequency resulting 
from subsequent licensee activities do not significantly change the licensing 
basis of the facility and do not impact the conclusions reached about 
acceptability of the facility design.  

Since accident and transient frequencies were considered in a broad sense as 
described above, a change from one frequency category to a more frequent 
category is clearly an example of a change that results in more than a 
minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of an accident. Changes 
within a category could also result in more than a minimal increase in the 
frequency of occurrence of an accident. Normally, the determination of a 
frequency increase is based upon a qualitative assessment using engineering 
evaluations consistent with the UFSAR analysis assumptions. However, a 
plant-specific accident frequency calculation or PRA may be used to evaluate 
a proposed activity in a quantitative sense. It should be emphasized that 
PRAs are just one of the tools for evaluating the impact of proposed activities, 
and their use is not required to perform 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. In 
general, frequencies of accidents considered to be credible are nominally 
greater than 1E-7 per year of reactor operation (e.g., tornado-generated 
missiles, aircraft hazards, etc.). In the event that the change in frequency of 
an accident is calculated, the result is considered to be not more than a 
minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence as long as (1) the increase in 
the pre-change accident or transient frequency is less than 10 percent,1 or (2) 
the resultant frequency of occurrence remains below 10E-6 or applicable 
regulatory threshold.  

Reasonable engineering practices, engineering judgment, and PRA 
techniques, as appropriate, should be used in determining whether the 
frequency of occurrence of an accident would more than minimally increase 
as a result of implementing a proposed activity. A large body of knowledge 
has been developed in the area of accident frequency and risk significant 
sequences through plant-specific and generic studies. This knowledge, where 
applicable, should be used in determining what constitutes more than a 
minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of an accident previously 
evaluated in the UFSAR. The effect of a proposed activity on the frequency 
of an accident must be discernable and attributable to the proposed activity 
in order to exceed the more than minimal increase standard. A proposed 

I The proposed 10 percent increase threshold is consistent with the NRC report, "Options for 
Incorporating Risk Insights into 10 CFR 50.59 Process," December 17, 1998, Section 6.4.1.
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activity is considered to have a negligible effect on the frequency of 
occurrence of an accident when the change in frequency is so small or the 
uncertainties in determining whether a change in frequency has occurred are 
such that it cannot be reasonably concluded that the frequency has actually 
changed (i.e., there is no clear trend towards increasing the frequency). A 
proposed activity that has a negligible effect satisfies the minimal increase 
standard.  

The following considerations may be useful in making this determination: 

a) Will the proposed activity meet the design, material, and construction 
standards applicable to the SSC being modified? If the answer is yes", 
this aspect of the proposed activity is judged not to be more than a 
minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of an accident. If the 
answer is "no" to any of the items, then either a justification for saying 
there is not more than a minimal increase in the frequency of an accident 
occurring will need to be developed or it should be concluded that the 
frequency of an accident occurring would more than minimally increase.  

b) Will the proposed activity affect overall system performance in a manner 
that could more than minimally increase the frequency of occurrence of an 
accident? Typical considerations include: 

(1) Will the proposed activity use instrumentation with accuracies or 
response characteristics that are different than existing 
instrumentation such that an accident is more likely to occur? 

(2) Will the proposed activity cause systems to be operated outside of 
their current design or testing limits (e.g., imposing additional 
loads on electrical systems, operating a piping system at higher 
than normal pressure, operating a motor outside of its rated 
voltage and amperage, etc.)? 

(3) Will the proposed activity cause system vibration or water 
hammer, fatigue, corrosion, thermal cycling or degradation of the 
environment of equipment important to safety that would exceed 
the design limits? 

(4) Will the proposed activity cause a change to any system interface in 
a way that would increase the frequency of an accident? 

If the proposed activity affects the overall system performance in a manner 
that could cause an accident previously evaluated to shift to a higher 
frequency category, or result in a calculated frequency increase to be 10% or
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greater (unless the resultant frequency of occurrence remains below 10E-6 or 
applicable regulatory threshold), then the proposed activity would more than 
minimally increase the frequency of occurrence of an accident previously 
evaluated in the UFSAR.  

Although this criterion allows minimal increases, licensees must still meet 
applicable regulatory requirements and other acceptance criteria to which 
they are committed (such as contained in Regulatory Guides and nationally 
recognized industry consensus standards, e.g., the ASME B&PV Code and 
IEEE standards). Further, departures from the design, fabrication, 
construction, testing, and performance standards as outlined in the General 
Design Criteria (Appendix A to Part 50) are not compatible with a "no more 
than minimal increase" standard.  

Because external event frequencies were established as part of initial 
licensing and are not expected to change, changes in design requirements for 
external hazards (e.g., earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.) should be treated as 
potentially affecting the likelihood of a malfunction rather than the frequency 
of occurrence of an accident.  

4.3.2 Does the Activity Result in More than a Minimal Increase in the 
Likelihood of Occurrence of a Malfunction of an SSC Important to 
Safety? 

The term "malfunction of an SSC important to safety" refers to the failure of 
structures, systems and components (SSCs) to perform their intended design 
functions-including both non-safety-related and safety-related SSCs. The 
cause and mode of a malfunction should be considered in determining 
whether there is a change in the likelihood of a malfunction. The effect or 
result of a malfunction should be considered in determining whether a 
malfunction with a different result is involved per Section 4.3.6.  

In determining whether there is more than a minimal increase in the 
likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of a SSC to perform its design 
function as described in the UFSAR, the first step is to determine what SSCs 
could be impacted by the proposed activity. Next, the effects of the proposed 
activity on the affected SSCs should be determined. This evaluation should 
include both direct and indirect effects.  

Direct effects are those where the proposed activity affects the SSCs (e.g., a 
motor change on a pump). Indirect effects are those where the proposed 
activity affects one SSC and this SSC affects the capability of another SSC to 
perform its UFSAR described design function. Indirect effects also include 
the effects of proposed activities on the design functions of SSCs credited in
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the safety analyses. The safety analysis assumes certain design functions of 
SSCs in demonstrating the adequacy of design. Thus, certain design 
functions, while not specifically identified in the safety analysis, are credited 
in an indirect sense.  

After determining the affect of the proposed activity on the important to 
safety SSCs, a determination is made of whether the likelihood of a 
malfunction of the important to safety SSCs has increased more than 
minimally. Qualitative engineering judgment and/or an industry precedent 
may be using to determine if there is more than a minimal increase in the 
likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction. An appropriate calculation can be 
used to demonstrate the change in likelihood in a quantitative sense, if 
available and practical. The effect of a proposed activity on the likelihood of 
malfunction must be discernable and attributable to the proposed activity in 
order to exceed the more than minimal increase standard. A proposed activity 
is considered to have a negligible effect on the likelihood of a malfunction 
when a change in likelihood is so small or the uncertainties in determining 
whether a change in likelihood has occurred are such that it cannot be 
reasonably concluded that the likelihood has actually changed (i.e., there is 
no clear trend towards increasing the likelihood). A proposed activity that 
has a negligible effect satisfies the minimal increase standard.  

Evaluations of a proposed activity for its effect on likelihood of a malfunction 
would be performed at level of detail that is described in the UFSAR. The 
determination of whether the likelihood of malfunction is more than 
minimally increased is made at a level consistent with existing UFSAR
described failure modes and effects analyses. While the evaluation should 
take into account the level that was previously evaluated in terms of 
malfunctions and resulting event initiators or mitigation impacts, it also 
needs to consider the nature of the proposed activity. Thus, for instance, if 
failures were previously postulated on a train level because the trains were 
independent, a proposed activity that introduces a cross-tie or credible 
common mode failure (e.g., as a result of an analog to digital upgrade) should 
be evaluated further to see whether the likelihood of malfunction has been 
increased.  

The following considerations, as applicable, may be useful in determining if 
an activity involves more than a minimal increase in likelihood of 
malfunction: 

a. Will the proposed activity meet the design requirements for material and 
construction practices considering:
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1. Does the proposed activity satisfy applicable design bases (e.g., seismic 
or wind loadings, etc.)? 

2. Does the change cause applicable design stresses to exceed their code 
allowables or other applicable stress or deformation limit (if any), 
recognizing that, to ensure pump functionality, vendor-specified stress 
limits for a pump casing may be well below the ASME Code allowable.  

3. Are the seismic specifications met (such as use of proper supports, 
proper lugging at terminals, and isolation of lifted leads)? 

4. Are separation criteria met (such as minimum distance between 
circuits in separate divisions, channels in the same division, and 
jumpers run in conduit)? 

5. Are the environmental qualification criteria met (such as use of 
materials qualified for the environment, e.g., radiation, chemical, 
thermal, etc., in which they will be used)? 

b. Will the proposed activity adversely affect the safety analyses by: 

1. Degrading the performance of a safety system assumed to function in 
the safety analyses below the level of performance assumed in the 
safety analysis? 

2. Increasing challenges to safety systems assumed to function in the 
safety analyses.  

c. Will the proposed activity degrade SSC reliability below the assumed 

level of performance by: 

1. Imposing additional loads not analyzed in the design requirements? 

2. Deleting or modifying system/equipment protection features? 

3. Downgrading the support system performance necessary for reliable 
operation of the important to safety equipment? 

4. Reducing system/equipment redundancy, diversity or independence? 

5. Increasing the frequency of operation of important to safety SSCs?
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6. Imposing increased or more severe testing requirements on important 
to safety SSCs? 

7. Adding more components that are subject to failure? 

8. For use where the change in likelihood of a malfunction is 
calculated in support of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation: Increasing 
the pre-change likelihood of occurrence of malfunction by more than a 
factor of two2? The factor of two guideline should be applied based on 
the nature of the change, e.g., at the component level if the change 
affects a component or at the system train level if the change affects 
redundant trains of a system. Such a quantitative calculation is 
intended to support-not determine-the conclusion of whether an 
activity would result in more than a minimal increase in the likelihood 
of malfunction. Thus, even if a proposed activity exceeds the factor of 
two guideline, a licensee may conclude that the activity involves a 
minimal increase in the likelihood of malfunction provided reasonable 
qualitative arguments and engineering judgement are applied and 
documented in the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.  

Changes in design requirements for external hazards (e.g., earthquakes, 
tornadoes, etc.) should be treated as potentially affecting the likelihood of 
malfunction.  

Although this criterion allows minimal increases, licensees must still meet 
applicable regulatory requirements and other acceptance criteria to which 
they are committed (such as contained in Regulatory Guides and nationally 
recognized industry consensus standards, e.g., the ASME B&PV Code and 
IEEE standards). Further, departures from the design, fabrication, 
construction, testing, and performance standards as outlined in the General 
Design Criteria (Appendix A to Part 50) are not compatible with a "no more 
than minimal increase" standard.  

Below are examples where there is less than a minimal increase in the 
likelihood of occurrence ofa malfunction of a SSC important to safety: 

1. The change involves installing additional equipment or devices (e.g., 
cabling, manual valves, protective features) provided all applicable 
design, functional and quality requirements (including applicable 
codes, standards, etc.) continue to be met. For example, adding 
protective devices to breakers or installing an additional drain line 

2 The proposed factor of two threshold is consistent with the NRC report, "Options for Incorporating Risk 
Insights into 10 CFR 50.59 Process," December 17, 1998, Section 6.4.1.
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(with appropriate isolation capability) would not cause more than a 
minimal increase the likelihood of malfunction.  

2. The change involves substitution of one type of component for another 
of similar function, provided all applicable design, functional and 
quality requirements (including applicable codes, standards, etc.) 
continue to be met and any new failure modes are bounded by the 
existing analysis.  

3. The change involves a new or modified operator action that supports a 
design function credited in safety analyses, including manual action 
that substitutes for automatic action, provided: 

"* The action (including required completion time) is reflected in plant 
procedures and operator training programs 

"* The licensee has demonstrated that the action can be completed in 
the time required considering the aggregate affects, such as 
workload or environmental conditions, expected to exist when the 
action is required 

"* The evaluation of the change considers the ability to recover from 
credible errors in performance of manual actions and the expected 
time required to make such a recovery 

"* The evaluation considers the effect of the change on plant systems 

4.3.3 Does the Activity. Result in More than a Minimal Increase in the 
Consequences of an Accident? 

The UFSAR, based on logic similar to ANSI standards, provides an 
acceptance criterion and frequency relationship for "conditions for design".  
When determining which activities represent "more than a minimal increase 

in consequences" pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, it must be recognized that the 
objective of the regulation is the protection of public health and safety.  
Therefore, an increase in consequences must involve an increase in 
radiological doses to the public or to control room operators. Changes in 
barrier performance or other outcomes of the proposed activity that do not 
result in increased radiological dose to the public or to control room operators 
are addressed under Section 4.3.7, Integrity of Fission Product Barriers, or 

the other criteria of 10 CFR 50.59.  

NRC regulates compliance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100 

to assure adequate protection of the public health and safety. Activities 
affecting onsite dose consequences that may require prior NRC approval are
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those that impede required actions inside or outside the control room to 
mitigate the consequences of reactor accidents.  

The consequences covered include dose resulting from any accident evaluated 
in the UFSAR. The accidents include those typically covered in UFSAR 
Chapters 6 and 15 and other events with which the plant is designed to cope 
and are described in the UFSAR (e.g., turbine missiles and flooding). The 
consequences referred to in 10 CFR 50.59 do not apply to occupational 
exposures resulting from routine operations, maintenance, testing, etc.  
Occupational doses are controlled and maintained As Low As Reasonably 
Achievable (ALARA) through formal licensee programs.  

10 CFR Part 20 establishes requirements for protection against radiation 
during normal operations, including dose criteria relative to radioactive 
waste handling and effluents. 10 CFR 50.59 accident dose consequence 
criteria and evaluation guidance are not applicable to proposed activities 
governed by 10 CFR Part 20 requirements.  

The dose consequences referred to in 10 CFR 50.59 are those calculated by 
licensees-not the results of independent, confirmatory dose analyses by the 
NRC that may be documented in Safety Evaluation Reports.  

The evaluation should determine the dose that would likely result from 
accidents associated with the proposed activity. If a proposed activity would 
result in more than a minimal increase in dose from the existing calculated 
dose for any accident, then the activity would require prior NRC approval.  
Where a change in consequences is so small or the uncertainties in 
determining whether a change in consequences has occurred are such that it 
cannot be reasonably concluded that the consequences have actually changed 
(i.e., there is no clear trend towards increasing the consequences), the change 
need not be considered an increase in consequences.  

General Design Criterion 19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires radiation 
protection to permit access and occupancy of the control room under accident 
conditions without personnel receiving radiation exposure in excess of 5 rem 
whole body, for the duration of the accident. 10 CFR 100 establishes 
requirements for exclusion area and low population zones around the reactor 
so that an individual located at any point on its boundary immediately 
following onset of the postulated fission product release would not receive a 
total radiation dose to the whole body in excess of 25 rem or a total radiation 
dose of 300 rem to the thyroid for iodine exposure. In the Standard Review 
Plan (SRP), NUREG-0800, the NRC established acceptance guidelines for 
certain events that are considered of greater likelihood than the limiting 
accidents. For example, for a steam generator tube rupture, the SRP
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acceptance guideline is that the dose be less than or equal to a small fraction 
(i.e., 10 percent) of the 10 CFR 100 thyroid dose value, or 30 rem.  

Therefore, for a given accident, calculated or bounding dose values for that 
accident would be identified in the UFSAR. These dose values should be 
within the GDC 19 or 10 CFR 100 limits, as applicable, as modified by SRP 
guidelines (e.g., small fraction of 10 CFR 100), as applicable. An increase in 
consequences from a proposed activity is defined to be no more than minimal 
if the increase (1) is less than or equal to 10 percent of the difference between 
the current calculated dose value and the regulatory guideline value (10 CFR 
100 or GDC 19, as applicable), and (2) the increased dose does not exceed the 
current SRP guideline value for the particular design basis event. The 
current calculated dose values are those documented in the most up-to-date 
analyses of record. This approach establishes the current SRP guideline 
values as a basis for minimal increases for all facilities, not just those that 
were specifically licensed against those guidelines.  

For some licensees the current calculated dose consequences may already be 
in excess of the SRP guidelines for some events. In such cases minimal is 
defined as less than or equal to 0.1 rem.  

In determining if there is more than a minimal increase in consequences, the 
first step is to determine which accidents evaluated in the UFSAR may have 
their radiological consequences. altered as a direct result of the proposed 
activity. Examples of questions that assist in this determination are: 

(1) Will the proposed activity change, prevent or degrade the 
effectiveness of actions described or assumed in an accident discussed 
in the UFSAR? 

(2) Will the proposed activity alter any assumptions previously made in 
evaluating the radiological consequences of an accident described in 
the UFSAR? 

(3) Will the proposed activity play a direct role in mitigating the 
radiological consequences of an accident described in the UFSAR? 

The next step is to determine if the proposed activity does, in fact, increase 
the radiological consequences of any of the accidents evaluated in the 
UFSAR. If it is determined that the proposed activity does have an effect on 
the radiological consequences of any accident analysis described in the 
UFSAR, then either: 

(1) Demonstrate and document that the radiological consequences of the 
accident described in the UFSAR are bounding for the proposed
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activity (e.g., by showing that the results of the UFSAR analysis 
bound those that would be associated with the proposed activity), or 

(2) Revise and document the analysis taking into account the proposed 
activity and determine if more than a minimal increase has occurred 
as described above.  

The following examples illustrate the implementation of this criterion. In 
each example it is assumed that the calculated consequences do not include a 
change in the methodology for calculating the consequences. Changes in 
methodology would need to be separately considered under 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(viii) as discussed in Section 4.3.8.  

Example 1 

The calculated fuel handling accident (FHA) dose is 50 rem to the thyroid at 
the exclusion area boundary. As a result of a proposed change, the calculated 
FHA dose would increase to 70 rem. Ten percent of the difference between 
the calculated value and the regulatory limit is 25 rem [ 10% of (300 rem- 50 
rem)]. The SRP acceptance guideline is 75 rem. Since the calculated 
increase is less than 25 rem and the total is less than the SRP guideline, the 
licensee may make the change without prior NRC review.  

Example 2 

The calculated dose consequence for a steam generator tube rupture accident 
is 25 rem thyroid at the exclusion area boundary. As a result of a proposed 
change, the calculated dose consequence would increase to 29 rem thyroid.  
The change can be made without prior NRC approval because the new 
calculated dose does not exceed the established SRP guideline of 30 rem 
thyroid nor does the incremental change in consequences (4 rem) exceed 10 
percent of the difference between the previous calculated value and the 
regulatory limit of 300 rem thyroid. Ten percent of the difference between 
the regulatory limit (300 rem) and the calculated value (25 rem) is 27.5 rem 
(10% of 275). Since 4 rem is less than 27.5, this change is a minimal increase 
permissible under 10 CFR 50.59.  

Example 3 

The calculated dose consequence of a fuel handling accident is 25 rem to the 
thyroid at the exclusion area boundary. Because of a proposed change, the 
calculated dose consequence would increase to 65 rem. The SRP guideline for 
this accident is 75 rem and is still met. The incremental increase in dose 
consequence (40 rem), however, exceeds 10 percent of the difference to the 
regulatory limit or 27.5 rem [ 10% of (300 rem - 25 rem)]. Therefore, the
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change results in more than a minimal increase in consequences and thus 
requires prior NRC approval.  

Example 4 

The calculated dose to the control room operators following a loss of coolant 
accident is 4 rem whole body. A change is proposed to the control room 
ventilation system such that the calculated dose would increase to 4.5 rem.  
The regulations dictate that the control room doses are to be controlled to less 
than 5 rem by General Design Criterion 19. Although the new calculated 
dose is less than the regulatory limits, the incremental increase in dose (0.5 
rem) exceeds the value of 10 percent of the difference between the previously 
calculated value and the regulatory value or 0.1 rem [10% of (5 rem - 4 rem)].  
This change would require prior NRC review as a more than minimal change 
in consequences.  

Example 5 

The existing safety analysis for a fuel handling accident predicts an offsite 
dose to the thyroid of 77 rem. The SRP guideline for this event is 75 rem. A 
proposed change would result in an increase in the calculated dose from 77 to 
77.1 rem. In this case, the proposed change would be a minimal increase in 
consequences because the new calculated value, even though greater than the 
SRP value, is within the guideline limit of 0.1 rem.  

4.3.4 Does the Activity Result in More than a Minimal Increase in the 
Consequences of a Malfunction? 

In determining if there is more than a minimal increase in consequences, the 
first step is to determine which malfunctions evaluated in the UFSAR have 
their radiological consequences affected as a result of the proposed activity.  
The next step is to determine if the proposed activity does, in fact, increase 
the radiological consequences and, if so, are they more than minimally 
increased. The guidance for determining whether a proposed activity results 
in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of a malfunction is the 
same as that for accidents. Refer to Section 4.3.3.  

4.3.5 Does the Activity Create a Possibility for an Accident of a Different 
Type? 

The set of accidents that a facility must postulate for purposes of UFSAR 
safety analyses, including LOCA, other pipe ruptures, rod ejection, etc., are 
often referred to as "design basis accidents." The terms accidents and
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transients are often used in regulatory documents (e.g., in Chapter 15 of the 
Standard Review Plan), where transients are viewed as the more likely, low 
consequence events and accidents as less likely but more serious. In the 
context of probabilistic risk assessment, transients are typically viewed as 
initiating events, and accidents as the sequences that result from various 
combinations of plant and safety system response. This criterion deals with 
creating the possibility for accidents of similar frequency and significance to 
those already included in the licensing basis for the facility. Thus, accidents 
that would require multiple independent failures or other circumstances in 
order to "be created" would not meet this criterion.  

Certain accidents are not discussed in the UFSAR because their effects are 
bounded by other related events that are analyzed. For example, a 
postulated pipe break in a small line may not be specifically evaluated in the 
UFSAR because it has been determined to be less limiting than a pipe break 
in a larger line in the same area. Therefore, if a proposed design change 
would introduce a small high energy line break into this area, postulated 
breaks in the smaller line need not be considered an accident of a different 
type.  

The possible accidents of a different type are limited to those that are as 
likely to happen as those previously evaluated in the UFSAR. The accident 
must be credible in the sense of having been created within the range of 
assumptions previously considered in the licensing basis (e.g., random single 
failure, loss of offsite power, etc.). A new initiator of an accident previously 
evaluated in the UFSAR is not a different type of accident. Such a change or 
activity, however, which increases the frequency of an accident previously 
thought to be incredible to the point where it becomes as likely as the 
accidents in the UFSAR, could create the possibility of an accident of a 
different type. For example, there are a number of scenarios, such as 
multiple steam generator tube ruptures, that have been analyzed 
extensively. However, these scenarios are of such low probability that they 
may not have been considered to be part of the design basis. However, if a 
change or activity is proposed such that a scenario such as a multiple steam 
generator tube rupture becomes credible, the change or activity could create 
the possibility of an accident of a different type. In some instances these 
example accidents could already be discussed in the UFSAR.  

In evaluating whether the. proposed change or activity creates the possibility 
of an accident of a different type, the first step is to determine the types of 
accidents that have been evaluated in the UFSAR. The types of credible 
accidents that the proposed activity could create that are not bounded by 
UFSAR-analyzed accidents are accidents of a different type.
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4:.3.6 Does the Activity Create a Possibility for a Malfunction of an SSC 
Important to Safety with a Different Result? 

Malfunctions of SSCs are generally postulated as potential single failures to 
evaluate plant performance with the focus being on the result of the 
malfunction rather than the cause or type of malfunction. A malfunction that 
involves an initiator or failure whose effects are not bounded by those 
explicitly described in the UFSAR is a malfunction with a different result. A 
new failure mechanism is not a malfunction with a different result if the 
result or effect is the same as, or is bounded by, that previously evaluated in 
the UFSAR. The following examples illustrate this point: 

" If a pump is replaced with a new design, there may be a new failure 
mechanism introduced that would cause a failure of the pump to run.  
But if this effect (failure of the pump to run) was previously evaluated 
and bounded, then a malfunction with a different result has not been 
created.  

"* If a feedwater control system is being upgraded from an analog to a 
digital system, new components may be added which could fail for 
reasons other than the components in the original design. Provided 
the end result of the component or subsystem failure is the same as, or 
is bounded by, the results of malfunctions currently described in the 
UFSAR (i.e., failure to maximum demand, failure to minimum 
demand, failure as-is, etc.), then this upgrade would not create a 
"malfunction with a different result." 

Certain malfunctions are not explicitly described in the UFSAR because their 
effects are bounded by other malfunctions that are described. For example, 
failure of a lube oil pump to supply oil to a component may not be explicitly 
described because a failure of the supplied component to operate was 
described.  

The possible malfunctions with a different result are limited to those that are 
as likely to happen as those described in the UFSAR. For example, a seismic 
induced failure of a component that has been designed to the appropriate 
seismic criteria will not cause a malfunction with a different result.  
However, a proposed change or activity that increases the likelihood of a 
malfunction previously thought to be incredible to the point where it becomes 
as likely as the malfunctions assumed in the UFSAR, could create a possible 
malfunction with a different result.  

In evaluating a proposed activity against this criterion, the types and results 
of failure modes of SSCs that have previously been evaluated in the UFSAR 
and that are affected by the proposed activity should be identified. This
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evaluation should be performed consistent with any failure modes and effects 
analysis (FMEA) described in the UFSAR, recognizing that certain proposed 
activities may require a new FMEA to be performed. Attention must be 
given to whether the malfunction was evaluated in the accident analyses at 
the component level or the overall system level. While the evaluation should 
take into account the level that was previously evaluated in terms of 
malfunctions and resulting event initiators or mitigation impacts, it also 
needs to consider the nature of the proposed activity. Thus, for instance, if 
failures were previously postulated on a train level because the trains were 
independent, a proposed activity that introduces a cross-tie or credible 
common mode failure (e.g., as a result of an analog to digital upgrade) should 
be evaluated further to see whether new outcomes have been introduced.  

Once the malfunctions previously evaluated in the UFSAR and the results of 
these malfunctions have been determined, then the types and results of 
failure modes that the proposed activity could create are identified.  
Comparing the two lists can provide the answer to the criterion question. An 
example that might create a malfunction with a different result could be the 
addition of a normally open vent line in the discharge of an emergency core 
cooling system pump. The different result of a malfunction could be potential 
voiding in the system causing it not to operate properly.  

4.3.7 Does the Activity Result in A Design Basis Limit for a Fission 
Product Barrier Being Exceeded or Altered? 

10 CFR 50.59 evaluation under criterion (c)(2)(vii) focuses on the fission 
product barriers--fuel cladding, reactor coolant system boundary, and 
containment-and on the critical design information that supports their 
continued integrity. Guidance for applying this criterion is structured 
around a two-step approach: 

"* Identification of affected design basis limits for a fission product 
barrier 

"* Determination of when those limits are exceeded or altered.  

Identification of affected design basis limits for a fission product barrier 

The first step is to identify the fission product barrier design basis limits, if 
any, that are affected by a proposed activity. Design basis limits for a fission 
product barrier are the controlling numerical values established during the 
licensing review as presented in the UFSAR for any parameter(s) used to 
determine the integrity of the fission product barrier. These limits have
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three key attributes: 

m The parameter is fundamental to the barrier's integrity. Design 
basis limits for fission product barriers establish the reference bounds for 
design of the barriers, as defined in 10 CFR 50.2. They are the limiting 
values for parameters that directly determine the performance of a fission 
product barrier. That is, design bases limits are fundamental to barrier 
integrity and may be thought of as the point at which confidence in the 
barrier begins to decrease.  

For purposes of this evaluation, design bases parameters should be 
distinguished from other parameters that-while they may affect fission 
product barrier performance-are of secondary importance. For example, 
a change to fuel burn-up limits would be evaluated for its effect on clad 
strain to determine if it caused the limiting value for fuel internal gas 
pressure to be exceeded. Thus fuel internal gas pressure is a fundamental 
design bases limit for fuel cladding integrity, and fuel burn-up is a 
secondary/subordinate parameter/limit. Similarly, linear heat rate and 
RCS usage factor limits affect the fuel cladding and RCS boundary but are 
subordinate, respectively, to the design bases limits for fuel temperature 
and RCS stresses.  

m The limit is expressed numerically. Design basis limits are numerical 
values used in the overall design process, not descriptions of functional 
requirements. Design basis limits are typically the numerical event 
acceptance criteria utilized in the accident analysis methodology. The 
facility's design and operation associated with these parameters as 
documented in the UFSAR will be at or below (more conservative than) 
the design basis limit.  

* The limit is found in the UFSAR. As required by 10 CFR 50.34(b), 
design basis limits were presented in the original FSAR and continue to 
reside in the UFSAR. They may be located in a vendor topical report that 
is included in the UFSAR by reference.  

Consistent with the discussion of 10 CFR 50.59 applicability in Section 4.1, 
any design basis limit for a fission product barrier that is controlled by 
another, more specific regulation or Technical Specification would not require 
evaluation under Criterion (c)(2)vii. The effect of the proposed activity on 
those parameters would be evaluated in accordance with the more specific 
regulation. Evaluations under this criterion supporting proposed changes 
that might directly or indirectly (see discussion below) impact a design basis 
limit covered by another regulation or Technical Specification need not be 
extended to consider those parameters.
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Examples of typical fission product barrier design basis limits are identified 
in the following table: 

Barrier Design Bases Typical Design Basis Limit 
Parameter 

Fuel Cladding DNBRIMCPR 95/95 DNB 
Fuel temperature Centerline fuel melting 

temperature 
Fuel enthalpy Cal/gm associated with 

dispersion 
Clad strain Internal pressure associated 

with clad lift-off 
Clad temperature * 2200 degrees F 
Clad Oxidation * 17% local and 1 % overall 

RCS Boundary Pressure Designated limit in safety 
analysis for specific accident 

Stresses * ASME code compliance for 
normal, upset, faulted, etc., as 
appropriate for accident 

Heat-up/Cool-down* Applicable ASME Code stress 
limits 

Containment Pressure Containment design pressure 

* These parameters are commonly controlled by 10 CFR 50.55a, 10 CFR 50.46 
and/or a specific Technical Specification and therefore would not be subject to 
evaluation under this criterion.  

The list above may vary slightly for a given facility and/or fuel vendor and 
may include other parameters for specific accidents. For example, PWRs may 
utilize 100% pressurizer level as a limiting parameter to ensure RCS 
integrity for some accident sequences. If a given facility has that parameter 
incorporated into the UFSAR as a design basis limit, then changes to it 
should be evaluated under this criterion.  

Two ways that a licensee can evaluate proposed activities against this are as 
follows. The licensee may identify all design bases parameters for fission 
product barriers and include them explicitly in the procedure for performing 
10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. Alternatively, the effects of a proposed activity 
could be evaluated first to determine if the change affects design bases
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parameters for fission product barriers. The results of these two approaches 
are equivalent provided the guidance for "exceeded or altered" described 
below is followed. In all cases, the direct and indirect effects of proposed 
activities must be included in the evaluation.  

Exceeded or altered 

A specific proposed activity requires a license amendment if the design basis 
limit for a fission product barrier is "exceeded or altered." The term "exceeded" means that as a result of the proposed activity, the facility's 
predicted response would be less conservative than the numerical design 
basis limit identified above. The term "altered" means the design basis limit 
itself is changed.  

The effect of the proposed activity includes both direct and indirect effects.  
Extending the maximum fuel burn-up limits until the fuel rod internal gas 
pressure exceeds the design basis limit is a direct effect that would require a 
license amendment. Indirect effects provide for another parameter or effect 
to cascade from the proposed activity to the design basis limit. For example, 
reducing the design flow of auxiliary feedwater pumps following a loss of 
main feedwater could reduce the heat transferred from the RCS to the steam 
generators. That effect could increase the RCS temperature, which would 
raise RCS pressure and pressurizer level. The 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(vii) 
evaluation of this change would focus on whether the design basis limit 
associated with RCS pressure for that accident sequence would be exceeded.  

Altering a design basis- limit for a fission product barrier is not a routine 
activity, but it can occur. An example of this would be changing the DNBR 
value such that it no longer corresponds to a 95/95 DNB, perhaps as a result 
of a new fuel design being implemented with the existing correlation. (A new 
correlation or a new value for 95/95 DNB with the same fuel type would be 
evaluated under criterion (c)(2)(viii) of the rule.) Another example is 
redesigning portions of the RCS boundary to no longer comply with the code 
of construction. These are infrequent activities affecting key elements of the 
defense-in-depth philosophy. As such, no distinction has been made between 
a conservative and non-conservative change in the limit.  

Evaluations performed under this criterion may incorporate a number of 
refinements to simplify the review. For example, if an engineering 
evaluation demonstrates that no parameters are affected that have design 
basis limits for fission product barriers associated with them, no 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(vii) evaluation is required. Similarly, most parameters that 
require evaluation under this criterion have calculations or analyses 
supporting the facility's design. If an engineering evaluation demonstrates 
that the analysis reported in the UFSAR remains bounding, then no 10 CFR
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50.59(c)(2)(vii) evaluation is required. When using these techniques, both 
indirect and direct effects must be considered to ensure that important 
interactions are not overlooked.  

Examples illustrating the two-step approach for evaluations under this 
criterion are provided below: 

Example 1 

It is proposed to delay the automatic start of the stand-by condensate 
booster pump to eliminate spurious automatic starts. The proposed 
change is of sufficient magnitude such that it "screens in" as affecting 
a UFSAR-described design function.  

Identification of-design basis limits 

The direct effects of a reduction in condensate flow would be reviewed 
to identify potentially affected design basis parameters. In addition, 
the indirect effect on feedwater flow and feedwater pump NPSH of a 
possible transient reduction in condensate flow/pressure would be 
considered. Likewise, consideration of indirect effects would be 
extended to the reactor or steam generator (BWR or PWR, as 
applicable). The review concludes that no design basis limits are 
either directly or indirectly affected.  

The change in the probability of a reactor trip as a result of normal 
condensate system malfunctions would be evaluated under other 10 
CFR 50.59 criteria.  

Exceeded or altered 

Since no design basis limits were identified, this element of the 
evaluation is not applicable.  

Example 2 

The heat transfer-capability of an RHR heat exchanger tube bundle 

has degraded, and it is proposed to accept the condition "as-is." 

Identification of design basis limits 

The effects of the reduced heat transfer capability would be reviewed.  
The direct effect would include the increased temperature of the 
suppression pool or containment sump [BWR or PWR, as applicable].
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The indirect effects would include increasing the peak containment 
post-accident pressure and increased enthalpy of ECCS flow. The 
increased ECCS enthalpy would also affect peak clad temperature 
(PCT). Thus, the proposed activity affects two design basis limits: 
containment pressure and PCT. In this example, the design basis 
limits would most likely serve as the acceptance criteria for the two 
parameters in the LOCA analysis described in the UFSAR. (Most 
licensees use containment design pressure and 2200 degrees F for 
those values.) 

Exceeded or altered 

Any increase in peak containment post-accident pressure would be 
compared to the design basis limit, in this case, containment design 
pressure. If the revised peak post-accident containment pressure 
exceeded the design basis limit, then a license amendment would be 
required.  

On the other hand, PCT is governed by a more specific regulation, 10 
CFR 50.46. Therefore, the evaluation under this criterion would not 
address the impact on this parameter. Rather, any changes or 
corrections to an acceptable evaluation model or application of such a 
model that affects the PCT calculation would be evaluated per the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46(3)(ii).  

In this example, the design basis limits for containment pressure or 
PCT are not being "exceeded or altered." Therefore, this element of the 
review is not applicable.  

Example 3 

Recently identified corrosion inside the primary containment has 
prompted a re-evaluation of the existing containment design pressure 
of 55 psig. This re-evaluation has concluded that a design pressure of 
48 psig is the maximum supportable. As the final resolution to the 
degraded containment situation, the licensee proposes to reduce the 
containment design pressure as reflected in the safety analyses from 
55 to 48 psig.  

Identification of Design Basis Limit 

The affected parameter is post accident peak containment pressure.  
This parameter directly affects the containment barrier. Its design 
basis limit from the UFSAR is the existing containment design 
pressure of 55 psig.
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Exceeded or altered 

The design basis limit itself has been "altered" and thus a license 
amendment is required. The issue of conservative vs. non-conservative 
is not germane to requiring a submittal. That is, prior NRC approval is 
required regardless of direction because this is a fundamental change 
in the facility's design.  

4.3.8 Does the Activity Result in a Departure from a Method of Evaluation 
Described in the UFSAR Used in Establishing the Design Bases or in 
the Safety Analyses? 

The UFSAR contains design and licensing basis information for a nuclear 
power facility, including description on how regulatory requirements for 
design are met and how the facility responds to various design basis 
accidents and events. Analytical methods are a fundamental part of 
demonstrating how the design meets regulatory requirements and why the 
facility's response to accidents and events is acceptable. As such, in cases 
where the analytical methodology was considered to be an important part of 
the conclusion that the facility met the required design bases, these 
analytical methods were described in the UFSAR and received varying levels 
of NRC review and approval during licensing.  

Because 10 CFR 50.59 provides a process for determining if prior NRC 
approval is required before making changes to the facility as described in the 
UFSAR, changes to the methodologies described in the UFSAR also fall 
under the provisions of the 10 CFR 50.59 process, specifically criterion 
(c)(2)(viii). In general, licensees can make changes to elements of a 
methodology without first obtaining a license amendment if the results are 
essentially the same as, or more conservative than, previous results.  
Similarly, licensees can also use different methods without first obtaining a 
license amendment if those methods have been approved by the NRC for the 
intended application.  

If the proposed activity does not involve a change to a method of evaluation, 
then the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation should reflect that this criterion is not 
applicable. If the activity involves only a change to a method of evaluation, 
then the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation should reflect that criteria 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2)(i-vii) are not applicable.  

The first step in applying this criterion is to identify the methods of 
evaluation that are affected by the change. This is accomplished during 
application of the screening criteria in Section 4.2.1.3.
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Next, the licensee must determine whether the change constitutes a 
departure from a method of evaluation that would require prior NRC 
approval. As discussed further below, for purposes of evaluations under this 
criterion, the following changes are considered a departure from a method of 
evaluation described in the UFSAR: 

. Changes to any element of analysis methodology that yield results that 
are non-conservative or not essentially the same as the results from 
the analyses of record.  

* Use of new or different methods of evaluation that are not approved by 
NRC for the intended application.  

By way of contrast, the following changes are not considered departures 
from a method of evaluation described in the UFSAR: 

1. Departures from methods of evaluation that are not described, outlined 
or summarized in the UFSAR (such changes may have been screened 
out as discussed in Section 4.2.1.3); 

a Use of an updated or new NRC-approved methodology (e.g., computer 
code) to reduce uncertainty, provide more precise results, or other 
reason, provided such use is (a) based on sound engineering practice, 
(b) appropriate for the intended application, and (c) within the 
limitations of the applicable SER. The basis for this determination 
should be documentation in the licensee evaluation.  

a Use of a methodology revision that is documented as providing results 
that are consistent with or more conservative than either the previous 
revision of the same methodology or with another methodology 
previously accepted by NRC through issuance of an SER.  

Subsection 4.3.8.1 provides guidance for making changes to one or more 
elements of an existing method of evaluation used to establish the design 
bases or in the safety analyses. Subsection 4.3.8.2 provides guidance for 
adopting an entirely new method of evaluation to replace an existing one.  
Examples illustrating the implementation of this criterion are provided in 
Section 4.3.8.3.
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4.3.8.1 Guidance for Changing One or More Elements of a Method of 
Evaluation 

The definition of "departure ... " provides licensees with the flexibility to 
make changes under 10 CFR 50.59 to methods of evaluation whose results 
are "conservative" or that are not important with respect to the 
demonstrations of performance that the analyses provide. Changes to 
elements of analysis methods that yield conservative results, or results that 
are essentially the same would not be departures from approved methods.  

Conservative vs. Non-Conservative Results 

Gaining margin by changing one or more elements of a method of evaluation 
is considered to be a non-conservative change and thus a departure from a 
method of evaluation for purposes of 10 CFR 50.59. Such departures require 
prior NRC approval of the revised method. Analytical results obtained by 
changing any element of a method are "conservative" relative to the previous 
results, if they are closer to design bases limits or safety analyses limits (e.g., 
applicable acceptance guidelines). For example, a change from 45 psig to 48 
psig in the result of a containment peak pressure analysis (with design basis 
limit of 50 psig) using a revised method of evaluation would be considered a 
conservative change when applying this criterion. In other words, the 
revised method is more conservative if it predicts more severe conditions 
given the same set of inputs. This is because results closer to limiting values 
are considered conservative in the sense that the new analysis result 
provides less margin to applicable limits for making potential physical or 
procedure changes without a license amendment.  

In contrast, if the use of a modified method of evaluation resulted in a change 
in calculated containment peak pressure from 45 psig to 40 psig, this would 
be a non-conservative change. That is because the change would result in 
more margin being available (to the design basis limit of 50 psig) for the 
licensee to make more significant changes to the physical facility or 
procedures.  

"Essentially the Same" 

Licensees may change one or more elements of a method of evaluation such 
that results move in the non-conservative direction without prior NRC 
approval, provided the revised result is "essentially the same" as the previous 
result. Results are "essentially the same" if they are within the margin of 
error for the type of analysis being performed. Variation in results due to 
routine analysis sensitivities or calculational differences (e.g., rounding 
errors and use of different computational platforms) would typically be 
within the analysis margin of error and thus considered "essentially the 
same." For example, when a method is applied using a different
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computational platform (mainframe vs workstation), results of cases run on 
the two platforms differed by less than 1%, which is the margin of error for 
this type of calculation. Thus the results are essentially the same, and do not 
constitute a departure from a method that requires prior NRC approval.  

The determination of whether a new analysis result would be considered 
"essentially the same" as the previous result can be made through 
benchmarking the revised method to the existing one, or may be apparent 
from the nature of the differences between the methods. When 
benchmarking a revised method to determine how it compares to the previous 
one, the analyses that are done must be for the same set of plant conditions 
to ensure that the results are comparable. Relative to the original method, 
the revised method may result in differences in the details, or intermediate 
results, of an analysis; however, the end results of the existing and revised 
analyses must be essentially the same.  

4.3.8.2 Guidance for Changing from One Method of Evaluation to 
Another 

The definition of "departure ... " provides licensees with the flexibility to 
make changes under 10 CFR 50.59 from one method of evaluation to another 
provided that the new method is approved by the NRC for the intended 
application. A new method is approved by the NRC for intended application 
if it is approved for the type of analysis being conducted, and applicable 
terms, conditions and limitations for its use are satisfied.  

NRC approval has typically followed one of two paths. Most reactor or fuel 
vendors and several utilities have prepared and obtained NRC approval of 
topical reports that describe methodologies for the performance of a given 
type or class of analysis. Through a Safety Evaluation Report, the NRC 
approved the use of the methodologies for a given class of power plants. In 
some cases, the NRC has accorded "generic" approval of analysis 
methodologies. Terms, conditions and limitations relating to the application 
of the methodologies are usually documented in the topical reports, the SER, 
and correspondence between the NRC and the methodology owner that is 
referenced in the SER or associated transmittal letter.  

The second path is the approval of a specific analysis rather than a more 
generic methodology. The NRC's approval has tended to be limited to a given 
plant design and a given application. Again, terms, conditions and 
limitations relating to the application of the methodologies are usually 
documented in the original license amendment request, the SER, and any • 
correspondence between the NRC and the analysis owner that is referenced 
in the SER or associated transmittal letter.
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It is incumbent upon the user of a new methodology-even one generically 
approved by the NRC-to ensure that all conditions and limitations under 
which the method received NRC approval are identified. The applicable 
terms and conditions for the use of a methodology are not limited to a specific 
analysis; the qualification of the organization applying the methodology is 
also a consideration. Through Generic Letter 83-11, Supplement 1, the NRC 
has established a method by which utilities can demonstrate they are 
generally qualified to perform safety analyses. Utilities thus qualified can 
apply methods that have been reviewed and approved by the NRC, or that 
have been otherwise accepted as part of another plant's licensing basis, 
without requiring prior NRC approval. Licensees that have not satisfied the 
guidelines of Generic Letter 83-11, Supplement 1, may, of course, continue to 
seek plant-specific approval to use new methods of evaluation.  

When considering the application of a methodology, it is necessary to adopt 
the methodology en toto and apply it consistent with applicable terms, 
conditions and limitations. Mixing attributes of new and existing 
methodologies is considered a revision to a methodology and must be 
evaluated as such per the guidance in Section 4.3.8.1.  

Considerations for Determining if New Methods are Technically Appropriate 
for the Intended Application 

The following questions highlight important considerations for determining 
that a particular application of a different method is technically appropriate 
for the intended application, within the bounds of what has been found 
acceptable by NRC, and does not require prior NRC approval.  

m Is the application of the methodology consistent with the facility's 
licensing basis (e.g., NUREG-0800 or other plant-specific commitments)? 
Will the methodology supersede a methodology addressed by other 
regulations such as 10 CFR 50.46, 10 CFR 50.55a or the plant Technical 
Specifications (Core Operating Limits Report or Pressure/Temperature 
Limits Report)? Is the methodology consistent with relevant industry 
standards? 

If application of the new methodology requires exemptions from 
regulations or plant-specific commitments, exceptions to relevant industry 
standards and guidelines, or is otherwise inconsistent with a facility's 
licensing basis, then prior NRC approval may be required. The applicable 
change process must be followed to make the plant's licensing basis 
consistent with the requirements of the new methodology.
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"* If a computer code is involved, has the code been installed in accordance 

with applicable software Quality Assurance requirements? Has the plant
specific model been adequately qualified through benchmark comparisons 
against test data, plant data, or approved engineering analyses? Is the 
application consistent with the capabilities and limitations of the 
computer code? Has industry experience with the computer code been 
appropriately considered? 

The computer code installation and plant-specific model qualification is 
not directly transferable from one organization to another. The 
installation and qualification should be in accordance with the licensee's 
Quality Assurance program.  

"* Is the plant configuration the same as described in the methodology? If 
the plant configuration is similar, but not the same, the following types of 

considerations should be addressed to assess the applicability of the 
methodology: 

"* How could those differences affect the methodology? 

"* Are additional sensitivity studies required? 

"* Should additional single failure scenarios be considered? 

"* Are analyses of limiting scenarios, effects of equipment failures, etc., 
applicable for the specific plant design? 

"* Can analyses be made while maintaining compliance with both the 
intent and literal definition of the methodology? 

Differences in the plant configurations and licensing bases could invalidate 
the application of a particular methodology. For example, the licensing basis 
of older vintage plants may not include an analysis of the feedwater line 
break event that is required in later vintage plants. Some plants may be 
required to postulate a loss of offsite power or a maximum break size for 

certain events; other may have obtained exemptions to these requirements 
from the NRC. The existence of these differences does not preclude 
application of a new methodology to a facility; it only requires the analyst to 

thoroughly understand and document the effects of these differences on the 

application of the methodology to ensure compliance with the terms, 

conditions, and limitations of the NRC approval.  

n Is the facility for which the methodology has been approved designed and 
operated in the same manner as the facility to which the methodology is to be 

applied? If the facilities are not designed and operated in the same manner,
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the following types of considerations should be addressed to assess the 
applicability of the methodology: 

Is the equipment the same? Does the equipment have the same 
pedigree (e.g., Class 1E, Seismic Category I, etc.)? If similar, but not 
the same, what additional allowances must be made? Are the relevant 
failure modes and effects analyses the same? If slight modifications to 
the methodology are required, are these within the terms, conditions, 
and limitations on which NRC approval of the methodology was based? 

* Even if the basic facility configuration is nearly the same between two 
units, differences in plant specific components may make the 
application of a methodology to another plant inappropriate. For 
example, some plants may have pressurizer power-operated relief 
valves that are qualified for water relief; other plants do not. In 
addition, plant specific failure modes and effects analyses may reveal 
new potential single failure scenarios that were not considered in the 
original methodology. The existence of these differences does not 
preclude application of a new methodology to a facility; it only requires 
the analyst to thoroughly understand the effects of these differences on 
the application of the methodology to ensure compliance with the 
terms, conditions, and limitations of the NRC approval.  

4.3.8.3 EXAMPLES 

The following examples illustrate the implementation of this criterion: 

Example 1 - The UFSAR states that a damping value of 0.5 percent is used in 
the seismic analysis of safety-related piping. The licensee wishes to change 
this value to 2 percent to reanalyze the seismic loads for the piping. Using a 
higher damping value to represent the response of the piping to the 
acceleration from the postulated earthquake in the analysis would result in 
lower calculated stresses because the increased damping reduces the loads.  
Since this analysis was used in establishing the seismic design bases for the 
piping, and since this is a change to an element of the method that is not 
conservative and is not essentially the same, this change would require prior 
NRC approval under this criterion.  

On the other hand, had NRC approved an alternate method of seismic 
analysis that allowed 2 percent damping provided certain other assumptions 
were made, and the licensee used the complete set of assumptions to perform 
its analysis, then the 2 percent damping under these circumstances would 
not be a departure because this method of evaluation is considered "approved 
by the NRC for the intended application."
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Example 2 - A facility has a design basis containment pressure limit of 50 psig. The current worst-case design basis accident calculation results in a peak pressure of 45 psig. The licensee revises the method of evaluation, and the recalculated result is 40 psig. This change would require prior NRC approval because the result of the recalculation is not conservative. If the licensee used a different method that was approved by the NRC and met all the terms and conditions of the method, a recalculated result of 40 psig would 
not require prior NRC approval.  

Example 3 - A licensee revises the seismic analysis described in the UFSAR to include an inelastic analysis procedure. This revised method is used to demonstrate that cable trays have greater capacity than previously calculated. This change would require prior NRC approval as it would not 
produce results that are essentially the same.  

Example 4 - Licensee X has received NRC approval for the use of a method of evaluation at Facility A for performing steamline break mass and energy release calculations for environmental qualification evaluations. The terms and conditions for the use of the method are detailed in the NRC SER. The SER also describes limitations associated with the method. Licensee Y wants to apply the method at its Facility B. Licensee Y has satisfied the guidelines of GL 83-11, Supplement 1. After reviewing the method, approved 
application, SER and related documentation, to verify that applicable terms, conditions and limitations are met and to ensure the method is applicable to their type of plant, Licensee Y conducts a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. Licensee Y concludes that the change is not a departure from a method of evaluation because it has determined the method is appropriate for the intended application, the terms and conditions for its use as specified in the SER have been satisfied, and the method has been approved by the NRC.  

Example 5 - The NRC has approved the use of computer code and the associated analysis of a steamline break for use in the evaluation of component stresses. A licensee uses the same computer code and analysis methodology to replace their evaluation of the containment temperature 
response. This change would require prior NRC approval unless the methodology had been previously approved for evaluating containment 
temperature response.  

4.4 APPLYING 10 CFR 50.59 TO COMPENSATORY ACTIONS TO ADDRESS 
NONCONFORMING OR DEGRADED CONDITIONS 

Three general courses of action are available to licensees to address nonconforming and degraded conditions. Whether or not 10 CFR 50.59 must be applied, and the focus of a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation if one is required, depends on the corrective action chosen by the licensee, as discussed below:
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a If the licensee intends to restore the SSC back to its previous condition (as 
described in the UFSAR), then this corrective action should be performed 
in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (i.e., in a timely manner 
commensurate with safety). This activity is not subject to 10 CFR 50.59.  

n If an interim compensatory action is taken to address the condition and 
involves a temporary procedure or facility change,- 10 CFR 50.59 should be 
applied to the temporary change. The intent is to determine whether the 
temporary change/compensatory action itself (not the degraded condition) 
impacts other aspects of the facility or procedures described in the 
UFSAR. In considering whether a temporary change impacts other 
aspects of the facility, a licensee should pay particular attention to 
ancillary aspects of the temporary change that result from actions taken 
to directly compensate for the degraded condition.  

m If the licensee corrective action is either to accept the condition "as-is" 
resulting in something different than described in the UFSAR, or to 
change the facility or procedures to something different than described in 
the UFSAR, 10 CFR 50.59 should be applied to the corrective action, 
unless another regulation applies, e.g., 10 CFR 50.55a. In these cases, the 
final resolution becomes the proposed change that would be subject to 10 
CFR 50.59.  

The following example illustrates the process for implementing a temporary 
change as a compensatory measure to address a degraded/non-conforming 
condition: 

A level transmitter for one Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) lower oil reservoir 
failed while at power. The transmitter provides an alarm function; but not an 
automatic protective action function. The transmitter and associated alarm 
are described in the UFSAR, as protective features for the RCPs, but no 
technical specification applies. Loss of the transmitter does not result in the 
loss of operability for any technical specification equipment. The transmitter 
fails in a direction resulting in a continuous alarm in the control room. The 
alarm circuitry provides a common alarm for both the upper and lower oil 
reservoir circuits, so transmitter failure causes a hanging alarm and a 
masking of proper operation of the remaining functional transmitter.  
Precautionary measures are taken to monitor lower reservoir oil level as 
outlined in the alarm manual using available alternate means. An interim 
compensatory action is proposed to lift the leads (temporary change) from the 
failed transmitter to restore the alarm function for the remaining functioning 
transmitter.
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Lifting the leads is a compensatory action (temporary change) which is 
subject to 10 CFR 50.59. The 10 CFR 50.59 screening would be applied to the 
temporary change itself (lifted leads) not the degraded condition (failed 
transmitter), to determine its impact on other aspects of the facility described 
in the UFSAR. If screening determines that no other UFSAR-described SSCs 
would be affected by this compensatory action, the temporary change would 
screen out, i.e., not require a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.  

4.5 DISPOSITION OF 10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATIONS 

There are two possible conclusions to a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation: 

(1) The proposed activity may be implemented without prior NRC approval.  

(2) The proposed activity requires prior NRC approval.  

Where a change to the technical specifications is required by the proposed 
activity, the technical specification change must be approved by the NRC in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementation. An activity is 
considered "implemented" when it provides its intended function, that is, 
when it is placed in service and declared operable. Thus a licensee may 
design, plan, install, and test a modification prior to NRC approval of the 
license amendment provided (1) 10 CFR 50.59 has been applied to aspects of 
the modification outside the scope of the license amendment request and (2) 
these activities are consistent with applicable Technical Specifications.  

For example, a modification to a facility involved the replacement of a train 
of a safety system with one including diverse primary components (diesel
driven pump vice a motor-driven pump). The installation of the replacement 
train was largely in a new, separate structure. Ultimately the modification 
would require NRC approval because of impacts on the facility technical 
specifications as well as due to differences in reliability of the replacement 
pump in some situations. There was insufficient time to seek and gain NRC 
approval prior to construction. The facility prepared a 10 CFR 50.59 
screening to support construction of the stand-alone facility through 
preliminary testing. The limited interfaces with the existing facility were 
assessed and determined to not affect the facility as described in the UFSAR.  
Upon receipt of the license amendment the final tie-in, testing and operation 
were fully authorized. 10 CFR 50.59 should be applied to any aspects of the 
activity not adequately addressed in the license amendment request and/or 
associated Safety Evaluation Report.  

For proposed activities that are determined to require prior NRC approval, 
there are three possible options:
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(1) Cancel the planned change.  

(2) Redesign the proposed activity so that the it may proceed without prior 
NRC approval.  

(3) Apply for and obtain a license amendment under 10 CFR 50.90 prior to 
implementing the activity. Technical and licensing evaluations 
performed for such activities may be used as part of the basis for 
license amendment requests.  

In resolving degraded or nonconforming conditions, the need to obtain NRC 
approval for a change does not affect the licensee's authority to operate the 
plant. The licensee-may make mode changes, restart from outages, etc., 
provided that necessary SSCs are operable and the degraded condition is not 
in conflict with the technical specifications or the license.  

It is important to remember that determining that a proposed activity 
requires prior NRC approval does not determine whether it is safe. In fact, a 
proposed activity that requires prior NRC approval may significantly 
enhance overall plant safety at the expense of a small adverse impact in a 
specific area. It is the responsibility of the utility to assure that proposed 
activities are safe, and it is the role of the NRC to confirm the safety of those 
activities that are determined to require prior NRC review.  

5.0 DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING 

10 CFR 50.59(d) requires the following documentation and recordkeeping: 

(1) The licensee shall maintain records of changes in the facility, of changes 
in procedures, and of tests and experiments made pursuant to paragraph 
(c) of this section. These records must include a written evaluation which 
provides the bases for the determination that the change, test or 
experiment does not require a license amendment pursuant to paragraph 
(c)(2) of this section.  

(2) The licensee shall submit, as specified in § 50.4, a report containing a 
brief description of any changes, tests, and experiments, including a 
summary of the evaluation of each. A report must be submitted at 
intervals not to exceed 24 months.  

(3) The records of changes in the facility must be maintained until the 
termination of a license issued pursuant to this part or the termination.of 
a license issued pursuant to 10 CFR Part 54, whichever is later. Records
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of changes in procedures and records of tests and experiments must be 
maintained for a period of 5 years.  

The documentation and reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.59(d) apply to 
activities that require evaluation against the eight criteria of 10 CFR 
50.59(c)(2) and are determined not to require prior NRC approval. That is, 
the phrase in 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1), "made pursuant to paragraph (c)," refers to 
those activities that were evaluated against the eight evaluation criteria 
(because, for example, they affect the facility as described in the UFSAR), but 
not to those activities or changes that were screened out. Similarly, 
documentation and reporting under 10 CFR 50.59 is not required for 
activities that are canceled or that that are determined to require prior NRC 
approval and are implemented via the license amendment request process.  

Documenting 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations 

In performing a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation of a proposed activity, the evaluator 
must address the eight criteria in 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2) to determine if prior 
NRC approval is required. Although the conclusion in each criterion may be 
simply "yes," "no," or "not applicable," there must be an accompanying 
explanation providing adequate basis for the conclusion. Consistent with the 
intent of 10 CFR 50.59, these explanations should be complete in the sense 
that another knowledgeable reviewer could draw the same conclusion.  
Restatement of the criteria in a negative sense or making simple statements 
of conclusion is not sufficient and should be avoided. It is recognized, 
however, that for certain very simple activities, a statement of the conclusion 
with identification of references consulted to support the conclusion would be 
adequate and the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation could be very brief.  

The importance of the documentation is emphasized by the fact that 
experience and engineering knowledge (other than models and experimental 
data) are often relied upon in determining whether evaluation criteria are 
met. Thus the basis for the engineering judgment and the logic used in the 
determination should be documented to the extent practicable and to a 
degree commensurate with the safety significance and complexity of the 
activity. This type of documentation is of particular importance in areas 
where no established consensus methods are available, such as for software 
reliability, or the use of commercial-grade hardware and software where full 
documentation of the design process is not available.  

Since an important goal of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is completeness, the 
items considered by the evaluator must be clearly stated.
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Each 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is unique. Although each applicable criteria 
must be addressed, the questions and considerations listed throughout this 
guidance document to assist evaluating the criteria are not requirements for 
all evaluations. Some evaluations may require that none of these questions 
be addressed while others will require additional considerations beyond those 
addressed in this guidance.  

When preparing 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, licensees may combine responses 
to individual criteria or reference other portions of the evaluation.  

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, licensees may elect to use screening criteria to 
limit the number of activities for which written 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations are 
performed. A documentation basis should be maintained for determinations 
that the changes meet the screening criteria, i.e., screen out. This 
documentation does not constitute the record of changes required by 10 CFR 
50.59, and thus is not subject to the recordkeeping requirements of the rule.  

Reporting to NRC 

A summary of 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations for activities implemented under 10 
CFR 50.59 must be provided to NRC. Activities that were screened out, 
canceled or implemented via license amendment need not be included in this 
report. The 10 CFR 50.59 reporting requirement (every 24 months) is 
identical to that for UFSAR updates such that licensees may provide these 
reports to NRC on the same schedule.
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Appendix A 

10 CFR 50.59 Changes, tests, and experiments.  

(a) Definitions for the purposes of this section: 

(1) Change means a modification or addition to, or removal from, the facility or 
procedures that affects a design function, method of performing or controlling 
the function, or an evaluation that demonstrates that intended functions will 
be accomplished.  

(2) Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) 
changing any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as 
updated) unless the results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the 
same; or (ii) changing from a method described in the FSAR to another 
method unless that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application.  

(3) Facility as described in the final safety analysis report (as updated means: 

(i)The structures, systems, and components (SSC) that are described in the 
final safety analysis report (FSAR) (as updated), 

(ii) The design and performance requirements for such SSCs described in the 
FSAR (as updated), and 

(iii)The evaluations or methods of evaluation included in the FSAR (as updated) 
for such SSCs which demonstrate that their intended function(s) will be 
accomplished.  

(4) Final Safety Analysis Report (as updated) means the Final Safety Analysis 
Report (or Final Hazards Summary Report) submitted in accordance with § 
50.34, as amended and supplemented, and as updated per the requirements of 
§ 50.71(e) or § 50.71(f), as applicable.  

(5) Procedures as described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) means 
those procedures that contain information described in the FSAR (as updated) 
such as how structures, systems, and components are operated and controlled 
(including assumed operator actions and response times).  

(6) Tests or experiments not described in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated) means any activity where any structure, system, or component is 
utilized or controlled in a manner which is either: 

(i) Outside the reference bounds of the design bases as described in the final 
safety analysis report (as updated) or
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(ii) Inconsistent with the analyses or descriptions in the final safety analysis 
report (as updated).  

(b) Applicability. This section applies to each holder of a license authorizing 
operation of a production or utilization facility, including the holder of a license 
authorizing operation of a nuclear power reactor that has submitted the 
certification of permanent cessation of operations required under § 50.82(a)(1) or 
a reactor licensee whose license has been amended to allow possession but not 
operation of the facility.  

(c) (1) A licensee may make changes in the facility as described in the final safety 
analysis report (as updated), make changes in the procedures as described in the 
final safety analysis report (as updated), and conduct tests or experiments not 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) without obtaining a 
license amendment pursuant to § 50.90 only if

(i) A change to the technical specifications incorporated in the license is not 
required, and 

(ii) The change, test, or experiment does not meet any of the criteria in 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) A licensee shall obtain a license amendment pursuant to § 50.90 prior to 
implementing a proposed change, test, or experiment if the change, test, or 
experiment would: 

(i) Result in more than a minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of 
an accident previously evaluated in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated); 

(ii) Result in more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a 
malfunction of a structure, system, or component (SSC) important to 
safety previously evaluated in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated); 

(iii) Result in more. than a minimal increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated in the final safety analysis report (as updated); 

(iv) Result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of a 
malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the 
final safety analysis report (as updated); 

(v) Create a possibility for an accident of a different type than any previously 
evaluated in the final safety analysis report (as updated); 

(vi) Create a possibility for a malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a 
different result than any previously evaluated in the final safety analysis 
report (as updated); 

(vii) Result in a design basis limit for a fission product barrier as described in 
the UFSAR being exceeded or altered; or
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(viii) Result in a departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR 
(as updated) used in establishing the design bases or in the safety 
analyses 

(3) In implementing this paragraph, the FSAR (as updated) is considered to 
include FSAR changes resulting from evaluations performed pursuant to this 
section and analyses performed pursuant to § 50.90 since submittal of the last 
update of the final safety analysis report pursuant to § 50.71 of this part.  

(4) The provisions in this section do not apply to changes to the facility or 
procedures when the applicable regulations establish more specific criteria for 
accomplishing such changes.  

(d) (1) The licensee shall maintain records of changes in the facility, of changes in 
procedures, and of tests and experiments made pursuant to paragraph (c) of this 
section. These records must include a written evaluation which provides the 
bases for the determination that the change, test or experiment does not require 
a license amendment pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) The licensee shall submit, as specified in § 50.4, a report containing a brief 
description of any changes, tests, and experiments, including a summary of 
the evaluation of each. A report must be submitted at intervals not to exceed 
24 months.  

(3) The records of changes in the facility must be maintained until the 
termination of a license issued pursuant to this part or the termination of a 
license issued pursuant to 10 CFR Part 54, whichever is later. Records of 
changes in procedures and records of tests and experiments must be 
maintained for a period of 5 years.
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Appendix B 

10 CFR 72.48 Changes, tests, and experiments.  

(a) Definitions for the purposes of this section: 

(1) Change means a modification or addition to, or removal from, the facility or 
spent fuel storage cask design or procedures that affects a design function, 
method of performing or controlling the function, or an evaluation that 
demonstrates that intended functions will be accomplished.  

(2) Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) 
changing any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as 
updated) unless the results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the 
same; or (ii) changing from a method described in the FSAR to another 
method unless that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application.  

(3) Facility means either an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) 
or a Monitored Retrievable Storage facility( MRS).  

(4) The facility or spent fuel storage cask design as described in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report (FSAR) (as updated) means: 

(i) The structures, systems, and components (SSC) that are described in the 
FSAR (as updated), 

(ii) The design and performance requirements for such SSCs described in the 
FSAR (as updated), and 

(iii) The evaluations or methods of evaluation included in the FSAR (as 
updated) for such SSCs which demonstrate that their intended function(s) 
will be accomplished.  

(5) Final Safety Analysis Report (as updated) means: 

(i) For specific licensees, the Safety Analysis Report for a facility submitted 
and updated in accordance with § 72.70; 

(ii) For general licensees, the Safety Analysis Report for a spent fuel storage 
cask design, as amended and supplemented; and 

(iii) For certificate holders, the Safety Analysis Report for a spent fuel storage 
cask design submitted and updated in accordance with § 72.248.  

(6) Procedures as described in the Final Safety Analysis Report (as updated) 
means those procedures that contain information described in the FSAR (as 
updated) such as how SSCs are operated and controlled (including assumed 
operator actions and response times).
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(7) Tests or experiments not described in the Final Safety Analysis Report (as 
updated) means any activity where any SSC is utilized or controlled in a 
manner which is either: 

(i) Outside the reference bounds of the design bases as described in the 
FSAR (as updated) or 

(ii) Inconsistent with the analyses or descriptions in the FSAR (as updated).  

(b) This section applies to: 

(1) Each holder of a general or specific license issued under this part, and 

(2) Each holder of a Certificate of Compliance (CoC) issued under this part.  

(c) (1) A licensee or certificate holder may make changes in the facility or spent fuel 
storage cask design as described in the FSAR (as updated), make changes in the 
procedures as described in the FSAR (as updated), and conduct tests or 
experiments not described in the FSAR (as updated), without obtaining either (i) 
A license amendment pursuant to § 72.56 (for specific licensees) or (ii) A CoC 
amendment submitted by the certificate holder pursuant to § 72.244 (for general 
licensees and certificate holders) if

(A)A change to the technical specifications incorporated in the specific license 
is not required; or 

(B)A change in the terms, conditions, or specifications incorporated in the CoC 
is not required; and 

(C) The change, test, or experiment does not meet any of the criteria in 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) A specific licensee shall obtain a license amendment pursuant to § 72.56, a 
certificate holder shall obtain a CoC amendment pursuant to § 72.244, and a 
general licensee shall request that the certificate holder obtain a CoC 
amendment pursuant to § 72.244, prior to implementing a proposed change, test, 
or experiment if the change, test, or experiment would: 

(i) Result in more than a minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of 
an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR (as updated); 

(ii) Result in more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a 
malfunction of a system, structure, or component (SSC) important to 
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR (as updated); 

(iii) Result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated in the FSAR; 

(iv) Result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of a 
malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the 
FSAR (as updated);
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(v) Create a possibility for an accident of a different type than any previously 
evaluated in the FSAR (as updated); 

(vi) Create a possibility for a malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a 
different result than any previously evaluated in the FSAR (as updated); 

(vii) Result in a design basis limit for a fission product barrier being exceeded 
or altered as described in the FSAR (as updated); or 

(viii) Result in a departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR 
(as updated) used in establishing the design bases or in the safety 
analyses.  

(3) In implementing this paragraph, the FSAR (as updated) is considered to 
include FSAR changes resulting from evaluations performed pursuant to this 
section and analyses performed pursuant to §§ 72.56 or 72.244 since the last 
update of the FSAR pursuant to §§ 72.70, or 72.248 of this part.  

(4) The provisions in this section do not apply to changes to procedures when the 
applicable regulations establish more specific criteria for accomplishing such 
changes.  

(d) (1) The licensee and certificate holder shall maintain records of changes in the 
facility or spent fuel storage cask design, of changes in procedures, and of tests 
and experiments made pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section. These records 
must include a written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination 
that the change, test, or experiment does not require a license or CoC amendment 
pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) The licensee and certificate holder shall submit, as specified in § 72.4, a report 
containing a brief description of any changes, tests, and experiments, 
including a summary of the evaluation of each. A report shall be submitted at 
intervals not to exceed 24 months.  

(3) The records of changes in the facility or spent fuel storage cask design shall be 
maintained until: 

(i)Spent fuel is no longer stored in the facility or the spent fuel storage cask 
design is no longer being used, or 

(ii)The Commission terminates the license or CoC issued pursuant to this part.  

(4) The records of changes in procedures and of tests and experiments shall be 
maintained for a period of 5 years.  

(5) The holder of a spent fuel storage cask design CoC, who permanently ceases 
operation, shall provide the records of changes to the new certificate holder or to 
the Commission, as appropriate, in accordance with § 72.234(d)(3).  

(6) (i) A general licensee shall provide a copy of the record for any changes to a spent 
fuel storage cask design to the applicable certificate holder within 60 days of 
implementing the change.
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(ii) A specific licensee using a spent fuel storage cask design, approved pursuant 
to subpart L of this part, shall provide a copy of the record for any changes to 
a spent fuel storage cask design to the applicable certificate holder within 60 
days of implementing the change.  

(iii) A certificate holder shall provide a copy of the record for any changes to a 
spent fuel storage cask design to any general or specific licensee using the 
cask design within 60 days of implementing the change.
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List of Subjects in 5 CFR Parts 831 and 
842 

Administrative practi ce and 
procedure, Air traffic controllers.  
Alimony, Claims, Disability benefits, 
Firefighters, Government employees.  
Income taxes, Intergovernmental 
relations, Law enforcement officers, 
Pensions, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements, Retirement.  

Office of Personnel Management.  
Janice R. Lachance, 
Dire~ctor.  

Accordingly. OPM is amending parts 
831 and 842 of title 5. Code of Federal 
Regulations, as follows: 

PART 831-RETIREMENT 

1. The authority citation for part 831 
is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 8347: §831.102 also 
issued under 5 U.S.C. 8334: § 831.106 also 
issued under 5 U.S.C. 5.52a: § 831.114 also 
issued under 5 U.S.C. 8336(d)(2). Pub. L.  
105-1 74. 112 Stat. 91: §8311 2(1(b1(l) also 
issued under 5 U.S.C. 8.347(g):. ~831.20 1(b)(ll 
also issued under 5 U.S.C. 7701(b)(2): 
§ 831.201(g) also issued under sect ions 
11202(f0,11232(e). and 11246(b) of Put) L.  
105-33. 111 Stat. 2,51: §831.204 also issueii 
tinder section 102(le) of Pub. L. 1114-8. 11O11 
Stat. 102. as amiendeil hi s;eition (5 1 ol Pilli 
L. 104-134. 11(1 Slat 112 1. 3z8.31(1 .i030o 
issued under 5 C 5.1C. 83341d(,1:182) 811 5112 
also issued under 5 (.S.C. 8337. 3( HA 31125 

also issued under section 11.31. L C) 112218. 31 
CFR 1964-1965 C~oinp.: §381116h.1Ai iso ue(dl 
under.5 LI.S.C. 8339(j) and (k)(2): > 83381.1 i. I 

and 831.664 also issued under seltio)n t11004 

(c)(2) of Pub. L. 103-66. 1(17 SW, 4(2: 

§ 831.682 also issued under section 20111d) o 

Pub. L. 99-251. 100 Stat. 2.1: SUparl S .isi 

issued under 5 t S.C,. 8:345(k): -niihllic V'ii..  

issued uinder S t S.C. 8.14.1,i no ýtiw60 
of Pub. L. t00-20.3. 101 Stl 1 11(11- 

38:31.220.3 also i5500)1 kmd(.-i.  

7001(a)(4) of PuS. L.101 15508 1114 SI~i 

1388-328.  

Subpart A-Administration and 
General Provisions 

§831.108 [Removed] 

2. Section 831.108 is removed.  
3. In § 831.114, paragraphs(b)(4) ind 

(c)(2)(iii) are revised to read as; tlc loxs-; 

§ 831.114 Early retirement-major 
reorganization, major reduction in force, or 
major transfer of function 

(b) * 

(4) OPMI niav approve an) gil 

request for voluntarv earls retirement 
authoritv to cover the entire period it 

the major reduction tn force. major 
reorganization. or majo~r tranlsfer of 
function: or through the end of each 
fiscal year, whichever is less.  

(c) * * *

(2) * ** 

(iii) The time period during which 
voluntary early retirement will be 
offered. At the agency's discretion. the 
agency may request v~oluntary. earl~y 
retirement authority to cover the entire 
period of the major reduction in force, 
major reorganization, or major transfer 
of function: or through the end of the 
fiscal year, whichever is less.  

PART 842-FEDERAL EMPLOYEES 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM-BASIC 
ANNUITY 

4. The authority' citation for part 842 
is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 8461 (g): §.§ 842. 104 and 
842.106 also issued unider 5 U.S.C. 8461(n).  
§ 842.105 also issued under 5 t *S.C 
8402(c)(1) and 7701(b)(2): § 842.106 al,;, 
i.sSeL~ Ucido sec~tioni 102(c) of P'ub. 1_ 104
8. 109) Slat. 1112. as amiended h v svoI lio 15:1 
ot Put). L. 104-1:34. 110 Statl 1.12 1. §842' Io7 
.dscc Issud uinde'r seci ons 1 1202(fl) 11 123(o).  
mid1 1 12'40(5]( ot 11111. L 105-13 1I 1di1 
23i1: 3842. 2.1 .1k) soleýd cil aýl I 

84 14(h)1)13).8 Pubh L. 10.5-174. 112 SIat III 

§3842.60(4 anld 842.6)11 a115. is0,uo1 un10101 5 

_S.C. 84 17 § 842A117 aikn k55)11( i Inder ) 

1 .84 16 and 84. 17 3,842.614 also iILso,.1 

under, I 1S.C. 84 19: H 42.15 akso do.
1e 

iin,1) I 8* ý4 111. 3842 -01 AI i,,lso 

1I1doll ". ls'l :0 1111,d41o! Pudll L 10150)8.  

Pt42 i.!t- I, ý 4 7()H i -I .5 0 1141 1,11)1deI 

Subpart B-Eligibility 

§ 842.205 (Removed] 

.5. >oc Oiln 842 '115 i. reon0 ed.11 

ci In 842 1 ipragar.h)l, kb)t4) and) 

§842.213 Early retirement-major 
reorganization. major reduction in force, or 
major transfer of function 

4 PM )'\ v .li ippros o '111 .1ý'I.IC .S 

uequest tior oluiftarv e~arl% retireme~nt 

.jot rill. TI k ox ir the en1(11' period of 
teiii, liwi 1,0111 limn in torci,. majotr 

1110111111 or through1 tho endi If each 

fis, al % ear. xxhichever is less.  

tiii) The time1 p)iriiil during1 whic h 

llllilmtarx oariv retirtniont xvili he 

ltiered. Atl the, i,_,ncv' disc15retion. the 

igo~k 1 % xaxreqluest voluntary early 

rotiremen1t authority tio cover the-entire 

piriod of the major reduction in force.  

ma~jolr reorIdni50113111. ior major transfer

of function; or through the end of the 
fiscal year. whichever is less.  

JFR Doc. 99 25707 Filed 10-1-99: 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 6325-01,UJ

COMMISSION 

10 CFR Parts 50 and 72

RIN 3150-AF94 

Changes, Tests, and Experiments 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission.  
ACTION: Final rule.  

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is amending its 
regulations concerning the authority for 
licensees of production or utilization 
facilities, such as nuclear reactors, and 
independent spent fuel storage facilities.  
and for certificate holders for spent fuel 
storage casks. to make changes to the 
facility or procedures. or to conduct 
tests or experiments, without prior NRC 
approval. The final rule clarifies the 
s.pecific types of changes. tests. and 
experiments conducted at a licensed 
facility or by a certificate holder that 
require evaluation. and revises the 
criteria that licensees and certificate 
holders must use to determine when 
NRC approval is needed before such 
changes, tests, or experiments can be 
implemented. The final rule also adds 
definitions for terms that have been 
Subject to differing interpretations, and 
reorganizes the rule. language for clarity.  
AWdlitionallx. the final rule grants in 
plart and( dlenies in part. a petition for 
rulemaking (PRNI -72-3) submitted by 
Ms. Faxwn Shillinglaw. on December 9.  
1995. This notice constitutes final NRC 
action on this petition.  

EFFECTIVE DATE: The amendments to 
sections 72.3, 72.9, 72.24. 72.56, 72.70, 
72.80. 72.86. 72.244. 72.246. 72.248 of 

this tule are effective Februarv 1, 2000.  
S.t tions 50.,59. 50.66. 50.71(e). and 
50. 9 0 heot(me effectixe 90 days after 
issuance (f applicable regulatory 
guidance. The NRC will publish a 
document in the Federal Register that 
announces the issuance of the 
regulatory guidance and specifies that 
the final rule becomes effective in 90 
davs. Sec tion 72.212 and the 
,lniendrnints to 72.48 are effective April 
5. 2001.  

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Eileen M~cKenna. Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. Washington,
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DC 20555-0001, telephone (301) 415
2189; e-mail: emm@nrc.gov.  

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
I. Background 
It. Comments and resolution on proposed 

rule topics 
A. Organization of the rule requirements 
B. Change to the facility as described in the 

Safety Analysis Report 
B.1 Definition of change 
B.2 Definition of facility 
C. Change to the procedures as described 

in the safety analysis report 
D. Tests and experiments not described in 

the final safety analysis report 
E. Safety analysis report 
F. Minimal increase principle 
G. Section 50.59(c)(21 criteria on increases 

in probability or consequences 
H. Possibility of an accident of a different 

type from any previously evaluated in 
the final safety analysis report (as 
updated) is created 

I. Possibility of a malfunction of a 
structure, system, or component 
important to safety with a different result 
from any previously evaluated in the 
final safety analysis report (as updated) 
is created 

J_ Replacement criteria for "margin of 
safety as defined in Ihle hasi. for anm 
technical specification is reduced" 

K. Safety evdaluation 
L. Reporting and n,, 1irkeeping 

requirements; 
Ml. No significant t.:i,- ,li o~ i .  

deteri hmattio 

N . Part 52 ha n•-.  
I) I Part 72 k U an, 

0.2 Petition for Ruiemaking iPRM-72
0.3 Part 71 (Transportation) Comments 
P. Other topics discussed in the notice awl 

comments not related to preteding topi 
areas 

Q Enforcement policv 
R. Implementation 

II. Section hb '.e :hn in is 

IV. Finding of i,, i,2:1: a ':" .a 1 : 
mipact 

V Paperwork Redin, ':on A\, 
VI. Regulator\ anaik<! 
VII. Regulators Fies.,: ''. .  
VIII. Backfit anas'.: 
IX Sm all B isln'.; ...'..'.: i..  

X. National : 

Advanieall 0nt N\V 
Xl. Crimiai n,.-i 
XII. Compaihiv, 't 7 

ki't f 

I. Background 

The existing r,,qu rm01n'ts .,, -,,r il 

the atithority of production and 

utilization facility iicens.ees to inake 
changes to their tacilities and 
procedures. or to condut ttets ii 

experiments, without prior NR(.  

approval are contained in 10 (FR 50 _,'4 

Comparable provisions exist in § 72 48 

for licensees of facilities for the 

independent storage of spent nuclear 
fuel and high-level radioactive waste.

These regulations provide that licensees 
may make changes to the facility or 
procedures as described in the safety 
analysis report (SAR), or conduct tests 
or experiments not described in the 
safety analysis report, without prior 
Commission approval, unless the 
proposed change, test, or experiment 
involves a change to the Technical 
Specifications (TS) incorporated in the 
license or an unreviewed safety 
question. Section 50.59(a)(2), as 
codified, states the following: 

A proposed change, test, or experiment 
shall be deemed to involve an unreviewed 
safety question {i) if the probability of 
occurrence or the consequences of an 
accident or malfunction of equipment 
important to safety previously evaluated in 
the safety analysis report may be increased: 
or (ii) if a possibility for an accident or 
malfunction of a different type than any 
evaluated previously in the safety analysis 
report may be created: or (iii) if the margin 
of safety as defined in the basis for any 
technical specification is reduced.  

The rule also specifies recordkeeping 
and reporting requirements associated 
with such changes. tests. or 
pxperiments.  

Section 50.59 was promulgated in 
1962 to allow licensees to make certain 

,hange' that affect systems, structures.  

*:,,mp,',nots (SSC). or procedures 
dlescribed in the SAR without prior 

ippro al. provided certain conditions 
were met. In 1968, the rule was revised 

to modify some of the criteria for 
detprinining whether prior NRC 
approval was required. The intent of the 

s 5o.)59 process is to permit licensees to 
make changes to the facility, provided 
the changes maintain acceptable levels 
,ý .at .,o,\ as toc umented in the SAR. The 

pre,,,oss was thus structured around the 
:,'.,ii'2 approach of design basis 

: mticipated operational 
P and accidents), safetr

.:"'i.:lttiOn svstems. and 
,::'.,,ouce calhulations for the design 

i accidents.  
i In (Ihtober 21. 1998 (63 FR 56098).  

\KRt: published a proposed rule to 
ro. 1.e 550.59 and 72.48 to address a 

:1 nirl ;l of issues concerning 
:np:,,,montatitn of the current rule. and 

ii itahilitv of the criteria used to 

* i,'lr11iite when an unreviewed safety 

jtiw,.t i n exists. Conforming changes 
',%,r,, proposed in other portions of the 

irgi latiins. including §§ 50.66. 50.71(e).  
11d .50)qo for production and utilization 

aciilities licensed under part 50.  
ni, m•trmitni changes were also proposed 

i 7,S 12 12(b)(4).  
The Commission proposed to make 

similar changes to appendices A and B 
of part 52. the standard design 
certifications for the ABWR and CE

System 80+ designs respectively. These 
regulations contain a change control 
process similar to that in § 50.59. As 
noted in Section N, "Part 52 changes" 
below, the Commission has decided to 
defer consideration of any changes to 
part 52 until a later date.  

In addition, the Commission proposed 
to make parallel changes applicable to 
independent spent fuel storage 
installations (ISFSIs) licensed in 
accordance with part 72. As part of the 
proposed changes to part 72, the 
Commission also proposed to extend the 
change control authority granted to 
ISFSI or monitored retrievable storage 
(MRS) license holders (in § 72.48) to 
holders of NRC Certificates of 
Compliance (CoC) for a spent fuel 
storage cask design.  

11. Comments and Resolution on 
Proposed Rule Topics 

The 60-day comment period for the 
proposed rule closed on December 21, 
1998. Comments were received from 60 
organizations or individuals. Copies of 
the comments are available for public 
inspection and copying for a fee at the 
Commission's Public Document Room, 
located at 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington DC. All comments were 
considered in formulating the final rule.  
The comments were submitted by 35 
utilities with power reactor facilities; 2 
representatives of nonpower reactor 
licensees; 3 law firms representing 
several utilities; 2 submittals from the 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI); the U. S.  
Enrichment Corporation; a nuclear 
industry group; 6 nuclear utility 
vendors, service companies or 
consultants; 4 vendors or service 
companies for spent fuel storage casks: 
and 6 individuals. Forty commenters 
endorsed (sometimes with further 
comments) the NEI comments. NEI 
stated in its comment letter that it 
generally supports the Commission's 
intent of the proposed rule but had a 
number of comments or modifications 
for certain specific provisions of the rule 
that it wished the Commission to 
consider in preparing the final rule. Of 
those commenters who did not endorse 
the NEI comments, most supported the 
concept of the proposed rule, and made 
recommendations to enhance or modify 
certain elements of the rule. A few 
commenters stated that the rule revision 
was unnecessary and presented 
supporting arguments. These 
commenters felt that the Commission 
should endorse NEI 96-07 "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations." as 
being sufficient to satisfy the existing 
rule requirements. Many of the other 
comments related to the content of 
regulatory guidance, suggesting that
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examples be provided to amplify 
particular points.  

In the following sections, the NRC 
presents a discussion and resolution of 
the public comments, and the final 
rulemaking language in a form that 
parallels the order of discussion of 
issues in the proposed rulemaking. The 
organizational changes are discussed 
first, followed by discussion of the 
revised provisions in the rule. Although 
the discussion of many of the topics 
specifically focuses upon § 50.59, these 
matters are equally applicable to 
§ 72.48, except as noted. Topics not 
related to particular rule sections are at 
the end of this discussion.  

A. Organization of the Rule 

Requirements 

(1) Definitions 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
added a new paragraph (a) to § 50.59 
that contains a number of definitions for 
terms used in the rule. The Commission 
sought comment on the need for 
definitions as well as on the specific 
definitions offered for the terminology.  
Most commenters did not explicitly 
address whether they thought 
definitions were needed. One 
commenter thought that adding 
definitions only added confusion.  
Another stated that although the terms 
in the rule need to be defined, having 
them in the rule means that any 
subsequent changes in interpretation 
would require rulemaking. The 
Commission believes that having the 
definitions in the rule adds clarity that 
improves implementation of the rule.  
and, in some cases, are necessary for 
completeness of requirements.  
Therefore the Commission has retained 
several definitions in the final rule in 
§§ 50.59(a) and 72.48(a). The spec ific 
definitions are discussed in subsequent 
sections.  

(2) Applicability 

The Commission proposed to place all 

of the provisions concerning 
applicability of the rule presently 
contained in several subsections into 
§ 50.59(b), which is clearly labeled 
"Applicability." The rule applies to 
production and utilization facilities 
(including power and non-power 
reactors) that are authorized to operate, 
and reactors (both power and non
power) that have permanently ceased 
operations. The few commenters who 
addressed this topic were supportive of 
this proposal. The final rule is 
unchanged from the proposed rule in 
this regard (except that § 72.48 now 
explicitly has a section with this 
designation for consistency)

(3) Form of Prior Commission Approval 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
combined §§ 50.59 (a) and (c) and 
revised the regulation to state more 
clearly that a licensee must apply for 
and obtain a license amendment, 
pursuant to § 50,90, before 
implementing changes, tests, or 
experiments that involve either a change 
to the TS or that satisfy any of the 
criteria listed in new section 50.59(c)(2).  
In addition, the Commission proposed 
relocating an existing provision that 
refers to changes to the TS not 
associated with a change, test, or 
experiment from § 50.59 to § 50.90.  
Parallel changes to § 72.48 and § 72.56 
were also proposed.  

One aspect of the proposed rule that 
drew comment concerned the 
requirement to obtain a license 
amendment before implementing a 
change that involves a change to TS or 
meets § 50.59(c)(2) criteria. In particular.  
for those instances in which a licensee 
wishes to make a modification to the 
facility, the use of which would require 
a TS change (or meet one of the other 
criteria), the commenters believe that it 

is acceptable for a licensee to install and 
test such a Modification. as long as such 
activities theiiselves do not place the 
facility in a condition for which NRC 
rev-ie%% is needed, and as Ion'g as the 
miiidifiCti in ts not aituall% used until 
the amendmient review has been 
completed. These commenters believe 
that waitin- fir NRC approval for use of 
such midifiCiatio(s before beginning any 
installation activity is unduly 
restrictive. T*pically this question arises 
for plant m ,difications and installations 
Or complex ,nineri't'_, change %% hich 
may t ik,' intht ,r xi'ar' ito t oiitp'te 

11) th ,' s i ll l i -l l{ - "-Ivp ,% . tilt 

,1 1 i ,t ali'. .: - i i aotix ities depend-s 
Iip o ' ,it 01 ' 1 1 int leneiltatioIn 

and ,f %%hi. h ý ,i,'ct tof the chan ,'' 
requires NR " ,pprval. If installing the 
mnodifi atItln. W, Itsting it after 
installation wximld violate it TS. NRC 
apprval otf both the modification and 
the revised TS! would be needed before 
the hal u, •s implemented. In addition.  
the Li ,'ns,' xi mild need to determine 
whoth,,r th,' tost itself meets the criteria 
in -t 5 0.5 so that prior NRC approval of 

the test is nott required. For changes that 
are not inconsistent with existing TS.  
but for which the licensee plans to 
submit an amendment tio later revise TS 
to allow use of the noodification (as for 
iinstantCe a modification that miay permit 
loss restrictiv e TS requirements).  

proceeding w ith the installation. before 
the approval is riceived, is at the 
licensee's own risk with respect to 
whether the Cimmission will approve

use of the modification. If the NRC finds 
the proposed TS or the modification 
unacceptable, the licensee would need 
to appropriately revise the modification 
or may be unable to reap the expected 
benefits. If the licensee establishes that 
installation and testing of a modification 
do not require approval, but its use in 
facility operations would, NRC approval 
would be needed before the 
modification could be put into effect.  
With these clarifications, the 
Commission accepts the comments on 
this aspect. The final rule text is 
unchanged from that offered in the 
proposed rule.  

(4) Criteria for Needing Commission 
Approval of Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments and Unreviewed Safety 
Question (USQ) Designation 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
proposed to remove the reference to the 
term "unreviewed safety question" and 
instead refer to the need to obtain a 
license amendment. The Commission 
concluded that this terminology has 
sometimes led to confusion about the 
purpose of the evaluation required by 
§ 50.59. The purpose is to identify 
possible changes that might affect the 
basis for licensing the facility so that 
any changes that might pose a safety 
concern are reviewed by NRC to confirm 
their safety before implementation. To 
avoid confusion between a 
determination of safety and a 
determination of the need for NRC 
approval, the Commission is removing 
the term "unreviewed safety question." 
In addition. the Commission proposed 
to list the criteria (in the new 
§ 50.59(c)(2)) that. if met, would require 
prior Commission approval for a 
proposed change. which would be in 
the form of a license amendment. In the 

proposed rule, the compound 
statements contained within the 
evaluation criteria of the current rule 
were separated into several individual 
criteria. The deletion of the term 
•'unreviewed safety question" also 
required a number of conforming 
changes to other parts of the regulations.  

Commenters generally supported 
these proposed changes. A few 
commenters stated that the 
supplementary information should 
e\plain that existing guidance referring 
to "1SQ" (such as Generic Letter 91-18.  
Revision I). is still applicable. Further.  
commenters stated that a simple process 
should be established by which licensee 
technical specifications that use the 
term "USQ' could be revised.  

The Commission agrees that the term 
USQ was used as a convenience to 
describe those changes that met the rule 
criteria for prior NRC review and

31330"t
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approval, and that any guidance 
referring to the same category of plant 
changes is equally valid for describing 
plant changes that would require prior 
NRC review and approval under the 
revised § 50.59(c)(2).  

The Commission considered the 
merits of including specific language in 
§ 50.59 that would address this point, 
but ultimately did not include such 
language for a number of reasons. First, 
the NRC official record copy would not 
be modified if licensees made changes 
on their own (in accordance with the 
rule language). Second, the intent of the 
specific provision would be to permit 
such changes; however, the fact that the 
provision is contained in the rule may 
make it a requirement to do so. This is 
clearly an unintended consequence and 
argues against including such language.  
Finally, since there is no practical effect 
of the wording as contained within the 
TS, there is no compelling reason why 
licensees would need to promptly 
conform the wording of their TS. For 
administrative convenience, the NRC 
requests that upon such occasion as 
those sections of the TS require NRC 
approval for other reasons or a licensee 
is requesting a license amendnient in 
some other area of the TSq. th' licensee 
should include any net essary c:hanes 
to the existing TS languag.e to) bring th,' 
plant-specific te'chnicatl p.,ocifictations 
into conformance with the rule 
language. Such changes could be made 
at any time if a general formulation of 
the requirement is used. as for example.  
replacing "USQ" with *requires NRC 
approval pursuant to 50.5g9." Since 
these are viewed as edittrial chingv's 
only. effectiveness (it th .'. ,,ting Toý i
not impac ted Thi' iIIil' 'ii .it , 

period of the Fill will g'ý . r-,i- ,i,1 
opportunity it Isliret' 1 h, , "P( 11M, o , 
specifications art' ij-,it it''I 
modified without 1,' It'',' '.  

separate alnendnit'it' fi'-
tl-! 

(5) Changes in the S( ip' i! to'' Rid,' 

The Ctmmissili (ilt ii,,d pu!)ih, 
comment oio the i i, I i,' '.,~' 1 ,! ' 

scope of the rule in thi, 7li ,' ftir th0' 
proposed rule Sp't( iii. :', ', 

Cominis-,ion ask-i 0I1Am ,,i -hi'.  

the rule should be linked t' , 'h,' tinat 
safety .naliv-sis rop,,rt F:'-AK.\.tý 

updatedl. or shotulil tti,' ,iu-i thei rtu', 
le linked to <ullotit'r ol st it i' 

requirements.  
0 1n1% a fewt\ ( Mlllllt'1I{,l-i ii i 'i 

inter "'st in a redofinliti,, :flhl ,;It•'.  

the rule. These i tiUinwon't'r, 

that all-Ii attempt fit r,,I' f10'i h th '. d' 

the rule should be :consider''l as part it 

a longer term revision that iiight be part 
of staff efforts to make the rule more risk 
informed. Therefore. the NRC is not

revising the scope of the rule as part of 
the final rule. The NRC will reconsider 
the scope of the rule as part of its 
ongoing initiatives to improve its 
regulations to make them more risk 
informed.  

B. Change to the Facility as Described in 
the Safety Analysis Report 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
created a new § 50.59(a) to contain 
definitions for terms such as "change" 
and "facility as described in the final 
safety analysis report (as updated)." The 
definitions in § 50.59 of "change" and of 
"facility as described in the final safety 
analysis report (as updated)" were 
written to more explicitly establish that 
evaluation is required for changes to the 
analyses and bases for the facility as 
well as for physical or hardware 
changes to the facility. The proposed 
rule also explicitly stated that additions 
were changes under the rule.  

B. 1 Definition of Change 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
concluded that a "change" is a 

modification of adi existing provision 
ft, .. structure, system, or component 
doteign requirement, analysis method or 
p.irain''ttr), in addition o•r a removal 

iph,\ .il ri--nir v,ils or non-reliance oln a 
III Moot r requirement) to the 

0. :'it\ ir print dtorei as dh'st:ribe~d in 

th, i ',S \R.  
riinuent Summarv: A number of 

0oinn,'nts related to the definition of 
(hamge. The major topic areas of the 

in(i'nt)lIItS are summarized below. The 
,ii,)u'~ins resolution of these 

millotr- follows.  
'trli Most of the (oimenters 

'. , r ;ion itf the definition 
* , . '- ''I (If ( hainug that 

.I ilit( t tl int'Mo [n lus. t Inor 
mo-' i " ttil itt'() nll teU(rS. \vhilt' 

_:1111 110 s %% " .: .Iiii}n -h m l k, 

-: "id h~llt•S <ist noited thoit 
: :,-:1: : !.. 't:l, im ited by qualifiers 
'It, .nt• ni,.tent with FS.\R or 

!,t £ Il 2 r aIi~-tiln", (. could riea I that 

!I: ., t i • i' , d , ititions to• the. facili. or" 
, It .... %kr, -ILIh requ ire 

':1 I :.()iI:), -hould inlsteatd be• treaIted 

.• ' 'tk r O i Xperiieits." so that 

I! , m. t nild be rieededl linl\ it the 
. ii i-t s 'it' limtiicin istent n with the 

""-'\< : oitld.itl' thie diesign 'asis.  

o/ ', lli~t~'lt'llt c~omnponenlts oir 
:noii!R'jtino o': O ther Ci)l utrs c n tir, 

t, , .tit1 .ts ttt whether p Irticuiiltv 

III t ' ;... . 1iý the installation of 
• •{l k t!'i'{" ( ln,)Ilp0 tI lI1S. o)r 

i/iiitiari' , activities are consideretl t, 
lie t haniies requiring evaluation against 
the Criteria. For instance, replacement 
equipment sýhould only require review ii

the replacement component has 
characteristics that are different from 
those described in the FSAR. For 
maintenance, commenters stated that 
taking SSC out of service for 
maintenance is adequately covered by 
maintenance rule requirements or TS, 
and that a § 50.59 evaluation should not 
be required. Other commenters wanted 
clarification that requirements for 
environmental qualification of electrical 
equipment were covered by § 50.49, 
such that equipment replacements that 
are qualified per § 50.49 are not 
"reductions in margin of safety" under 
§ 50.59.  

(c) Interdependent changes: A number 
of comments concerned 
"interdependent" changes, that is, 
under what circumstances can more 
than one change be considered together 
rather than individually. A few 
commenters stated that the Commission 
should adopt a position with respect to 
interdependent changes that multiple 
changes to the facility or its procedures 
may be evaluated collectively if: (1) 
They are interdependent as in the case 
where a modification to a system or 
component necessitates additional 
changes to other systems or procedures 
in order for the modified system to 
perform its function or comply with its 
design or licensing basis: (2) they are 
performed collectively to address a 
design or operational issue; or, (3) they 
are otherwise planned as elements of a 
single project undertaken to restore.  
maintain or improve plant performance 
or safety. Several commenters also 
stated that examples would be helpful 
to illustrate how closely related the 
-hanges needed to be in order to be 
ievwed as interdependent.  

'd) Removal: One commenter stated 
thait the term -removal" should be 
clarified to include removal from 
"-,rv'ite. physical removal, retirement in 
place. discontinued availability.  
removal from the FSAR text or tables.  
<1nd removal from FSAR figures.  

(e) De Facto Changes: One commenter 
stated that the NRC should modify the 
definition ori other rule language to 

,,'plicitly state that the requirements 
ipply only to "proposed" changes and 
not to so-called "de facto" changes.1 
.\nother commenter thought the rule 
language should explicitly codify the 
"rý,solution process under Generic Letter 

': '! ::.' i't n! r•.':!,:• p qi•?, .• 50.5 

11d, I: !Or it ilan 'n 

tp" . AR 0m 'iý 'Vrth i n_ c . ::11 
-i i ~ '_ .mn i, a -d,-(rib,ýd FSAR 

w ,!iI)/ , ,lt. I 1w i,oVt wit %%,itýlW ' perforined 

' t1tW t int4 i t'it the thllmze covill ho 1i,1 6-.% iti ,-, 

ipm,)r N C- .ipprti.a. Such situatlins art referrit, 
1.- t' tac,, ('0 i- .!es.
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(GL) 91-18, by including language in 
the rule such that the respective 
requirements of Appendix B, criterion 
16 and § 50.59 do not interfere.  

(f) Changes made in response to NRC 
communications: Two commenters 
asked if a proposed change that is the 
direct result of a response to issues 
raised in generic communications 
requires evaluation under § 50.59 to 
determine the need for NRC approval, or 
if it is already approved by the NRC.  
The Commission notes that this subject 
was also raised by NEI during a meeting 
on guidance for minimal increases with 
respect to changes being made to 
conform with changes to regulations.  

Resolution: The Commission has 
modified the proposed rule language for 
"change" to be responsive to the issues 
raised by these comments. In particular, 
for comment (a), the Commission has 
incorporated into the definition of 
"change" the phrase "that affects design 
function, method of performing or 
controlling a function, or an evaluation 
that demonstrates that intended 
functions will be accomplished." The 
Commission concluded that with this 
revision, other comments about 
"additions" and "removals" have been 
addressed (as for instance comment (d)).  
The definition of change language will 
allow licensees to eliminate the need to 
further assess specific changes against 
the criteria in the rule because the 
nature of the change would never meet 
the criteria of the rule and require prior 
NRC review before implementation 
(known in the industry as a screening 
review). The capability to perform such 
screening reviews for such minor 
changes will reduce the burden of the 
review process.  

With respect to comment (h) about 
whether specific types of activities are 
"changes", the Commission agrees that 
clarification would be useful and will 
work with affected stakeholders to 
address the specific needs for regulatory 
guidance to successfully implement the 
final rule. In particular. the Commission 
finds that guidance would be useful on 
when "replacement" components must 
be treated as a change. as for instanci 
because the replacement component hlis 
characteristics different from those 
described in the FSAR, compared to one 
that is "equivalent" and thus not a 
change. The Commission also agrees 
that simply removing a component from 
service for maintenance does not require 
a § 50.59 evaluation, but notes that 
prolonged removal from service appears 
indistinguishable in its effect from a 
change that removes the component 
from the facility. Further, there may be 
circumstances under which 
maintenance activities would place the

facility in a configuration not previously 
considered, or require disabling of 
barriers or movement of heavy loads to 
accomplish. The Commission further 
agrees that acceptability of 
environmental qualification 
requirements would be determined with 
respect to § 50.49. However, use of 
different equipment would also require 
a § 50,59 review with respect to meeting 
the evaluation criteria as now defined in 
the rule (as discussed elsewhere, the 
criterion on "margin" is being 
removed). The Commission notes that 
for certain changes, such as a change 
that affects post-accident containment 
conditions, although § 50.49 may be the 
applicable regulation for equipment 
qualification, other aspects 
(containment pressure) would need to 
be evaluated under § 50.59.  

The Commission's previous 
comments on interdependent changes 
arises from concern that if multiple 
changes were considered in a single 
evaluation, certain aspects of the 
"combined" change could offset other 
aspects and lead to a conclusion that the 
set of changes did not require approval.  
Certain of the other changes being made 
to the final rule alleviate much of the 
Commission's concern about this 
practice. In particular, the Commission 
has described in section J how changes 
to methods. input parameters, and 
facility changes should be evaluated in 
determining whether the evaluation 
criteria are met. Although the 
Commission agrees with many of the 
ideas offered by the commenters for 
interdependent changes. the 
Commission further believes that 
providing furthor discussion and 
examples in -uilanxce on this point 
would be usofuil.  

The ( iiimýs-,Oin did not moditx' the 
rule lanuaiia,' T, IpIcifiCally address 
tornmentw '' ',:i ,.' facto' changes or 
GL 91-18 ou idanme. believing that 
Changes w%,'re nut needed to allow the 
process under GI, 91-18 to be 
implomentet. The Commission did not 
revise the rul' language to specifically 
state that "chinges" resulting from 
correctiv-e actiolns under Appendix B do 
not fall under the 'obtain amendment 
prior to implementing' requirement as 
suggested b\ th,' conimenter. The 
Commission acknowledges that in thcse 
instances of 'de facto" changes, it is not 
possible for the licensee to obtain NRC 
approval prior to implementing a 
change that has already occurred. In 
these cases. the "proposed change" that 
the licensee wishes to make is to its 
FSAR such that it reflects the "as
found" condition of the plant. The prior 

approval specified in § 50.59 is the 
NRC's agreement with the resolution of

the Donc,,'onformance before the issue is 
,v:,I.s-d. For these instances, the 
f.ommission views "implementing the 
i :hange" as meaning closeout of the 
corrective action. Further, the 
Ccinunission does not plan to revise its 
enforcement policy concerning de facto 
changes (see also section Q below for 
more discussion on enforcement for 
§ 50.59).  

With respect to item (f), the licensee 
has an obligation to comply with the 
regulations (including any changes), and 
to respond appropriately to any generic 
communication. The licensee must 
examine the facility changes being made 
to determine how the facility will 
function with the change and identify 
any potential impacts on safety. A rule 
or generic communication may specify 
a requirement to be satisfied, or the 
nature of a change to meet a particular 
intent, but rarely is the specific issue 
presented at a level of detail necessary 
for installation. For some facilities, or 
some configurations, the "generic" 
solution intended by the rule or generic 
communication may not achieve the 
expected results, or there may be 
alternative ways that would avoid other 
problems. These issues can be pursued 
in the licensee's response to the generic 
communication or requirement.  

The question about the need for NRC 
approval for the specific means of 
implementation of an action prompted 
by NRC initiative (rule, order, or generic 
communication) is less clear. As an 
example, NRC has issued a rule 
requiring the licensee to cope with a 
station blackout. Suppose that the 
means a licensee selects to meet the 
requirement is to cross-connect a new 
non-safetv-related diesel to safety
related buses. Before implementing this 
modification, the licensee must evaluate 
the change to determine whether the 
particular method of satisfying the rule 
has created other circumstances that 
would warrant NRC review, such as if 
the change would increase the 
likelihood of malfunction of the buses.  
Given these considerations, the NRC 
concludes that changes made in 
ý-esponse to rules and generic 
otmmunications must be evaluated in 

the same way as other changes a 
licensee may wish to make. with the 
conduct of § 50.59 evaluations and 
submittal of license amendment 
requests as needed. Where there are 
conflicts in requirements or schedules 
resulting from these situations, the NRC 
has an obligation to take timely and 
appropriate action on the licensee's 
submittals. To the extent that the 
impacts of the generic communication 
or rule are within the range of what the 
NRC had considered in its deliberations
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on the rule or communication. the 

approval of the licensee's submittal will 
be straightforward.  

In summary, the Commission has 
included a definition of change as 
meaning a modification or addition to, 
or removal from the facility or 
procedures that affects a design 
function, method of performing or 
controlling the function, or an 
evaluation that demonstrates that 
intended functions will be 
accomplished. Other points raised by 
the commenters, such as providing 
examples, will be handled in the 
regulatory guidance to be developed.  

B.2 Definition of Facility 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
concluded that changes to information 
such as performance requirements, 
methods of operation, the bases upon 
which the requirements have been 
established, and the evaluations should 
be considered to constitute a change to 

the "'facility as described in the FSAR 
(as updated)". The Commission 
concludes that changes to methods and 
other requirements in the FSAR. even if 

not physical changes to the facility.  
require evaluation under k 50.59. If 
changes to methods and performance 
requirements were not so controlled. i 
licensee might revise its anailses or 

other information, update its FSAR. and 
then subsequently conclude that a later 

facility change does not require NRC 
approval because the revised analysis or 
acceptance requirement can still be 
satisfied with the facility change (that 
otherwise would have met the criteria as 

requiring approval). Thus, the proposed 
definition specifically itomizd theso 
points.  

Comiment ,ummolil ': .\ t,,o, 

commenters stated that it shtoi d ho 
clarified that changes., h oth, r b ,, 
analysis methods or it, the phv~iit 
facility, are onlyv iblect to 51) 5-, 

requirements if thev art, diieribh'd in if, 
FSAR. Other comniwnters 'tated that it 

the level of discussion ithin th, FS.\R 
is unaffected hv the chinm,_. 'here 
should be no need for an ',,tuation 

NEI (as endorsed h% ,thir 
commenters' stated t hat -In'' t ods .

operation" shouid he remnoved tr.it ýii, 
definition of facility. ai, thi< %%as hott,,r 
suited tn the. dlfinitinn id ••pro,,oduor'' 

Some conimenters also noro' 
concerned that the phrase, 'required t,.  
he included in the FSAR" ued in the, 
definition of facility %%as in aittoinpt t,, 
require licensees to look bynl.d the 
FSAR. or to undertake action-; ti itld 
information to its FSAR. These, 
commenters thought such matters were 

better handled as partof agency' ac(tions 
concerning guidance for updating

FSARs (see for instance, Draft 
Regulatory Guide DG-1083 and NEI 98
03. "Guidelines for Updating Final 
Safety Analysis Reports" I.  

The Commission had included these 
words in the rule as an attempt to limit 
what part of the FSAR needed to be 

considered for purposes of § 50.59 
evaluations. If information was not 
required to be in the FSAR, then as 
discussed under NEI 98-03, it could be 

removed from the FSAR. On the other 
hand, a licensee may wish to retain such 
information in its FSAR for purposes of 
completeness; then this part of the 
definition would allow the licensee to 

screen out changes to the information 
that does not meet the definition of 
facility as described. In view of the 
confusion surrounding this phrase, and 
in light of other proposed changes to 
these definitions, the Commission has 
deleted this phrase from the final rule.  

A commenter stated that such 
administrative changes as organizational 
information, reporting relationships, 
and job titles should be excluded from 
the scope of § 50.59.  

Resolution: The Commission 
considered these comments in selecting 
the language that allows screening as to 
wvhether a change to the facility affects 

the conitent of the FSAR. As previously 
nted in implementation guidance.  
;ome SSC or subcomponents may not be 

"\pticitlk described in the FSAR. but 
they have the potential to affect the 
function of an SSC that is described.  
Theý approach chosen by the 
Commission for defining "change" as 
relating to those additions.  
modifications, and removals that affect 
iinctions. methods of performing or 
,,nttrolinrin fuctions and evaluation 

:,,thts also accomplishes an 
%r'.ilt purpose for these issues.  

- .;m'•,_, a licensee may wish to 
omponent or pr, ,edure 

, t: * the functions (1 " 

'rit (r)nmiice requirements of other SSC• 

D)eponding upon the level of detail 

.etaiuned in the FSAR. the particular 
-:11p, m,,nt being changed niav not tie 

',,pliiitlv described. If a modification to 
i,,,n-described) c omponen:; iold 

ii it , iv SSC design function or 

-. i.ri71 e reqruirenents t a' ar' 
dI'. ribed. that modification affect- 1.he 

11i,- i tonition, and thus is 1 h ,le" a, 
kl''ilio'l In §50.59(a) and thus reoq ires 
.\ aliaitih under § 50.59, For .'\inple 
tho h,,irings on a pump may not be 

,t~i~Iafi ill. mentioned or in ,- rthod m 
tI, IS.-\R. However. the pump function 

iild prftorniance requireme'nt is 
dt'hsirihed. A change being made to the 

bearings would need to be evaluated to 
leternine if it affects the function or 

performance requirements of the purmp.

and if so, whether the criteria in 50.59 (c) are met.  
Changes to the definition of "facility" 

were made in response to the concerns 
noted above from the commenters, such 
as deletion of the phrases "required to 
be included * * ," and "methods of 
operation." The Commission has 
retained "methods of evaluation" as 
being within the definition of "facility," 
and as discussed under a later section, 
added an evaluation criterion 
specifically designed to provide a 
standard for evaluation of such changes.  

The Commission believes that the 

definitions provided in the rule for 
facility and procedures exclude the 
indicated administrative type of changes 
from § 50.59, and further notes that 

many of these details would be part of 
a licensee's quality assurance plan that 
s governed by the requirements of 
§ 50.54(a), and therefore excluded from 
:he purview of § 50.59 by virtue of 
§ 50.59(c)(4).  

The definition of facility includes 
performance requirements and 
evaluations included in the FSAR 
which demonstrate that functions will 
be accomplished. In part 54, 
'Requirements for Renewal of Operating 
Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," 
§ 54.21(d) states that each renewal 
application must contain an FSAR 
supplement that contains a summary 
description of the programs and 
activities for managing the effects of 

aging and the evaluation of time-limited 
aging analyses for the period of 
extended operation. As discussed in the 

Statement of Considerations for the final 

part 54, inclusion of the program 
descriptions and analyses in the FSAR 
provides the appropriate regulatory 
oversight such that subsequent changes 
are controlled by § 50.59. The 
Commission concludes that these 
summary descriptions fall within the 
definition of 'facility" as demonstrating 
that functions will be accomplished in 

light of potential aging effects from the 
period of extended operation. Therefore 
changes that affect this information 
require evaluation under § 50.59. The 
Commission further finds that 
supplemental guidance or examples for 

implementation specific to part 54 
would be beneficial and NRC intends to 
consider this as part of regulatory 
guidance.  

C. Change to the Procedures as 

Descrihed in the Safety Analysis Report 

The Commission also proposed a 
definition of 'procedures as described 
in the safety analysis report" in order to 

have definitions in the rule for all the 
major terms and criteria. This definition 
includes the evaluations demonstrating
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that requirements are met, such as 
assumed operator actions and response 
times.  

Commenters on the definition 
primarily expressed concern with the 
phrase "conduct of operations" because 

licensees were concerned that this 
language would inappropriately bring 
administrative procedures within the 
scope of the rule. Other commenters 
suggested wording changes to clarify the 
definition.  

The Commission has decided to 
remove the phrase "conduct of 

operations" from the definition. The 
Commission agrees that administrative 
procedures are not intended to be 
within the scope of the rule, and has 

made other minor wording changes to 
the final rule for clarity.  

Changes Governed by Other Regulatory 
Processes 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
proposed to exclude from the scope of 

§ 50.59 review, specific types of changes 
to procedures where other requirements 
and criteria have been established by 

regulation for controlling these changes, 
through a proposed provision in 
§ 50.59(c)(1).  

Commenters supported this proposal, 
and suggested it be clarified to also refer 
to plant changes in addition to 
procedure changes. As an example.  
emergency response facilities are 
considered as part of the emergency 
plans that are subject to § 50.54(q). If 
also described in the FSAR, there is a 

potential for confusion as to whether 
both a § 50.54(q) and § 50.59 evaluation 
would be needed for a change to an 

emergency response facility 
The Commission revisedk the rul" 

language to make the requested 
clarification. Further,'this ;ePtinii %A-i 
relocated to new § 50.59(c)(4) in the 
final rule. This language refers to 

situations, such as §§ 50.54(al andi 
50.54(q), where the regulations 
explicitly define how changes are to be 

reviewed, docunented, and reported.  
and thus, where a § 50.59 ovakiatiýn 
would be duplicative. Another oxAimph 
would be §50.46. which -,!abhiihes 
criteria for reporting and for a. tiii for 
changes involving methods, for 1, .  

coolant analyses. A specific list )f 
regulations was not included in the ru.' 

so that if other such rule se tion
become available. § 50.59 %,AMht not 
need to be revised. The § 50.59 
obligation can only be replacked in 
situations in which other rule 

requirements specify the gowvornini 
change process, in order to prevent 
duplication of reviews, not as a means 
of avoiding change control 
requirements.

A few commenters stated that 
clarification should be included 
concerning applicability of § 50.59 for 
certain documents controlled by a 

variety of processes (e.g., Core Operating 

Limit Reports contained in TS; 
Technical Requirements Manual and 

other matters (e.g., offsite dose 
calculation manual (ODCM)) that have 
been relocated from TS to other 
controlled documents such as the FSAR; 
and vendor topical reports, etc.).  

The Commission notes that in NEI 
98-03, which the NRC has proposed to 
endorse through a regulatory guide, 
there is discussion about incorporation 
by reference of other documents (such 
as ODCM, fire protection plan, etc) into 

the FSAR. As discussed in Generic 
Letter 86-10, "Implementation of Fire 

Protection Requirements," licensees 
were encouraged to consolidate their 

fire protection program documents and 
incorporate them by reference into the 

FSAR. Then, by the terms of a modified 
license condition, licensees could make 
changes to their fire protection program.  
The vast majority of licensees have 
made this change so that the program 
description is incorporated into the 
FSAR and program changes can be 
made without NRC approval provided 
the changes do not adversely affect the 
ability to achieve and maintain safe 

shutdown in the event of a fire (or 
require an exemption). The Commission 
sees no need to provide additional 
clarification as the processes for control 
of most of these documents are already 
defined.  

D. Tests and Experiments Not Described 
in the Safety. Analysis Report 

The (.molnnion proposed a 
definition tor, tests and experiments 

nlot tooý rm) i i the final safety analysis 
rp. rt .1 platd)" to be included in 
"i "f 5i -o .' -j .,nt of the requirement is 
ih,i ,, hIi., iit the facility in a 

situation that has not previously been 
edaluated or that could affect the 
Cipalbilitv of SSC to perform their 
it,,ojded founctions should be evaluated 
bhetre thev are conducted. Thus, the 
doknini fto, iused upon the facility 

, .uiii,, it.s design basis values or 

O:sitst .vt wh the safety analyses in 
i FSAR.  
A fe•uoillents were made on this 

tq. p, with -.ome indicating that a 

definition was not needed, and with 
so.,ne" noting that certain terms were 

urn lear or stating that the term 
'.I tivitv" should be used instead of 

k,"Itiitil . to a\ uidl confusion between 
planned tests and identification of 

degraded or nonconforming conditions.  
(Note: because of administrative error, 
the proposed rule text used the term

"condition," although in the proposed 
rule supplementary information, the 
term used was "activity.") 

The Commission agrees with the 

commenters and has used "activity" in 

the final rule. Further, the Commission 
believes that the phrase "reactor, or any 
of its structures, systems or 

components" is sufficiently clear to 

reflect the intent that the determination 
as to whether the activity is a test not 

described in the FSAR, is not affected 
by whether it is limited to only one 
component, or involves a wider set, up 

to and including the entire facility.  
Therefore, the final rule has been 
revised to contain a definition of "test 

or experiment not described in the final 
safety analysis report (as updated)" 
which has minor changes from the 
definition offered in the proposed rule.  

E. Safety Analysis Report 

The Commission proposed to revise 
the rule language to add a definition of 
the "final safety analysis report (as 
updated)" and to clarify in the 
evaluation criteria that evaluations need 
to account for changes made through 
other processes that have not yet been 
included in an update to the FSAR.  
Thus, each of the evaluation criteria 
contained a phrase referring to 
evaluations and analyses performed 
since the last FSAR update was 

submitted. The rule referred to FSAR (as 

updated), rather than to updated FSAR 
to account for both non-power reactors 
who are not required to submit updates 
to their FSARs, and to any reactors 

between the time of initial licensing and 
the first required update. The definition 
also refers to Final Hazards Summary 
Report. because a few facilities were 
licensed before the rules were revised to 
require submittal of FSARs.  

Commenters generally supported the 

idea that the FSAR changes since the 
last update submittal needed to be 

considered in the § 50.59 evaluations, 
but sought clarification on a few details.  

Further, commenters thought the rule 
language could be simplified by 
defining in one place that "FSAR (as 
updated)" includes such information.  
rather than including in each evaluation 
criterion the phrase 'or in evaluations 
performed pursuant to this section and 
safety analyses performed pursuant to 

§ 50.90 after the last final safety analysis 

report was updated pursuant to § 50.71 
of this part." 

The Commission has modified the 

rule text in response to these comments 
by adding a new paragraph (c)(3) to 
explicitly state that the "FSAR (as 

updated)" for purposes of implementing 
this paragraph, also includes the FSAR 

update pages resulting from analyses
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and evaluations performed since the last 

update was submitted. Accordingly, the 

statements of the individual evaluation 
criterion have been simplified.  

Two commenters were concerned that 
the requirement to consider other 
evaluations since the last update 
submittal would require a review of all 

past evaluations to find the most 
conservative result as the baseline for 
these evaluations.  

The Commission does not believe that 
the rule requires such action. The 
Commission's intent in stating that for 

purposes of implementation of § 50.59, 

the FSAR (as updated) is considered to 

include FSAR changes resulting from 
evaluations of changes made since the 

FSAR update is to ensure that decisions 
about particular changes are made with 
the most complete and accurate 
information. If other changes did not 
impact upon the accuracy of the FSAR, 

they would not need to be examined. If 

as a result of other changes, the licensee 
will need to revise the FSAR at the next 

update because the present information 
is no longer accurate following that 
change, that information may be 
relevant to evaluation of a future change 
that involves that part of the FSAR.  
Indeed, for nonpower reactors, this 
process has already been necessary 
because these facilities are not required 
to submit updates to their safety 
analysis report. Nevertheless, they must 

ensure that proposed changes are judged 
with respect to the existing facility, not 

the facility as originally described in the 

FSAR at time of licensing. This 
requirement does not make these 
evaluations part of the updated FSAR 

pursuant to § 50.71(e): that rule roquires 
that the FSAR be updated to reflect the 
effects of the changes and evaluations.  
not that the evaluations thettsoi\ es 
become part of the updated FSAR.  
Rather, the intent uf the rquirnmie•nt 
that the changes that ,%ere the subhe 
these evaluations be c onsidered in tho 
process of determining what the 
"facility as described' now is sich thait 

the reference for subsequent ,,vtlluat,;-1 
is complete and accurate 

One commenter ,.ate d that it shi'.d 
be made clear that the !I .\R as 
updated) includes th1e TV ,it ia-,

because these tiocunients souiietimies 
contain information. such as applicab1,' 
operating modes, not in the FSAR that 
is relevant to the evaluation prtce s A 
few other comuenters thoghit the 

definition for FSAR" should tn :ludl' 
other documents su-h as staff safet\ 
evaluations. selected a.r1ritaients• ant 
other licensing documents.  

The Commission does not agree that 

these documents fall within the 

required scope of the.rule, or that they

are part of the FSAR. However, as noted I 
iii existing guidance, licensees are free r 

to refer to other documents to assist in 

understanding the implications of the I 

change, but the rule language does not i 

require such reviews. I 

F. Minimal Increase Principle i 

Strict interpretation of the existing i 

rule language related to the probability 
of an accident or a malfunction has lead s 

to significant burden to the industry i 

with no clear safety benefits. Therefore, 
in the proposed rule, the Commission 
relaxed the standard for which prior i 

NRC review would be required by c 
revising existing paragraph 
§ 50.59(a)(2)(i) of the rule. The specific 
proposal was to replace the phrase "may 
be increased" with "would result in 
more than a minimal increase." As 
previously discussed, the present 
§ 50.59(a)(2)(i) is being expanded into 
four separate criteria, two for occurrence 
of accidents and malfunctions and two 
for consequences.  

The information that can be revised 
under § 50.59 is limited to that which r 

does not require review under any other 
sections of the regulations; thus, it is 
information is of less direct importance 
to public health and safety. In 

consideration of the conservatisms in 

NRC design and analysis requirements 
and acceptance criteria, "minimal" 

iriations in probability of occurrence 
or consequences of accidents and 

malfunctions should not affect the basis 
for the previous licensing decision.  
During the plant licensing process, 
accident probabilities were assessed in 

r-elative frequencies (such as likely to 
tccur more than once, likely to occur 

toCe during the life of the plant, or 
,mnting fault that is not likely to occur 
tr!na t'he life of the plant). System 

'Ia1 and equipment failures were 
v postulated to gauge the 

~:, issfte design, without 
.. :n t,:ng their likelihood of 

iurrence. In this light, minimal 
tu r,1ases in probability would not 

.:afit antlv change the licensing basis 
the facility and could not impact the 

. ciustons reached about acceptabilitv 
6,., t facility design.  

ut ther, the limits for radiological 
t,, auences established in the 

roetulations and in the Standard Review 
Plan ire conservatively chosen. so that 
a initnat increases also would not 

,nipactt the safety determination if 
,eitionstrated by a suitably conservative 
ina-x sis The Commission therefore 

eCna iudodi that the proposed criteria 

would provide reasonable assurance 
that those changes that would affect the 

NRC's basis for licensing would be 

identified as requiring NRC approval

r ederal Reg r i V o . 64, 0. j , I -

before implementation. The proposed 
evisions to the § 50.59 criteria would 
)rovide some degree of flexibility for 

icensees to make changes with smaller 
mpacts without the need to obtain a 
icense amendment.  

On the other hand, the Commission 
ntends to limit the amount of increase 
n probability or consequences of 
iccidents such that it remains 
ubstantially less than a "significant 
ncrease" as referred to in § 50.92. In 

iccordance with § 50.92, a license 
imendment involving a significant 
ncrease in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
;valuated would be categorized as a 

'significant hazards considerations" 
mnd any hearing must be completed 
)rior to issuance of the amendment.  

Although the final rule allows 
ninimal increases, licensees still must 
neet applicable regulatory limits and 

other acceptance criteria to which they 

are committed (such as are contained in 
Regulatory Guides and nationally 
ecognized industry consensus 
tandards, e.g., the ASME B&PV Code 

and IEEE Standards). Further, 
departures from the design, fabrication, 
construction, testing, and performance 
requirements as outlined in the General 

Design Criteria (appendix A to part 50) 
are not compatible with a "no more than 

minimal increase" standard. Because 
the "no more than minimal" standard 
allows for there to be some increase 
compared to the current requirement, 
which would have required any 
increase to be submitted for prior staff 

review, NRC needs to establish a point 
beyond which one would conclude that 

the increase is not minimal. Application 
of the "minimal increase" concept to 
the specific criteria in the revised final 
rule is discussed in the next sections.  

G. Section 50.59 (c)(2) Criteria on 
Increases in Probability or 

Consequences 

For each of the four evaluation criteria 
replacing existing § 50.59(a)(i), the 
Commission presented language in the 

proposed rule reflecting the "minimal 

increase" principle. Resolution of each 
of these criteria is discussed below, 
including consideration of the public 
comments.  

For each criterion proposed, the 

Commission had presented guidance on 
how the rule could be met, including 
values as to when the Commission 

-Wo0uld conclude that each revised 

criterion is not met. Comments received 
on this guidance are discussed below.  
The Commission also notes that 

regulatory guidance will be provided 
that is derived from this discussion.
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As the rule provides a qualitative 
standard of "no more than minimal," 
quantitative calculations are not 
required except for those instances in 
which a licensee decides to offer 
quantitative arguments as part of its 
evaluation. This is expected to occur for 
some instances involving increases in 
consequences, where licensees may 
perform calculations of the predicted 
dose from postulated accidents.  

(i) More Than a Minimal Increase in the 
Frequency of Occurrence of an Accident 
Previously Evaluated 

For criterion (i), the final rule requires 
prior NRC approval if the change results 
in more than a minimal increase in the 
frequency of occurrence of an accident 
previously evaluated in the FSAR (as 
updated). Several commenters agreed 
with the premise that "minimal" 
increases in probability of accidents 
should not require prior NRC approval.  
No specific comments were received on 
the rule language itself. Issues about 
guidance are discussed below.  

The only change made by the 
Commission in the final rule language 
from the proposed rule is the 
substitution of "frequency" for 
"probability." This was done to provide 
a better representation of the attribute of 
concern, that is. occurrence over some 
period of time. and to emphasize that 
what is of interest is whether the 
proposed change has the effect of 
making the accident occur more often 

Guidance for Frequency of Accidents 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
offered guidance concerning "minimal" 
with respect to increases in probabilitv 
(now frequencv). Several comments 
were received on certain of these 
statements, as noted below 

First, the Commission had noted that 
the current guidance in NEI q6-07 
stating: "Where a change in probability 
is so small or the uncertainties in 
determining whether a change in 
probability has occurred are such that it 
cannot be reasonably concluded that tht 
probability has actually changed Ii..  
there is no clear trend towards 
increasing the probability j. the chaln' 
need not be considered an t ra's,,d' Ill 
probability' satisfies the proposod NR( 
standard for increases in frequency of .ll 

accident. Commenters agreed with the 
characterization that this guidance 
would satisfv the rule. hut also inot'd 
that the rule language provides More 
flexibility than is presently afforded by 
the NEI guidance.  

Second, the Commission had stated 
that in order to be considered as a 
minimal increase, the resulting 
frequency of occurrence (consitdering

the change, test, or experiment) must 
still satisf, the event frequency 
classification provided in the licensee's 
FSAR (as updated). Typically, these 
would be anticipated operational 
occurrence (expected once a year) or 
design basis accidents (not expected 
during life of plant, but sufficiently 
credible to require mitigation). The use 
of frequency classifications will not 
apply for all facilities subject to §§ 50.59 
or 72.48, but is included here because 
it was a consideration in the licensing 
of most operating power plants. Some 
commenters sought clarification as to 
whether increases that remain within 
the frequency classification would 
satisfy the "no more than minimal 
increase" criterion. Changes that result 
in a change in classification do not meet 
the standard; however, remaining 
within the classification is not sufficient 
to conclude that no more than a 
minimal increase has occurred because 
qualitative judgments are not as rigorous 
as quantitative assessments and the 
accident categories and their 
uncertainties may be large. The 
Commission agrees that the effect of the 
change on the frequency of the accident 
must be discernible and attributable to 
the change in order to exceed the 'more 
than minimal" increase standard, as 
compared to uncdertaintV ahout the 
-'\istin,,g frequonlc? value and how it 

might he quantified.  
Some commenters stated that the 

"minimal incdreas' in probabilitVy 
standard was too %ague and sought more 
explicit criteria. Others requested 
quantitative standards for determining 
minimal increisoe in probability. and in 

larticul,r. 'iidai(i ' hr using risk 
insi''ihts r pr,,oahihltic risk ,mnalsis to 
detm'iin-' ,.shn .m nire than minimal 
i r, , in's 'u t dm .0 itl\ has oCC urred. For 
ins•tin, ,'. :,m~ ,'' 'rs th,,u bht that the 
\ dli''" tr iiii,llg' il •ore damnage 

freqiienc \ ,r large',arlv release 
trequen( In R'giulatimry Guide IRG) 
1.174 .\i '\Appro,ach for Using 
Prohabhm listic Ri..k .\s',,,sment in Risk
lInformi [)ed ( sils in Plant-Specific 

:hani,-es 1,t th,, 1.i Pnsing Basis.'' might 
hei tiSail. H [x',,. this RG was 
,i,',,'ia d atr th jmurpmtmse of guiding 
shangos to the ii, a'nsi ng dbasis where the 
-;taft w\\as reviewing and approving the 

'hine. not for changie. made under 
50-1.59. The ( Cointission concludes that 

if it- i i ,) ho Ini i,h' (if PR.\ in § 50.59.  
moro' fundamental changes to the rule 
% aould hie neCessary\ to pro\ ide a 
c d'erent sat 4t rq'uir'ments. in that 

6 50.59 doals with design basis events.  
an1d RK i. 174 tehd]s with risk including 
that fron ax ('rD, 'ý Cidents bevond the 
dosign bsism. In iddition, RG 1.174 is

specifically dealing with operating 
power reactors. Applicability to other 
facilities would need to be examined.  
The Commission acknowledges that it 
may be possible to develop more 
guidance that could be used in a 
quantitative sense to judge minimal 
increases. As part of development of the 
guidance, the NRC will consider using 
the values developed as part of the 
revised oversight process (SECY-99-
07). so that if the resultant likelihood of 
occurrence remains well within the 
acceptable ranges given for initiating 
events, that the increase is "minimal." 

(ii) Minimal Increase in Likelihood of 
Malfunction of Structures. Systems or 
Components 

In the proposed rule, § 50.59(c)(2)(ii) 
would require NRC approval for a 
change that would result in "more than 
a minimal increase in the probability of 
malfunction of equipment important to 
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR 
(as updated)." Similar changes were 
proposed in § 72.48(c)(2)(ii). except for 
use of the term "structures, systems, and 
components" (SSCs) rather than 
equipment. These differences in 
wording reflected differences between 
existing language in §§ 50.59 and 72.48.  
Commenters supported the idea that 
.minimal' increases should not require 
approval. Commenters also suggested 
that the terminology in §§ 50.59 and 
72.48 should be made more consistent 
between the two sections.  

In the final rule, the Commission has 
revised the criterion in § 50.59 by 
referring to SSC rather than to 
equipment. The Commission concludes 
that the term "SSC" is commonly used 
in both parts 50 and 72 and is well 
understood, and that "'equipment" was 
In older term that does not have a 
unique meaning requiring its use. For 
the final rule. the Commission has also 
suhstituted the term 'likelihood" for 

probability." This change was made to 
acknowledge that while the criterion 
refers to "minimal" increases, the 
Commission is not implying that 
quantitative assessments are expected.  
The Commission concludes that the 
wortl "likelihood" is more generally 
understood to represent qualitative 
judgmnents.  

Guidance tor Likelihood of Occurrence 
0, Alitunction 

In the proposed rule. the Commission 
discussed the following positions as 
gluidance for implementing the criterion 

ti -'more than minimal" increase in 
probabilitv (now likelihood) of a 
malfunction of equipment (now SSC).  

First. the Commission noted that the 
existing guidance in NEI 96-07 states:
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"Where a change in probability is so 
small or the uncertainties in 
determining whether a change in 
probability has occurred are such that it 
cannot be reasonably concluded that the 
probability has actually changed (i.e.  
there is no clear trend towards 
increasing the probability), the change 
need not be considered an increase in 
probability." Continued use of this 
guidance for a determination of whether 
criterion (i) has been met is satisfactory.  
Commenters agreed with this guidance, 
but also believe that this does not 
represent the outer bound of what 
would be acceptable to meet the rule.  
The Commission agrees with this 
comment.  

Second, the Commission concluded 
that the likelihood of malfunction of 
SSC important to safety previously 
evaluated in the FSAR (as updated) 
would not be more than minimally 
increased if "design bases" assumptions 
and requirements are still satisfied (i.e., 
the seismic or wind loadings.  
qualification specifications. etc). Thus.  
for instance, a change that would cause 
piping stresses to exceed their code 
allowable values would be more than a 
minimal increase in likelihood of 
malfunction. Commenters stated that if 
design basis requirements are met. there 
is no increase in probability. The 
Commission agrees with the essence of 
this comment, but was attempting to 
help licensees comply with the rule 
language by offering ways of 
demonstrating that the criterion is 
satisfied. Changes that would invalidate 
specific commitments made for 
redundancy, diversity, separation. anii 
other such design characteristics. would 
be considered as o"mre thi n minimni 
increase in likelihood of malfunc:tion.  
and thus would require prilir NR(" 
approval.  

In the proposed ril', , ' 'k ,,[1) , 1,,1 

stated that for purpoSs of teterin no n 
whether this criterion has been satistfid.  
the probability ,falfurii ion would I),, 

no more than mininiallt ii reasodi it 
new failure mode 'is hk,,''. ,s ',,\I t110 
modes is introduc,'d '-oil t' omnientr
indicated that tho Pr,,',,'e ,'i nII, 
failure modes should not I,' 
determinant as to t h'ltb,'r probavi v, I 
malfunction has incroased: rather. it ,, 
whether the effect< ,t 'hcb lfailure molde 
have previousli been .onmýidered thit 
would determine the need for NR(.  
review consistent with , 50.a')( (2 l( 
The Commnission finds that the qu'stion 
of likelihood is not addressed if now 
failure modes are on)v eoxaniiind with 
respect to criterion (Vi). since that 
criterion looks oniv at whether the 
effects of the failure are bounded, not 
how likely it is to occur. However. since

likelihood can be increased regardless of 
whether new failure modes are 
involved, the Commission has deleted 
this statement as proposed guidance for 
assessing increases in likelihood.  

Additions of components to a system 
(cabling, manual valves, protective 
features) would not generally be viewed 
as more than a minimal increase in 
likelihood of malfunction, provided that 
applicable design and quality standards 
are followed. For example, adding 
protective devices to breakers, or 
installing an additional drain line (with 
appropriate isolation capability) would 
not be increases in likelihood of 
malfunction. However, there could be 
situations where such additions would 
impact upon how a system performs its 
functions that might not satisfy the 
§ 50.59 criteria (for example, a cross
connect between trains that is not 
suitably isolated).  

Substitution of one type of component 
for another (as for instance, an air
operated valve for a motor-operated 
valve), would also be viewed as no more 
than a minimal increase in likelihood of 
malfunction, provided requirements for 
redundant motive force, quality, and 
other requirements are met (and of 
course that any new failure modes are 
alreadv bounded by the analysis).  

ýiii) and (iv) Minimal Increases in 
Consequences of Accident or 
Malfunction 

In the proposed rule. the Commission 
revised the existing criterion concerning 
increases in consequences from a 
standard of "'may be increased" to 
"mmro than minimally increased." and 
"ýpjrietod the two statements on 
on,.'quences within § 50.59(a)(2)(i) into 
'parito criteria. Only a few comments 

,.i ,- ,eed concerning the rule 
til .ii i_,, its"elf. One commenter stated 

:i,., i%,) c:riteria on con"'q- i fOl ntes 
-. hId not he separate. since 

n.0,0'quences would only result from 
•• idonts. and having another criterion 
'nihit force evaluators either to 
Illli•ate their documentation, or 
'r.tl. to explain why consequencei 

'A .•,r". nIt increased for malfunctions.  
Thi- a imnission concludes that having 

1,,p.irate criteria provides greater clarity 
an1d is consistent with common practice.  

inu her. the criteria cover different 

txp!s of changes, that is, some that arise 
I on malfmctions (such a', failure of a 
,.'Aa.it tank or filter systems), and others 
that might arise from changes in source 
',rni or timing of mitigation systems.  

that are more pertinent to accidents-' 
Licensees may combine their responses 
to questions and reference other 
sections when preparing evaluations.

Commenters requested two areas of 
clarification. First, they asked if 
consequences refers only to radiological 
consequences (dose), and second 
whether consequences refers only to 
those associated with accidents and not 
from normal operations or anticipated 
operational occurrences. The rule 
reference to consequences is intended to 
relate directly to radiological 
consequences, and not to other 
outcomes that are covered by the 
remaining criteria. Secondly, the 
Commission notes that 10 CFR part 20 
establishes requirements for protection 
against radiation during normal 
operations. For anticipated occupational 
occurrences, NRC requirements are such 
that there should not be any radiological 
consequences. However, the 
Commission also wishes to clarify that 
"consequences of accidents" includes 
not only offsite exposure, but also dose 
to operators in the control room (in 
accordance with General Design 
Criterion 19 of appendix A to 10 CFR 
part 50) or other onsite personnel, 
resulting from accidents and 
malfunctions previously evaluated in 
-the FSAR.  

The language in the rule for criterion 
(iii) was unchanged from the proposed 
rule; for criterion (iv), the term 
"systems, structures, or components" 
was substituted for "equipment" as it 
was for criterion (ii), for the reasons 
already discussed.  

Guidance for Minimal Increase in 
Consequences 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
had discussed several positions that 
might be helpful in developing guidance 
that would successfully implement the 
revised rule. First, the Commission 
agreed with the guidance in NEI 96-07 
which states: "Where a change in 
consequences is so small or the 
uncertainties in determining whether a 
change in consequences has occurred 
are such that it cannot be reasonably 
concluded that the consequences have 
actually changed (i.e.. there is no clear 
trend towards increasing the 
consequences). the change need not be 
considered an increase in 
consequences." No specific comments 
were received on this point.  

Second. if a licensee has performed an 
analysis with certain bounding 
assumptions. and the change would 
increase a specific parameter from its 
present value to a different value that is 
still bounded bv the value assumed in 
the analysis, the NRC concludes that 
such a change satisfies the criterion of 
"no more than a minimal increase in 
consequences." In fact, as noted by 
some of the comments, this is no
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increase in consequences, because the 
bounding analysis is what determines 
the value from which a change is being 
judged.  

Third, if a licensee would need to 
change its design basis assumptions or 
analytical methods, or both, to 
demonstrate that the change in 
consequences satisfies this guidance, 
then the NRC does not view the change 
as minimal and would expect the 
licensee to submit a license amendment 
for such a change. This position is 
consistent with the logic presented as 
the basis for implementing new 
criterion § 50.59(c)(2)(viii), which will 
be discussed in greater detail below.  
Some commenters thought that adopting 
methodologies that have been approved 
by NRC in certain contexts (such as use 
of International Conference on 
Radiation Protection (ICRP) dose 
conversion factors, or credit for 
suppression pool scrubbing) should be 
allowable under § 50.59. New criterion 
(viii), discussed in section J below, 
specifies under what conditions changes 
to evaluation methods can be changed 
without prior NRC approval.  

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
proposed a graduated approach.  
consistent with the concept of 
",minimal" being small enough so as not 
to impact the basis for the acceptability 
of the previous licensing decision. The 
Commission proposed that when the 
facility is far from the limit, a larger 
increase could be accommodated 
without concern about impact on the 
basis for acceptability. The Commission 
did not believe that allowing increases 
up to the regulatory values without 
approval was consistent with l 
"-minimal" increase standard. and wa 
not consistent with the purpose' ft the 
rule, that is. to allow the NRC the 
opportunity to confirm the adequac' ii , 
the licensee's reviexw of the ch,.ne'• 
before it is implemented.  

The proposed rule offered thre'e 
different ways to define xwhat would 
constitute a minimal increase in 
consequences. Most commente'rs 
favored the third method ;10., f Il-h, 
difference between the cabCulat',>i xal ie' 

and the regulatory guide'lne," ,%'xr ' lie' 

other two. Other commenters thoiue.ht 

the limits themselves should bh tho 
point at which NRC review would III, 
needed, or offered other suggexstioIs.  
such as allowing 20 percent of tho 
difference. Comments xe'e ,iis, 

received about the use Of Standard 
Review Plan guideline value's - ,ie the' 

: h: 1110 Standard R,,• w% Phn,l: \t RI -l q•l ., 
cRC esIahh' i ,e i t,irei l5,'s t i lhe l i -,• , Seltl; 

,\.Ri ' siehtha .tit i, 'i x ~re C. Cl S-, ,, v tl "Il 

'!'1o u- 11,11 i rel' . Id'r'- i" I1{i 5e ',iC t'e ':1~i , ii" l1

are not in the regulations and that for 
some plants, the existing analysis may 
exceed the guideline such that no 
changes would be allowed. Some 
commenters.also expressed concern 
about the criterion for those situations 
where a previous change may have 
resulted in a decrease in consequences, 
and a subsequent change that increased 
consequences would exceed the 10 
percent difference, but would not have 
done so if the first change had not 
occurred.  

During the comment period, some 
commenters were concerned that as the 
rule is currently planned to be 
implemented, they would have no 
flexibility under the rule if their 
calculated consequence values were 
already in excess of the current SRP 
guidelines. In general, the Commission 
agrees that for cases where a licensee is 
licensed with calculated consequences 
in excess of the established SRP 
guidelines, only limited flexibility 
under this provision of the revised rule 
would exist for changes that increased 
the calculated radiological 
consequences of accidents. In this 
regard, the Commission does view 
differences of about 0.1 rem as being 
within the error or uncertainty of design 
basis-tvpe' raidiological consequences 
anahliSi> such that NRC. review of such 
chan•,es is niot neoded 

The (.olllnlmsioll has taken these 
cimments into account in revising the 

m ininimal"' icrteaises in consequences 
aspects of the final rule. The 
Commission wx ill conclude that the 
requirements ot the rule are met if the 
calculate'd loses fromn a change at a 
fto is xxoilI ;s' Ioss than 10 percent of 

the i'nohai nol. m l-:i .nt btDtve'n urren't 
Ihi tila,''d ,,-•, i,. ýilu,' <an1d aceptaoo' 
"v jio'- i i: i' I'ho 'r--,itieoiS I t . CSG)C 19ý 

, t ,i, I' , Ow 

: ' " i l l iill 

"a.5" ..  

111. " 

-, l l

Under this approach, the threshold for 
what constitutes a minimal change 
varies as a licensee approaches the 
regulatory limit. The amount of change 
allowed would decrease as the limit is 
approached, and the limit could not be 
exceeded without prior NRC review.  
Specifically, it is no more than a 
minimal increase in consequences if the 
increase is less than or equal to the more 
limiting of either 10 percent of the 
difference between the existing 
calculated value and the regulatory 
guideline value (10 CFR part 100 or 
GDC 19 as applicable), or has reached 
the SRP guideline value for the 
particular design basis event.  

Examples 

The Commission has selected several 
examples to illustrate the 
implementation of this criterion. In each 
example. the Commission assumes that 
the calculated consequences do not 
include changes in methodology. As 
discussed later, changes in methodology 
used to calculate radiological 
consequences would fail new criterion 
(viii) of the revised rule and require 
prior NRC review regardless of how 
small the increase would be in the 
calculated radiological consequences.  

Example I involves a case in which 
a licensee has a calculated fuel handling 
adcident (FHA) dose of 50 rem to the 
thyroid at the exclusion area boundary.  
Because of some change in the facility, 
the calculated FHA dose increases to 70 
rein. Under the revised final rule, ten 
percent of the difference between the 
calculated value and the regulatory 
limits is 25 rem (10% of 250). The SRP 
acceptance guideline is 75 rem. Since 
the calculated increase is less than 25 
rii and the total is less than the SRP 
icioptance guidelines. then the revised 
,- 50.59 consequence criterion would not 
trigger the need for a prior NRC review 
and a licenseee max make the change to 
the facilitv.  

Example 2 involves a case in which 
the calculated consequences for a steam 
generator tube rupture accident are 25 
rem at the exclusion area boundax\.  
Because of a change in the plant. the 
calculated consequences increase to 29 
rem. The implementation of the revised 
rule language xvould permit these 
changes to occur because the new 
caIculated doses do not exceed the 
eo.ahli'hed SRP acceptance criteria nor 
does 0i-- incremental change in 
* ns>c.1 .,-Aces (4 rem) exceed 10 percent 

!i.,- flifierence between the previous 
.. ',ed xvalue and the regulatory limit 

A .i 3o0 rein. Ten percent of the 
d.itterence between the acceptance 
criteria (300 rem) and the calculated 
value 25) is 27.5 (10% of 275) rem:
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since 4 is less than 27.5, this change 
satisfies the criterion.  

Example 3 involves a case in which 

the calculated consequences of a fuel 
handling accident are 25 rem to the 

thyroid at the exclusion area boundary.  
Because of a proposed change in the 
facility, the calculated consequences 
increase to 65 rem. For this case, the 

revised calculated consequences are still 

less than the SRP acceptance guidelines 
of 75 rem; however, the incremental 
increase in consequences (40 rem) 

exceeds the 10 percent of the difference 
to the regulatory limit of 300 rem 
(which would be 27.5 rem). For this 

example, the change results in more 
than a minimal increase in 
consequences and thus requires NRC 
approval pursuant to § 50.59(c)(2)(iii).  

If Example 3 had been an event for 

which no SRP value was specifically 
established, so that the part 100 

guideline was the only applicable 
standard, the rationale would be that an 
increase up to 52.5 (25+27.5) rem would 

meet the "minimal increase" criterion.  

Example 4 involves a case where the 

calculated dose to the. control room 
operators following a loss of coolant 
accident is 4 rem whole bodv. .\ change 

is made to the control roolm \entilation 

svstemn such that tho tiih ilatod dose 

increases to 4.5 rein. The r-,'ulatiins 

dictate that the control room dises ar,' 

to be controlled to less thain 5 remon 
General Design Criterion 19. Although 

the new calculated doses are less than 

the regulatory limits for the operators.  
the incremental increase in dose t0.5 

rem) exceeds the value of 10 percent of 

the difference between the prpviousl.  
calculated value and tho r,,.'litir'.  

value (10"n of I remi 0 1, t ,''i Th.j

change would requir, pi, 'r \R(' !"'A 

before th' li(,n ,'-' , ''i : , ':'i i .  

change.  
,-\s an example ),tVh " " i; i : 

error" concept. qup ','' th., ,,, 

approved analvs> to tuti-' h,mdiandh 

accident at a plant rdito, c, . of,'t' 
dose to the thvroid fi -7 i m i "T- R'P 

acceptance guidolino ftor i'.- -'% 'ii, 

rem. The change that a In,'n- .. wih 

to make .voiild pr, -,, :i P, c i'. , :I.  

the calculated ,sir' i - , -d- - '.,:: 

In this case. the p p .. '. i h . .i' , 

be made under -< ) 50.-' o,,, ' th.,' 
calculated value. even thugh .Ir'i",t 

than th-' SRP vali tis iatistill withbn 

the [eve[ of uncertainty -5 peciid hb', 

Howx ever. for this t'\ cn1 ,', he 

Commission nmtes that in r,'aes+' in 

consequences that would iimrems' t ' 

calculated monsequen e's t1, -7 2 mrin 

would require prior NRC review before 

the specific change could be 
implemented.

H. Possibility of an Accident of a 
Different Type From Any Previously 

Evaluated in the Final Safety Analysis 
Report (as Updated) Is Created 

The Commission had proposed that 

the language in existing § 50.59(a)(2)(ii), 
renumbered to § 50.59(c)(2)(v) in the 
proposed rule, be revised to read 
"(would) create the possibility for a 

design basis accident of a different type 

from any previously evaluated in the 
final safety analysis report (as 
updated)." This change had two parts

the first, changing from may be created 
to "would create" and the second being 

the insertion of the phrase "design 
basis." The purpose of the first change 

was to provide some flexibility to 

licensees. Thus, rather than having to 

prove that an accident had not been 
created, under this rule language, a 

licensee would need to request a license 
amendment only if it could be 
reasonably concluded that the 

possibility of an accident of a different 
type is created by the change, test, or 
experiment. The intent of the second 
change was to indicate that in referring 
to "-accidents" in §§ 50.59 and 72.48. the 

Commission had in mind creation of 
aiciidents of the likelihood and 
-ign i ifiantce of those that. had the 

:iissibmlitv alreadv existed. would have 
iion .i deign basis accident in the 
"FS.\R Thus, 'accidents" that would 

',mmi' imultiple independent failures or 
other circumstances in order to "be 
created' would not fall within this 
criterion.  

For an accident to be of a different 
tcpe, a few commenters thought that the 

.cident must result in a new or greater 
paith than originally considered.  

-i a now fission product barrier 
e•,d. oi create a new sequence 

th.:I-- at results in significant 
. aflure. 'such that the accident 
. I"' heen included if the FSAR 
. .,: '% ritten today." The 

'mcc, ~i:'l inagrees that these are useful 

ci cr ittms for determining whether 
i ,Immtu results in an accident of a 
Ii tof,,,ut type 

m)n,, 'nirater noted that for certain 
cim( mh'tis. thi' term 'design basis 

i,1:i . ias onky applierd to a very 
11"A1i - ,fi e% ents. Other comtiimentors 
in i.2,tht ThIt iccidents must be 
Sreidihl''" to be -created.'' Another 
t n,)!lli +'nter was concerned that a 

'Ii .htlv lifferent initiator leading tfi the 

<am'' li�1t basis accident might be 

,w,,d t' ,i ai cident of a different 

Ono, k )unenter stated that 'acciib'ct 

of a ilifferent type" should be changed 
to ''accident with a different result," for 

consistency with the criterion on

mafncin Howver the CommissionI

malfunction. However, the Commission also notes the similarity with the 

criterion in § 50.92 (for no significant 
hazards consideration determination).  
Allowing changes that result in an 
accident of a different type (even if the 

result has previously been analyzed) 

appears inconsistent with the criterion 
in § 50.92.  

The Commission has concluded that 

use of the modifier "design basis" with 

respect to accidents of a different type 

in the rule language may be confusing 
because, by the terms of the rule, 
accidents of a different type are distinct 
from those (design basis) accidents 
evaluated in the FSAR. Therefore, in the 

final rule, the Commission removed the 

phrase "design basis." The Commission 
agrees that the accident must be credible 
in the sense noted above, of having been 

created within the range of assumptions 
previously considered (e.g., random 
single failure, loss of offsite power, no 
reliance on non-safety-grade equipment, 
etc.), and that a new initiator of the 
same accident is not a "different type" 

(but may affect the frequency of that 
accident under § 50.59(c)(2)(i)).  

Therefore, the final rule uses the same 

language as is currently contained in the 
existing rule, concerning accidents of a 

different type, except for changing the 

phrase "possibility * * * may be 

created" to "would create the 
possibility." 

Need for Definition of Accident 

In addition, the Commission had 
requested comment as to the need for a 

definition of accident, and offered a 

specific definition for comment. The 

term "accident" also appears in other 
evaluation criteria, specifically.  
•§ 50.59(c)(2)(i) and 50.59(c)(2)(iii), in 
the context of accidents previously 
evaluated in the FSAR.  

Several comments were received on 

the proposed definition of accident.  
Most commenters felt that a definition 
in the rule was not necessary, and most 

also disagreed with the specific 
definition offered in some respect.  
Commenters generally agreed that 
accidents include design basis accidents 
(typically analvzed in Chapters 6 and 15 

of the FSAR). anticipated occupational 
occurrences, external events that the 

plant is required to withstand and other 

Special events that are analyzed to 

demonstrate safety. Included within the 

-et of accidents are those scenarios for 
'which requirements have been 
estahlished for the facility either to 

withstand or i.ope with the event.  
Notable examples include pressurized 

thermal shock events (§ 50.61).  
anticipated transient without scram 
(§ 50.62) and station blackout (§ 50.63).
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Commenters also noted that external 
events, such as earthquakes, high winds, 
floods, and missiles can be treated as 
causes of malfunctions of SSC, rather 
than accidents. Some suggested that 
examples or a list of accidents could be 
presented in the implementation 
guidance.  

The Commission concludes that a 
definition of accident is not necessary in 
the final rule and that examples of 
accidents are best discussed in rule 
implementation guidance.  

I. Possibility of a Malfunction of 
Structures, System, or Components 
Important to Safety With a Different 
Result From Any Previously Evaluated 
in the Final Safety Analysis Report (as 
Updated) is Created 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
modified the remaining part of existing 
§ 50.59(a)(2)(ii), concerning 
malfunctions of a different type by 
creating a new criterion (vi), that would 
require approval if a change, test, or 
experiment would "create a possibility 
for a malfunction of equipment 
important to safety with a different 
result than anv evaluated previously in 
the final safety analysis report (as 
updated)." 

Comments were supportive of the 
change from "different type" to 
"different result." and of the change 
from "may be" to "is' created. Some 
commenters objected to the insertion of 
the phrase "important to safety" and 
suggested other phrases, such as 'safety
related" or "FSAR-described." Others 
suggested that the terminology in 
§§ 50.59 and 72.48 should be made 
consistent (the former refers to 
equipment: the latter to systems.  
structures or components) 

In the final rule. The Commission hai 
revised the existing criterion to read 
".create a possibility for a malfunti(to 
an SSC important to safety with a 
different result from any previousl, 
evaluated in the final safety analysis 
report (as updated)." The C"2ommission 
concludes that the term "SSC" is 
commonly used in both parts 50 and 72 
and is well-understood. and that 
equipment was an older term that d,•'s 
not have a unique meaning roquitrin itý 
use. The modifier "important to safet'," 
was considered as always being part of 

the criterion in practice, and that its 
omission from the rule was viewed as 
editorial and not substantive. Other 
terms might have the effect of limiting 
or broadening the scope of SSC to be 
considered. The Commission notes that 
since the overall scope of § 50.59 is the 
facility as described in the FSAR. there 
is no need to use that phrase in 
characterizing which SSC need be

considered with respect to 
malfunctions.  

Guidance for Malfunction With a 
Different Result 

The proposed rule discussion further 
stated that this determination should be 
made either at the component level, or 
consistent with the failure modes and 
effects analyses (FMEA), taking into 
account single failure assumptions. and 
the level of the change being made.  
Several commenters stated that this 
guidance should be revised to refer only 
to the failure modes and effects analysis 
in the FSAR, and not to specify the 
component level. The Commission 
agrees that this criterion should be 
considered with respect to the FMEA.  
but also notes that certain changes may 
require a new FMEA. which would then 
need to be evaluated as to whether the 
effects of the malfunctions are 
bounding.  

/. Replacement Criteria for ''.\!aI~imh of 
Safety as Detined in the Basis for Any 
Technical Specificatiov is Reduced 

The phrases " margin of safety" and 
*as defined in the basis for any 

technical specification" in the third 
criterion in existing § 50.59(a)(2l1 have 
been the subiect of differing 
interpretations for a number ot tears 
because § 50.59 does not define wx hat 
cnstitutes ,, margin of safety or a basis 
for any technical specification in the 
context of ,. 50.59 and 72.48.  

The Commission continues to believe 
that changes representing a potentially 
significant decrease in certain margins 
should require NRC review and 
approval prior to their implementation 
\¶argins within 'no plant design and in 
the estai hl-t) ,i i( ,iising as'is ' exst '0 
to'v is,,i- 1hliir, toar gin-; from th,' 

,i•SZ~l~p~i,' :-, :1:: 11,11, onditiolilý.  

iii tjciti .2 .1 '" tU acc lunt foi 

un( ertliliti. ,!, ,wances for instrument 

drift and s. stem response time.  
redundantv ind independence of 
(oinpon,,nt.; MN r,.:ins are built into the 
facilitv to a count tor routine plant 
flittuationis ifd transients and response 
to a( cdentt, nditions. Margins also 
exist in :ho .ta'li-hhd regulatory 
aC ceptanict, t riteria t, be met for 
rospotlso to varc ,,s accidents and 
transients. Th' acceptance criteria are 
established at a ,alue that accounts for 
oc(tertaints ibott phvsical properties 
nd other variability. As a result.  

;ubstantial margiints are provided bv the 

rgulatort envelope within wvhich a 
plant has demnonstrated its ability to 
respond to a spemctruin of design basis 
accidents. In sum. not every margin is 

important to asurinn safety such that

changes in that margin must be 
reviewed and approved by the NRC 

prior to their implementation. However.  
the Commission recognizes that 
precisely delineating the margins for 
which changes would require prior NRC 
review and approval is a difficult task.  
A change criterion which does not 
directly refer to margins, but which 
nonetheless indirectly assures that 
important design and licensing basis 

margins are not changed without prior 
NRC review and approval, is an 
acceptable alternative that would meet 
the Commission's goal of assuring 
regulatory review of potentially 
significant changes to certain margins.  
Such an approach avoids having to 
describe in the rule the margins of 
regulatory interest, and the nature of the 

change in margin for which prior NRC 
review and approval would be required.  

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
solicited public comment on several 
options. The Commission also requested 
the public to provide alternative means 
for control of margin.  

Option I in Proposed Rule 

The first option in the proposed rule 

xwas to control inputs to analyses and 
the methods and criteria that establish 
TS. Under this option, the Commission 
would conclude that the analyses and 
information in the FSAR establish the 
basis for the margins of safety for the 
TS. Thus, the Commission's proposal 
would have added a definition for 
"..reduction in margin of safety 
associated with any technical 
specification" and conformed the 

criterion for needing a license 
amendment in new ý 50.59(c2).  
.\.ithouigh this option would maintain 
'he safety analyses that underlie the TS.  
this approach also would have the effect 
of giving all input values and 
assumptions within the FSAR the 
weight of TS (even though they are not 
included in the TS). which is 
inconsistent with the philosophy in 

3 50.36. In many instances, changes to 
inputs can be accommodated by other 
available margins so that the licensing 
envelope is preserved. Several 
comments expressed strong concern that 
this option would be too restrictive, for 
the reasons noted above. The 
Commission agrees with these concerns 
and coc- iudes that the approach is not 
,onsisilnt with the intent of the original 

'rule. In this light, this option of 
requiring prior NRC approval for any 
change to input parameters associated 
with TS was rejected as an approach for 
the final rule.
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Option 2 in Proposed Rule 

The proposed rule contained a second 
option that was a proposal to delete the 
"margin of safety" criterion completely.  

Instead, the Commission would rely 
upon the other criteria in § 50.59, as 
well as the regulatory requirement that 
all changes to TS be reviewed and 
approved by the NRC, to assure that 
there are no significant adverse changes 
to margins in design and operation. If 
this option were adopted, the 
Commission would argue that there is 
no need for prior review of changes that 
do not satisfy any of the other 
evaluation criteria in view of "risk
informed" insights and greater 
understanding of the margins that exist 
through meeting the body of regulatory 
requirements. The Commission also 
sought comment on whether any of the 
other evaluation criteria should be 
revised if this approach were adopted.  

A significant number of comments 
were received in support of the proposal 
to delete margin of safety as anl 
evaluation criterion. In support of their 
position. commenters noted that TS and 
the other six evaluation criteria. in 
conjunction with oiher reg4ulatory 
requirements for design, testing. and 
operation, make th' uirgun question 
moot. Thi' C(7nuii-i;,i did not adopt 

this proposal becausie of the\ ,ariabilit\ 

iii existing TS. antd i uorlatiunties ,hut 
how licensees might gauge' the other 
evaluation criteria for specific changes.  

Option 3 in Proposed Rule 

In the Federal Register notice. the 
NRC also offered a set of options that 
focused on control of mrgins ,.ociatdt 
with result- of ,ndl\ ' Il-t, it 
focusing t0 ib,' infU! ' ' -,l, 
anai111 ses, tbh ,'le .opti•,ll t, ,!', , 

the results if th' -,,it''c. in.:i\ !i.  
order to d't,'rnliii' vi hr , -.
operatiiuui'l k ir,!n to''. I 

information d,.-i.i Ihl I 0 ,' :.\K I
updatedl) '.\ould rdimo ,' l., l,,voI ",, 

protection 'fli'd hi Ih% ll i-suit'-, 

safety anakvses.  
in de\ ulopniug A %%III 1 . .uit l 

gui errier hvti , Io C~' : I' the Comlmlllli s .ll '' i (lit 

aspects, of thi' fdu 1lit1 ,,\ ! ,: , 
controlhuod ) b% >, 1 ," I ',"II iI .1i11d 

thus wlhat other iftiriiiit.i-In tumight , 

"nilar' i iut' rit h , ik , , i t-1 
capture..V, jiart ,of ih,, lit on-irio Ftvi-o.  

for , facility, ih, N\R( ,-.t tiihi ,d Ih ,l, 
of rquir'id perforiliii(i,' '\ hi h \ ill h,' 
referre'd to il t ill s u dim, t, 
a1cceptance ciitoriail o<r <,i nph\-ioil 

parameters, such is thus, thitl d,'fii' th,' 

integrity of the fission priduct marrier 
(e.g. fuel cladding, reactor t ooiant 

sYstem boundary. and iontaiinment).

Satisfying these acceptance criteria 
produces a margin of safety to loss of 
barrier integrity. The safety analyses 
presented in the FSAR (as updated) 
demonstrate that the response of the 
barriers to the postulated accidents, 
transients, and malfunctions meets the 
acceptance criteria. Thus, in 
constructing the options for comment.  
the Commission suggested a more 
explicit linkage between when "margin 
of safety" needed to be preserved to the 
response of the fission product barriers 
relied upon to provide protection from 
uncontrolled release of radioactivity.  

In the range of options, the 
Commission also suggested that certain 
mitigation system capability, as, for 
instance engineered safety feature 
performance parameters (flow rates, 
efficiencies, etc.) also might be 
considered with respect to margin, and 
asked for comment whether there were 
other parameters that should be 
explicitly accounted for in any criterion 
on "margin of safety." 

As part of these options, the 
Commission also offered different 
aipproaches to how much flexibility 
s;hould bo allowed, as for instance.  
iuinhllial reductions. or use of limits as 
th., ),iii at wt hich reductions in margin 
, Iw t ii ' l),,'t'rmui'd Also. Is 
i_-j t-.t,, ,litir. the comimnission asked 

in the ii prosd rule whether changes to 
,,k i!ut ii, inimethods should also be 
tntrolled.  
canoneot Summnr. tor Option 3: The 
iuimliý.ion received a large number of 

'itlnoll..ilo the various suboptions 
,n iom t )ption 3 concerning results of 
.Mi ii -'- With respelt to the 
ti.,2 ::,0i1m if tho-,' pitaraui'tir's to 

. i,, i ot f thilot, mc ll llter'S M.Ah 
. , tuargit (in" (' 'pt ha'ed 

f.!,! -1, ,tr results. belie'ed that the 
Nlo l ::...-- h om t , limlite'd to tthost, 

:i:.i iid tfor .0ich ther' ar', hearkv 

":;:.i,1 ts )ne :onimenter thought 
'.i• .L t,,riio in mar;4in is not needed 
,i i I,.!( tor that 'as be, ig 

,i,•.oi.sii eile .( inirenters also 

. I at uiti.t a n systemn 

xi"l ' '. : ., ; est .oultroll'd h\ 
:11. i ltorla. lu asi iS th s COse l lnernini.  

:11.i-luik tii.li of 5S(. or consequences ol 

it ( uii lt'ý. It w -as also noted that 
lu l cll . haracterist ics of mitigation 

'\ ..i'lli- .ire k ii, \ rnet hi T, With 
. , i, parametirs that miitht b t ui,,d 

IIItIi (lirt 72. coin niter,; -4atetI that 

l1,"'- I - h. l > ho ius' '\l ith til' 1 •, ti '11 

1,1 u n i'0A,0 Ie likelihood onr tilt, ,i1i ull ut 
itf titt'-.,' eleiase. specificaliy. suith 

thin,." a. fuiel and (ladding temperature.  
iAsk tmuperature and internal pressure.  

and cask stresses.

For the question as to when NRC 
approval is needed, comments can be 
grouped into two main themes: those 
that are supporting the position 
currently included in NEI 96-07 related 
to acceptance limits as being the point 
of departure for reduction in margin, 
and those supporting a new proposal 
from NEI. No commenters supported 
either a "no reduction in results" or a 
"minimal" standard, or any type of 
graduated approach such as that 
discussed earlier for consequences. As 
part of its comments on the proposed 
rule, the NEI proposed to replace the 
existing margin of safety criterion with 
one that states that a change requires 
prior NRC approval if it would result in 
a design basis limit directly related to 
integrity of the fuel cladding, the reactor 
coolant system boundary, or the 
containment boundary being exceeded 
or altered. Their proposal is similar in 
several respects to the guidance offered 
in NEI 96-07, with respect to using 
"limits" as the point at which a 
reduction in margin occurs, and in 
focusing on parameters for fission 
product barriers as being the instances 
where there is margin to protect. The 
difference is the concept of "design 
basis limits" as represented in the FSAR 
instead of acceptance limits that might 
be found in other documents. Further.  
NEI suggested that as part of the rule 
changes to adopt this criterion, the NRC 
should also delete the third criterion in 
§ 50.92, which states that a 
determination of "no significant hazards 
consideration" cannot be made for 
amendments that would involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of 
safety.  

lýesolution 

In SECY-99-054. dated February 22.  
1 199. the staff presented an alternate 
proposal for the margin of safety 
,:riterion. The staff proposal employed a 
C:oncept that used the design basis 
capability for a SSC as the determinant 
for when prior staff review would be 
required. As presented in the final 
safetv analysis report, there is a design 
basis (functions and controlling values 
of parameters) that determines the 
minimum performance requirements for 
SSCs. The controlling value for a 
parameter is the point at which 

o:n1fidence in the capability of the 
-structure, system or component to 
perform its- intended safety functions 
Aegins to decrease. For many 
piranimeters, requirements have been 
',stablished in TS: for others, which art 

not directly controlled or measured.  
%% hile certain TS requirements may have 
been imposed to keep values within 
required ranges, inclusion of a criterion
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that verifies that facility changes have 
not adversely impacted design basis 
capability provides assurance of 
completeness beyond the requirements 
for approval of TS changes.  

The staff was supportive of the NEI 
concept of using the design basis as the 
determinant of when prior NRC 
approval was needed. The staff proposal 
was a modification of the suggested NEI 
approach that would focus on the 
effectiveness of systems to protect 
barriers. The staff thought that the rule 
language as offered by NEI could be 
viewed too narrowly, and might not 
ensure that changes affecting 
performance of mitigation and support 
systems were appropriately evaluated 
with respect to their roles in protecting 
integrity of the barriers. Therefore, the 
staffs proposal was more explicit about 
the design basis capabilities of the SSC 
being used to determine whether 
approval of a change was needed. The 
principal difficulty with this proposal 
was uniquely identifying the design 
basis capabilities for all SSCs that 
would need to be satisfied in order to 
implement the concept.  

Since the time that SECY-99-054 was 
submitted to the Commission, the NRC 
has gained a greater understanding of 
the NEI proposal and how it would be 
implemented, and, in particular. how it 
would be used to assess changes to 
mitigation systems and support systems 
Although the NRC agreed that the 
process described in the NEt comment 
letter of December 21. 1998. would be 
sufficient to ensure that changes to other 
systems are appropriately examined 
with respect to impact upon the 
barriers, it was not apparent that the 
specific rule language suggested xxM li 
require licensees to implement .uiih I 

systematic approach to examinatitm (1it 
design basis limits.  

Therefore. the approach contained in 
the final rule is a combination of the 
NEI proposal contained in its comment 
letter and the staff proposal contained in 

SECY-99-054. In the final rule. the 
Commission is eliminating the existing 
criterion on reduction of margin if 

safety. In its place, the Commission is 
adding a new criterion (vii) that requires 
prior NRC review (of changes that risull 

in a design basis limit related to the 
integrity of the fission product iarrir, 
being exceeded or altered.  

The final rule also contains a noix 
criterion (viii) related to the use anld 
control of evaluation methods (see 
below). These two criteria together in 
place of a criterion on margin of safety 
explicitly cover those margins that the 
Commission believes are important to 
address in this evaluation process-the 
first being the margin that exists in the

limits that are to be met, and the second 
being the margin that exists from the 
conservatisms included in the methods 
used to demonstrate that requirements 
are met. Each of these criteria are 
discussed below.  

The Commission concludes that the 
new criteria (vii) and (viii) together will 
maintain safety because they will 
preserve the design basis capabilities 
that protect the integrity of important 
fission product barriers, and thus those 
features that protect against release of 
radioactive material. The rule will also 
control the analyses and assessment 
process through control of the methods 
and will assure that the required 
response of the barriers as previously 
established by NRC review will be 
maintained.  

The Commission-does not plan to 
make any changes to the criterion in 
§ 50.92(c)(3). which provides that 
license amendments involving a 
significant reduction in a margin of 
safety do not meet the criteria for a "no 
significant hazards consideration" 
determination as discussed in section %I 
below.  

Final Rule Language 

.iew Crit(rerion u vii.  

Ne'w iriterion (xii j w ill reulire' a 
prior NRC revieiw of any .change that 
wMold 'result in a design basis limit fr 

tfisýimn pirotmlit barrier as described in 
the FSAR (as updated) being exceeded 
or altered.' Fir purposes of 
implementatol. uof this criterion, the 
Conmmission defines design basis limit 
lor aI fission product barrier as the 
contr, lline nuuieit'a)ic allue for a 

paraneter established during the 
licensinu rov iexx is presented in thl' 
tinal saferl analysis- report for any 
ptraiiin terý, "ol., I, deterrmine the 

.,'~ritx t ciri r Tvpically. the 
00,1).1 1 : .4 . 1(,r the parameter is set 

at a point tar 'itt ugh awav fronm failure 
bhat there is t ontidence in the integrity 

of the barrier. :s a partial substitute for 
the provinus 'roduction in margin" 
Iritritn in thhe ftriier 310 59(a)(2)(iii).  

a chanilze which does not ex(ceod or alter 
design basis intit for a fission product 

,irrier d,wls it involved an\ reduction 
in ihi, mairgin tt safetv.  

The Comm issiin did not retain the 
.suggested xxordin it from commenters for 

ritorion ivii! %A hich might suggest that 
the evaluation (an be limited to those 
,.hainges that iif, directlc related to fuel 
ciaihting., reat tor tiolant s\ stern 

uuindar%, and ( ontainnient boundary.  
Tho Cmmnissitn believes that a broader 
initial assessment t if parameters is 
necessary than that which might he 
suggested by the term "'directly related.'

All changes that might affect the design 
basis limits, including changes to 
parameters within mitigation and 
support systems, must be evaluated for 
their effects upon the design basis limits 
for the barriers. Further, the 
Commission used the term "fission 
product barrier." rather than listing the 
specific barriers for operating power 
reactors as used by NEI, so that the rule 
language would be appropriate for all 
Part 50 facilities (including non-power 
reactors, and reactors undergoing 
decommissioning). The more general 
terminology is also appropriate for the 
part 72 facilities.  

New criterion (vii) narrows the focus 
for when prior NRC approval is required 
to those changes which result in the 
specific limits that relate directly to the 
performance of fission product barriers 
being exceeded or altered. For power 
reactors, these barriers are generally 
limited to the fuel cladding, the reactor 
coolant system pressure boundary and 
containment. For a reactor undergoing 
decommissioning, where the fuel is 
stored in the spent fuel pool, the barrier 
would be the fuel cladding. For non
power reactors, the fission product 
barriers would include, as applicable to 
the specific reactor, the fuel cladding, 
the reactor tank. and the reactor room.  
building, confinement, or containment.  

The proposed criterion (vii) is equally 
applicable to independent spent fuel 
storage facilities or spent fuel storage 
cask designs in part 72. The particular 
parameters or barriers would be 
specified in terms of the barriers against 
release of radioactivity afforded by fuel 
storage facilities. For instance, these 
would include calculated fuel 
temperature or cladding oxidation, and 
stresses (or pressures) on the cask 
structure.  

Although the list of fission product 
barriers includes containment and other 
features that prevent the release of 
radiation. the design basis limits for 
these barriers are for parameters such as 
pressure. The determination of resultant 
radiological consequences from leakage 
through or breech of these barriers is the 
subject of criteria (iii) and (iv). rather 
than criterion (vii).  

Further. design basis limits for.certain 
fission product barriers may not be 
applicable to particular facilities or 
conditions of the facility (such as 
permanently shutdown facilities). The 
determination as to the need for 
evaluation of particular barrier 
parameters or limits depends upon the 
safetv analyses and information 
presented in the FSAR (as updated).  

The Commission notes that the new 
criterion (vii) does not incorporate the 
use of a minimal change concept. The
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modification of the criterion to reflect 
design basis limits as a point for 
evaluating when prior NRC review is 
necessary would not permit small 

changes beyond the limits without 
review.  

With respect to changes relating to the 

design basis capability of SSCs to 
perform their functions in those 
circumstances in which the change does 
not cause any design basis limits to be 
exceeded or altered, the other 
evaluation criteria in § 50.59 (as well as 
other requirements such as TS or ASME 
code requirements) provide the 
standards for prior NRC approval of 
such changes.  

The rule language that provides that 
a design basis limit may not be altered 
provides important and needed 
assurance. Changes that involve 
alteration of the design basis limit for a 
fission product barrier involve such a 
fundamental alteration of the facility 
design that a change, even in the 
conservative direction, should receive 
prior NRC review.  

Guidance for Implementation 

To satisfy new criterion (vii).  
licensees must determine the 
parameters that would be affected by the 
proposed change. The affected 
parameters are not limited to the 
specific parameters in the system in 
which the change is being made or to 
parameters that are only directly linked 
to the actual fission product barrier.  
Rather, the design parameters must 
include an assessment of all affected 
parameters. including design parameters 
of mitigation and support svsteinis tO),t 
the parameters are identified. the 
licensee must establish whether !ho 
parameters have values established :i 
the FSAR, whether the paranieter" tro 
controlling parameters that ire refer<:: 
bounds for the design. and w.\hether thb.  
parameter has the potential to affect the 
performance of the fission producCt 
barrier. If the specific IC iraniter 

are already subject to countrols 
established hv th., 1". ,ir 'hor rui , r 
regulation, those rC,,,i:C:':-'Ci- h ii 
followed.  

After a licensoe I s.;e.- tiho 
information discussed ibPiov. it .%oiilId 
need to identifv tho ifo bs:tn C I.cif 

limits that could be affePCted for each ,of 
the identified paramieters .Aftor the 

licensee completes it, .isýItnm'nt of th• 

change against ,aih desigtn hi-i iio:t.  
if no design basis limit is altered or 
exceeded. criterion (vft) is satisfied. and 
a licensee may make the change without 
prior NRC review.

Examples 

The NRC has selected several 
examples to illustrate how the new 
criterion (vii) would be implemented. In 
these examples, it is assumed that NRC 
approval is not required because of 
other reasons, such as need for a TS 
change, section 50.55a requirements etc.  

Example 1: A plant FSAR states that 
the function of the auxiliary feedwater 
system (AFW) is to provide feedwater 
flow to the steam generators following 
postulated accidents (e.g., main steam 
line break, feed line break, small break 
loss-of-coolant accident), or when a 
reactor trip occurs coincident with a 
loss-of-offsite power. The FSAR states 
that 700 gallons per minute (gpm) will 
be delivered to the steam generators.  
The licensee's accident analyses used 
700 gpm to assess the acceptability of 
the plant to respond to the accidents 
and concluded that no safety limits 
were challenged if 500 gpm were 
supplied. As a result of recent testing of 
the AFW system. the licensee 
determines that the pumps can no 
longer deliver 700 gpm. The licensee 
determines that the AFW pumps can 
deliver only 500 gpm at the required 
pressure and temperature. The licensee 
performs the necessary safety analyses 
and confirms that 500 gpm is sufficient 
to meet all necessary functions and that 
no safety limits would be challenged as 
a result of the flow reduction. The 
licensee decides to leave the pumps in 
the plant as is rather than replace the 
pumps to restore the originally stated 
capability. The licensee revises the 
FSAR to state that the AFW system will 
loliver 500 gpm during postulated 
iccidents or for transients involving a 

S.-s-;f-otfsite power.  

b:hr the new criterion ývii), the 
W.:1see ould have to assess the 
the reduced flow rate on the 

-.• ii'irrits of the fission product 
iriritrs. The licensee would have to 

i.l.ntif\ the system parameters that 
'.,\AH i arv as a result of the changes in 
.\FXV system performance, identify the 
-15C lfi: design limits that have the 

',ta to affect the fission product 
Ltrrler performance, and complete the 
in.ivs-,s to determine whether the 

C:fC design limits for the fission 
p'roduct barriers would be challenged.  
!0 !hii ex- ample. it is assumed that the 
!it-,;eC did not change the method of 
",Valuation for the safety analyses if the 
li(C einie, had used a different 
:o,'th•dC)l'gy from that used initially i-i 
establishing that the limits were met.  
then, the licensee may have to submit 
the revised analyses under criterion 

(viii) of the revised rule.

For this example, the licensee would 
have to complete the evaluations 
required by § 50.59 but would not have 
to submit a license amendment request 
to lower the expected flow rate of the 
AFW system, from that stated in the 
FSAR, to the lower as-found value, nor 
would a licensee have to request an 
amendment to remove the old pumps 
and replace the pumps with new pumps 
that provide the lower capacity assumed 
in this example. The basis for this 
conclusion is that the licensee analyses 
determined that the design limits of the 
fission product barriers would not be 
challenged and, therefore, that the 
fundamental basis for the staff s initial 
safety conclusion is maintained.  

Example 2: A facility FSAR states that 
some of the functions of the component 
cooling water system are to provide 
cooling water flow to the reactor coolant 
pump seals and to the shell side of the 
residual heat removal system (RHR) heat 
exchangers. The FSAR states that the 
CCW system provides 400 gallons per 
minute, 100 gpm for the seals and 300 
gpm for the RHR heat exchanger. The 
licensee has recently obtained a new 
reactor coolant pump seal which 
requires an additional 25 gpm of cooling 
flow. The licensee plans to revise the 
flow distribution such that 125 gpm is 
directed to the seals, and 275 gpm to the 
R-R heat exchangers. The licensee 
performs analyses to determine that 
with the reduced CCW flow to the RHR 
heat exchangers, the RHR system can 
still perform its required functions' with 
required limits, as for example, 
removing sufficient decay heat to cool 
down within required time frames, 
keeping post-accident temperatures 
within required limits, etc. The licensee 
would satisfy criterion (vii) and be able 

to make this change under § 50.59.  

Example 3: A licensee discovers an 
error in the primary system pressure 
boundary piping fatigue calculation 
performed to demonstrate compliance 
with the ASME Code requirements. A 
corrected calculation shows that the 
fatigue criterion would be exceeded (for 
the postulated FSAR events). A change 
to the licensing basis to accept revised 
fatigue criteria would require review 
under criterion (vii) because the design 
basis limit for one of the fission product 
barriers (reactor coolant system piping) 
would be exceeded or altered. (This 
change would also not satisfy criterion 
0i. "minimal increase in frequency of 

occurrence of an accident" because of 
potential failure of piping due to fatigue 
cracking, leading to loss of piping 
system integrity.)
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New Criterion (viii)-Control of 
Evaluation Methods 

In the proposed rule notice as part of 
the options presented on margin of 
safety, the Commission had discussed 
the issue of controlling methods (also, 
as noted, the proposed rule had 
explicitly stated that changes to 
methods were changes to the facility, 
and as such, required § 50.59 
evaluations). Specifically, the 
Commission sought comment on 
whether the rule should include a 
statement that "all analyses and 
evaluations for assessing the impact of 
plant changes must be performed using 
methodology and analytical techniques 
which are either reviewed and approved 
by the NRC or which are shown to meet 
applicable review guidance and 
standards for such analyses." 

Five commenters stated that methods 
should not be controlled by § 50.59 
because the limits (e.g.. acceptance 
limits) are conservative. These 
commenters thought that licensees 
should be allowed to use methods that 
are accepted by the NRC Standard 
Review Plan or other processes. without 
the need for prior NRC approval. A few 
commenters agreed that method,, should 
either be reviewed and apprt.ed b\ 
NRC (or meet applicable standards): 
produce results that are consistent with 
the licensing basis methods, or that 
changes to methods should be reviewed 
as separate changes under § 50.59.  

The Commission concludes that 
control of methods is essential in 
assuring a consistent application of the 
change review process. especially in 
light of the flexibility being provided hb 

changes to the other evaluation i riti'ria.  
such as having criterion j' iit that u- 
design basis limits being eOXCOPdd Al 
the point at which NRC re,! "is i

required instead of the "iargi t t 

safety" criterion. Although tho 
Commission agreed that changes to 
methods should be rev'.iewd as separat, 
changes. the other ovaluation i ritm'ri ; 
not provide a standard that could hb 
used to determine xiehrin rhan ,,' t 
methods should bh revi,.'. , %- \ (t 
While the NEI proposal oulud hab'.  

controlled the methohiologi,-s throii h 
regulatory gciidance. the Co(rmrntsiit 
did not judge that proces's to prno id' 
sufficient rigor to assure uniform 
implementation of the requiremnnt..\ 
statement that the analysis shoul li toot 

applicable standards ivas considered.  
but was ultirnatel' rejected as being t,,,, 
vague. Therefore. the Commissiom has 

added criterion (viii) to be specifically 
used for changes to methods of 
evaluation.

Final Rule Language 

New criterion (viii) will require prior 
NRC review of any change in a 
methodology or evaluation method that 
"results in a departure from a method of 
evaluation described in the FSAR (as 
updated) used in establishing the design 
bases or in the safety analyses." 

Definitions and Guidance 

For the purposes of this rule, a 
departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or 
in the safety analyses means (1) 
changing any of the elements of the 
method described in the FSAR (as 
updated) unless the results of the 
analysis are conservative or essentially 
the same; or (2) changing from a method 
described in the FSAR to another 
method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended 
application. Results from a changed 
method are conservative relative to 
results from the previous method, if 
closer to the limits or values that must 
be satisfied to meet the design bases.  

Results are -essentially the same" if 
they are within the margin of error 
nil'ded for the tx pe of analysis being 
perfirined. ,,yen if tending in the n,,n

, seri.rvativo direction. Results are 
.'s-eiitia lv the -anie if the variation in 
results hbm ause of the change to the 
method is explainable as routine 
analvsis sensitivities, and the 
differences in the results are not a factor 
in determining whether any limits or 
criteria are satisfied. The determination 
can be made through benchmarking 
now '<. ,id mnethod), or may be 

i parnl I tirili the nature of the chamtos 
i,,t ,',ii •h, bihnds. Whon 

iii1, oii ,1. : i 2 nothod to toletrmint, 

•.2 . • : :.,• 'ito the previous one.  
•}1" i'I~l', " .-11,i dl' t l e) t m ulst bo lffir 

conditio '..  

.! ,c'.x :-.'. i .'.rsults niay not he 
,n p.r it), .\ ppro'al fbr intended 

ipph(t. I i i inc ludes assuring that the 
ipproti, id mh ,, was approved for the 
tp pfaria \ý,iýs being conducted, 

,. 1% i ppr, '. ed for the type otl 
.I .i l. t l that all terms ,nd 

,,:ci'it , tO. L4-; if thtl method are 
"ti-.l iti,''u 

the Fitl-,' w'rds w..ere chosen to allow 

lic,'neos. )ily% a snmall degree of 
fho\thilit\ m mnothods where the result, 
,i'r tenllitig in tho nirn-conservati'.  
diri-e(:tion. . itbout burdening either tho 
hi( on-;.ei or iw \R('. -with the need to 

1'1'% iiw \'.' r\ e nli' l Changes that are not 
iinportant \% ith respect to the 

demonstrations of performance that the 
analyses are providing. The intent is to 
limit the need for review to those

changes to methods that could impact 
upon the acceptability of performance 
were the results to be at the limiting 
values.  

By limiting the methods to those 
described in the FSAR, and to those 
used for design bases and safety 
analyses, the Commission concludes 
that the burden of requiring review is 
justified in view of the relaxations in the 
other evaluation criteria. Unless the 
methods are used in FSAR safety 
analyses, as demonstrating that the 
facility performance continues to meet 
requirements, or to verify conformance 
with the design bases, they would not 
meet the rule requirements for approval.  
Thus, for example, if a licensee chose to 
perform sensitivity studies, or to 
examine alternative approaches for a 
change being contemplated, or included 
other analyses in the FSAR for reference 
purposes, these methods would not be 
subject to the rule. It is at the point in 
time that the revised method becomes 
the means used for purposes of 
satisfying FSAR safety analysis or 
design bases requirements that the 
approval (if the noted conditions are not 
met) would become necessary.  

The Commission has included a 
definition of "departure" in the 
definitions section of the rule such that 
the intended meaning for purposes of 
§ 50.59 is clearly understood.  

Design bases as used in criterion (viii) 
is that information meeting the 
definition contained in 10 CFR 50.2, 
and in particular, those controlling 
values that are restraints derived from 
generally accepted practices for 
achieving functional goals, or 
requirements derived from analysis of 
the effects of a postulated accident for 
which a SSC must meet its functional 
•oils. Safewtv analyses are those 
.valuations that demonstrate that 
,aCC1ptance criteria for the facility's 
capability to withstand or to respond to 
postulated events are met.  

Thus. this criterion applies to those 
methods of evaluation used for 
domonstrating that design basis limits 
for fission product barriers are met, for 
,rtbhr anal'ses such as radiological 

•nseqoences that are part of the safety 
fnal'vses. and for analyses that 

demronstrate that functional goals for 
5:-C are met. These would include those 
inaly'-;es that show that SSC will 
:uncitin under limiting conditions such 

, .at-iral phenomena. environmental 
:, hlmlns, dvnamnic effects. and so 

, l-.io'. H ever. as noted in the rule 
Lmaage. onyv those methods that are 
u-sed in establishing the design bases or 
in the safety analyses fall within the 
criterion. In addition, the Commission 
notes that changes to time-limited aging
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analyses and evaluations of aging 
management programs required by 
§§ 54.21(d) and 54.37(b), require 
evaluation with respect to criterion (viii) 
to the extent that evaluation methods for 
these analyses are described in the 
FSAR supplement.  

To assure consistent implementation 
of criterion (viii), the Commission 
believes that it is important to clearly 
distinguish between methods of 
evaluation and input parameters to the 
methods. Methods of evaluation means 
the calculational framework for 
evaluating behavior or response of the 
reactor or any SSC. This includes the 
following (to the extent that they are 
described or applicable for a particular 
method): 
-Data correlations 
-Means of data reduction 
-Physical constants or coefficients 
-Mathematical models 
-Specific assumptions in a computer 

program 
-Specified factors to account for 

uncertainty in measurements or data 
-Statistical treatment of results 
-Dose conversion factors and assumed 

source term(s) 
Input parameters are defined as those 

values derived directly from the 
physical characteristics of structures.  
systems or components, or processes in 
the plant. These would include such 
things as: Flow rates, temperatures, 
pressures, dimensions or measurements 
(e.g., volume, weight, size), or system 
response times. Changes to input 
parameters (that are described in the 
FSAR) are to be evaluated as facility 
changes, and criterion (viii) would Oit 

be applicable. Additionil ,.iuMd.anc, will 
be provided in the implementation 
guidance to describe the ;pecif ic 

elements of the evaluation meth,•id, 
methodology that would rfquir, rF,,\i-,.% 
and to clearly define spec ific. !ype.'

input parameters. The NRC intend.; to 
work closely with stakehi, iiors t,, r.,,w'x 
the existing guidance related tI

implementation of i< 501 5) to) rel~tI 
these definitions.  

The rule requiren nnt- fCi ,.,,, ,ilti,.n 
methods wouldh ,ltw tir u-,' ,it I,,n,,nr 
topical report-; .I ni t Iein.  
" departure." provided that the tqpii ,i 
report is applicable te the iacilil%, ind 
is used vwithin the terms and conditi in
specified in the approved topical repil.  

The Commission beliexes that xtith 
the guidance concerning oxaluatiio 

methods" and the definition if 

departure, licensees have the ciapability 
to perform analyses as needed without 
being unduly burdened by the need for 
NRC review, while still preserving those 
inherent conservatisms in the methods

that provide the confidence that safety 
is maintained when the parameters are 
calculated to be at their design basis 
limits and that SSC capability continues 
to meet design basis requirements.  

Examples 

Example 1: The FSAR states that a 

damping value of 0.5 percent is used in 
the seismic analysis of safety-related 
piping. The licensee wishes to change 
this value to 2 percent to reanalyze the 
seismic loads for the piping. Using a 
higher damping value to represent the 
response of the piping to the 
acceleration from the postulated 
earthquake in the analysis would result 
in lower calculated stresses because the 
increased damping reduces the loads.  
Since this analysis was used in 
establishing the seismic design bases for 
the piping, and since this is a change to 
an element of the method that is not 
conservative and is not essentially the 
same, the NRC concludes that this 
change would require approval under 
criterion (viii). On the other hand, had 
NRC approved an alternate method of 
seismic analysis that allowed 2 percent 
damping provided certain other 
assumptions were made, and the 
licensee used the complete set of 
assumptions to perform its analysis, 
then the use of the 2 percent damping 
under these circumstances would not be 
a departure, under the second part of 
the definition.  

Example 2: The licensee wishes to use 
an inelastic analysis procedure, not 
previously used in its seismic analyses 
as described in the FSAR, to 
demonstrate that the structural 
i'CCOptance criteria are met for cable 
,. 1%. \R(. cnmcludes that this would be 

i,,p.iirtiro from the methods of 
• it i• i n iiid that it would not be 

il 1%, the same because the revised 
<•.x' roiw~ld predict greater capacitx 

SAm '. It the previous analysis.  
Th,'r,,fr,'. this change Would require 
NK(l appr,.val.  

E'.Tm[ple 3: The licensee wishes to 
1i Ine a non-LOCA FSAR Chapter 15 

traii;ieint methodology. The 
:n:,''h'idtlhgy is being changed to a 

ititf,r,,nt vendor's NRC approved 
mothld. The new vendor's method has 
(eien approved generically for the 
particular reactor type (e.g.. 2 loop 
PWRI and for the particular transien, 
being analyzed. The analysis is being 
perfiirmed in accordance with all 'he 
Applicible limitations and restrictions 
"Fh,' li:,Iinsoe can make this change 
%-,ithout prior NRC approval because 
using a generically approved method lir 
the purpose it was approved, while 
meeting all the limitations and 
restrictions, is not a "departure."

Subsequent plant changes can then be 
evaluated using this .new method and 
the other seven criteria in § 50.59.  

Example 4: The licensee wishes to 
change an analysis described in the 
FSAR which states that adequate net 
positive suction head (NPSH) is verified 
by analysis without crediting 
containment overpressure. The new 
analysis will assume that five pounds of 
overpressure is credited in calculation 
of available NPSH. The revised analysis 
predicts more (five additional pounds 
of) available NPSH for the pumps, a 
result further from the limit (the 
required NPSH) for an analysis that 
establishes part of the design bases for 
the pumps as being capable of 
performing their required function 
under the range of expected conditions.  
This change can not be made without 
prior NRC approval because a change in 
an element of a method described in the 
FSAR, used to establish the design 
basis, that is not conservative, or 
essentially the same, is a "departure." 

Example 5: The licensee wishes to 
change an evaluation method described 
or incorporated by reference in the 
FSAR Chapter 15 transient analysis. In 
an attempt to remove some of the 
conservatism associated with the 
analysis, the change the licensee is 
contemplating is removal from the 
analysis of consideration of certain 
instrument uncertainties for a few 
parameters, by assuming nominal values 
instead. By not accounting for the 
greater range of the parameter 
(including the uncertainties), the 
analysis predicts response further from 
the limit to be satisfied. The treatment 
of uncertainties was an element of the 
method described in the FSAR, and, 
therefore, this change can not be made 
without prior NRC approval because a 
change in an element of a method 
described in the FSAR, used in the 
safety analysis, that is not essentially 
the same is a "departure." 

On the other hand, if an instrument in 

the plant were replaced with a different 
one, the assumed uncertainty in the 
analysis for that instrument could be 
used in the analysis without prior NRC 
review, using the other seven § 50.59 
criteria rather than criterion (viii), 
because this is an input change rather 
than a model change. How the 
uncertainties are treated in the analysis 
is part of the method. The range of 
values of the uncertainties associated 
with particular instruments is a 
characteristic of the facility and is thus 
an input parameter.  

K Safety Evaluation 

The Commission proposed to delete 
the word "safety" in referring to the
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required evaluation for determining 
whether the change, test, or experiment 
requires a license amendment. A similar 
change was proposed for § 50.71(e), 
which presently refers to safety 
evaluations either in support of license 
amendments or of conclusions that 
changes did not involve USQs.  

The Commission also proposed to 
change "safety evaluation in support of 
license amendments" to "safety analysis 
in support of license amendments." The 
second part of the existing phrase would 
be revised to refer to the "evaluation 
that changes did not require a license 
amendment in accordance with 
§ 50.59(c)(2) of this part." Conforming 
changes in Part 72 to revise the language 
to refer to "evaluation" were also 
proposed.  

Commenters were generally 
supportive of these proposed changes. A 
few noted that as with the term "USQ." 
a simple process should be adopted for 
revision of TS that use the term safety 
evaluation (this issue is discussed under 
Section A(4)). Other clarifying wording 
changes were included as a result of the 
comments, as for instance, referring to 
"approved" license amendments rather 
than to "'requested" license 
amendments to make clear that the 
updates. as well as subsequent • 50 -5 
evaluations. should be based upon wh bit 
has been approved (and impleminented).  
not on what a licensee may have 
proposed for approval, but that has not 
been approved.  

The final rule includes these changes 
offered in the proposed rule for 
§ 50.71(e): in addition, the term 
".approved" was used in re(ferenct, to, 
license amendments. The final rile 
language for 5{-.71 t,' i< prueitiilod ii 
Section L. which Iik . if <i-.,'- mi 

aspects of the requir'in nt' ,ir i-. \ 
updating.  

L. Reportiun,' id [eir :( 
Requirements 

Records 

Requirements for r,,,ird- !,r 
evaluations performed infd r -tt 5'.  
and for submittal if kimin,,rw, ,-''pit 
are being moved to paralir iph d is; pa,1rt 
of this ruleiiaking. Itt Ili,, !in~i I h

Commission has sinplif-d th,' rui'' t,'t 
concerning records..\hthiuugh the, t''\t 

simpler. there is no Ihbug' in %% hit ii 
records are being requuir'uli. Th.ii- !1w 
Commission views the phrtse "!lldt

pursuant to parag~rtihi i, a. r't',,'rin, 
to those changes, tess al ''u'ltlt.  

that require evaluat it a ilst tbil, 
criteria (for example. because tilt', 
involve the facility as desc:ribed in the 
FSAR). but not to those other activities 
or changes that are determined to not

fall within these required evaluations 
,{as for instance, being screened out). As 
noted in Section K above, the rule now 

refers to "evaluations" not to "safety 
evaluations." 

In addition, the Commission had 
proposed a change to the record 
retention requirements in existing 
paragraph § 50.59(b)(3) (renumbered by 
this rulemaking to (d)(3)). The change 
would add to the requirement that the 
records of changes to the facility be 
maintained until the termination of the 
license, the following statement "or 
until the termination of a license issued 
pursuant to 10 CFR part 54, whichever 
is later." Commenters were supportive 
of this proposal, and the final rule 
section is unchanged from the proposed 
rule in this regard. t 

Summary Report s 

Simplified text was also included in t 
§ 50.59(d)(2), concerning submittal of 
the summary report. The existing text 
required submittal annually, or along 
with the FSAR update (which could be 
up to 24 months between submittals). or 
at such other frequencies as specified in 
the license. The Commission sees no 
need for sutch variabilitv in submittal 
dlates. and believes that a 24 month 
interval is acteptable for submittal of 
th, wnnttihirv relponrt. Liit nses maiit 
.,ibmit ropiirts more often if thev wish.  
If hliconset' has a shorter time specified 
in its lit ense, that licensee may request 
that the requirement be removed so that 
the rule frequency would be applicable.  
The 24 month frequency is also 
incIudi'd in the part 72 sections, as 
rem tiost", h \i -everal commenters.  

t !J,lt-. t,, M1, Final Safety .- nadk i 

1,' .... ,d rul . thl (I, ll lis.ion 

* .;ppiooientlt lilte reportiigll 

' : 2. t. tit in tih I:'S \ 
it,. ' -. iiAi.ila "with the r,,placiem int 

11(t ' ii 'ns'e shall[ include a 
I, rto i ' ', tach r hange affecting that 

i.' r l ,i 'h,' ,.\R that pro\ ides sufficient 
i1i! iiillit111 ito dolicunent the effect of 

:it' ii•,' i tpon lilt, probability I'r 

:;1ittal\ i{ll- ,,r rothuction•s il .niarginn 

it'dd wiith that part ofi the .SAR.  
The roas in for this proposal was that 

1h,' (2itniislI-SD ii wvas ctntcerned about 

!h' plt'ltit l ci llitulative effect ofi 

mi:itmal incriiases. Since some, increases; 
ir'' ,ihu,'veu in priibability and 

, .i1'tqiilelit-s. thel Coluinissioin thought 
1th.1t til,',' i ie anges wiildI plact, 

,ro'ater imoutirtance on: (1) Complete and 
itcurate ,.\R updating; (2) the 
lioenseeos evaluation process taking into 

i( .{iunt other changes made since last

update: (3) the licensee's screening 
process examining plant changes to 
determine whether they are indeed 
changes requiring evaluation; and (4) 
reporting requirements so that staff can 
assess the ongoing nature of cumulative 
.mpact.  

The issue discussed in the proposed 
rule was how the NRC could best 
oversee the process such that several 
"minimal" changes do not result in 
unacceptable results. In the proposed 
rule, the Commission proposed 
'equiring licensees to report effects of 
changes in the FSAR update submittal 
n accordance with § 50.71(e) in a 
different manner to facilitate evaluation 
of cumulative effect.  

A large number of commenters stated 
hat this proposal was burdensome and 
innecessary in view of the minimal 
tandards. Further, commenters thought 
hat this provision would require them 
o perform additional evaluations of the 
.umulative effects, or to numerically 
•auge the result of increases to 
)robability that were judged on a 

1ualitative basis. Others stated that 
vhen analyses were performed, such as 
'or consequences or performance of SSC 
against limits, the existing update 
requirements would specify that the 
'ffects of these analyses be included in 
bie update. The Commission agrees that 
he burden associated with the proposed 
rule change is not warranted in view of 
he specific criteria adopted and the 
existing update requirements. Therefore, 
he final rule does not contain such 
anguage.  

Other wording changes for § 50.71(e) 
were discussed under section K.  
Therefore. the following language is in 
th' final rule for this section: 

i- i h t'.- i ,n-l'ed Io operate a S', 
r tI atoi pursuaid t to the 

:,:~~~~~ ~~~~ 1i•m d •2 , <3 .2 ,}l iý' part 

: ti .4 i,, i '.m i', repo)ri (FSARI originaliy 

n•i•HtD'd P'~ urW th iappli:ation for the 
, .ense, to assure that the 

-loni,0in11 in1 1tldted in the FSAR (as 
tlt nl~til hes tin' aietst inforination 

t.'his .i, nii a -;hall .i oiitain all 
:r, •,.m:.- n'•."'.a 3 o r fl ctinforination 

0: .' ' , it 1pr'par,! I)h the li censee 
[,; l t O 2liiii" ~n 0 eipireiieilnt sinl(-e 

., -. i-niithiu tof lieorigihal FSAR. iiris 
,ii' 'he List upda't t, the FSAR 

:: t, 'li I . ,,n . ui' l - lu nittal sh" all 
Oii' te I" 4 i tiaii{ ' s niade i1.  

'..2. i~t .• tr,,~duv< ~ado,;cribned ill the 

.',.ii er il S.pl iiiti 

H,' !-i t uta.i i llg dl ldnei appropriate 
wn• ~ -of&deýcriptiwis in th'FSAR ýuch that liw 

AK I.R .'. upnd.ted) i'cnlomph're and' ao uae
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support of conclusions that changes did not 
require a license amendment in accordance 
with § 50.59(c)(2) of this part; and all 
analyses of new safety issues performed by 
or on behalf of the licensee at Commission 
request. The updated information shall be 
appropriately located within the update to 
the FSAR.  

M. No Significant Hazards 
Consideration Determinations 

Under § 189.a(2)(A), the Commission 
may issue and make immediately 
effective an amendment to an operating 
license if the Commission has made a 
determination that the amendment 
involves a "no significant hazards 
consideration" (NSHC), despite the 
pendancy of a request for a hearing or 
the completion of such a hearing. The 
Commission's criteria for determining 
whether an amendment involves a 
NSHC, as set forth in § 50.92(c), are 
similar to the current USQ criteria in 
§ 50.59: 

(c) The Commission may make a final 
determination * * * that a proposed 
amendment to ait operating license 
involves no signitfilant lhmzard; 
consideration, if operation ot the fatility, inl 
accordance with the proposed amnendmient 
would not: 

(1) 111%olk e a s ~ i , .,,r .,.: }, 
probability or (inseu,-i . ... I. , 
pr,-% iusk\ _7,aua.d 

(2) create ihe I,,, lh . . i: ., ,1: 
different kind of'., i, .: ::( ,:-!ý . ..!.: : 
previousk consid,,r 

(3) Involve a significant reduo tion in., 
margin of safety.  

The Commission has evaluated 
whether the NSHC criteria in § 50.92(c) 
must be modified if the existing( criteria 
in § 50.59 are altered. deleted or 
supplanted. The AL.-A dos not d,"fin, 
NSHC. nor does an% pro% ision of th,' 
AEA conceptually link thm N.'\Ht 
concept to anyi particiu I.sr standard ,l 
concept. A review% of th.' t,,'i-lat .  

history of the "Sholl-v itnondtmon! 
which modified Soctiwm 1,8,) 1 id i,,t 
disclose an' reference to ý 50-59 or a 

discussion which links the NSH(W 
concept and the ý 50 )'), rit.Ia ii R 
Conf. Rep. No. 97-684. 117th t)oi4 . 2d 
Sess. (1982). Sen Rp X 
Cong.. 2( 1 Sess 1 R 1) 8, R- \) 
22. Part 2. 97th C on.' . 21d -,, s' , I' .  

The Commission has . ,l, , iloi,ltt,, 

whether changes to th,, NSHi i rt,,r I 

conform more closeol. tI tho mr0. ils, 
§ 50.59 would facilitltte ;mnplomontttoti, 0 

of the revisions to ' 50 51, -.'.,n'' it 
changes to the NSHC critria ar' not 
required by the A.\EA Therm inro three 
areas where tho curront NS(" CmrittIt 
diverge from the revised § 50.59 critera 
(i) The current NSHC criteria do not 
include the "malfunction of 
components- criterion in the revised

§ 50.59; (ii) the NSHC criteria retains a 
"significant reduction in margin of 
safety" criterion, which is no longer part 
of the revised § 50.59; and (iii) the 
NSHC criteria do not include the 
revised § 50.59 criteria (vii) and (viii) 
concerning changes to fission barrier 
design basis limits, and changes to and 
departures from evaluation methods.  
Although there may be some conceptual.  
tidiness in utilizing the same evaluation 
factors for changes under § 50.59 and 
NSHC determinations under § 50.92, 
nothing in the AEA or the legislative 
history requires that the criteria be 
identical. Furthermore, the Commission 
notes that § 50.59 and NSHC address 
issues which are fundamentally 
different in purpose. Section 50.59 is 
focused upon the NRC's regulatory 
needs with respect to its review and 
approval of licensee-initiated changes, 
tests and experiments. By contrast, the 
NSHC determination is directed at 
determining what license amendments 
will require the Congressionally
mandated 30-day notice in the Federal 
Register and completion of any hearing 
granted pursuant to the Congressionally
mandated opportunity for hearing in 
S,,htimn 189.a. In the Commission's 
% imu%, the ,,xistitln NSHC criteria have 
:-ot liimonstrated through years of 

!i_-p1,itimn ti pri idtie a workable 
-1,ini,)ird for determining the potential 
,aitot. significance of a proposed 
mendioment for the purposes of 

d-termining whether issuance of a 
li W0n.,' amendment must await notice in 
thi, Federal Register and completion of 
.An, r,,quested hearing. On balance, the 

nmm i,;sion believes that no changes to 
'ii..,\:.,f NSHC criteria are necessary 
:I .dii to implement the revised 

I i•: ra in the rovised • 50.59.  
,'.zuig the difftrence between 

.•.. i onils, the Conimni-sion notes 
':.o.I, iliidoes not require a 

.:--.. ndment bv % irtuo of the new 
-ii i i io '. ii) and (viii) criteria, then 

ii h,i, h•,' cannot be regarded as 
: .n signifiant reduction in a 

i:t.11 ni ,t safety" tinder § 50.92(c)(3). If 
, ''i.•, s roquirei a license' 

.:..,t~o'u ,,t b% virtue of either 

it S'l•il 2)'. ii) i)r lviii). the NRKC 
vit ow r',quired to determine wheet heir 

tn, , n basis limit for a fission 
pri t barrier being exceeded or 
1L 'd.i r the departure from the 
lilh, I of ovaluation used in 
,st-mbltbi-hng the design bases or safety 
111Al1%-,'' colistitutt's a signifit ant 

i,,dii tiom it t margin of safety.. With 
r,,sp,ýit t, new § 50.59(c)(2)(ii) and (iv').  
the (Commnission regards these criteria as 
a substitute for and refinement of the 
"imalfunction of equipment" aspect of

the existing § 50.59(a)(2)(ii) criterion, for 
which there is no parallel provision in 
§ 50.92(c)(2). Therefore, the NSHC 
evaluation for license amendments 
necessitated by the new § 50.59(c)(2)(ii) 
and (iv) criteria will be largely the same 
as the current process for evaluating 
license amendments necessitated by the 
"malfunction of equipment" provision 
in the existing § 50.59(a)(2)(ii).  

N. Part 52 Changes 

In the proposed rule, the Commission 
had proposed to revise appendices A 
and B to part 52 to conform with the 
proposed changes to § 50.59 concerning 
the evaluation criteria for when prior 
NRC approval is required for changes to 
certain Tier 2 information in plant
specific design control documents.  

Two commenters believe that the 
changes to part 52 needed to be 
expanded to either include certain 
provisions or definitions, or to refer to 
§ 50.59 to incorporate them. The 
Commission has decided to defer 
consideration of the changes in the 
proposed rule for part 52. The 
Commission anticipates other rule 
changes for Part 52 arising from an 
ongoing lessons-learned review.  
Further, the proposed design 
certification rule for the AP600 design 
being issued for public comment will 
emulate the two design certification 
rules in appendices A and B.  
Accordingly, the Commission will 
consider these proposed changes in an 
integrated manner later.  

0. 1. Part 72 Changes 

This section first discusses the 
changes offered in the proposed rule on 

part 72, then discusses the comments 
received and the resolution and final 
rule language. The comments and rule 
language are discussed under 
subheadings relating to the specific 
requirements, such as for evaluation of 
changes. FSAR updating, and other 
conforming changes. A discussion of 
petition for rulemaking (PRM 72-3), 
,submitted by Ms. Fawn Shillinglaw, and 
how it relates to the changes to part 72 
i., contained in section 0.2.  

Changes Presented in the Proposed Rule 

For part 72. in the proposed rule, the 
Commission proposed changes to 
§ 72.48 conforming with those made to 
ý 50.59 and proposed to expand the 
scope of § 72.48 so that holders of a 
Certificate of Compliance (CoC) 
approving a spent fuel storage cask 
design also would be subject to the 
requirements of this section. The 
Commission envisioned that a general 
licensee who wants to adopt a change to 
the design of a spent fuel storage cask
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it possesses-which change was 
previously made to the generic design 
by the certificate holder under the 
provisions of § 72.48-would be 
required to perform a separate 
evaluation under the provisions of 
§ 72.48 to determine the suitability of 
the change for itself.  

Certificate holders would be required 
to keep records of such changes as are 
allowed under § 72.48. New reporting 
requirements for certificate holders 
would be added in §§ 72.244 and 
72.248, similar to existing requirements 
imposed on licensees in §§ 72.56 and 
72.70, respectively.  

In addition to these changes to 
§ 72.48, the Commission proposed 
making changes in other sections of part 
72 as follows: 

In § 72.3 the definition for 
independent spent fuel storage 
installation (ISFSI) would be revised to 
remove the tests for evaluation of the 
acceptability of sharing common 
utilities and services between the ISFSI 
and other facilities: and the existing 
requirement in § 72.24(a) revised to 
reference shared common utilities and 
services in the applicant's assessment of 
potential interactions between the ISFSI 
and another facility. Proposed changes 
to § 72.56 would be conforming chang's 
to those made to § 50A90. Changes to 

§§ 72.9 and 72.86 are conforming 
changes due to the proposed addition of 
new §§ 72.244. 72.246, and 72.248. The 
change to § 72.212(b)(4) would be a 
conforming change necessitated directly 
by the change to § 50.59. as this section 
in part 72 refers to § 50.59 with respect 
to evaluations for the reactor facility at 
which site the ISFSI is located 

In the proposed rule. ,;o 7 1) xx.- s 
proposed for revision to ( inform, 
§ 50.71(e). Requirements %% otld 
added on standards for <bhmittin.
revised Final Safety Analy , sis R,'p' V 

(FSAR) pages. Requirements oulid als, 
be established for reportino in.4 ' 1, 

procedures. New reporting requirei I'llt, 
for certificate holders woul be aidled 
in §§ 72.244 and 72.248. imiltar T, 
existing requirements mip, s.,d .in 

licensees in §§ 72.56 and -" -I) 
respect ive ly 

New §§ 72 244 and - 24 ') -., ii i,' 

added to subpart L. to prx Vido, 
regulations on applying f,Cr. ind 
approving, amendments to A,(.\ ne-% 
ý 72.248 would also be added to pr,g% ld" 
regulations for the certificale hollo'r tn 
submitting and updating the FSAR.  
which would document the harines 0 
made to procedures or SSC under the 
provisions of § 72.48. The new 
§ 72.248(c) would also require, in part.  
that updates to the FSAR use revision

numbers, change bars, and a list of 
current pages.  

Resolution of Comments Received: Of 
the 60 comment letters, 10 raised issues 
related to part 72. The following is a 
summary of those comments and the 
Commission's responses: 

1. Overall Changes to Part 72 

All ten of the commenters were 
generally supportive of the changes to 
part 72 and the expansion of scope of 
§ 72.48 to include part 72 certificate 
holders. Nevertheless, the commenters 
indicated that the regulations in part 72 
were more restrictive than similar 
regulations in part 50. The commenters 
pointed to certain part 72 requirements 
(i.e., release limits, § 72.48 evaluation 
Griteria on occupational exposure and 
environmental impact, and update 
frequency and content for § 72.48 
evaluations and FSAR changes) that do 
not exist in part 50 or that are more 
stringent than similar part 50 
regulations. Overall, the commenters 
believe the risk from spent fuel storage 
casks and facilities is much less than 
from reactors. The commenters 
generally recommended that §§ 72.48 
and 72.70 should be more consistent 
w. ith § 50.,59 and 50.71(e).  

The Commission agrees that whore 
tpssih)le the langouaie used in the 
respectik - ,e tions in parts 50 and 72 
should he ;iiiilar. Therefore. except 
k% hero uniiue requirements exist (e.g..  
because § 72.48 involves both licensees 
and certificate holders. as well as 
facilities and spent fuel storage cask 
designs, and § 50.59 only involves 
licensees and facilities), the final rule 
osi-."-od on-istent language in both 

p )irt, ) 50 ,l 72. -'iTe NRC also notes that 
h0 ,oni,'- In revising the retl'is' 
::0'. :,Fl a ' t, cleark owey tod the 

".. . ": . r:p s ruLe and n,, 
.1r' *.: V .- :1" c<1t~de 

1110.n 's. Tsts. and 

iorn Menters suggested that 
'.i' '.s's 2 -7.48 should he scLme as 

;ý-,is. . - 50 .5`: in particular, five 

co' *.r• -aiid that the significnot 
S1''-'' 0 01) utiptnai exposure and 

.::,,m' roviewmi onvironment,il 

Slii to'.'q 'Ore liniieCessarv anli 

niier'',or" i.hi'otl be removed. One 
.- ,in1ent'r indicated the unreviewed 

,nviuirnm,'intil impact test should be 
rtiined. hnot only for specific liciensees.  

T'hie C moinssion agrees that the 
,w l pational exposuire test is 

innecessark becatise licensees are 

t.urrentlv required b. ý 20.1101(b) to 
take actions to maintain occupational 
exposure as low as is reasonably 
achievable. The Commission also agrees

that the significant unreviewed 
environmental impact test is 
unnecessary. As stated in the Finding of 
No Significant Environmental Impact 
for this rule, the changes being made in 
§ 72.48 will allow only minimal 
increases in probability or consequences 
of accidents (still satisfying regulatory 
limits) without prior NRC review.  
Further, changes which result in more 
than minimal increases in radiological 
consequences will continue to require 
prior NRC approval, including NRC 
consideration of potential impact on the 
environment. Therefore, consistent with 
§ 50.59, there is no need for this 
criterion to be included with respect to 
consideration of a change under § 72.48 
and it has been deleted from the final 
rule.  

One commenter suggested that the 
scope of § 72.48 should be limited to 
only "important to safety" structures, 
systems, and components (SSCs), not all 
SSCs described in the FSAR. One 
commenter suggested the § 50.59 term 
"..equipment important to safety" should 
be used rather than "SSC important to 
safety." One commenter suggested the 
term "evaluations" should be removed 
from the definition of the facility in 
proposed paragraph § 72.48(a)(3)(iii).  

The Commission disagrees with these 
comments. The term SSCs provides a 
better description than equipment and 
is consistent with other regulations in 
both parts 50 and 72 (as noted earlier, 
the Commission is revising § 50.59 to 
refer to SSC instead of to equipment).  
The scope of these § 72.48 evaluations 
should include all SSCs described in the 
FSAR, not just those that are important 
to safety. The current regulations in 
4 72.48 require a scope that includes all 
structures. systems, and components 
dlescribed in the FSAR not just those 
.important to safetv." The Commission 
cotinues to believe that this approach 
is necessary to insure that changes to 
SSCs considered "not important to 
safety" do not have a negative impact on 
SSCs considered important to safety due 
to interactions and interfaces, and do 
not cause an' adverse impact on public 
health and safety. The term "evaluations 
and methods of evaluation" is necessary 
ftr tie reasons previously discussed for 

.30.59 changes. and is retained in final 
72 42 48(a)(2)(iii0.  
One commenter stated that the term 

F \R should not be used because Part 
72 is a one step licensing process and 
ui-ino the term implies a second review 
step is required by staff. The same 

ornmMenter added that the discussion of 
the FSAR (in the rule) could also imply 
that the § 72.48 process is not required 
to address changes until the licensee has 
an FSAR. (The commenter thought the
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proposed rule language suggested that 

§ 72.48 would not apply until after the 
FSAR was submitted). Two commenters 
identified concerns with the current 
requirement for a specific licensee to 

update its SAR every 6 months and its 
role as a hold point (requiring staff 
review) and the requirement to update 
the SAR 90 days prior to loading fuel.  

Two other commenters suggested that 

the order of §§ 72.48 (a)(2) and (a)(3) 
should be reversed and that the term 
"required to be included" should be 

deleted from proposed paragraph 
(a)(3)(iii).  

The Commission has revised §§ 72.48.  
72.70 and 72.248 in response to these 
comments. These changes have clarified 

the use of the term FSAR to avoid the 
interpretation that multiple staff reviews 
of this document will be required. The 
FSAR being submitted 90 days after 
license issuance precludes both a hold 
point and an additional staff review.  
Further the Commission agrees that 
providing a periodic FSAR update every 
6 months and a final one 90 days prior 
to fuel load was an unnecessary burden.  
which does not exist in § 50.71(e). and 
these requirements have been 
eliminated. The Commission agrees that 
language was needed to indicate that tihe 
facility or design can he ohiged tihI no 

the new process in ý 72 48 .ttor d 

license is issued and prior to ilsuing thw 

FSAR and that has boen refletteod in tit 
final rule. Sections 72.48 a(2) and at.3) 

have been reversed in order and the 
phrase "required to be included" has 

been deleted for clarity and for 
consistency with § 50.59.  

Several commenters suggested that i 

different approach be taken In the 
margin of safety: that th' tri, 
"mini[a[". "niori, th cil QI I 

"significant" requiried furt hr 
clarification and should ho iit-i~t,,t 

with § 50.59: siggo,.tod rp, ,i 

§ 72.48 change's, t,.t-, iod ,p ' : 

be submitted ever\ 24 minlnit anid !:t,, 

an implementation .<lhdu',, ito 
provided for tw fiinal rulte 

The NRC ,,ree- that - it tint 

72.48 should he as ,'i't t a

possible. Thereftr,' 2 4,8ý h. ,d t1.  

language add1)1td ;n .- '' 

cornnlonts oln . .',' 5 ,7,lii i - !i 

§ 50..59 in the u'., ,o iuiicii td tind 

margin ot safety t'rinu tilgvt 1 ,' NR( 

agrees that a 24 ionmuth Ip,rting 

frequency. is apprilri p•u tt w Nh R(i lit 

also provided diiren tiom iin•tliintin i2 

the final rules.  
Onommilnnetr ,-i;uen g.,'s thitl 

licensees and certificabt h•iclr• 5homlld 

inform each other of ihangeS.  

implemented under k 72.48 that atf,(.1 I 
particular cask design. through the 

summary reports rather than through

the FSAR update, as was stated in the 
proposed rule. One commenter also 
suggested that guidance on the 
timeliness of the review to be performed 
upon receipt of such changes be 
provided.  

The NRC agrees with both comments 

and has added § 72.48 (d)(6)(i)-(iii) on 

providing copies of § 72.48 evaluations 
to other interested-persons who use the 

particular cask design within 60-days of 

implementing the change (the proposed 
language in §§ 72.216 and 72.248 on this 

point has been deleted). Guidance on 
the timeliness of the reviews will be 

provided by the NRC along with other 
guidance information for §§ 50.59 and 
72.48.  

General licensees who have evaluated 
a proposed change under § 72.48 and 
concluded that a CoC amendment is 
required, must request that the 
certificate holder submit the application 
for amendment under § 72.244.  
Clarifying language was included in 
§572.48 on this point.  

As a result of other changes made 
earlier in § 72.48. the section on 
reco rdkeeping was reformatted to 
include subsection numbering. As part 
ot this revision, the text in paragraphs 
idjthiti) and (d)(3)(ii) was clarified to 
o kmniwledge those situations where the 
il0 iltmt i oi long"er heing used. but for 

,i li ii 11w licoens,ýt las noct VI't heetl 
bl'lt i~llted.  

7.U 7t. 7.2.2 16. and 72.248 (FSAR 
1, pdatmg}'o 

,;,,%'ral conimenters suggested that 
th, laingiiage in §§ 72.70. 72.216. and 

72 248 onl updating the FSAR conform 
th1 lt, lailguage in § 50.71(e). Specific 

Sl.o•,'. ri'quested included requiring a 
"-:, 1h rtop • rting petitoi. ,idiing a G

"t!, tlt l'it f for reporting (i ,l nges, 

1-•," •1 ar'quir•nlients blr the initial 
. the lS.kR. inld ho11 10 

0wt' VSAR an toi 1w ro'prted 
i "• :i, lhalt t ,,rk, <art, lit) tihdinge:,. 0 11'.' 

',i i, felt that requiring a geileral 

t: o '.-'' to maintain its own FSAR ti.e..  

t'ntiilIl separate and distinct from 
:I,, , tito ate holder) was tliinecePssary 

'A X, ", iti ,u t iS a confusion. ()ne 

. ,:: ,t' ,'r teflt that tilth priti ss for 
i.. i-in tilt, FS.\R for a gi'n,'rAl licensee 

. tosllsign 

I'li. NRC agrees that providing a 24

:-0.' h I,.-\R update and adding the 6
:into icutoff for bringing the FSAR up 

!iidat', tor changes made are consistent 
h. it(t o 01 - e). are appropriate. a111d r',' 
' r,,ditioti in unnecessary regulatory 

mii, l ,tsttlx. the NRC believes that 

pr ,titi~ a writte'n cicfirniiitito when 
it,, hagm4's to the FSAR have been mad 

pr,tvidels a clear and timely record of th 
statusi ot the FSAR to both the staff and

the public and agrees with this 
comment. The NRC also agrees that 
having a general licensee keep a 

separate FSAR from that of a certificate 
holder is redundant and believes that 
requiring a separate FSAR is not 
necessary for the staff to maintain its 

regulatory oversight over general 
licensees. Accordingly, proposed 
paragraph (d) to § 72.216 has been 
withdrawn, In withdrawing this section, 

the NRC wishes to clarify that the 
certificate holder is not expected to 
incorporate § 72.48 changes made by 

general licensees into its FSAR; rather 
the certificate holder is responsible for 

updating the FSAR for any changes it 

has made under the provisions of 
§ 72.48. Furthermore, the NRC expects 
certificate holders to maintain the FSAR 
current for any version of its cask 
design, which is being used to store 
spent fuel.  

Two commenters suggested that the 

proposed rule language in §§ 72,70, and 

72.248 that the FSAR update include a 
"-'description and analysis of changes in 

procedures or in [SSC]", was more 
burdensome than the existing language 
in § 50.71(e) that the update is to 
"..contain all the changes necessary to 
reflect information and analyses 
submitted. * * ` 

The NRC agrees that this language 
could be read as requiring a separate 
discussion of the effects of changes 
beyond the SAR updates themselves, 
which was not the intent of the 
proposed rule. The language in §§ 72.70 
and 72.248 has been revised to be as 

consistent with § 50.71(e) as possible 
and, in particular, refers to "include the 
effects of.- changes, analyses and 
evaluations, but not stating that the 

update needs to describe each change.  
In the current rule, a licensee must 

submit to the NRC its FSAR 90 days 
urior to the receipt of fuel or high level 
%.vaste and this action serves as a formal 
notification to the regulator that fuel (or 
high level waste) is planned to be 

loaded. A number of comments viewed 
this requirement as overly restrictive 
biecause many changes related to cask 
loading included in a FSAR will not be 

identified or analyzed until 
preoperational testing is performed and.  
thus, the 90 dak FSAR update 
requirement could be interpreted as 
another holdpointt before loading. The 
NRC agrees that the requirement that a 

FSAR be submitted at least 90 days 
prior to fuel load was not intended to 

5orve as a holdpoint and in the final 

i-ule. this has been changed to require a 

ýwc ific licensee to submit a FSAR 90 
e davs after receiving a license. To 

e maintain the notification aspect of the 
current regulation. a new requirement
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was added to § 72.80(g) to notify the 
NRC of the licensee's readiness to begin 
operation at least 90 days prior to the 
first loading of spent fuel or high-level 
radioactive waste. Specific licensees 
will update their FSAR every two years.  
Because the FSAR will be submitted 
before construction and preoperational 
testing of the ISFSI would be completed, 
a requirement was retained in § 72.70 to 
provide a final analysis and evaluation 
of the design and performance of SSCs 
taking into account information since 
the submittal of the application (i.e., 
information developed during final 
design, construction, and preoperational 
testing), in the next periodic update to 
the FSAR. This information is not 
required by the final § 50.71(e); 
however, it is necessary to require these 
actions to complete the description of 
the ISFSI, because of the single-step 
licensing process in part 72.  

New reporting requirements for 
certificate holders will be added in 
§§ 72.244 and 72.248, similar to existing 
requirements imposed on licensees in 
§§ 72.56 and 72.70. respectively.  

4. §§ 72.3. 72.9. 72.24. 72.56. 72.86, and 
72.212 (Miscellaneous Sections of Part 
72) 

No specific comments were received 
on §§ 72.3. 72.9. 72.24 and 72.86. and 
the final rule language is unchanged 
from the proposed rule language tifr 
these sections.  

Two commenters believed that § 72.56 
was not clear on whether this regulation 
applied to specific licensees, general 
licensees, or both.  

The NRC agrees and has revised this 
section to indicate it applies to specific 
licensees only.  

One commenter suggested that U 7 i 

be revised to allow licensees to apply 
for emergency or exigency processinIg of 

license amendment requests. similar to 
that allowed under certain rondutini
for Part 50 licensees under § 50. 9 al5) 

and (6).  
The NRC disagrees. The NRC 

currently has the authority under 
§ 72.46(b)(2) to immediately isstie an 
amendment to a part 72 liceniý' upi,n i 

finding that no genuine issui' ,,•-.t, t'Lit 

could adversely affect public health mid 
safety. Consequently, the NRC'.  
authority to immediately issue an 
amendment to a part 72 license ishviatt".  

the need for a separate em,'r-enc% ).r 

exigency amendment process.  
One commenter recommendeil that 

any changes to the written evaluations.  
performed by a general licensee in 
accordance with § 72.212(b). in 
determining whether a spent fuel 
storage cask design can be used at a 

particular part 50 reactor site. should he

accomplished using the requirements of 
§ 72.48.  

The NRC agrees and has revised 
§ 72.212(b)(2)(ii) to require the general 
licensee evaluate any changes to the 
written evaluations required by § 72.212 
using the requirements of § 72.48(c).  

0.2 Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-72-3) 

The NRC received a petition for 
rulemaking submitted by Ms. Fawn 
Shillinglaw in the form of two letters 
addressed to Chairman Jackson dated 
December 9 and December 29, 1995.  
The Office of General Counsel 
determined on March 5, 1996, that the 
issues presented in these letters would 
be treated as a petition for rulemaking.  
The petition requested that the NRC 
amend its regulations in 10 CFR part 72, 
"Licensing Requirements for the 
Independent Storage of Spent Fuel and 
High-Level Radioactive Waste." The 
petition was docketed as PRM-72-3 on 
March 14. 1996. Ms. Shillinglaw 
supplemented her petition with 
additional information in a letter dated 
April 15. 1996. The NRC published in 
the Federal Register on May 14, 1996.  
a notice of receipt of this petition and 
stated the issues contained in the 
petition (61 FR 24249).  

Specifically. the petitioner requested 
that the NR aintend those regulationii 

Which govern independent storage of 

,Ienlt oulitar ftuel in dry storage casks 
to require that: t I) The safety analysis 
report tSAR) l0r a dry storage cask 
design full% intfrnis with the 
associated NRC safety evaluation report 

(SER) and Cetrtificate of Compliance 
(CoC') befor'' NRC certification (i.e..  
dpprisal oi the dry storage cask design: 
3 the r'vi.qiou date and number of an 

S_\R hi- ociitd it henever that report 
, r,,',,rt'nl( 1 in dhocuments: (.1) the NRC 
Clarifv the p)rie i's's for modification of an 

S.\R dtir Io ii' been h er rtifii'd: anil 

4! II \R( In o, aiValabhle to the 

public, th,' hi tosees unloading 
procodure''. in her supplemental letter.  
the petitioner retommended that to 
'hi iito' ciim'.iit the term "CSAR' 

(i.e.. cask s,afetv inalysis report) be used 
"when r'forrii ti the SAR for any dry 

• .'.tir k ia.i d''.ign which has been 

.ppr id hi the NRCi and issted a (iot'.  
The Commnission received ten 

comment letters on PRM-72-3. The 
itunmeniters included five members of 

thi public, three public interest groups.  
and thI Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).  

(topies if tht' public comments on 

PRNI-72-3 are available for review in 
the NR( Public Document Room. 2 120 

1, Street. NW (Lower Level), 
Washingttn. D(. 20003-1527. No 
cimments X% en' received objecting to 
the petition. Eight of the commenters

were supportive of all, or some, of the 
four issues raised in PRM-72-3. One 
commenter (NEI), neither supported nor 
opposed the petition and recommended 
that any rulemaking action based on the 
petition be delayed until the NRC 
addressed issues in 10 CFR part 50 
relating to the use of the "FSAR" as a 

licensing basis document and the 
application of § 50.59 in 10 CFR part 50.  
One commenter objected to NEI's 
recommendation to delay rulemaking on 
PRM-72-3.  

The Commission has determined that 
PRM-72-3 issues (1), (2), and (3) should 
be granted, in part: and issue (4) should 
be denied. This notice constitutes the 
Commission's final action on this 
petition. The basis for the Commission's 
actions on each issue and responses to 
public comments received on the 
petition are described below.  

Issue (1): Part 72 should be amended 
to require that the safety analysis report 
(SAR) for a spent fuel drv storage cask 
design fully conforms with the 
associated NRC safety evaluation report 
(SER) and certificate of compliance 
(CoC) before NRC certification (i.e., 
approval) of the cask design.  

Five comment letters were received 
supporting Issue (1) of PRM-72-3.  

Resolution of Issue (1): In this final 
role the Commission has granted, in 
part. the petitioner's request on this 
issue. This rule adds new § 72.248 to 
part 72 and this section addresses this 
issue by requiring a certificate holder to 
submit a final safety analysis report 
(FSAR) after issuance of the CoC. This 
rule also describes the process for 
periodic updates of the FSAR. Section 
72.248, paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) state.  
IIn part: 

h.t, :I , rthf at,<m hot!dr ,shall subr kt an 
Aiii FSAR too the (Commiissioni * i 

. itht n w days after the spent fuel storage 

.k tt,-int has been approved pursuant to 

I2 ' ii original FSAR shall be based 
, I' -.afeti analvsis report submitted with 

t' application and reflect any changes and 
applicant commitments developed during the 

ask de'sign review proces'. The original 
I-'t.\R shall be updated to reflect any changes 
t,) rquirement" contained in the issued 
I ,-lthi ai'' of Complintce (CoC"). e * I 

The Commission agrees with the 
petitione~r that the FSAR should be fully 
conformed (i.e.. consistent) with the 
operating limits contained in the CoC.  
because the FSAR contains the design 
inforoiation the staff used to make its 
safety finding and to approve the dry' 
storage cask design for use. The 
Commission disagrees with the 
petitioner's request that the FSAR be 
conformed to the NRC SER for the dry 
storage cask design, and that the FSAR 
he submitted to the NRC before approval
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of the cask design (i.e., issuance of the 
CoC). The NRC SER contains staff 
conclusions on the adequacy of the cask 
design, not applicant commitments to 

the NRC on the cask design. Therefore, 
the Commission believes it is not 

necessary to conform the FSAR to the 
issued NRC SER before the CoC can be 

issued. The NRC SER is available in the 

NRC Public Document Room for public 
review.  

The Commission disagrees with the 
petitioner's request that issuance of the 

CoC (i.e., placement of the CoC in the 

list at § 72.214 which enables a general 

licensee to use the cask design) be 
delayed until after the certificate holder 

has submitted an FSAR to the NRC (i.e..  
updated the topical safety analysis 
report, submitted with its application 
for approval of a dry storage cask 
design, to ensure that the SAR is 
consistent (fully conforms) with the 
approved CoC). This final rule codifies 
as a regulation the NRC's current 
approach which. administratively.  
requires a certificate holder to update its 

SAR after issuance of the CoC to ensure 
it is consistent with the issued CoC. For 

administrative purposes. the 
Commission prefers that the original 
FSAR be submitted to the NRC. within 
90 days after the CoC is issued. -si that 
the certificate holder (an mtl ude 
[conform) in the FSAtR ani onditi,s-, 
from the issued CoC. The FSAR does 
not need to be conformed to the CoC.  
before the CoC is issued, because this 
action does not provide any new 
information the NRC would need to 

make a determination that the cask 
design meets the requirements of part 

72. subpart L. and is, 1c,,pthl,' ft' !
The Commission also lisaireo', 1, 

the petitiomers' sup,,loi 
i fnrnmation to 1't ,Il "'nt ..k -t.".  

analysis report l(.S \R. :%% 1,'Kl,.! :::! 
to the SAR sbmiu,'di ilttor th•, \i( 

approvo,; a cask ,,, 121) ::1.  
Commission is us;ilot th, to! Irl "IIII 

safetyanakXsis repoirt s.\RK I, 

identify the .AR -uhinitti .ilt,'r !h,' 

NRC approves a i ask ,osi- Ih't..  
the term 'FSAR' is tho, .o 'ppte 1 

practice hb indu trv •. :1. 1 .\:I!. :1 -.  

confusion. Ftrth,,r. ;: It t ' 

ensitre rtfn..ist, 0 ' ,' , * .1,r5 -1 

and 72. bhe -1,oist'.ho5'.rot:

72.'0 in this finid rul'' 
lssmU ;2: Part -2 ,1tii, i,' .ý u;,i,'o i 

to require, It it the [i t,, l 'a'' ini 

number of all -AR hl- •spotiiid 
whenever that roptirt i< mr,'n ',ii 

dot uineltt.  
Five conmn•ent letters wtor, ret'io, ,o 

supporting Issue 12) of PRM-72-.  
Resolution of Issue 12): In this final 

rule the Commission has granted. in

part, the petitioner's request on this 
issue. This rule adds new § 72.248 to 

part 72 which requires that revision 
numbers, change bars, and a list of 
current pages be included in any 

revisions to the FSAR. Section 72.248, 
subparagraphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) state: 

The update [of the FSARI shall include a 
list that identifies the current pages of the 
FSAR following page replacement. Each 
replacement page shall include both a change 
indicator for the area changed, e.g., a bold 
line vertically drawn in the margin adjacent 
to the portion actually changed, and a page 
change identification (date of change or 
Change number or both).  

These features will clearly identify 
what has been changed. as well as the 

date of the change, in any revision to a 

FSAR. While § 72.248 will provide a 

process for requiring revisions to the 
FSAR be clearly indicated, the 
Commission has denied the portion of 

the petitioner's request to amend part 72 

to require a FSAR revision number and 
date be specified when the FSAR is 

referenced in other documents (e.g., an 
application for a part 72 license or CoC).  
Instead, the NRC will revise guidance 
documents for part 72 activities (e.g..  

regulatory guides and standard review 

planst to require specification of the 
FS.AR d, isi~l iate and number 

",\ ]ii,''\, a F.ý.\IA is r'ferenced in 

iltihtii (tICtunieut. The (Ctonmnission 
tel io, -s addressing this portion of the 

ltititoier's request in guidance 
diuinlients rather than in a regulation is 

niri, appropriate and meets the intent 

;it t he r(t 1 ilest.  
lsiut i3]: The NRC must clarify the 

ir, ioss for modification of a safety 

ill t1,i-; ropport after a cask (design) has 

, t , ,iltied ai ppr ,'ld by the 

!" , itiit' tit 'll '• ,tiers ssen' it , 0e *'t 

• : : : im: -,w, en, ,, r ,,-2

:; ~ 11 110 1 .'.11 1:'. 11.1)) I t .•• il i ' 
sst. it% ''1 that hfw 

"c .! iIlg% s tit the SAR FS.-RI 
Iloio , w ts lh,' ai end entdlit, [It 

I.,,- . . i ruh, iiaking. Four 

Hir. tlsi ret-oitlnenided that an\ 

:i1o'- Oli' to the SAR tincluding a 

R \ . th.,e atik dtesign, or th" 
, :,k rei 1 iiire rulemaking and 
. i iiiit'iot ir a public hearing.  

/ 1:x'.. im eiinteir also sugges;ted that t,'' 
1''"i het ll ) ameinded to iniclude , ,' 

'i,.Ui ., '.)h, i ll t an ake chaitges to dr\ 

-ir',' , ,'sk (signs and wht'ther 
'. ,n~l<'-, : .o•,rtifi( ate hold 'rsý t, ill 

tnt' ti's' t ) itan i ) The, t?,'s it'; tliii . •t Isue /.1 Tl 

t iiiitis,,Itit is revisiing § 72.48 to 6(lls\ 

at crtificoite holder to nmake Certaint tsp' 

,if changes to a tcask design. or 

prtc etlures., or to conduct tests and 

,\penriintts. not described in the FSAI

(as updated) without requiring prior
(as updated) without requiring prior NRC approval if the criteria in § 72.48(c) 
are met. If these criteria are not met, a 

certificate holder must obtain a CoC 
amendment pursuant to § 72.244.  

Following such changes (either resulting 
from the § 72.48 process or the CoC 
amendment process), the certificate 

holder must update the FSAR as 
required by § 72.248. Section 72.248, 

paragraphs (b), (b)(2), and (b)(3) state, in 
part: 

The (FSAR) update shall include the 
effects of: All safety analyses and evaluations 
performed by the certificate holder either in 
support of approved CoC amendments, or in 
support of conclusions that the changes did 
not require a CoC amendment in accordance 
with § 72.48. All analysis of new safety issues 
performed by or on behalf of the certificate 
holder at Commission request. The 
information shall be appropriately located 
with the updated FSAR.  

The Commission is seeking to reduce 
any unnecessary regulatory burden 
placed on its licensees and certificate 
holders without compromising safety.  
The dry storage cask design review 

process and the analysis acceptance 
criteria are defined in the NRC's 
standard review plans. This final rule 
allows licensees and certificate holders 
to make changes to the cask design.  
without obtaining prior NRC approval.  

for changes which do not significantly 
impact the ability of the cask to perform 
its intended functions. The impact of 

these changes are then incorporated into 

an updated FSAR, which is submitted to 

the NRC. Requiring that all changes to 
a cask design or changes to a FSAR be 

reviewed and approved by the NRC 
through the rulemaking amendment 
process. including either a public 
coninient period or a public hearing.  
defeats these efforts with no discernable 
:iirtease in safety. Further. while 
tthlrI Iaking is currently utilized to 
tinnd a CoC. the Commission is 

presently re-examining the 
apprtopriateness of this procedure.  
Therefore. the Commission has granted 
petitioner's request to clarify the process 
Ittr modification of an FSAR after the 
NRC has approved the cask design and 

issued the CoC, but has rejected the 
request to require all changes to a cask 
design. ir the FSAR. be made via a 

rulemaking amendment process.  
SIssue •4/: The NRC should make cask 

onliIcdimii procedures publicly 
available.  

Fie comment letters were received 
stpportirting Issue (4) of PRM-72-3. One 

CMunnienter also requested that the NRC 
s review. approve, and have tested 

unloading procedures prior to their 
being implemented. One commenter 
suggested suspending all cask loading
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activities until the NRC reviews 
procedures [for loading and unloading] 
and appropriate tests are completed.  

Resolution of Issue (4): The NRC does 
not approve or test a licensee's loading 
or unloading procedures, rather the 
licensee is responsible for development, 
verification, and validation of the 
loading and unloading procedures. The 
NRC inspects the licensee's procedures 
(i.e., reviews the procedures and 
observes the licensee implementing 
them) to determine whether the 
procedures will provide reasonable 
assurance that public health and safety 
will be adequately protected.  

The Commission does not agree that 
cask unloading procedures should be 
required to be public documents. First, 
in order to make these procedures 
publicly available, either the NRC must 
possess the procedures, or the licensee 
must place the procedures in the public 
domain. The Commission's position is 
that only those documents necessary to 
demonstrate that a dry storage cask is 
designed to meet the requirements of 
part 72, subpart L, need to be submitted 
to the NRC on the docket (i.e.. to allow 
the NRC to determine that the cask 
design is acceptable for use). Cask 
loading and unloading procedures are 
implementing document,; required by 
the CoC which are developed and 
implemented by the licensee.  

Although the NRC does not possess 
the procedures. they are subject to 
inspection by NRC staff. However, even 
during inspection activities, NRC 
generally does not take possession of the 
procedures. Therefore. the unloading 
procedures remain the property of the 
licensees and are not available to the 
public. The NRC's inspt'i:timi pIrourain 
for part 72 lir:ensee, rn'eqir", :ho' 
inspection of loadiinlt and in!idii 
activities. includiig < rxx i ,, I 
applicable procedure'.. hfrn' .I 
begins cask loadini,,. NRt mip,,,t',,n 
personnel perfornm th,'s' it" iti,,. at ih,, 
licensee's site and bh,,serx e % h, hi, , '"

preoperational testi ng< and 1rx ir ri 
activities to assess tilt itl'oi1ht('k. -I tlw-' 
procedures and the reain''s. (0 t h.' 
licensee to begin liidii -.2 :iIlI Th, 
results of these ins.p,' t.'i .'- ii.  
documented in rp,orts '% :I:, Ii.,' p.it -1 
in the NRC Public I)(uii,'in. R,. .ini t 
are available for publi(. ru' ixx 

Furthermore. req'crinw part 7 
licensees to suhliit thir lpi.' :'i i 

procedures' ti the NIR( i•!,. i ,t~ i n 
procedures suich ais hwdin.2 oid 
unloading proiiedur's. naintiait'nli 
procedures, survteilfian.,' pro(' l oio't .  

radiation protection procidtir'..  
security procedures. 'ne'c'gen v 
procedures., and administrative 
procedures). as well as any rex ision,; to

these procedures, would impose a huge 
paperwork burden on both the licensee 
and on NRC staff without a 
corresponding safety benefit. Therefore, 
Issue (4) is denied.  

Additional Public Comments on the 
Petition 

In addition to the specific comments 
that were received on the petition that 
are discussed above, a number of 
comments were received on related and 
unrelated subjects.  

Comment: Five comments were 
received on the VSC-24 cask design 
being used at the Palisades and Point 
Beach plants and incidents related to 
the VSC-24 cask design.  

Response: The Commission considers 
these comments beyond the scope of 
this petition and this rulemaking.  

Comment: Two comments were 
received suggesting that when a change 
to an approved dry storage cask design 
is requested. that the existing CoC be 
suspended until the changes are 
approved by the NRC.  

Response: The Commission considers 
these comments would impose an 
unreasonable burden on part 72 
licensees. Suspending a CoC solely on 
the basis of receiving a change and not 
,in the basis ,f a compelling safetv need.  
: ou~limphy that any v:asks 
nianutac tured underthe CoC. which are 
in use hb part 72 licensees, should be 
taken out of service [i.e., unloaded) 
upon receipt of any request to revise the 
cask design. Requiring that a cask be 
unloaded in these circumstances would 
impose an unreviewed backfit on the 
part 72 licensees using that cask design 
and wild il•i result in unnecessary 

,= "Viosl,]ltlX~ .urt tit licensor' 

I '•'':' ,!r )/" t 0I 111•"11 W,'a< rl,( 'iv' d 

that an r% i m i ,ii kiiig 
.in PRM-.7t I2 he joiaxefd 

.- ', rlatiing, to tnt'use id the 
'i \ -'.I licensing basis document 

i .ppicition of • 50.59 in 10 CFR 
' ii \i i . 't leltr o;inlu'ilt''[ dis.agreed 

', i i ii, r, ituin en dation to delay 
i ''i.,;1'1dK:!,' ii PRM -T2-.7 

.f'.,• Coninuiss.ion heli. e 
'h.• :--::.m , ,t th1is final r,,ile r -, \ ' 

.,i; i':i t )I e colililn ter retliested 

"ii: 'h,' \4 "' prohibit ,eneral linonsee's 
ii. '.ii : -- 48 aid only prrmit Cask 

1,t,',VI'i rul lmakinq tOne 
• ,H Ill'll 'r ~t •lii ell~ t{that i dr, 

1(llitifi( i, in~q of an tUnrevo,%%etI > h 

,i.,..i 1n uwimnitte Itl tilt, NRC . hl uiil 
Iei,,ire' that NR(. conduct a hearingi oii 
1 he issue. ( Int, timi'enter suggested 
that the NRC approve each § 72.48 
safety evaluation and place eoach

evaluation in the public document 
room. One commenter suggested that 
the NRC "vacate the generic ruling 
procedure" subpart L and require that 
public hearings be held prior to NRC 
cask certification. One commenter 
suggested a moratorium on additional 
dry cask storage cask designs.  

Response: Petitioner's concerns 
related to cask certification issues; in 
particular, the process for modifying a 
SAR for a dry cask storage design before 
and after issuance of the CoC. These 
comments raise broad policy issues that 
go well beyond the scope of this petition 
and rulemaking.  

0.3 Part 71 (Transportation) Comments 

Several commenters stated that a 
change control process similar to § 72.48 
should be established in part 71 for 
transportation. These commenters noted 
that for dual-purpose casks, used for 
both transportation and storage, the lack 
of a process in part 71 would limit the 
usefulness of the authority provided 
under § 72.48. Although the 
Commission agrees that this comment 
has merit, adding this authority to part 
71 is beyond the scope of the proposed 
rule. In response to these comments, the 
Commission will consider adding 
..§ 71.48-type" change authority as part 
of a currently planned rulemaking for 
part 71 intended to update requirements 
for compatibility with the most recent 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
transportation standards.  

P. Other Topics Discussed in the Notice 
and Comments Not Related to Preceding 
Topic Areas 

The Federal Register notice 
containing the proposed rule also 
solicited comments on particular topics 
that were discussed in the preceding 
,ections. In addition, comments were 

rel.eived on a number of aspects not 
directly related to the rule language 
itself, such as guidance, enforcement 
policy, the regulatory (and backfit) 
analysis, or on other issues.  

Guidance 

Many comments were received on the 
,ubict of guidance. Many suggested 
that NEI and NRC work together to 
develop guidance. and that the guidance 
be endorsed before the revised rule 
hecoines effective. Commenters also 
riquested examples of such matters as 
Interdependent changes, minimal 
increases. and .,creening of changes (as 
dii-uinsewd in Sections B and G).  

Tho' NRC. arees that guidance is 

important. and notes that NEI has stated 
its willingness to revise existing 
guidance to conform with the final rule 
such that NRC could endorse it. The
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NRC will work with interested 
stakeholders to agree upon guidance 
that includes consideration of these 
issues. Further, NRC is delaying the 
required implementation of the rule for 
several months to allow time for 
guidance to be revised.  

Fuel Burnup Limits 

One commenter stated that NRC 
should clarify the acceptance limits of 
§ 51,55 concerning burnup assumptions 
for the transportation of spent fuel for 
BWRs, as well as clarifying if this is 
subject to § 50.59 evaluations.  

The Commission notes that a 
proposed rule (§ 51.52, not § 51.55 as 
cited by the commenter) was recently 
published on February 26, 1999 (64 FR 
9884), concerning environmental 
implications of higher burnup fuel for 
transportation of spent fuel.  
Transportation of fuel is not covered by 
§ 50.59 (as noted elsewhere in this 
notice, the Commission is considering 
revisions to part 71 that would add a 
change control process similar to § 50.59 
that could be used for changes to 
transportation requirements under part 
71). If the commenter was asking 
whether higher burnup fuel can be usoti 
without NRC approval, it is unlikoih 
that such a change w•uldt ati\tx till, 
criteria of • 50.59. either hoc iSc' I'S 
ihanges would be inm ohlf. other 
requirements (e.g.. 46 5.) wiuld not he 
met. or the burnup being considered 
would be outside the range of what was 

approved in the topical reports for the 
fuel.  

Alternative Criteria 

Two coimnenters ir•opsed till, the ,of 
alternate criteria foir ir,' , t isý , 1 1r, 
being dect oinnclis~l'ic'n'i ( )ic,. cci , ccc]qI'' 

suggested that c i'u.cr-:n ,., 
not necessirx. but th ii i .I 1!,T, : 1 
Pnvirolllnientat Illipc t' l :3' , 

appropriate.  
The Coimmi.sci,m n , - ii• c . " 

criteria ill the iil 1i t :i1c " 1 ti t 
"mn ar',in' crit'rion itr,' '111;1-1111,' . ,,lc 
reactor boilln dcl(.ccill1i -ic Hl "i i l .1 1 

S 50.82 ia)(61 spe it i.' ii , , ..  
shall not pertl cin i•%i i. , . '1 
actiiti' , , tha' i, :!I in. . [ il 

revixwed. cx ,cS tinl ll t i '4 r',Ftii, 
that the pnst-shntdc.xi 
deconnx ii-.siininuz wli% ix ii 'i,'p r, 

include a tiscu it that prcx idi- th, 
reasons ftor cconc ludin,. thnit th,' 
en'vironmental impact <issdtcitt ('x itnt 

site-specific decomicmnissiciii[ti tix ito,
will he bounded by ipproprito'.  
previously issued envirciniunetai impact 
statements. For these reasons. the 
Commission concludes that a criterion 
on environmental impact is not needed.

The second commenter stated that the 
scope of § 50.59 should be limited to 
systems related to spent fuel pool 
cooling or radiological waste.  

The Commission notes that the staff 
involved in requirements for 
decommissioning are developing 
guidance on the scope of information 
required to be in an updated FSAR for 
a reactor undergoing decommissioning.  
This effort is examining what 
information should be retained in an 
FSAR for these facilities. The 
Commission believes that defining the 
scope of information required to be in 
the FSAR for a reactor undergoing 
decommissioning would be the best way 
to address the apparent concern raised 
in this comment. rather than by 
modifying § 50.59 as recommended by 
the commenter.  

Regulatory Analysis 

Some comments were received on the 
regulatory analysis, primarily that NRC 
underestimated the impacts on NRC and 
licensees of the number of license 
amendments that would result. or the 
burden on part 72 licensees. These 
comments would appear to reflect a 
view that the proposed rule would 
require, more aiieodiments than are 
iurrnitlx r'quirod. perhaps because of 

dlit'i'cii, '" etween the proposed rule 
i tll,_1tl 'll"ud existing pract!c e of some 

:i 'ii,'," uisin, \EI 96-07, or depending 
upcc which formulation of margin of 
dfte'tvx was ultimately adopted. The 

(Cmm-ission has prepared a final 
regulatorv analysis that reflects the final 
rule langouae and consideration of the 
piik iiiimenits. The Commission does 

.12r',' ,l t th,' final rule I.inguage 
" :i "- :I! !11 H! mien.lllt ld l ", ~t h [b ll 

:,r..,•.:::.t ~ ~ 11 :: un r h, x +tn rule.  

• :: ,ncr- -itm,'d th.it th., 
:i nci,, l r , that tii, iii''l\ 

t.1.ii tflj hroundcis of i'lh i 

rl. e bar''b ' ,orcli provide 
:it : 'r t.ltV tir public .ommnent onl 

-,!,,,::l\ ',hal<'< The Co/l i Si,ionl 

:. ,-iIli''d the final i'tile fir 
S.: -i-t.l x\ with the' propots'd 1i0le and 

thut thl finll rule xx within 
,:1,' :.,1iltS i)t till' pr posed role. liking 

i nideraition of the public 
i,,uimiints that sought clarification and 
\ 1 c1) ill soein respects. a-x well as 

lll" nistencv between tihe Part 5t 
iicd P cc• -2 r,,iquiircments.  

I)' ?,, :i' Pr ices;s for cion-TS Issues 

o, 'rai :onmmenters beliex e that thi, 

n ,inc' lamendment process is not w,'ll 
suited to the type of changes that 
require review under § 50.59(c)(2). but 
that do. not involve changes to the TS ot

the license directly. They believe that 
the Commission should establish a 
different review process for such 
changes, such as letter approval.  

The Commission notes that at one 
time (until 1974), § 50.59 did contain 
two approval processes, one for license 
amendments, and the other for 
"authorizations." The rule was revised 
in 1974 to delete the "authorization" 
process and to handle all the required 
approvals as license amendments. The 
Commission notes that the present 
rulemaking provides some relaxation in 
the evaluation criteria. Therefore, the 
NRC has responded to concerns about 
having to process a license amendment 
for "minimal" changes. The current 
process provides opportunity for public 
participation in the process under the 
provisions of § 50.90 for changes that 
exceed the criteria, and for public 
knowledge, through the summary 
reports, of those matters that did not 
require prior approval. Therefore, the 
Commission does not plan to establish 
a different process.  

Other Definitions 

Some commenters felt that NRC 
should provide better definitions of 
certain terms that appear in § 50.59 (and 
elsewhere). specifically, for "design 
bases" and for "important to safety." 

The Commission notes that § 50.2 
does define design bases, but also notes 
that efforts are underway within the 
agency to enhance understanding of 
what constitutes design basis 
information, through possible 
development of criteria and examples.  
Concerning "important to safety," the 
Commission does not believe that a 

definition is critical to implementation 
4f the rule. since the set of SSCs viewed 
.i important to safety was arrived at 
,ukiin, the license review and are 
d,,scribed in the FSAR. Thus. lack of an 
,,.tablished definition is not an 

impediment to implementation of the 
rule {the Commission notes that for part 
72. a definition is provided for SSC 
important to safety).  

Applicubility to Port 76 

In its dcvelopment of the proposed 
:Lule. as discussed in SECY-98-171. the 
s<tff recommended exclusion of part 76 

!"Certification of Gaseous Diffusion 
Plants" , [rom those regulations for 
which rule changes were being 
proposed. The basi. for this 
recommendation was a lack of design 
detail currentix available in the safety 
analvsis reports for these plants. One 
cormnenter argued that the flexibility 
provided by the revised evaluation 
criteria should also be included in 

P § 76.68 (this section contains
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requirements very similar to existing 
§§ 50.59 and 72.48). This commenter 
stated that the process by which 
changes are evaluated should not. vary 
based on the detail of the description 
being changed.  

The Commission notes that the 
gaseous diffusion plants (GDP) have 
significantly less design basis 
information than is currently available 
for reactor facilities. The lack of design 
detail and lack of understanding of the 
design basis has been documented in 
the Compliance Plans for the GDPs, in 
NRC inspection reports, and is evident 
in the GDP SARs. The Commission 
concludes that successful 
implementation of a change control 
process is dependent upon the level of 
knowledge about the design basis of the 
plant equipment or operation being 
changed. At the present time, the 
Commission does not believe that 
additional flexibility is appropriate for 
part 76 facilities.  

Q. Enforcement Policy 

Some commenters raised issues about 
how enforcement decisions would be 
made during the transition period, and 
following implementation. particularly 
with respect to evaluations performed in 
the past.  

The Commission recognizes that it 
will take time to revise existing industry 
guidance and to revise procedures. and 
conduct training on the new rule 
provisions before the rule can be fully 
implemented. There will still be the 
possibility of finding previous plant 
changes performed prior to the 
implementation of the new rule that 
would be potential violations ,t the• 
previous rule. The Cotmmi.sion ha..  
concluded that enforc ement ot terO ncia 
violations of §§ 50.59 and 72.48 t,,r taM' 
evaluations will be handlod is 
described below, and als,' in .' , t ,' 
with the NRC Enfortenont alt 
NUREG-1600. Revision I 

Following publictation of th,' ,,sid 
rule, for situations that violatte t t' ,d
requirements. but that \,,ul nt , 'i, 

violations had the evaluo i': ,t ... i 
performed under the r,,%-,,, i ,i, i, 
NRC will exercise ent ri-omonti 
discretion pursuant to VII 13.6 oi the 
Enforcement Policv and not 
citations against the ',hit rut" T".1 
staff will doctument in iitsp1t1 !,111 
reports that the issue was identifi,'t. hut 
that no enforcement at'ionii is li'i; 
taken because the rt'visd ruid 
requirements are mot I toww'x er for 
those situations identified prior to the 
effective date of the revised rule that 
involve a violation of the existing rule 
requirements but that would not le 
violations under the revised rule.

• licensees still need to take the required 
corrective action within a reasonable 
time frame commensurate with safety 
significance to avoid the potential for a 
willful violation of NRC requirements.  

The NRC plans to maintain an 
enforcement panel made up of NRR 
(and NMSS as applicable), OE, and OGC 
representatives for some months after 
publication to maintain consistency.  
Additional enforcement policy changes 
that may be applicable to violations of 
§§ 50.59 or 72.48 are under 
consideration. The Commission intends 
to revise NUREG-1600, Rev. 1, "General 
Statement of Policy and Procedures for 
NRC Enforcement Actions," consistent 
with this enforcement approach prior to 
the effective date of the rule.  

R. Implementation 

The Commission recognizes the role 
that regulatory guidance will play in 
effective implementation of the 
revisions to the rule. Existing guidance 
(e.g., NEI 96-07 and NRC inspection 
guidance) needs to be revised to 
conform with the rule changes. To allow 
time for the guidance to be revised, and 
for licensees to implement the revised 
rule provisions using the revised 
guidance, the Commission has 
established that the rule changes to part 
50 will become effective 90 days after 
pronm lgation of the final regulatory 
guidance.  

For part 72 facilities, current 
schedules for guidance would result in 
availability at a time later than that 
anticipated for the guidance for part 50.  
Accordinglv. the effective date for these 
-',ctions is lionoer. set at 18 months from 
pi�ht�li,,n ofi the rule in the Federal 
Register Fý,r those sections in part 72 

1 .' 1 ' 1A ' 2'lidallce is ne •led. 1i ftor 
.1. , U-2,244 and 72.246. the 

.q!,, :'..!•..-:120 days trom 

Ill. Section by Section Analysis 

'It i-B Po.2r 

A., i- a'd in more detail abe.e.  
w I, ' ii restructured and rovised 

!,I iav, !ho' tllowing components: 
Pair,_,r,2ph I a: This is a new 

paragraph that contains definitions of 
''ru.s uetd in the rule. The terms 
,,,,bl ish r'quirements for when 
',,valuations are to be conducted to 
dltermiin" if tli' proposed changes.  
t,'stsr'r oxperimients meet the criteria to 
loqu'p11 prior NRC approval.  
Accorditnglv. definitions are given for 
"change." 'facilitv as described in the 
final safety analysis report (as updated) 

" *. ... procedures as described 
* .... tests and experiments not

described * * " etc. The specific 
definitions were discussed in the 
preceding sections.  

Paragraph (b): Relocation into one 
paragraph of existing applicability 
provisions. Section 50.59 applies to 
facilities licensed under part 50, 
including power reactors and non
power reactors, whether operating or 
being decommissioned.  

Paragraph (c)(1): Relocation and 
clarification of existing provisions 
establishing which changes, tests, or 
experiments require evaluation and 
process for receiving approval when 
necessary. The provisions now use the 
terms defined in paragraph (a), and refer 
to the "final safety analysis report (as 
updated)," rather than to "safety 
analysis report." The terminology of 
"unreviewed safety question" has been 
replaced by referring to the need to 
obtain a license amendment.  

Paragraph (c)(2): Reformatting of the 
(existing) evaluation requirements into 
seven distinct statements of the criteria, 
addition of an eighth criterion, and 
revision of the existing criteria for when 
prior NRC approval of a change, test, or 
experiment is required. Specifically.  
language of "more than a minimal 
increase in frequency (or likelihood)," 
and of "more than a minimal increase 
in consequences" was inserted in the 
criteria concerning accidents and 
malfunctions, and rule requirements 
were revised from "may be created" to 
"would create" concerning creation of 
accidents of a different type and 
malfunctions of structures, systems, and 
components important to safety with a 
different result (instead of existing 
language of malfunction of equipment of 
a different type). In addition. the 
",xisting criterion on "margin of safetv" 
was replaced by a criterion focusing 
upon design basis limits for fission 
product barrier) being exceeded or 
altered. and a new criterion was added 
to control evaluation methods. These 
revisions clarify the criteria for when 

prior approval is needed and allow 
some flexibility for licensees to make 
changes that would not affect the NRC 
basis for licensing of the facility.  

Paraegraph icl,3/: This is a new 
paragraph containing the requirement 
that evaluations and analyses performed 
since the last FSAR update was 
submitted need to be considered in 
performing evaluations of changes to the 
facility or procedures, or for conduct of 
tests and experiments. This paragraph is 
c:onsistent with the terminology of 
"'final safet\" analysis report (as 

updated)." 
Paragraph (c)(4): This is a new 

paragraph that states that § 50.59 
requirements do not apply to changes to
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the facility or procedures when other 
regulations establish more specific 
criteria for such changes. Thus, this 
paragraph clarifies that duplicative 
reviews in accordance with § 50.59 are 
not necessary for information that is 
described in the FSAR, but for which 
other regulations provide standards for 
change control.  

Paragraph (d)(1): Renumbered 
paragraph with (existing) recordkeeping 
requirements. The text was simplified 
concerning which records are needed, 
and conforming changes were made for 
the change in terminology from "safety 
evaluation" to "evaluation." 

Paragraph (d)(2): Renumbered 
paragraph with (existing) reporting 
requirements. The text was simplified to 
state that summary reports must be 
submitted at least once every 24 
months, instead of the existing 
statement that refers to submitting the 
summary report along with the FSAR 
update submittal or annually. This 
revision will allow all facilities to 
submit the report on a 24 month 
frequency.  

Paragraph (d)(3): Renumbered 
paragraph on retention of records. The 

text was revised to cover retention of 
records required by < 90.9 until the 
term of any renewed [iceon,' ha.s 
expired.  

10 CFR 50.66 

This section specifies requirements 
for thermal annealing of a reactor 
pressure vessel. The changes to ý 50.66 
are to conform existing language 
referring to unreviewed safety 
questions, and to updated final safetv 
analvsis report. to the languaitie in 

revised § 50.59.  

10 CFR 50.71te) 

This section disi us-',- ,'qiiii's'i 

for periodic updatimriz I4 thn li -. , 

analysis report. t, rd t ', t ., , 
changes made either in,io'r ý 50.5'1. ,r 
through license amendeonts-. ,r effe( I,; 
of new analyses. The chang'es to this 
section are to conform lan ,,a,.2' with 
respect to unreviewed -alolt kquestion.  
safetv evaluation. 'Ind r[ , , -1 ,(' ,,, !1W 

final safetv anllud I ;01,- 1. 1-1iipdat., 
with the language in ri-d -• 5o.5i)9. iý 
well as other minor xsordiitio hto,,"• 
noted above (e.g.. '.ip ri,..'- i' 

amentdments).  

t0 CFR 50.90 

A portion of existmi .- 1 5,) i.
)eing relicatod into thiu- -'s tin Th12 

change places the rliutrlts ',i 

changes to technical specifications 
themselves (not a result of a hange,. test 
or experiment as defined in • 50591).  
into the rule section on amendments to

licenses rather than retaining the 
requirement in the section on changes to 
the facility.  

10 CFR Part 72 

Most of the revisions in part 72 mirror 
those made to § 50.59. As for part 50, 
other changes are needed with respect 
to updating of safety analysis reports, 
and in other sections for consistent 
terminology.  

10 CFR 72.3 

The definition of "independent spent 
fuel storage installation" is being 
revised to remove the tests for 
evaluation of the acceptability of 

sharing common utilities and services 
between the ISFSI and other facilities.  
(Section 72.24 is being revised to 
include this evaluation.) 

10 CFR 72.9 
Paragraph (b) is being revised as a 

conforming change to include in the list 

of information collection requirements 
the new requirements in §§ 72.244 and 
72.248 for amendments and for updates 
to the safety analysis reports by CoC 
holders.  

10 CFR 72.24 

This section is being revised to 
r,,fFrence shared ciimmnon utilities and 

sitr% ico'. in the applicant's assessment of 
p tt'ontil interactions between the ISFSI 

Anod another facility (previously covered 
by v 72.3).  

io C.FR 72. 48 

This section is being totally 
r tf,,ratted and revised. as discussed 

for ý 50.59. Specifically. it 
t.,,llii, thi' following: 

!) :1:aiiph al:o This paragraph now 
-' tfi, d itions for terms such as 

1:(md tfatilitv is tilscribed in 
!1 'i. ,ifotv Analysis Report (as 

i N\ditionallY. the term 
a:ct, , .\Analysis Report (FSARI 

. iiiatmi'l has been defined to 

I',l" INk _reater clarity and consistencv 
11 ti 9 and other sectioins of part 

"1; :2r iJih Ni; Thi<' parazrauph 

thit this section is applicable 
,, itld spec-ific litcen-sees tor an 

S'-I- 'r MRS. and to spent fuel storage 
,'rtilthate holders.  

,m rph ij (-;: Paragraph (ci.l ) 
,',It-'sho the conditions a licensie or 

h .tf• tt older mutst mieer iln order to 

i ,k' clianges to the facilitv or spent 
tu'I t ir . ara., i cask design as describ'id in 
tih, o..R. tir ) make changes to it w' 
prot ,duire'; as described in the FS.\R. or 

(3) cinduct tests or experiments not 
described in the FSAR. without prior 

NRC( approval. Those conditions are

that: (1) A change to the technical 
specifications is not required; (2) a 
change in the terms, conditions or 

specifications incorporated in the CoC is 

not required; and (3) the change, test, or 
experiment does not meet any of the 
criteria in paragraph (c)(2).  

Paragraph (c)(2) lists the specific 
criteria which, if met, permit a licensee 
or certificate holder to make the 
changes, or conduct the tests or 
experiments, described in paragraph 
(c)(1) without NRC approval. These new 

criteria revise existing criteria and 
conform with the criteria adopted in 

§ 50.59(c)(2). Two existing criteria 
involving a significant increase in 
occupational exposure or a significant 
environmental impact have been 
deleted. Paragraph (c)(3) states that 
changes made but not yet reflected in 
he FSAR update also need to be 
considered in making the determination 
under paragraph (c)(2). Paragraph (c)(4) 
states that § 72.48 does not apply to 

changes to the facility or procedures 
when the regulations establish other 
change control processes for such 
changes.  

Paragraph (d): This paragraph 
contains the recordkeeping 
requirements and reporting 
requirements. In the final rule, 
subsection numbers were included for 
clarity. For records, the rule is revised 

to refer to the records of determinations 
of the need for license or certificate of 
compliance (CoG) amendments, rather 
than to records involving unreviewed 
safety question determinations. The 
time frame for submitting summary 
reports in (renumbered) paragraph (d)(2) 
was revised from 12 months to 24 
months. The filing requirements for the 
summary reports are modified to be 
consistent with § 72.4 
(Communications).  

Paragraphs (d)(3). (d)(4) and (d)(5) 
contain record retention requirements.  
The retention requirements for changes 
to procedures and conduct of tests and 
experiments were revised to be 5 years 
tinstead of until termination). These 
time frames are more consistent with 
those in • 50.59. and also reflect that 
while facility changes need to be 
maintained until termination, other 
records are of less importance after a 
period of time such as 5 years.  
Paragraph (d)(3)(i) and d)1(3)(ii) are 

ronumbered and clarified with respect 
to when records no longer need to be 
maintained.  

New paragraph (d)(61 requires 
"wicensees who make changes under 

S72.48 to provide copies of the records 
of such changes to the certificate holder 
for the cask, and for the certificate 
holders who make changes to provide
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records to the general and specific 
licensees using that cask, within 60 days 
of implementing the changes.  

10 CFR 72.56 

Existing § 72.48(c)(2) is being 
relocated into this section. This is a 
parallel change to that for §§ 50.59 and 
50.90. The Commission is placing the 
requirements for changes to license 
conditions in the rule section on 
amendments to licenses instead of in 
the section on changes to the facility.  

10 CFR 72.70 

This section contains requirements for 
updating of safety analysis reports by 
licensees. Section 72.70 was reformatted 
and revised to conform more closely 
with the update requirements in 
§ 50.71(e), as well as those in (new) 
§ 72.248. The update frequency is being 
revised from 12 months to 24 months.  
Paragraphs (a) and (b) are being revised 
to use the terms "Final Safety Analysis 
Report," "FSAR," and "as updated." 
Paragraph (a) is also being revised to 
indicate the original FSAR for a specific 
licensee will be submitted within 90 
days of issuance of the license. Final 
analyses associated with completion of 
construction or preoperational testing 
will be provided in the next periodic 
update of the FSAR. The requirement 
for a licensee to submit a FSAR 90 days 
before planned receipt of spent fuel has 
been removed, in lieu of a notification 
under § 72.80(g) by the licensee 90 days 
before ISFSI operation commences. The 
section is also being revised to add the 
requirement that changes to proceduires 
be reflected in the periodic updat.s ,4f 
the FSAR. New paragraph it ) ,in, 
added to provide requiremnit, .!I 

submitting revisions to the FS..\R t. i 
specific licensees. in1h0 in.2 ' . :-i,0

for replacement pages, a Cut ;)It ilt, !-)r 
changes. time frame to fil. .o nd 
provisions for updatimiu if no h 
were made.  

10 CFR 72.80 

New paragraph I,:'. :- ,, 

this section to reqliri . , ii: . .  
to notify the NRC at latt Iq dxi\n 11I 
advance of its readine s-' to- .in, 

ISFSI (or MRS) operations Fhis.  
requirement replaces a requirIenIilt In 
present § 72.70ia) that in FK.\R !o 
submitted to tho Coiinnis.in it 'a-l '1l 
days prior to the plann-id ricoipt of 
spent fuel or high-level waste. This 
requirement thus ensures that the NRC 
is informed in advance of licensee plans 
to use the facility so that appropriate 
oversight activities can be conducted

10 CFR 72.86 
Paragraph (b) currently includes those 

sections under which criminal sanctions 
are not issued. This paragraph is being 
revised to add §§ 72.244 and 72.246 as 
a conforming change to reflect that 
certificate holders who fail to comply 
with these new sections would not be 
subject to the criminal penalty 
provisions of section 223 of the Atomic 
Energy Act (AEA). New § 72.248 has not 
been included in paragraph (b) to reflect 
that certificate holders who fail to 
comply with this new section would be 
subject to the criminal penalty 
provisions of section 223 of the AEA.  

10 CFR 72.212(b)(2) 

Paragraph (b)(2)(i) retains the current 
rule language but has been renumbered 
and reordered for clarity as a result of 
the addition of paragraph (b)(2)(ii).  
Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) was added to require 
that the general licensee evaluate any 
changes to the written evaluations 
required by § 72.212 using the 
requirements of § 72.48(c).  

10 CFR 72.212(b)(4) 

The change to this section is to 
conform the reference to § 50.59 

provisions. specifically to change from 
the terminology of inreviewed safety 
question to referring to the need for a 
license amendment for the facility (that 
is. the reactor facilitv at whose site the 
independent spent fuel storage 
installation is located).  

10 CFR 72.216 

In the proposed rule, a new paragraph 
ld3 would have been added to present 
rouimroinonts for a general licensee to 
o .oiti mnuait updatfis to a final ..Ifetv 

min~�-, -r. ,t SARI for the cask or 
1 ft.p-n ilel .lo ii 

'h- ', eneral Ii e ini''' I 

"., n , ! i: .is',1 tie tlo(nlmi.sioll 

;,, ' Ii.it it was not necessary for 
h,,,rd1, ,,so•to submnit uFdates to 

i... lx .mxav;is report for the 

op r.'..I ki l.ikgn that they ar,' using 

1 F }, -2 244 

A n.oction presents 
',,u n , . I,,r hoI % a certificate 

iitl r i: t,, .liiiit an application to 

odAII-] the 'ortificate of compliance 
it This s'ection is similar to the 

ir ''inr,,mentsin ý 72.56 for licensoe', to 

I.pplv I, ii-I nminihnent to their li 'nste 

ilt FR 72-146 

This new s"(ilion presents 
requiirenients for approval of an 
amendment to a CoC. This section is 

similar to the requirements in § 72.58

for approval of an amendment to a
for approval of an amendment to a 
license.  

10 CFR 72.248 

This new section presents 
requirements for submittal of periodic 
updates to an FSAR associated with the 
design of a spent fuel storage cask 
which has been issued a CoC. This new 
section also states that the changes to 
procedures and SSC associated with the 
spent fuel storage cask and which are 
made pursuant to § 72.48 would be 
included in the update. This section is 
similar to the requirements in § 72.70 
for submission of updates to the FSAR 
associated with a part 72 license and to 
the requirements in § 50.71(e) for power 
reactor FSAR updates.  

IV. Finding of No Significant 
Environmental Impact 

The Commission has determined 
under the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the 
Commission's regulations in subpart A 
of 10 CFR part 51, that this rule, as 
adopted, will not have a significant 
impact on the environment. The rule 
changes are of two types: those that 
relate to the processes for evaluating 
and approving changes to licensed 
facilities and those that involve the 
degree of potential change in safety for 
which changes can proceed without 
NRC review. The process changes will 
make it more likely that planned 
changes are properly reviewed and 
approved by NRC when necessary. With 
respect to the criteria changes, only 
minimal increases in frequencies of 
postulated design basis accidents will 
be allowed without prior NRC review.  
All changes to the Technical 
Specifications. which are the operating 
limits and other parameters of most 
immediate concern for public health 
and safety, will continue to require prior 
NRC rev-iew% and approval. Changes to 
the facility that would involve an 
accident of a different type from any 
already analyzed require prior approval.  
Further. changes that result in more 
than minimal increases in radiological 
consequences will continue to require 
prior NRC approval, including NRC 
consideration as to whether there is a 
potential impact on the environment.  
Therefore. the Commission concludes 
that there will be no significant impact 
on the environment from this rule. This 
li-cu~sion constitutes the 
"lxnvirnnmental assessment and finding 
of no significant impact for this 
ruleniaking.  

V. Paperwork Reduction Act Statement 

This rule amends information 
collection requirements that are subject

53610
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to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). The proposed 
rule was submitted to the Office of 

Management and Budget for review and 

approval of the information collection 
requirements. Existing requirements 
were approved by the Office of 

Management and Budget approval 
numbers 3150-0011 and 3150-0132.  

The rule changes affect information 
collection requirements through the 
existing reporting requirements in 

§ 50.59 for a summary report of changes, 

tests and experiments, performed under 
the authority of § 50.59 as well as 
recordkeeping requirements. Similar 
requirements exist in § 72.48 for 

licensees under part 72. In addition, 
revisions are being made to the 
requirements in § 72.70 and (new) 
72.248 for submittal of updates to the 
safety analysis reports. Further, the final 
rule establishes recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements for CoC holders 
who make changes to an approved 
storage cask design in accordance with 
§ 72.48.  

The public reporting burden for this 
information collection request was 
estimated in the proposed rule to 
average 3100 hours per response.  
including the time for reviewing 
instructions. searching e\isting datai 
sources. gathering and moinining the 

data needed. and completing aind 
review ing the information collection.  
The Commission had estimated that 

there would be onl" a slight increase in 

burden associated with these proposed 
changes over the existing burden. For 

the final rule, certain of the provisions 
that might have resulted in an increast' 
in burden have been removed. therefore.  
the Commission now -m •ii ill - it th, 
final rule would ri'PSlt In ini , c c,,I- iI 

reduction in reporlinl' indl 
recordkeeping burdon.. onir c:,, 
estimated effort rq lr,'d f, i r .i . ,ni- :o 
revision to pr,'c,udur'", w. r !.  
Therefore. the present h.Iin,'' , 
public reporting burden tir !hi.  
information collection r'tcuc''.t uidlr thý 
final rule is 2900t hbe r-. p,'r -.- ,-,1 

Public Protection Notifi ation 

If a 111a'll n t t ::I"! . .. c : 
inlformation coii-i,( t!-ýi ,-,- ui. zi , j-t;,l 

a currently %alid ()%11 3 li '.wr b d 
the \R(, may n,,t mdii, -, 
and a person is notl ',ipici ''0 c,,-.,' cc 

to tilth information non let Ii 

VI. Regulatory Analysis 

The Cncmmcission has pr.ppr,'d a 

regulatory ,nal\asis for this rul'cnakin'-'.  
The anai'xsis sets forth the olgec ti\c'' t 

the rulemaking. the alternatives 
considered, and examines the ,alue'.  
and impacts of the alternativos

considered by the Commission. The 
alternatives considered in this analysis 
include no action, issuance of guidance 
only, or rulemaking. The analysis is 
available for inspection in the NRC 
Public Document Room, 2120 L Street 
NW._ (Lower Level), Washington, D.C.  

VII. Regulatory Flexibility Certification 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980, (5 U.S.C.  
605(b)), the Commission certifies that 
this rule will not, have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. This rule 
affects only the licensing, operation and 
decommissioning of nuclear power 
plants, nonpower reactors, and 
independent spent fuel storage facilities 
(including cask certificate holders). The 
companies that own these facilities do 
not fall within the scope of the 
definition of "small entities" set forth in 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the 
Small Business Size Standards set out in 
regulations issued by the Small 
Business Administration at 13 CFR part 
121.  

VIII, Backfit Analysis 

The Commission has evaluated these 
rule changes under the backfitting 
recqiirements in §§ 50.109 and 72.62.  
The Conmmhission does not regard the 
hahdl'"o 'o he backfits as defined in 

i•5 51 iP.Hall) and 72.62(a). as 
atplinahie. Accordinglv. a backfit 
,anl\sis applicable to these changes has 
not beon prepared. However, the 

Commission has prepared a regulatory 
anahv'i cwhich sets forth the objectives 
-if the rulemaking changes. the 
iltc'rnative that were considered, and 
tc .\... ftol benc'fits and costs 

. li fi cth the ruhlinaking' changes.  
iI .c l-c-cci regards this analvsis as 

.l", i d isiplin'ld approiach for 

:.h,' icpals ot the proposed 
c,. ,.c -cail-fi,''" the,>cnle'rlyind 

A. tIc,' hIc -klitting ro'uiiirements 
.:1 c" -', lcc otl on 5059" 

5,, it 5( t letilenes the 

;'.111 -llc'-s under which holders -of 

* .:: ,, . 'r! P1rplant operatldlie s'1 
c, i, :. icih ,es to and conduct test' 

,I x N 'ritnonts at their facilitie's without 
!1.1 \ R rr'vieow and approval In this 

i':
1 aiklng, ne% definitions are added 

, 1 -5 . 'q {, . . th e d efin ition s fo r 
'<han''. and "facility as described in 

Ic' mil s.afetv analysis report ,as 
iplpd~itecl". and the structure and 

,ltlcadl•io if the rule were niodifitiedl t'og 

Ii ti' aic tin ,cf a new applicability 
-e~tic n. .iand the removal of the term.  

'unreviewed safety question"). These 

changes constitute clarifications of the

exstn rule, and coiiaino

existing rule, and codification of existing NRC practice and 
interpretations of terminology which are 
undefined by the current rule.  
Clarifications and codification of 
existing NRC interpretation and practice 
do not constitute a generic backfit 
(although the application of the revised 
rule may constitute a plant-specific 
backfit). The new criteria in 
§ 50.59(c)(2)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) 
are being added primarily 4 for the 
purpose of providing additional 
flexibility to licensees to make changes 
and conduct tests without having to 
obtain prior NRC review and approval.  
Each of these changes constitute 
permissive relaxations 5 from the 
superseded § 50.59(a)(2)(i) and (ii) 
criteria. Permissive relaxations are not 
considered to be backfits, inasmuch as 
a licensee will continue to be in 
compliance with the final rule even if it 
uses its existing procedures and the 
superseded criteria for implementing 
§ 50.59. The new criteria in 
§ 50.59(c)(2)(vii) and (viii) together 
constitute replacements for the 
superseded § 50.59(a)(2)(iii) criterion on 
"margin of safety." As noted in Section 
J. these two criteria together, in place of 
a criterion on margin of safety, 
explicitly cover those margins that the 
Commission believes are important to 
address in this evaluation process-the 
first being the margin that exists in the 
limits that are to be met, and the second 
being the margin that exists from the 
conservatisms included in the methods 
used to demonstrate that requirements 
are met. The replacement criteria were 
thus developed to accomplish two 
complementary goals: (1) Defining with 
more precision the important safety 
margins which should be the focus of a 
§ 50.59 determination, rather than the 

problematic term. -margin of safety as 
defined in the basis for any technical 
".pocification:" and (2) assuring that the 

relaxations embodied in the 
§ 50.59(c)(2)(i), (ii), (iii). (iv), (v) and (vi) 
criteria will not result in changes 
approaching the adequate protection 
threshold without prior NRC review and 

approval. As such, the new criteria (vii) 

and (viii) are fundamentally part of the 
overall regulatory scheme in the 
revisions to • 50.59 which relax and 
clarlf\ the thresholds for licensee
cnitiated changes and tests requiring 

; h' -,'.> , •,o :h ' cc a''le c~li id' c,.iitc V.•i

S:: m a.'- •:i:,.cc i,, , , . ir:' i', cdiif exi-.ii".  

: ' It : 1 . .t ' i tK .1. l 'lt' ,edi'v 'ccounder-.c cc.  

icii!'l .. ~ n,! "o in , l'hi /I~to• ' inlil (Cil.-! 

c, ccl ¶,cr \RC ,vi anc ,lap-prioval.  

''cc,'"" Ir , cc cilii.criic h rP I ticic cr ic c1 

clilpid ,iii t,' ' olip!}
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prior NRC review and approval before 
their implementation. In sum, the 
Commission has determined that the 
changes to § 50.59 constitute 
clarifications and codifications of 
existing practices, or constitute 
permissive relaxations from the existing 
§ 50.59 criteria, and therefore do not 
constitute backfits as defined in 
§ 50.109(a)(1).  

Changes to Part 72 

Section 72.48 defines the 
circumstances under which a holder of 
a ISFSI license may make changes and 
conduct tests and experiments, 
analogous to the criteria in § 50.59. The 
change to § 72.48 will conform the 
criteria for ISFSI and storage cask 
changes to that in § 50.59. Therefore, as 
with the changes to § 50.59, the changes 
to § 72.48 constitute a permissive 
relaxation as compared with the existing 
criteria in § 72.48. Furthermore, there 
will be consistency in regulatory 
approach in changes to nuclear power 
plants and ISFSIs. Such consistency is 
appropriate since most ISFSIs are 
licensed to nuclear power plant 
licensees; there are resource efficiencies 
for such licensees using the same 
criteria for evaluating changes, tests and 
experiments. The change criteria in 

§ 72.48 are also extended by the final 
rule to holders of CoCts . which 
contributes to regulatory stability and 
predictability since known standards 
will be utilized in determining whether 
a change to a CoC may be made without 
prior NRC review and approval. The 
existing backfitting provision in § 72.62 
only apply to licensees and not to CoC 
holders. However. even if the backfitt in,-, 
provisions in § 72.62 applied to, (i.)t( 
holders, the changes in ý 72 48 lin,! 
not be regarded as backfit' -inl !i-' 
extension of § 72 48 t t(C 1i, 
represents a permi nssi\ rol i\ 0;,)!' 
similar reasons, til h :l i p : " 
applicable to CoC holtier '.% Ihl, :i r, 
necessary to support the ,,t, ..n o, 
the change criteria in -. 072 48 !o I i 

holders, are not consitier-il t,, ), 
backfits under s 72.ts2 

The Commission is detitri ::1< 
consideration of cii -,r! :: -,, :)1: .  
the design certificatiills i: IP1 : -,2.  
appendices A and 13. %% I( ': Jr.,, 1.  
design certifications for th, ..\lB\ .ini 
System 80- de'i n- 1"i'h, (I :, -1 
%%:ill conduct i hrbroiter rulto, ,•k~ < •.  
amend part 52 whll. , pu p..'a ill 
to correct typolgraphic ,rr',,'r. iiirl!\ 
language. and refli(.t loossis lar',rt i, 
a result of the ABWR, Svs~tni 80-. tool 
AP600 design certificatiu ru(undkiti-.  
If conforming changes to apit)i'l .
and B are made, in a future rule'ilaking.  
the Commission regards this rulemaking

amending § 50.59 as satisfying the 
Commission's obligations under the 
backfit rule for any conforming changes 
made to part 52, inasmuch as the 
backfitting issues associated with the 
adoption of the new criteria are being 
addressed in this rulemaking.  

IX. Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act 

In accordance with the Small 
Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act of 1996, the NRC has 
determined that this action is not a 
major rule and has verified this 
determination with the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs of 
OMB.  

X. National Technology Transfer and 
Advancement Act 

The National Technology Transfer 
and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L.  
104-113, requires that Federal agencies 
use technical standards developed by or 
adopted by voluntanr consensus 
standards bodies unless the use of such 
a standard is inconsistent with 
applicable law or otherwise impractical.  
There are no consensus standards that 
apply to the change control process 
requirements established in this 

ir iakiiug lThus the provisions of the 
:\(:t do nt applY to this rulemaking.  

X1. Criminal Penalties 

Fir the purposes ,f section 223 of the 
Atomnic Energy Act (AEA), the 
Commission is issuing this rule to 
imend it) tFR part 50:50.59. :50.66, 
anid 5.71: and 10 CFR part 72:72.48, 
-2 70, :72.212, and :72.248, under one 
,I 1,r,' , sOf octions 16hb, 161i. or 161o 
* ., u, - W illful,, tlations fthe 

:,:,,.\. : i h * r it, t<r iinai 

MtI. (uinp,,pihility of Agreement State 

Rei lit p;.ills s \?;~ielP~t,: 

'. , .., - : I' tihility of 
o, a it,, Programs" approvted by 

, p cu::•.i0n on June 30. 1997. and 
.+:- .,,! ::i : -t. Federal Register 62 

;'1t< ii 7 - ,,ptonbem r 3. 19971. this rulo 

k mpi tihilitv i< not required for 
\1\ 't riegulations. The \'R(: 

'i . , I. mtonts in this categorv are 
S..... r, ' ire tl\ to area, . f 

'i," ii: n ,-,rx"id to the NRC by the 
A\L.\ !, h. pr,\ isions itf o 'itle 1t it th1 

S.. :,,ri Regulations. and 
.tiiic n in+ .\irt'tnlent State ma% nit 
nipt pr •-.0 eam lements reserved to 

\Rt.. it ri \ wish to inform its licensees 
of cortain ret juirements via a mechanisn 

that is consistent with the particular 
Statt''s administrative procedure laws.

but that does not confer regulatory 
authority on the State.  

List of Subjects 

10 CFR Part 50 

Antitrust, Classified information, 
Criminal penalties, Fire protection, 
Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear 
power plants and reactors, Radiation 
protection, Reactor siting criteria, 
Reporting and record keeping 
requirements.  

10 CFR Part 72 

Criminal penalties, Manpower 
training programs, Nuclear materials, 
Occupational safety and health, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements, Security measures, Spent 
fuel.  

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble and under the authority of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, 
as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 552 and 553, 
the NRC is adopting the following 
amendments to 10 CFR parts 50 and 72.  

PART 50-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF 
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION 
FACILITIES 

1. The authority citation for part 50 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 102, 103, 104, 105, 161.  
182,183,186,189. 68 Stat. 936,937,938, 
948, 953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec.  
234, 83 Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C.  
2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2201, 2232, 2233, 
2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201, as amended, 
202. 206, 88 Stat. 1242, as amended, 1244, 
1246. (42 U.S.C. 5841. 5842. 58461.  

S'.,tion 50.7 aiso issued under Pub. L. 95
, <, o. 1 2 Siat. 2931, as amended b% 

1- i. 1 d486 -ec_ 2902. 106 S1at. 3123.  
42 t, i -851. S 'ctions 50t10 also issued 

1:-,< .... 1 83, 68 Stat. 93 .955. as 
4"i -'131. .22351,sec. 102.  

, i-tt)i . 83 Siat 853 (42 U.S.C. 43321.  

-. ,, '1' <1 50 i t. 50.54[dd1, and 50.103 also 
iswe uniider 1o 108.68 Stat. 939. as 
,iiewled 142 i, C 21:181. Sections 50.23, 
l1.5 W0.55. and 50 56 also issued under sec.  
1 6-,. 6 '6 at.! o42 1 S.C. 22351. Sections 
-111 H.,! ,3. 55 t. lad A\p endix Q also issued 

.102, Puh. I. q -1 0. 83 Stat. 853 
43t32; S,. tionu 50.34 and 50.54 

i- ,u-o unde sec. 204. 88 Stat. 1245 t4' 
1 S C 3844'. Sections 50.58.50.91. and 

Pu (7-415. 96 
2' 107 42 s (. 22339. Sections 50.78 

ik-o t, si,- 122. 68 Slat. 939 (42 
>i 2132 -.:n50 80. 5081 aIso 

i84. 63) Slat. 1.54. as 

4 ' t. 2 2-1.4i. Apendix F al'o 
-87. 66t ta! l55 (42 t'S.C 

2237, 

2. Section 50.59 is revised to read as 
follows:
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§ 50.59 Changes, tests, and experiments.  
(a) Definitions for the purposes of this 

section: 
(1) Change means a modification or 

addition to, or removal from, the facility 
or procedures that affects a design 
function, method of performing or 
controlling the function, or an 
evaluation that demonstrates that 
intended functions will be 
accomplished.  

(2) Departure from a method of 

evaluation described in the FSAR (as 
updated) used in establishing the design 
bases or in the safety analyses means: 

(i) Changing any of the elements of 
the method described in the FSAR (as 
updated) unless the results of the 
analysis are conservative or essentially 
the same; or 

(ii) Changing from a method described 
in the FSAR to another method unless 
that method has been approved by NRC 
for the intended application.  

(3) Facility as described in the final 
safetr analysis report (as updated/ 
means: 

(i) The structures. systems, and 
components (SSC) that are described in 
the final safety analysis report (FSAR) 
(as updated).  

(ii) The design and ptrtfrinanCe 
requirements for such SS(,", described ' 1 
the FSAR (a's updaited).. alnl 

(iii) The evaluations or nethodl,; I 

evaluation included in the FSAR ad, 
updated) for such SSCs which 
demonstrate that their intended 
function(s) will be accomplished.  

(4) Final Safety Analysis Report Wa.  
updated) means the Final Safety 
Analysis Report (or Final Hazard< 
Summary Report) 'shumittd in 
accordance wvith i 51 ý4. I, Inolnld'i 

and supplemented. ,1d .i- ,i .1,.  
the requirenients it•, , q 
§ 50.71(f). as applin ib 

t5) Pronvdurt':,'-,7, .:'': ,::: 

means those p17 on0 .-1 ,. , , 

information described in tb' FS.\R ,i
updated) such as hoim -r,: 'r.  

systems, and (101n)i,. ~'.ii .- p, i 'ii

and controlled in' :0 i .2 l ic 

operator itcIont in-l i.' - ' tiii,
ý ',6 ) T , t." ,)r I- \; , o : :.::. ' :-..," ' ! ..-,"" '- .": :.  

in the tinn] 'e,, t ,.. : ' , " 

updated]l m'',Il"' an liV . 1!%\ %.\ 01 4.' , 

structure. .xt'sleln. 11•01l) I 

utilized(l or tr10 .d ' n ,i n, nn'r 
which isý rithter: 

xc~' ho i oh ,i) () tlsideo th , r-,t,,r,,n,.,k )li i< ,Ilb 

deski,. base's i'. de'cribeil ;n ýho hini! 

safe'ty analysis rep 'rt aI> upd'lt' .I r 

(ii) lncornsistenit %% ith tilt' ,iialvs.'' )I

descriptions in the final ,afety <tnaksi., 

report (as updated) 
(b) Applicability. This section applies 

to each holder of a license authorizing

operation of a production or utilization 
facility, including the holder of a license 
authorizing operation of a nuclear 
power reactor that has submitted the 
certification of permanent cessation of 
operations required under § 50.82(a)(1) 
or a reactor licensee whose license has 
been amended to allow possession but 
not operation of the facility.  

(c)(1) A licensee may make changes in 
the facility as described in the final 
safety analysis report (as updated), make 
changes in the procedures as described 
in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated), and conduct tests or 
experiments not described in the final 
safety analysis report (as updated) 
without obtaining a license amendment 
pursuant to § 50.90 only if: 

(i) A change to the technical 
specifications incorporated in the 
license is not required, and 

(ii) The change, test, or experiment 
does not meet anv of the criteria in 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) A licensee shall obtain a license 
amendment pursuant to § 50.90 prior to 
implementing a proposed change, test, 
or experiment if the change, test. or 
"experinient would: 

il Rexait in meore than a minimal 

iroa'r,,,' in the frequency of occurrence 
,1 In R( idont pro% iously evaluated in 

:h i l ',ItetY analvsis report (as 
u1p1 itt'd ; 

-iiJ Result in more than a minimal 
increase in the likelihood of occurrence 
,i, .i malfinction of a structure, system.  
',r i,,nponent (SSC) important to safety 
pre iously evaluated in the final safety 
.iiii• i'. report (as updated): 

III R,.uilt in more than a minimal 
1:r, '01*,' in tile consequence-; of an 

:1 pr,,vinisly 'valuated in the 
.. - : ,I lv ' sis' rep o rt f& < u p d atell).  

.. .- in mire than a niiinini 
!1.. _ , ;,+ 'h , in-Z.et~lo l uocls tof I 

, .,I I t a11 SS(S importint to 

.1'% itIlxlV e0 aluiatedI in the final 
-ials.'.i'isreport (as updated).  

• C irait a possibility for an accident 
' -riiit I\ p' than any previouslyi 

, it', ,d in the final safety analvsi'.  
• I 1,.l i updated): 

f' iiL'e .i possibility fIc a 

Sii.t liion Oi an SC important to 

-, , ' ii .i different result than in.  
. :. l\ c, iluated in the final 'afetv 

1% l ' (i, roport (a's updated) 
.R,.sul in a design basi'. limit fol 

pro du.t barrier as ie-crieid in 
ih' I"..\R aiS updated) being, ox 00,eded 

I: iitoro& o+r 

,iii Res.ult in a departure trmn a 
nithbid (if evaluation described in the 
FSAR (as updated) used in establishing 
tilt, design bases or in the safety 
dInax 1'. s.

(3) In implementing this paragraph, 
the FSAR (as updated) is considered to 
include FSAR changes resulting from 
evaluations performed pursuant to this 
section and analyses performed 
pursuant to § 50.90 since submittal of 
the last update of the final safety 
analysis report pursuant to § 50.71 of 
this part.  

(4) The provisions in this section do 
not apply to changes to the facility or 
procedures when the applicable 
regulations establish more specific 
criteria for accomplishing such changes.  

(d)(1) The licensee shall maintain 
records of changes in the facility, of 
changes in procedures, and of tests and 
experiments made pursuant to 
paragraph (c) of this section. These 
records must include a written 
evaluation which provides the bases for 
the determination that the change, test, 
or experiment does not require a license 
amendment pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) 
of this section.  

(2) The licensee shall submit, as 
specified in § 50.4, a report containing 
a brief description of any changes, tests.  
and experiments, including a summary 
of the evaluation of each. A report must 
be submitted at intervals not to exceed 
24 months.  

(3) The records of changes in the 
facility must be maintained until the 
termination of a license issued pursuant 
to this part or the termination of a 
license issued pursuant to 10 CFR part 
54. whichever is later. Records of 
changes in procedures and records of 
tests and experiments must be 
maintained for a period of 5 years.  

3. In § 50.66, paragraph (b), 
introductory text. paragraphs (b)(4).  
ýc){2). and lc)(3)(iii) are revised to read 
a'. follovs: 

§50.66 Requirements for thermal 
annealing of the reactor pressure vessel.  

(b) Thermal Annealing Report. The 
Thermal Annealing Report must 
include: a Thermal Annealing Operating 
Plan* a Requalification Inspection and 
Test Program: a Fracture Toughness 
Recovery and Reembrittlement Trend 
.\ssurance Program: and an 
Identification of Changes Requiring a 
License Amendment.  

(4) Identification of Changes 
Requiring a License Amendment. An\ 
changes to the facility as described in 
the final safety analysis report (as 
updated) which requires a license 
aniendment pursuant to § 50-59(c)(2) ot 
this part. and any changes to the 
Technical Specifications, which are 
necessary to either conduct the thermal 
annealing or to operate the nuclear
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power reactor following the annealing 
must be identified. The section shall 
demonstrate that the Commission's 
requirements continue to be complied 
with, and that there is reasonable 
assurance of adequate protection to the 
public health and safety following the 
changes.  

(c) * * * 

(2) If the thermal annealing was 
completed but the annealing was not 
performed in accordance with the 
Thermal Annealing Operating Plan and 
the Requalification Inspection and Test 
Program, the licensee shall submit a 
summary of lack of compliance with the 
Thermal Annealing Operating Plan and 
the Requalification Inspection and Test 
Program and a justification for 
subsequent operation to the Director, 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.  
Any changes to the facility as described 
in the final safety analysis report (as 
updated] which are attributable to the 
noncompliances and which require a 
license amendment pursuant to 
§ 50.59(c)(2) and any changes to the 
Technical Specifications shall also be 
identified.  

(i) If no changes requiring a license 
amendment pursuant to § 50.59(c)(2) or 
changes to Technical Specifications art, 
identified, the licensee may re-tart its 
reactor after the requirements of 
paragraph if)(2) of this section have 
been met.  

(ii) If any changes requiring a license 
amendment pursuant to § 50.59(c)(2) or 
changes to the Technical Specifications 
are identified, the licensee may not 
restart its reactor until approval is 
obtained from the Director. Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the 
requirements of paragraph (f)(2' 2f tthi-; 
section have been Imet 

(3) * - * 
(iii) If the partial alti ,ilc .,. %%.], :.  

performed in accIordaco \i% ith thi, 
Thermal Annealing N )pr~iti:c im !::cd 
the Requalification hlispe'ticll and "lt 
Program. the licensee shall iuhmi,,it 
summary of lack of -citlia e %%iii II t 11 
Thermal Annealing ()peraiintim Plan tod 
the Requalification lnspi (ci,iii ind T,,-i 
Program and a iustification !.,r 
subsequent operation ,ýc l h o,, 
Office of Nuclear Ri>it, r . .i,,,, 

An " changes tic the ft•ic it%\ ,,,,c ih,,, 
in the final s;afeIx \-i, r,,pcrt t, 
updated) which are <ittributabhl t,, c!i.  

noncompliaics and %% hich recquir- ,i 
license amendmtint ))urttant 1,t 
§ 50.59(c)(2) mid in\y lhart.,,, t•, - 1', 

technical specification, which ir,' 
required as a result of the 
noncompliances, shall alsi be 
identified.  

(A) If no changes requiring a license 
amendment pursuant to % 50.5q((:)92} ocr

changes to Technical Specifications are 
identified, the licensee may restart its 
reactor after the requirements of 
paragraph (f)(2) of this section have 
been met.  

(B) If any changes requiring a license 
amendment pursuant to § 50.59(c)(2) or 
changes to Technical Specifications are 
identified, the licensee may not restart 
its reactor until approval is obtained 
from the Director, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation and the 
requirements of paragraph (f)(2) of this 
section have been met.  

4. In § 50.71, paragraph (e), 
introductory text is revised to read as 
follows: 

§50.71 Maintenance of records, making of 
reports.  

(e) Each person licensed to operate a 
nuclear power reactor pursuant to the 
provisions of§ 50.21 or §50.22 of this 
part shall update periodically, as 
provided in paragraphs (e) (3) and (4) of 
this section. the final safety analysis 
report (FSAR) originally submitted as 
part of the application for the operating 
license. to assure that the information 
included in the report contains the 
Itelt inftrmaticon developed. This 
suhbmittal shall contain all the changes 
iieessar% Io) reflect informnation and 
analy ses submitted to the Commission 
bv the licensee or prepared by the 
licensee pursuant to Commission 
requirement since the submittal of the 
original FS.\R. or as appropriate the last 
update to the FSAR under this section.  
Thfle .ihmiital shall include the effects 
-it All han.,s made in the facility or 

0,r, odur,, i, lescribod in the FS.\R: all 
jrml%\ ,iii'-,,- nd evaluations 

•Ic usn eoithr it 
-: *! : : .. c•, .Ji (:' q 

,:' . .,: ;- *:•tl t •~ t d id% ir[ It t ,( ' l" 

I c, ' ";1 1" ! -11 lllit i[) ai'cc rdanct 

', l . 51) 5 ' 21 of this part. and all 

ni;,''w -atetv issues perfrormed 
,, r ..ci 1,,h i f tho licensee at 
.,,II~ s. c 1 r,'clci.st. The updated 

i'. ,m :: h.i:,II bho ipproipriatol\ 
,, : il•,' ipdlate ti th,' F's R 

§50.90 Application for amendment of 
license or construction permit.  

.hiilw ,I'\ i" holdir cc a license )I 
ns,:struciticci prnilit desires to amiend 

:., .- I. , I ,I..• c(.,ctccc- c, c: I i "'}:..R .. u'c i },i cii ,' 

* } .;:i::, .- cccii, ' n ,ic c:r,ct'

the license (including the Technical 
Specifications incorporated into the 
license) or permit, application for an 
amendment must be filed with the 
Commission, as specified in § 50.4, fully 
describing the changes desired, and 
following as far as applicable, the form 
prescribed for original applications.  

PART 72-LICENSING 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 
INDEPENDENT STORAGE OF SPENT 
NUCLEAR FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

6. The authority citation for part 72 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 57, 62. 63, 65, 69, 
81, 161, 182.183.184, 186. 187, 189, 68 Stat.  
929,930,932, 933,934, 935,948,953,954.  
955, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073, 2077, 2092, 
2093. 2095, 2099. 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233, 
2234. 2236, 2237, 2238, 2282): sec. 274, Pub.  
L. 86-373, 73 Stat. 688, as amended (42 
U.S.C. 20211: sec. 201. as amended, 202, 206, 
88 Stat. 1242. as amended. 1244, 1246 (42 
U.S.C. 5841. 5842, 5846); Pub. L. 95-601. sec.  
10, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851): sec. 102, 
Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); 
secs. 1.31. 132. 133. 135, 137. 141. Pub. L. 97
425. 96 Stat. 2229, 2230. 2232, 2241, sec. 148.  
Pub. L. 100-203. 101 Stat. 1330-235 (42 
L'.S.t. ioi i1. 10152, 10153. 10155. 10157.  
10161. 10168).  

Sec tion 72.44(g) also issued under secs.  
142(b) and 148 (c). (d). Pub. L. 100-203. 101 
Stat. 1330-232, 1330-236 (42 U.S.C.  
10162(b), 10168(c), (d)). Section 72.46 also 
issued under sec. 189. 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C.  
22391: sec. 134, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2230 
(42 U.S.C. 101541. Section 72.96(d) also 
issued under sec. 145(g), Pub. L. 100-203, 
101 Stat. 1330-235 142 U.S.C. 10165(g)).  
Subpart I also issued under secs. 2(2). 2(151.  
21 t I' -17i) . l41(h). Pub. L. 97-425.96 Stat 
22. 2203, 2204, 2222. 2224 (42 U.S.C.  
cc(I 01 1 1 1) 1ftt Ill)) Subparts K and L 

. und,,r sec. 1.13. 98 Stat. 2230 
"I 101511 -otd ec. '218(a). 96 Statr 

22, ;2I "C 10I,110 .  

7 Section 72.3 is amended by revising 
the definition for independent spent 
Uili storcage installotion or lSFSI to read 

.is follow\s: 

§ 72.3 Definitions.  

Jndependent spent fpel storage 
.:ýstcillcition or ISFSI means a complex 

designed and constructed for the 
interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and 
,cther radioactive materials associated 
'A. ith spent fuel storage. An ISFSI which 

i< ,c ateld on the site of another facility 
li ensed, under this part or a facility 
licensed under part 50 of this chapter 
and which shares common utilities and 
services with such a facility or is 
physically connected with such other

53614
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facility may still be considered 
independent.  

8. In § 72.9. paragraph (b) is revised to 
read as follows: 

§ 72.9 Information collection 
requirements: OMB approval.  

(b) The approved information 
collection requirements contained in 
this part appear in §§ 72.7, 72.11, 72.16, 
72.19, 72.22 through 72.34, 72.42, 72.44, 
72.48 through 72.56. 72.62, 72.70 
through 72.82, 72.90, 72.92, 72.94.  
72.98, 72.100, 72.102. 72.104, 72.108.  
72.120, 72.126, 72.140 through 72.176, 
72.180 through 72.186, 72.192, 72.206, 
72.212, 72.216, 72.218, 72.230, 72.232, 
72.234. 72.236, 72.240, 72.244, and 
72.248.  

9. In § 72.24, paragraph (a) is revised 
as follows: 

§72.24 Contents of application: Technical 
information.  

(a) A description and saletv 
assessment of the site on which the 
ISFSI or MRS is to le located. with 
appropriate attention to the design bI....  
for external e% ents. SuIih ass"ss1inoint 
Must t (Ontain ailai'V l;,nd] ovahtI tiw,! 

Oi tile niaior strmtic lltur - t.-% ' i i.ild 
components oft the tSI or NIRS that 

bear on tho suitabilit It thil -itro %\ 0,, 

the ISFSI or MRS is operated at its 
design capacity. If the proposed ISFSI ,,r 
MRS is to be located on the site if a 
nuclear power plant or other [icensod 
facility, the potential interactions 
between the ISFSI or \IRS ind sutih 
other facilitv - inchidi v.::io- i, i 
C.01111n10n lti .li"' -I, ,lli -,1•'.,' '.,, 

follo%% 

§72.48 Changes. tests, and experiments.  

ta) D ofiniti,,n- I., th-, p : . .... . ,' : 

section: 

a sdditiou t:,. ,rr' vi : : ' , 
()t Spoui t ,' ! l ! . - ..- _: 

proc,,tilu e-ý lit'it I:!.. - . .. : 

function. ':'hd ,: ilh :,~ : , 
controllilln< tn,' Itl:!n I,.I,1 I : 

evaluation thait am,,:l-tr ,, i l 

intended fuoll(.! .% i '; , 
aIc:(:,npiisýIlod.  

i2',1 D t,[p) rt!; r,, I? i•, :,t : ,! , 

tmpdoteii uso( i i tll islti th, 0 ,0 ;. : 
boses or in the -'iitf't" onalt'ses 01a0,1 : 

(it Changing an,( of the eloments of 
the method described in the FSAR l<Is 
updated) unless the results of the

analysis are conservative or essentially 
the same: or 

(ii) Changing from a method described 
in the FSAR to another method unless 
that method has been approved by NRC 
for the intended application.  

(3) Facility means either an 
independent spent fuel storage 
installation (ISFSI) or a Monitored 
Retrievable Storage facility( MRS).  

(4) The facility or spent fuel storage 
cask design as described in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) (as 
updated) means: 

(i) The structures, systems, and 
components (SSC) that are described in 
the FSAR (as updated), 

(ii) The design and performance 
requirements for such SSCs described in 
the FSAR (as updated), and 

(iii) The evaluations or methods of 
evaluation included in the FSAR (as 
updated) for such SSCs which 
demonstrate that their intended 
function(s) will be accomplished.  

(5) Final Safetv Analinsis Report (as 
updoted) means: 

(i) For Specific licensees. the Safety 
Analysis Report for a facility submitted 
,nd ulpdatedt in a( cordajnce with § 72.70: 

Jit F',ir general li onsees. the Safetv 
.\ins <.i-. R,,fort fr a -<pont tuol storage 

S- l'-,II. ,!. .iiiondod atnd 

-Ke1) ort t .iir i poiit iluel stordge 

l- '-10igin Submitted add updated in 
'11 k-(Irdance with § 72.248.  

"!'r,:widhres as described in the 
", ./tAtu,4 vsis Report (as 

1 10. 1 1zeans those procedures that 
', :: if,rIirmation described in the 

". l,ldtocd) such as how% SSCs 

. , •', l 11 Is eoh
1

r: 

,)w.,id,, tto r,,for, nc, h, unk o. ,f tho 

- ; •ii, ind tho 17-S" 

'.: .'.!- .%,:l I '' llx th e ,l ld • ' ,r 

, I•U. io- d undiar this p rp., an( 1 

S ii hiolltr ,,f . tertifis it, oi 
t Inph'iln ,'( :,( i<sýud unde~ir this 

:' . .-., 1 ,' in thi i it , , 

..in: ti.l sti rago ask de-.u i 

, ild inthe FS.\R (as updatodl.  
to!,1 i1'caes in the procedures as 

described in the FSAR (as updated), and 
conduct tests or experiments not

described in the FSAR (as updated), 
without obtaining either: 

(i) A license amendment pursuant to 
§ 72.56 (for specific licensees) or 

(ii) A CoC amendment submitted by 
the certificate holder pursuant to 
§ 72.244 (for general licensees and 
certificate holders) if: 

(A) A change to the technical 
specifications incorporated in the 
specific license is not required; or 

(B) A change in the terms, conditions, 
or specifications incorporated in the 
CoC is not required; and 

(C) The change, test, or experiment 
does not meet any of the criteria in 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) A specific licensee shall obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to § 72.56, 
a certificate holder shall obtain a CoC 
amendment pursuant to § 72.244, and a 

general licensee shall request that the 
certificate holder obtain a CoC 
amendment pursuant to § 72.244, prior 
to implementing a proposed change, 
test, or experiment if the change. test. or 
experiment would: 

(i) Result in more than a minimal 
increase in the frequency of occurrence 
of all accident previously evaluated in 
the FSAR (as updated): 

iii) Result in more than a minimal 
increase in the likelihood of occurrence 
,d a malfunction of a system, structure.  
,r component (SSC) important to safety 

preo viousy evaluated in the FSAR (as 
updated): 

(iii) Result in more than a minimal 
increase in the consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated in the 
FSAR: 

(iv) Result in more than a minimal 
increase in the consequences of a 
malfunction of an SSC important to 
*.tI lxpre\ iousky evaluated in the FSAR 

. -ul te ij: 
v , ,possiibility for an accident 

i tht, o d lt t vpe than any previously 
.'\.dUIated in the FSAR (as updated): 

vi :ri,-ito a possibilitv for a 
iiiunction of an SSC important to 
safety with a different result than any 
previousiy evaluated in the FSAR (as 
updated): 

,vii) R•;ult in a design basis limit for 
,t fis-;ion product barrier being exceeded 
ar ab1to d ýi described in the FSAR (as 
updated!. ,r 

"viii! Rlesut in a departure from a 
nethod Ot Ovaluation described in the 
FSAR I•s updated) used in establishing 

hle design bases or in the safety 

1 In implementing this paragraph.  
Ilhi, l7>;\R ,,as updated) is considered to 
include FSAR changes resulting from 
evaluations performed pursuant to this 
section and analyses performed 
pursuant to § 72.56 or • 72.244 since the
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last update of the FSAR pursuant to 
§ 72.70, or § 72.248 of this part.  

(4) The provisions in this section do 
not apply to changes to the facility or 
procedures when the applicable 
regulations establish more specific 
criteria for accomplishing such changes.  

(d)(1) The licensee and certificate 
holder shall maintain records of changes 
in the facility or spent fuel storage cask 
design, of changes in procedures, and of 
tests and experiments made pursuant to 
paragraph (c) of this section. These 
records must include a written 
evaluation which provides the bases for 
the determination that the change, test, 
or experiment does not require a license 
or CoC amendment pursuant to 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.  

(2) The licensee and certificate holder 
shall submit, as specified in § 72.4, a 
report containing a brief description of 
any changes, tests, and experiments, 
including a summary of the evaluation 
of each. A report shall be submitted at 
intervals not to exceed 24 months.  

(3) The records of changes in the 
facility or spent fuel storage cask design 
shall be maintained until: 

(i) Spent fuel is no longer stored in 
the facility or the spent fuel storage cask 
design is no longer being used. or 

(ii) The Commission terminates the 
license or CoC issued pursuant to this 
part.  

(4) The records of changes in 
procedures and of tests and experiments 
shall be maintained for a period of 5 
years.  

(5) The holder of a spent fuel storage 
cask design CoC, who permanently 
ceases operation. shall provide the 
records of changes to the nex' i orlitfiuat 
holder or to the Commission. .ýn 
appropriate, in 1Ccordance e, ith 
§ 72.234(d)(3) 

(6)(i) A general licensoo .haiI pr,ý iId., 
a copy of the record for ,ni ,hianoo,,- I, 
a spent fuel storage cask deisign ti) th., 
applicable certificate holier within toit) 
days of implementing the hinge 

(ii) A specific licens.e uiin,' . , 
fuel storage cask design, n. i ppr0 v' 
pursuant to subpart L tf is ,.wt . -ii i.h 
provide a copy of the r,,( i ,rdt ',ini' 
changes to a spent fuel stiiag'' 
design to the applicable 'ortifi it,' 
holder within 60 davs ot iinpl,,' ,tin_' .  
the change.  

tiii) A certificate holihr siill pi1. 1,i10 
a copy of the rercord for in' hag', 
a spent fuel storage cask 1,,,i-ii .t., ii,1\ 

general or specific licensee usin,' 'i' 
cask design within 60 days of 
implementing the change.  

11. Section 72.56 is revised to read as 
follows:

§72.56 Application for amendment of 
license.  

Whenever a holder of a specific 
license desires to amend the license 
(including a change to the license 
conditions), an application for an 
amendment shall be filed with the 
Commission fully describing the 
changes desired and the reasons for 
such changes, and following as far as 
applicable the form prescribed for 
original applications.  

12. Section 72.70 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§72.70 Safety analysis report updating.  
(a) Each specific licensee for an ISFSI 

or MRS shall update periodically, as 
provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of 
this section, the final safety analysis 
report (FSAR) to assure that the 
information included in the report 
contains the latest information 
developed.  

(1) Each licensee shall submit an 
original FSAR to the Commission, in 
accordance with § 72.4, within 90 days 
after issuance of the license.  

(2) The original FSAR shall be based 
on the safety analysis report submitted 
with the application and reflect any 
changes and applicant commitments 
developed during the license approval 

indi or hearing process.  
:); Each update shall contain all the 

Chanes necfssarv to reflect information 
and dIadl ',,ses submitted to the 
(Commission b' the licensee or prepared 
by the licensee pursuant to Commission 
re(1 nirenient since the submission of the 
original FS.\R or. as appropriate, the 
last update to the FSAR under this 

lection. The update shall include the 
,ff, ' , f 
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information shall be appropriately 
located within the updated FSAR.  

(c)(1) The update of the FSAR shall be 
filed in accordance with § 72.4, on a 
replacement-page basis; 

(2) The update shall include a list that 
identifies the current pages of the FSAR 
followingpage replacement; 

(3) Each replacement page shall 
include both a change indicator for the 
area changed, e.g., a bold line vertically 
drawn in the margin adjacent to the 
portion actually changed, and a page 
change identification (date of change or 
change number or both); 

(4) The update shall include: 
(i) A certification by a duly authorized 

officer of the licensee that either the 
information accurately presents changes 
made since the previous submittal, or 
that no such changes were made; and 

(ii) An identification of changes made 
under the provisions of § 72.48, but not 
previously submitted to the 
Commission; 

(5) The update shall reflect all 
changes implemented up to a maximum 
of 6 months prior to the date of filing; 
and 

(6) Updates shall be filed every 24 
months from the date of issuance of the 
license.  

(d) The updated FSAR shall be 
retained by the licensee until the 
Commission terminates the license.  

13. In § 72.80. paragraph (g) is added 
to read as follows: 

§72.80 Other records and reports.  

(g) Each specific licensee shall notify 
the Commission, in accordance with 
§ 72.4, of its readiness to begin 
operation at least 90 days prior to the 
first storage of spent fuel or high-level 
waste in an ISFSI or MRS.  

14. [In 72.86. paragraph (b) is revised 
t, read as follows: 

§72.86 Criminal penalties.  

tb) The regulations in this part 72 that 
are not issued under sections 161b, 
tiii. or 161o for the purposes of section 
`23 are as follows: §§ 72.1. 72.2. 72.3, 
-2.4. 72.5. 72.71. 72.8. 72.9. 72.16, 72.18.  
-' 21. 72.22. 72.24. 72.26. 72.28, 72.32, 
-2..4. 72.40. 72.46. 72.56. 72.58. 72.60.  
72.6 2. 72.84. 72.86. 72.90. 72.96. 72.108, 
7 1210. 72.122. 72.124. 72.126. 72.128, 
7 110. 72. 182. 72.194. 72.200, 72.202, 
2. 204. 72.206. 72.210. 72.214, 72.220.  

72.230. 72.238. 72.240. 72.244, and 
).246.  

5. in 72.2 12., paragraphs (b'l(2) and 
ib)i4) are revised to read as follows: 

§72.212 Conditions of general license 
issued under §72.210.
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(bj) . . .  

(2)(i) Perform written evaluations, 
prior to use, that establish that: 

(A) conditions set forth in the 
Certificate of Compliance have been 
met; 

(B) cask storage pads and areas have 

been designed to adequately support the 
static load of the stored casks; and 

(C) the requirements of § 72.104 have 
been met. A copy of this record shall be 
retained until spent fuel is no longer 
stored under the general license issued 
under § 72.210.  

(ii) The licensee shall evaluate any 
changes to the written evaluations 
required by this paragraph using the 
requirements of § 72.48(c). A copy of 
this record shall be retained until spent 
fuel is no longer stored under the 
general license issued under § 72.210.  

(4) Prior to use of this general license.  
determine whether activities related to 
storage of spent fuel under this general 
license involve a change in the facility 
Technical Specifications or require a 
license amendment for the facility 
pursuant to § 50.59(c)(2) of this chapter 
Results of this determination must be 
documented in the evaluation made in 
paragraph (b)(2) of this section.  

16. Section 72.244 is addid to read l
follows: 

§ 72.244 Application for amendment of a 
certificate of compliance.  

Whenever a certificate holder desires 
to amend the CoC (including a change 
to the terms, conditions or 
specifications of the CoC). an 
application for an amendment shall bo 
filed with the Commission fullt 
describing the changt's dosuir ul uid ii .  
reasons for such hainQ,',,,. inti 1:1 
as far as applicabhe Of-' t'[tit prt,-• ,i.  
for original <uppltl iti, I 

17 Section t 24- ' - ,,i 246 :., : .
follows: 

§ 72.246 Issuance of amendment to a 
certificate of compliance.  

In determining % hiohr wt 
amendment to a Clot,. t ii b. 't,,5 11 .  
the applicant, the C. -in, .> I - i i 1 1t 
guided h% the iiisi..r,itii- that 
govorn thoe i;ltcin ,i ti l! ',t I 

followsl 

§72.248 Safety analysis report updating.  

[it Each cortifit it' hod ehr l i ,u I .p"r l 
fuel stiirago .i'.Ik d:&i4, -il l' lipdi l ,' 
periodically.t i' l it i i r i. i I 
(bi oif this Soctiolo t ill t tfinal s.t,1 

analysis ri'port lFS.\Rý ti iussure that , 
information included in the ropurt 
contains the latest information 
developed.

(1) Each certificate holder shall 
submit an original FSAR to the 
Commission. in accordance with § 72.4, 
within 90 days after the spent fuel 
storage cask design has been approved 
pursuant to § 72.238.  

(2) The original FSAR shall be based 
on the safety analysis report submitted 
with the application and reflect any 
changes and applicant commitments 
developed during the cask design 
review process. The original FSAR shall 
be updated to reflect any changes to 
requirements contained in the issued 
Certificate of Compliance (CoG).  

(b) Each update shall contain all the 
changes necessary to reflect information 
and analyses submitted to the 
Commission by the certificate holder or 
prepared by the certificate holder 
pursuant to Commission requirement 
since the submission of the original 
FSAR or, as appropriate, the last update 
to the FSAR under this section. The 
update shall include the effects I of: 

(1) All changes made in the spent fuel 
storage cask design or procedures as 
described in the FSAR: 

(2) All safety analyses and evaluations 
performed bv the certificate holder 
either in support of approved CoC 
amendments, or in support of 

to nclsiins that changes dili not require 
t1 ("i•t' iiendniolt in accordance with 
72.48: and 

0I AtI analyses of new safety issues 
perforined bvyor on behalf of the 
eortificate holder at Commission 

request. The information shall be 
Appropriatelv located within the 
updated FSAR.  

1c)(1) The update of the FSAR shall be 
!:,,i i cc ,o irdaince with § 72.4. on a 
1-1' I'a 'co iu ut -pa..o basis: 

YT., ipdit' ;ha.ill includo a u list that 
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(5) The update shall reflect all 
changes implemented up to a maximum 
of 6 months prior to the date of filing: 

(6) Updates shall be filed every 24 
months from the date of issuance of the 
CoC; and 

(7) The certificate holder shall 
provide a copy of the updated FSAR to 
each general and specific licensee using 
its cask design.  

(d) The updated FSAR shall be 
retained by the certificate holder until 
the Commission terminates the 
certificate.  

(e) A certificate holder who 
permanently ceases operation, shall 
provide the updated FSAR to the new 
certificate holder or to the Commission, 
as appropriate, in accordance with 
§ 72.234(d)(3).  

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 20th dav 
of September, 1999.  

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  
Annette Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission.  
[FR Doc. 99-25054 Filed 10-1-99: 8:45 am] 
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

12 CFR Part 204 

[Regulation D: Docket No. R-1046] 

Reserve Requirements of Depository 
Institutions 

AGENCY: Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System.  
ACTION: Final rule.  

SUMMARY: The Board is amending 
Regulation D. Reserve Requirements of 
Depository Institutions. to reflect the 
annual indexing of the low reserve 
tranche and the reserve requirement 
e'xemption for 2000. and announces the 
,nnnuil indexing of the deposit reporting 
cutoff levels that will be effective 
bo,,ginning in September 2000. The 
amendments decrease the amount of 
transaction accounts subject to a reserve 
requirement ratio of three percent in 
2000. as required by section 19(b)(2)(C) 

4t the Federal Reserve Act. from S46.5 
million to S44.3 million of net 
transaction accounts. This adjustment is 
known as the low reserve tranche 
Adjustment. The Board is increasing 
from S4.9 million to S5.0 million the 
amiotunt of reservable liabilities of each 
iopository institution that is subject to 
a r,,servt requirement of zero percent in 
200). This action is required bv section 
I L)ih)1 1)(B) of the Federal Reserve Act.  
and the adjustment is known as the 
reservable liabilities exemption 
adjustment. The Board is also increasing

53617


